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corrosive fumes. It is av

Keep Faith with the 
Men »ho Fight 
— but it ar Uoitd»

In addition to withstanding great extremes of tempera
ture, the double sealing and extra mechanical strength 
of this Capacitor protect it against vibration, humidity,

able in ratings from 10 mfd. 25 volts to 8 mfd. 500 \ olt 
and is normally supplied with two side terminals—an 
with the working unit insulated from the case.

Specifications and complete test data on all Mallory Bs 
and BT Capacitors are listed, with other hea^ dut\ 
units, in the Mallory catalog. Send for a copy today. 
Write direct for special assistance when confronted 
with unusual problems, or see vour Mallory distributor.

A FV PICAL example of Mallory progress in building 
components is this BS 81 Bathtub” Capacitor. 

Rated at 8 mfd. 500 volts, with a 7(H) volt surge, it is her
metically sealed in a steel case measuring only 
2"xl/4"xl". Its - 10° C impedance at 120 cycles runs 
as low as 220 ohms. The Capacitor itself has been thor
oughly tested in war service from the arctic to the tropics.



The ingenuity of

POWER FACTOR
WORKING VOLTAGE

400 Volts D. C. at72°C.
600 Volts D.C. at 38° C

nated and oil-filled. It meets Army and Navy immersion tests 
Tobe engineers is at your ready disposal in all capacitor 
problems. Inquiries will receive prompt attention. 1

CAPACITY . 
DIMENSIONS
Meets Amy and Navy Immersion Tests 
Oil Impregnated—Oil Filled

002—.005

A small part in victory today... A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY T

LONG LIFE 
ASSURED!

5.0—5.0 Mid.
2* x 3%" x 3VZ

300 CAPACITOR
INSULATING RESISTANCE -
TERMINAL TO CASE 5000 megohms

SPECIFICATIONS—TYPE RAL
SHUNT RESISTANCE

1000 megohms or better

reputation of Tobe Capacitors, earned through an 
Ialmost complete absence of “returns' ’ I • Lasting stamina 

is built into Tobe Capacitors through every careful step in their 
manufacture.. .checked and cross-checked by frequent, rigid inspections. 

For your further assurance of complete satisfaction, every Tobe Capacitor is rated 
ultra-conservatively. • The Tobe Oil-Mite Capacitor shown below is oil-impreg-



vacuum tube art ever since its inception. Working against 
a background unique in the field, our engineers and pro
duction people are given free rein to conduct indepen
dent research and experimentation. Unhampered by mass 
production limitations, their high standards have resulted 
in advanced designs, greater efficiency, lower cost and 
longer life. Such "Amperextras" have carried our tubes 
to a commanding position in communications, ultra high 
frequency transmission, electro medical apparatus, high 
voltage rectification and many industrial applications.
START THI NEW YEAR WITH EXTRA PURCHASES OF WAR BONOS

WHY

AMPEREX
TRANSMITTING AND RECTIFYING TUBES
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DIVISIONTHE S. S. W

MOLDED RESISTORS FLEXIBLE „SHAFT TOOLS

other fields—a position they have won 
and held through—

Unmatched excellence
quality and performance.

(2) Widest selection of sizes and char
acteristics in both the power drive 
and remote control types.

(3) High caliber of S. S. White engi
neering cooperation in applying 
shafts to specific needs.

When you need flexible shafts or 
have a shaft problem, consult S. S. 
White. Meantime, get acquainted with 
the range and scope of S. S White 
Shafts through the following bulletins.
BULLETIN 1238—

Power Drive Flexible Shafts.
BULLETIN 38-42

Remote Control Flexible Shaft.
Copies mailed to you on request.

While new applications of electronics 
are numerous and amazing, there are 
many old down-to-earth standbys that 
go into the design and construction of 
electronic equipment.

Among these standbys are S. S. 
White Flexible Shafts which provid 
a simple, efficient, dependable means 
for transmitting power around turns 
and under other conditions which pre
vent a direct connection, and for re
mote control and coupling.

For many years, S S. White Flexible 
Shafts have been the accepted stand
ard in the aircraft, radio, electronic and

—- DEPT.B, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. _ 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
MOLDED PLASTICS

INDUSTRIAL
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MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC TUBEHAS MADE

bom 
ittrr

I 8t.

by 15 per cent, 
hiercury-vapor 
lower first cost

Moreover, the 
rectifier has a 
and longer life

* Tune In "The World Today" every evenlng 

eacept Sanday at 6:49 E.W.T. over CSS. On 

Sanday Mite« to the GF “All Girl Orchestra'* 

at 10 P M E W T. over NIC.

FREE BOOK—“Hou Electronic Tube»

Work." Vddress Electronics Department.
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

For example, G. E. developed 
the hot-cathode mercury - vapor 
[rectifier tube, the tube which has 
cut rectifier losses to a twentieth 
of what they were with high
vacuum rectifiers and reduced 
over-all transmitter power costs

Today’s complete line of G-E 
transmitting and industrial tubes 
includes many basic electronic 
“firsts.”

than the high-vacuum rectifiers 
that it has replaced. And by 
making it possible to use less ex
pensive transformers and filters, 
over-all transmitter costs have 
been appreciably reduced.

ALL G-E transmitting tubes 
are designed and built to provide 
the greatest efficiency, longest 
service, and maximum operating 
economy possible.

Ask your G-E electronic tube 
distributor for current prices 
and delivery dates.

G-E TUBES ARE "FIRST" IN 
INDUSTRY, TOO I

Many modern method» of manufacture could 
not have been achieved if G-E electronic 

tube» had not been developed to do the 
)ob. The GE steel-clad ignitron and the 

G-E thyratron, for instance, made today * 
high-speed welding of aluminum and stain
less steel both possible and practical.

ÖE ELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944



G-E TELEVISION RELAY ANTENNA. This 
relay type of television antenna, developed 
exclusively by G.E., is in use at General Elec
tric’s television •'workshop” station WRGB at 
Schenectady. It has had a remarkable record 
of reliable performance since its installation.

This antenna is completely enclosed and 
contains four horizontal bays. It is highly 
directional and is especially designed to per
mit the wide band operation which is so nec
essary to successful television transmitting. 
This G-E antenna is so efficient that no relay 
link should be built without it!

lot

«to^te



and TELEVISIONAM, ^FM

• Time ht Gemmi EUctrie» Th* Worid Today" every 
sveumg except 5«Hdsy st ti4S ¿VJ CVS. Sunday 
trr»iii(i Intern «0 G-E MAU Giri Orti»«»«’* st IO E.W.T., N OC.

BACK THE ATTACK-BUY WAR BONDS I

Electronic Tubes • Receivers

G-E S-T FM RELAY ANTENNA. A multiple
dipole antenna easily mounted on a single pole. 
Its housings (appealing as dipole tubes in the 
photograph) are completely sealed and pressur
ized to keep out moisture. One bank of enclosed 
dipoles is the antenna while the other acts as a 
reflector, and permits extremely sharp-focus direc
tional beaming in a powerful, narrow, horizontal 
pattern. This gives a power gain of 10 at studio 
transmitter and, if also used at the receiver, pro
vides an additional and second power gain of 10.

ENERAJ. ^ELECTRIC fM • 1 ELEVISION ‘ AM
&X &.É&Z TÜ^tee./

G-E electronic engineers can provide the 
antenna best suited to your nt rds whether AM. 
FM or TELEVISION, or, indeed, can help you 
equip your station with any equipment you may 
need Iron» anotophone to «ntenna.

AD I A KI ™AT wll sicum your flacr in rUMlV RADIO BROADCASTING POST-WAR 

Genet«! Electric offen you "The G-E EquipaMnt Re*«rv«tion

priority m a broadcast tranamittor and a aociat ’ ’’ It
will enabl* U* Co plan definitely for it joac*1» poet-war pro
duction, thereby giriug you the finest poiaible poet-war deliven 
and the earings of pl* Mud production. Inveetigats this pia> < 
today and assure your place in rad» broadcasting post-war 
El* inmac DrpertuwiW. General Electric, Schnnt^f, N, Y>

arc four types of G-E antennas, for four dis
tinct uses. All tour are proving their high effi 
a» ncy tn present bren-nou» use ... all four are 
। trique in their performance * ». dll four are 
rugged in construction and easy to install. G-E 
can supply all these types of antenna with the 
station equipment-

Fhe operating character ¡»tics of these an
tennas enable the broadcaster to put out more 
radio frequency power, and to r i ■ ate that in
creased power with more effective coverage. 
G- E antennas properly co-ord>nated w«di their 
transir ten, give greatly improved perform
ance • • • profitably ... by more efficient and 
economical distribution or radiation over 
broader areas.
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HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANT OTHER MANUFACTURER

This electronic fuse inspector helps to make 
hand grenades safe for Johnny Doughboy

unerring accuracy no other inspection 
method can even approach.

ible rate of 4000 an hour

SERIES EXPLAINING THE USES Of r.L kCTRONIC TUBES IN INDUSTR

• Tune in “The World Today” and hear IN 
nt wn direct from the inen who me it happen 
every evening ejrcept Sunday at 6:k5 E.W.T- 
over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G-E “All 
Girl Orchestra” at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over SBC.

A G-E X-ray tube (1), a G € phototube (2), 

i G-E thyratron tube (1), and several G-E 

ampliBor tubes are the “eyes and brains” 

of this ingenious maohinc

imperfect fuse gets a dab oi red paint 
a photo-electric meter chan record! 
the “dud.”

It is thp purpose of G E electronic tub 
engineers to aid any manufacturer oi 
electronic devices in the application ol 
lubes. Through its nation-wide distnbu 
tion system, G. E. is also prepared tc 
supply users of electronic devices with 
replacement tubes.

FREE BOOKLET ON ELECTRONIC TUBES
Send us the names of interested men in jw 
plant. We will mail them, without charge, an 
illustrated, easily understood book on “Ho* 
Electronic Tubes Work.” Address Elect: onio 
Department, General Electric, Schenectady, N. J.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January,

To safeguard our fighting men, hand 
grenades must be flawless — every fuse 
must be timed to split-second accuracy.

From the engineering laboratory of 
General Electric has come an automatic 
X-ray inspector—the first of its kind— 
which checks time fuses at the incred-

A movable belt carries the fuses 
through the penetrating beam of a 
i oo,ooo-volt G-E X-ray tube which casts 
its glow on a fluorescent screen. A G-E 
phototube, or “electric eye,” inspects the 
glow. If constant, verdict is “O.K.” If 
intensity changes, powder charge is in
adequate for proper timing. Instanta
neously, a four-way alarm is given . . . 
a bell rings; a red light flashes; the



OUR NEW PLANT

ust opened

»IM-■-•OH

Taint'

witt

I you*

1 152*4 MacQuesten Parkway South ♦ Mount Vernon, N. Y.

new American Radio

steps up ARHCO produetion

Hardware factory at Mt. Vernon, New York. 
Dedicated to the service of our country, this 
new plant, with its substantially increased 
productive capacity, makes possible a greater 
output of ARHCO components than hereto* 
fore. Moreover, we are now able to produce 
at an even faster rate and to top our already 
good delivery record.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

One more thing we assure you. The high 
quality and performance of ARHCO compo
nents will be maintained. As always, you may 
depend upon them for consistent service . . . 
for vital war necessities ... for postwar in* 
dustrial and radionic applications. We invite 
your inquiries.

aAHCî
< WSI A
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A G-E X-ray tube 0)3 G-E oborotub« (2). 

i G-E thyratro» tube (3), ana several G-E 

imalifier tubes are the “eyw and brains"

This electronic fuse inspector helps to moke 
hand grenades safe for Johnny Doughboy

ible rate of 4000 an hour
unerring accuracy no other inspection 
method can even approach.

SERIES EXPLAINING THE USES OF ELECTRONIC TUBES IN INDUSTR

♦ Tune in “The World Today” and hear the 
new» direst from the men who wr it happen, 
every evening except Sunday at f>:iñ E.W.T. 
over CBS. On Sunday Unten to the G-E “AH 
Girl Orchestra” at 10 PM. E.W.T. over NBC.

imperfect fuse gets a dab of red paint 
a photo-electric meter chart record’ 
the “dud.”

ft is the purpose of G F electronic rub 
engineers to aid any manufacturer oi 
electronic devices in the application oi 
tubes. 1 hrough its nation-wide distribu 
tion system, G. E. is also prepared to 
supply «sers of electronic dwices with 
replacement tubes.

FREE BOOKLET ON ELECTRONIC TUBES
Send i» the names of Interested men in l’ouï 
plant. We will mail them, without charge.
illustrated, easily understood book on “H<w 
Electronic Tubes Work." Addres« Electronic 
be port me nt, General Electric, Schenectady, N. 1 ■

To safeguard our fighting men, hand 
grenades must be flawless — every fuse 
must be timed to split-second accuracy.

From the engineering laboratory of 
General Electric has come an automatic 
X-ray inspector—the first of its kind— 
which checks time fuses at the incred-
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A movable belt carries the fuses 
through the penetrating beam of a 
i oo,ooo-volt G-E X-ray tube which casts 
its glow on a fluorescent screen. A G-E 
phototube, or “electric eye,” inspects the 
glow. If constant, verdict is “O.K.” If 
intensity changes, powder charge is in
adequate for proper timing. Instanta
neously, a four-wav alarm is given . . . 
a bell rings; a red light flashes; the



OUR NEW PLANT

?aint
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I 152-4 MacQucsten Parkway South • Mount Vernon, N. Y.
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steps up ARHCO production

KU ust opened is the new American Radio 
Hardware factory at Mt. Vernon, New York. 
Dedicated to the service of our country, this 
new plant, with its substantially increased 
productive capacity, makes possible a greater 
output of ARHCO components than hereto
fore. Moreover, we are now able to produce 
at an even faster rate and to top our already 
good delivery record.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

One more thing we assure you. The high 
quality and performance of ARHCO compo
nents will be maintained. As always, you may 
depend upon them for consistent service . . . 
for vital war necessities . . .for postwar in
dustrial and radionic application*!. We invite 
your inquiries.

aRHCB5 
a



EVEN MORE TO THE

POSTWAR RADIO INDUSTRY

WILL MEAN

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ♦ J an wry. 1944

Thirty-three years of pioneering work in radio pre
pared Magnavox to produce these highly complex pre
cision instruments, ranging from gun firing solenoids 
to the most intricate radio communication systems.

V-Day will find Magnavox skills and facilities at 
a new high, because of the miracles of invention and 
production demanded by the emergency—ready to 
play a more prominent part than ever in the coming 
peacetime developments in all phases of electronics. 
The most advanced engineering and manufacturing 
facilities are housed in the new, modern six-acre plant. 
The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

^aiinavox craftsmanship won the first 
\ "E” award in this field (1941), now with

3 White Star Renewal Citations.

These highly technical instruments—some of the 

many Magnovox makes for the armed forces—will 

find their counterparts in peacetime developments.

SOLENOIDS



electronic industries

Ha* aa aa<«a«Ha*iy 
law vaHaya Ara* la 
tabe. Ceremlt w*-

5,000 volt output 
Current output...
2 tubes ... 2^

meat 4l»f Hlrw. Nan 
«antrellla* meta*l 
bearla* •••«♦» wA 
*rav4Ain* lea* Ma> 
m»at Ilie

reeceatrata Alt* 
<har*e. Mlgb *e«a-

We ore now in quantity production 
on this better 872-A Tube and can

5 S*ttee> clereA 
rhlelA *1**« 

*r«veai* esce«« beat 
ekrtt leaA* «eme 

through gio*» Ute Io- 
rare* freeAem Irem *o*

supply to Army, Novy specifica
tions. It is o medium power Recti
fier 10,000 volt inverse peak. Ex- 
tensively used for power supplies

, from 1,000 to

General

Chicago: 1917 No. Springfield Ave
Export Dept. — 89 Broad St, N. Y. C.

ELECTRONICS
INC.

1O1 HAZEL STREET, PATERSON. N.J



Cathode-Ray Technique Now Goes

▲ Cathode-ray technique may be applicable 
▼ to your industrial or engineering problems. 
Write on business stationery for the new 
DuMont Manual. And submit that problem for 
engineering suggestions or recommendations.

Still another typical DuMont case 
▼ history . . .
Wartime metallurgists are scarce. 
Yet metallurgical requirements are 
highly critical. In some processes 
incoming materials must be 100% 
checked for exact metallurgical 
properties. Finished production is 
individually checked since faulty 
pieces might get by percentage or 
spot checks. No chances can be 
taken with the lives of our fighting 
men. What to do?

The problem was given to Du-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES o January, 1944

Another DuMont cyclogram, thia lime 
indicating high internal stresses. The 
Cyclograph may be used io distinguish 
between two pieces of elee) having the 
same hardness, one of which has low 
internal stresses «nd the other higher 
internal stresses and therefore more 
brittle.

Mont cathode-ray specialists. In 
due course the DuMont Cyclograph 
evolved. Here is a truly revolution
ary means of metallurgical check
ing and automatic sorting. After 
undergoing exhaustive tests at the 
hands of metallurgists, production 
men and ordnance experts, it is now 
offered not only as an instrument 
but as a continuing engineering 
service, on a lease basis. Thus an
other milestone in production uni
formity, efficiency, economy, in 
war and in peace.

Typical DuMont cyclogram aa read by 
the operator. This reading is for the 
depth ol case-hardening. Each division 
of grating represents .01". Waist thick 
ness equals 22 tenths, or closely corre
sponding io micrograph examination of 
same piece



.EMEN

(f When properly applied to the wire with a T&B Han<
T&B Pressure Connectors become an integral part of the [wire itself. Th

WRITE FOR DETAILED, ILLUSTRATED STA-KON BULLETIN 500

Patented STA-KON: Reg U. S Pat. Oft

1944

less) Wire Terminal 
or Power Tool, the!

F Flag awarded April, 1943
White Sur awarded October 1943

cable 

Jems.
new 

m fot 
lions.

her T&B 
ip reduce

are made in any desired design of tongue and in wire sizes »22 to
ff We invite electronics manufacturers to consult our enginee: 
unusual wiring problems, d STA-KONS, like the thousands

THE essential requirement of an ideal electronic 

trical joint assuring constant, low resistance value, 
atmospheric conditions. ff It is met by STA-KON ’

¡50 mom AWG. 
hg service on

electrical fittings, are sold only through recognized T&B Distributors w 
the manufacturer's selling costs, thereby reducing the cost of all electric 
to the user.

jonnection is a sound/ hlec- 
egardless of operating and

THE THOMAS & BETTS CO.
incorpor iter 

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL FITTINGS SINCE 1899 
ELIZABETH I, NEW JER8L1 

In Canada Thoma» A lath Ltd Montraal

IRK



Centralab
Division of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee

Two Types of
MOUNTED CAPACITORS

Both types are used in high frequency circuits 

where a capacity ground to the chassis and 

a "lead through" is desired.

The ceramic capacitor tube is plated internally 

and externally with silver and then with cop
per. The tube is snug fit in the brass bushing 

zr.d the external capacitor plate is soldered 
to the bushing.

In types 817-001 and 817-002 the tinned 

copper wire is also snug fit inside the capac
itor tube and is soldered to the internal plate.

We are equipped to produce other sizes 
and capacities where quantity need 

justifies the tooling of special parts.

Type 817-001 5$MMFX10%r

Neg. Temp Coefficient 
— 00052 MME/MMF®C

Test voltag. is 2000 V D. C. 
working voltage 1000 VDC

Type 8 .'7-002 

. Mechanically as aba«. 
Capacitance 15 MME—20% 

Sketch ii TWICE octvol ill.

Type 814-078 300 MME-t-10%
N.g. Temp Coefficient 

— .00075 MMF/MMF *C
Test voltage is 1 400 V 0 C 
wo*kmg voltage 500 VDC.
Sketch is TWICE ac'uol site

PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS... SELECTOR SWITCHES—CERAMIC
CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE STEATITE INSULATORS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944



BODY NO. 400 DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL

Division of GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee

CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE STEATITE INSULATORS
PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS... SELECTOR SWITCHES—CERAMIC

Centradite is particularly recommended for 
coil forms where thermal expansion must be 
low to prevent undue change in inductance. 
At 20-600°C thermal coefficient of expan
sion is 3.1 x 10“* as compared Io 8.3 x 10“* 
at 20-800 °C for Steatite.

Centradite can be supplied in various shapes 
by extrusion or pressing.

Centradite due to its resistance to heat shock, 
lends itself to a new process of soldering 
metal to ceramic, whereby the ceramic surface 
is metallized to permit soldering.

We invite inquiries regarding the future 
uses which may fit your applications.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

20-100 °C 1 .9x1 0“* Thermal coefficient of expansion per 
20-600 °C 3 lxl0~* degree Centigrade

13.000 1b« Modulus of rupture in lbs par tq in.

$.4 Dielectric constant
3.00 or la««. Dielectric lot» factor
Class ••13" or battar Grada par American Stand. C 75.1-1943

LOW THERMAL

EXPANSION

LOW POROSITY

LOW LOSS FACTOR

HIGH RESISTANCE 

TO HEAT SHOCK
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Westinghouse

Electronic Tubes AT WORK



e ground
TODAY there’s scarcely a problem that 
doesn’t have its electronic answer.

Electronics sees all, hears all, knows all!

From trapping microscopic dust particles 
... to welding giant girders ... or sewing 
together metal skins that surface airplanes 
... electronic tubes perform a multiplicity 
of special tasks and daily duties that stag
ger even present day imaginations.

In this field of modern magic Westing
house has an outstanding record.

On a thousand fronts, military and indus
trial, Westinghouse Electronic Tubes are 
doing a thousand jobs. Soundly designed 
and engineered they are all true products 
of Westinghouse “know-how" !

Include electronics in your post-war plan
ning . . . but before you carry your j>lans 
too far, make sure they are practical elec
tronically. Take advantage of the technical 
assistance Westinghouse has to offer.

Westinghouse engineers have their heads 
in the clouds but their feet, you'll find, 
are on the ground. Westinghouse Electric 
and Manufacturing Co., Bloomfield, N. J. 
Plants in 25 cities . . . offices everywhere.

VVL 803
enlode R?

WL 895
Used

9round 
^or Bull,

communicohon 
leb" SP-I5Q 0roodCou;n 

°ther <nduchon' 
ho"s Asi, M. o

Amplifie, 
eircroh

□nd 
and
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GREASED LIGHTNING STREAKS IN

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE CO

WILMINGTON

Offim

Official U. S. Navy Photo

THE bigger they are, the harder they fall! That’s the 
slogan of the PT*s. There’s nothing the NIPS can 

show that PT’s won’t take on and send to the bottom. 
The record proves it.

In the production of PT boats, lightness in weight 
and exceptional strength are important factors. That’s 
why there is found in their construction and insula
tion-strong, lightweight plastics like National Vul
canized Fibre and Phenolite, laminated Bakelite. We 
salute the Naval architects who gave our fighting men at 
sea the lightning striking panther, the PT boat.

DELAWARE

Principal Cities

National Vulcanized Fibre and Phenolite, 
laminated Bakelite parts, because of their 
lightness in weight, high dielectric strength, 
exceptional wearing and other qualities, 
are playing a vital part in everything of 
Uncle Sam’s that "flies, floats or shoots."



loto

production rate and 
assembled into a coil 
form of practically the 
same design as you 
brought us." 
Above are illustrated 
the parts which we 
finally shipped to the 
customer. Simple as A, 
B. C, isn't it? But it dem

onstrates that it is well worthwhile 
to consider the services of Ameri
can Lava when designing Steatite 
Ceramic Insulators. Perhaps we 
can make recommendations that 
will be of real benefit to you.

Of course we can make it" we 
told a customer after studying 

his latest blueprint of a coil form, 
"but we can save you a lot of 
money and give you more satis
factory service if you follow the 
suggestions of our Engineering 
staff. The boys recommend mak
ing the piece in two parts. They 
can be pressed quickly at a high

Am y-Navy "E"
First Awarded July 27, 1942
Second Award: “Star" February 13, 

1943 »
Thir.1 Award: "Star" September 35, 

1943

AND SAYED THE CUSTOMER LOTS OE MOREY

TENNESSEE

STEATITE CERAMIC ELECTRICAL INSULATION 
FOR ELECTRONIC USES

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
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t&e to 6c n-ßtlttcMeel
. . . when screws painted-in, rusted-in, or “frozen-in” have to be removed, saved, and used 

again . . . here is a tool that eliminates this serious problem of field maintenance. This rugged 
Center Pivot hand driver, as used with CLUTCH HEAD Screws, is the answer. Note its structure; 
its careful engineering to make a deep dead-center entry to engage the straight walls of the 
Clutch with a powerful torque that breaks the “freeze” of any screw for straight, easy, and 
undamaged withdrawal. More than that, this simple tool saves the screw for re-use 

because the withdrawal action automatically unites the screw and driver as a unit ... to pre
vent trouble and possible danger arising from dropped and lost screws. In addition to speeding 
and simplifying normal field adjustments, this positive Lock-On feature frequently saves

disassembling surrounding units by furnishing dead-sure access 
to and from these otherwise impossible or hard-to-get-at spots.

¿c^e^

For closer personal understanding of this and other ex
clusive CLUTCH HEAD features, may we send you an 

assortment of screws and a sample Center Pivot Bit . . . 

aloné with illustrated Brochure on CLUTCH HEAD Screws?

UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION
CHICAGO CLEVELAND NEW YORK

20 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944



Veterans of Today
COIL DATA

COIL DATA

COIL DATA
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BO is a compactly designed 2 pole 
DC 2^ watt relay; equipp'd with 
a semi-balanced armature, with-

Relays for the Electronic Aye 
of Tomorrow are Rattle Proven

AN & ANS are power relays with 
3*/2 watt coils; equipped with semi
balanced armatures; withstand 
vibration to 12 G; operate at tem
peratures of + 70° C. or — 50° C.; 
weigh 9 ounces; measure 2^4 by 
2Vi by 1-31/32 inches; standard is 
single pole single throw normally 
open double break and rated 50 
amperes at 24 volts DC.

Model ANS has special alloy con
tacts to handle 75 amperes DC . . . 
otherwise identical to model AN.

AR&ASare featherweight 1 watt 
relays; weigh only 50 grams, meas
ure 1-3 16 by by 15 16 inches; 
contacts handle 5 amperes at 24 
volts DC or 110 volts AC single pole 
double throw.

Model AS is insulated from frame 
... otherwise identical to model AR.

stands vibration to 12 G; operates 
at temperatures of 4- 70° C. or — 50° 
C.; resists corrosion; weighs 4 
ounces; measures I7/» by 1% by 
1-17/32 inches; standard is double 
pole double throw and rated 15 am
peres at 24 volts DC or 110 volts AC.

BJ is a small and compactly de
signed 2 watt relay; equipped with 
a semi-balanced armature; with
stands vibration to 12 G; operates 
at temperatures of 4- 70° C. or — 50° 
C.; weighs 2*4 ounces, measures 
2-5/16 by 1-9/16 by 25/32 inches; 
can be supplied in various contact 
arrangements, standard is double 
pole double throw and rated 5 am
peres at 24 volts DC or 110 volts AC.

BO

AR

AN

MODEL BO
COIL 

NUMBER
NOMINAL 

VOLTS AMFERES RESISTANCE WATTS

24 1.21 1^ IS
! 28 50 .500 10.0 2.5
1 29 6.0 .422 142

30 7.8 .319 24.5 2.5
j 32 13.2 .190 7Ö.0 2.5

34 20.0 .125 160. 2.5
35 24.0 .106 230. 2d
36 32.0 .078 415. 2.5
40 77.0 .032 2380. 2d
42 112.__ .022 5000. 25

MODEL BJ
COIL 

NUMBER
NOMINAL 

VOLTS AMFERES resistance WATTS

18 0.36 5.590 0.06 " 2 "
20 0.57 3.520 0.16 2
22 0.89 2.240 0.40 2
24 1.41 >.414 1.00 2
26 2.25 0.089 2.53 2
30 5.65 0.354 16. 2
33 11.6 0.173 67. 2
36 22.5 0.089 255. 2
38 35.4 0.056 625. 2
40 56.6 0.035 1600. J

MODEL AR
COIL 

NUMBER
NOMINAL

VOLTS AMFERES "Resistance
------------ 1
WATTS 

1
20 .329 3.043 ' "JÖ8 I i
22 .526 1.900 .277 ’ 1
24 .844 1.185 .712 1
28 2.168 .461 4 70 1 1
32 5.568 .180 31.0 1
35 11.31 .088 128 1
38 22.98 035 528. 1 !
40 36.81 .027 1355. ... 1
42 59.03 .017 3485.
44 94.68 .011 8965. 1 J

( MODELAN SW DC COIL DATA

NUMBER
NOMINAL 

VOLTS AMFERES RESISTANCE WATTS

1 24 3.07 1.140 2.70 35
1 27 6.16 .568 10.8 35

30 12.3 . .284 434 3 5
15.6 .225 69.1 3.5 I

II 32 19.6 .178 110. 3.5
II 33 24.8 .141 Ì75 3.5
I 34 31.1 .112 277. 3.5
1 36 49.5 .071 TOO. 3.5

99.2 .035 2Ó1Ò 3.5
125.... .ÖM 4460. 1 5



History of Communications Number One of a Series

INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD

IOREIGN DIVISION: 301 CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA - CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 RING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, CANADA

MODEL 

1700-UB

One of the first known channels of message carrying was by runner, and' 
annals of Grecian and Phoenician history describe the nimble lads who 
firmly grasped rolls of parchment and sped hither and yon. Clad in typi
cal running gear of the period, they covered amazing distances with 
almost incredible speed. That was the forerunner of today s modern com
munications where scientific electronic devices are “getting the message 
through” on every war front. Universal Microphone Co. is proud of the 
part it plays in manufacturing microphones and voice communication 
components for all arms of the United States Armed Forces, and for the 
United Nations as well. Other drawings in the series will portray the 
development of communications down through civilization and the ages 
to the modem era of applied electronics.

< Model 1700-UB, illustrated at left, is but one 
of several military type microphone^ now avail- 
able to priority users through local radio jobbers. „«GriWSBfct



FIBERGLAS

Moisture Corrosive Acids, Fumestures
rtes

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES CAN BE MADE FROM STOCKles

The use of Fiberg las Insulation, throughout 
industry, is featured with fewer breakdowns, 
less maintenance, savings in labor man-hours 
and materials. In use they prove their stand
ing as the most effective inorganic insulation 
for Electrical Equipment Protection.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

ELECTRICAL INSULATIONS

YOUR

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AGAINST

... Overloading...Extreme High or Low Tempera

TAPES
OTHS

and

INCMITCHELL-RAND INSULATION COMPANY
53 MURRAY STREET NEW YORK 7, N. YCOrtlondt 7-9264

Fiberglas Soturnted Sleeking ond Varnished Tubing 
Asbestos Sleeving end Tepe 
f.tmded Plashs Tubing
Varnished Cambric Cl»»h anu Tope 
Mice Plate. Tepe. Puper, Cloth and Tubing

Flbeigfes Varnished Tope and Cloth 
l««ulating Papers ond Twines 
Cable Filling ond Pofneod Compound 
►riciion Tape ond Splice 
Tran»tarm«r Compounds

A PARTIAL LIST OF M-R PRODUCTS
Fibergia» Braided Sleeking
Caftan Tepee, Webbings ond Sleeking.
Impregnated Varnish Tubing 
Insulating Varnishes of all types

WRITF TODAY ,or *®“r ,r<* copy •* it ni i l i uuh i the M M wall CHAIT 
with it» engineering table», electrical »ym- 
bol*, carrying capacities of conductor», 
dielectric average».thicbee«ie» of ¡mutating 

material», tubing sImb, tap drill liies, etc.



DABLEOU say DE

mind
actual symbol of the product,

knotty problem. TK

tuver in the world the safest name to think
of when you need capacitors for any purpose.

so important

IT’S C-D FOUR TO ONE: I independent inquiry

Cornell Dubilier ®
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

HIGH PURITY ALUMINUM FOIL— Lowur 
High tensile strength, means longer life.

HIGH GRADE MULTI-LAMINATED KRAFT 
voltage breakdown—maximum safety—high

• space limita- 
features are: 

R.F. resistance—

TISSUE—Higher 
insulation resist-

design engineer, faced with arbitrary

Once the name of a product i 
its mention awakens definite

lions, soli

means trouble free Ion
any capacitor installation. Cornell-Dubilier Electric 
Corporation, South Plainfield. New Jersey.

name Cornell-Dubilier has come to mean incom
parable capacitor performance. It is the name of 
the oldest, largest exclusive capacitor manufac-

DRIED, IMPREGNATED AND FILLED — Under Continuous 
Vacuum—Lower equiva ent series resistance, particularly at 
higher temperature—4,000 megohms per microfarad insula
tion resistance.

HEAVY-DUTY WET-PROCESS GLAZED PORCELAIN INSU
LATOR—High dielectric and mechanical strength.

CORK-GASKETED PRESSURE-SEALED Terminals—leakproof 
joints—high dielectric strength.

STURDY. ARC-WELDED STEEL CASE—Leakproof-durable 
strong.

CONSERVATIVE D.C RATING—Will safely operate con
tinuously at 10% above rated voltage.

FILLED WITH FIRE-PROOF DYKANOL—Eliminates all fire 
hazard.

firmly established, 
associations in the 
name ... it is an
Thus it is that the

TYPE TK DYKANOL FILTER CAPACITORS
\o other capacitor of such fine quality for large 
capacity and high voltage filter service has ever 
been offered in such compact dimensions. Thus the

just completed, 2,000 electrical engineers were asked to 
list the first, second and third manufacturers coming to mind 
when thinking of capacitors. When all the returns were 
in, Cornell-Dubilier was far in the lead — receiving almost 
four times as many “'firsts" as the next named capacitor.

• mor« in use today than any other make

capacitors_________
*' we »«° c



now in

1944

connection with world-wide 
military aircraft operations.

WILCOX IS IN SERVICE
Along the Route of The Capital Fleet

WILCOX ELECTRIC 
COMPANY

Photograph, courtesy PENNSYLVANIA-CENTRAL AIRLINES, 
(left) P J, Vierling, Supt., Maintenance, (right) Earl Raymond, Chief, (ground Station Maintenante

Central Airlines. In addition to in
stallations on major airlines through
out the United States, Wilcox radio

“Installation of Wilcox transmitters, 
at many of our points, has given our 
communications the high degree of 
dependability so necessary for airline 
operations,” states Mr. Earl 
Raymond of Pennsylvania-

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January 1944



ILLUMINATION DEGASSING

MACHINE 
CONTROL

ELECTRO
PLATING

DIELECTRIC 
TESTING

ELECTRIC 
FURNACES

VACUUM TUBE 
MANUFACTURING

INFRA-RED 
OPERATIONS

ELECTRONIC 
DEVICES

LABORATORY 
TESTING

X-RAY 
APPARATUS

RADIO 
TRANSMITTERS

IO obtain the exacting performance of today’s industrial processes 
and electrical equipment — use POWERSTAT precision voltage control.

SECO’S standard line of distortionless variable transformers enables you to set voltage 
quickly and exactly to any specified value independent of load, power-factor, and frequency.

SECO’S line of manually or motor driven POWERSTATS for remote push-button or 
automatic operation is applicable to your control problem.

Standard types are available for single or polyphase operation on 115, 230 or 440 volt 
circuits in capacities up to 75 KVA

280 LAUREL STREET

WZ -....  .......   —
VOLTAGE PROBLEM



FREE FROM THE BLACK HAND

OF ELECTRO-CHEMICAL

CORROSION

Louis.

LU MA KITH FORMS

LUMARITH
A CELANESE* PLASTIC

Detroit, Los Angeles, Washington, D 
Leominster, Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa

Dayton, Philadelphia, Chicag<

is slit and wound into cops. A-78 finished foil 
has good elongation—making it ideal for use in 
automatic machinery. You are invited to 
write for booklet of facts about Lumarith 
plastics and their special electrical applica
tions. Celanese Celluloid Corporation, The 
First Name in Plastics, a division of Celanese 
Corporation of America, 180 Madison Avenue, 
New York City 16. Representatives: Cleveland,

PIASHCS IN FILM . . . FOIL . . . MOLDING MATERIALS AND OTHER

Unlike many dielectrics, Lumarith fcellu- 
lose-acetate base), when in contact with cur
rent-carrying copper wire, remains unaffected 
in the presence of moisture, and does not pro
mote corrosion of the wire. In foil and film, it 
is used as an extra covering for bobbins and 
spools and as between-layer insulation in wire
wound coils—wherever the black hand of 
corrosion threatens.

V78 finished Lumarith foil—matte-sur
faced on one side—eliminates the need of talc 
or lubricants required bv ordinary foil when it

*U««. U. S Pat Ofi.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jumury, 1944



the pilot’s name is Elmer!

SPERRY

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

American bamherr me non being equipped 
with the new Sperry Gyrotronic* Pilot, a pre
cision, electronic tertian of the Gyropilot.* 
*Tr>d4iiijLrfcs Racutered

a pproximately 20 nervous seconds 
XX elapse between the time a bomber 
goes into its final run and the time it 
pulls out and heads for home.

During these vital 20 seconds, which 
determine whether the mission suc
ceeds or fails, the pilot of this bomber 
is a machine—the Sperry Gyropilot.* 
He’s “Elmer” to the U. S bomber crews 
—“George” to the fliers of the RAJ.

Why is the plane turned over to 
Elmer? Because Elmer provides the 
precision control necessary to maneu
ver the airplane correctly during the 
bombing run

Elmer holds the ship steadier—truer 
—than any man can do. His errorless 
control is one of the big reasons for the 
accuracy of American precision bomb
ing.

Elmer not only does this but, going 
to and from the target, he can hold the

will return to the work for which he 
was originally designed.

With more than 30 years of develop
ment behind him, Elmer, the Sperry 
Gyropilot, will be well-equipped to 
serve tomorrow's world-wide airlines.

big ships in level flight and on their 
course with no hand on the controls.

Naturally, a device like this is not 
created overnight. Sperry developed 
the first automatic pilot before the last 
war. It was designed to increase safety 
in flight Pioneering and development 
work continued. In 1933, Wiley Post 
flew around the world alone with the 
aid of a Sperry Gyropilot.

Post’s epochal flight furnished spec
tacular proof that Elmer was practical. 
Sperry Gyropilots were soon standard 
equipment on transport planes the 
world over When World War II came, 
still further improvements had been 
made to give Elmer the precision 
needed for bombing missions.

Improvements are still being made. 
When the war is over, Elmer, along 
with many other Sperry devices de
veloped for peace and adapted to war,

GYROSCOPE COMPANY, INC.
Brooklyn, New York 

Division of the Sperry Corporation



RATED VOLTAGE is always available to equipment

protected with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE

tes.

Constai rmers

1944

Transformera fort Constant Voltag« • Cold Cathode Lighting • Mercury Lamps • Series Lighting • Fluorescent Lighting • X-Ray Equipment • Luminous Tube Signs 

Oil Burner Ignition • Radio • Power • Controls - Signal Systems • Door Bells and Chimes. etc. SOLA KLRCTRIC CO., 2S2S Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, IN.

iptd 
pre-

Operate at 115 volts” on the label 
of electrically operated precision 
equipment is not simply informative 
—it's a warning!

A warning that the device is too 
sensitive to tolerate the voltage fluc
tuations that may be met on Amer
ica’s power lines, and «till perform 
with efficiency. A warning that sen
sitive tubes and other delicate mech
anisms may be irreparably damaged 
by line surges and that costly re
placements, with consequent loss of 
time and efficiency, lie ahead.

The design engineer who assumes 
that the precisely controlled voltages 
of the research laboratory will be 
duplicated in the field is heading his 
product toward trouble. Nominal

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

line voltage ratings can no longer he 
used as single, stable reference 
points for design considerations. 
Commercial power lines are too 
heavily loaded and unpredictable.

’’Operate at 115 volts” is no longer 
sufficient on a label. A guarantee 
that the ”115 volts” will always be 
available, in spite of the unpredict
able fluctuations of commercial 
power, is a prime requisite if the de
vice is to perform with unfailing effi
ciency and precision.

The place to provide voltage con
trol is within the equipment. With a 
Constant Voltage Transformer as a 
component part, the device is pro
vided with a dependable source of 
voltage and unfailing protection

against performance interference and 
construction damage.

Sola Constant Voltage Trans
formers are available in sizes and 
capacities to meet design require 
merits of any electrically operated 
equipment or electronic device. 
Items so protected will deliver as 
efficiently in the field as under the 
most ideal laboral ory conditions.

Sola Constant Voltage Trans
formers have no moving parts to get 
out of order. There are no manual 
adjustments to be made. They per
form instantly and automatically, 
maintaining output constant to with
in + 1% of the rated voltage, re
gardless of line fluctuations as great 
as 30C7c.

To Manufacturers t
Built-in voltage control guaran
tees the voltage called for on your 
label. Consult our engineers on 
details of design specifications.

Ask for tullstls 10CV-74

The label says: 
OPERATE AT 115 VOLTS



KURZ-KASCH

IN SELECTING YOUR PLASTIC MOLDER —LOOK FOR BALANCE!
production together with your engi
neers or designers. Behind them lies 
a generation of experience in mold
ing all plastic materials by all ac
cepted methods. And in growing up 
with the Plastics industry, they’ve 
picked up experience you might need. 
You can sit in with no obligation.

To do your molding job and do it 
right, your custom molder has four 
functions to perform—Engineering, 
Mold-making, Molding and Finish
ing. Some like to add a fifth one— 
Selection of Material—but that’s ac
tually an essential part of Engineer
ing, and should be treated as such.

The measure of your molder’s use
fulness to you lies in his ability to so 
balance all these functions in one 
plant that soundly engineered, 
thoroughly inspected parts feed into 
your production lines on rigid sched
ules ... without delays or excuses. In 
other words, on his ability to assume 
full responsibility from drawing 
board to delivery.

At Kurz-Kasch, this balance is 
struck at the Plastics Round Table, 
where experts of all departments plan

RIGHT NOW is the time for Design and Engineering on your post
war plastics applications. And, in some cases, Mold-making. Do this, 
and you’ll have the jump on the field . . . we’ll be all set to serve you 
better . . . and your Plans will turn into Products more smoothly. 
Ask for an engineer!

For over 25 years Planners and Molders in Plastics

Kurz-Kasch, Inc.. 1417 South Broadway. Day ton, Ohio 

Branch Sales Offices: New York • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • Dallas • St. Louis • Toronto 

Canada. Export Offices: 89 Broad Street, New York City

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944
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INSTRUMENT SPECIALTIES CO., INC

yean» we have repeatcritical. In the name

springs, designed and Micro-proc
essed to meet your particular need.

fact — on your own

XtXicro-processing” sets new standards of design 
and performance for beryllium copper coil and flat 
springs. We at Instrument Specialties Company take 
pride in the fact that the service record of million» 
of Micro-processed springs has resulted in nation
wide acceptance of our unique precision production 
methods.

edly shown that only Micro-processed beryllium 
copper can achieve certain desired 
physical and electrical characteris
tics. Every step in our progress is

In five short years I-S springs have proved their 
superiority over any beryllium copper springs — 
whether their ultimate use is average or highly

HELI ENGINEERING OFFICES: IMTON-CIICAGO-CLEVELAND-PHILADELPHIA-NEW YUR 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jantury. 1H4

By re-defining the possibilities of spring performance 
■we have opened new avenues for the use of beryllium 
copper springs — Micro-processing, more than ever 
before, is a sen ant to the nation's industry.

How does I-S attain mass pro
duction when orders range from 
1,000,000 to 10 springs with simple 
or complex requirements? The an- 

1 swer is plain to see. Special “spring 
Z Æ grade” wire, drawn to specifications

1/7JW set up hy the I-S production control
laboratory; coiling, heat treatment 
and electronic micrometer inspec- 
tioii is directed by routine control 
methods based upon known fac

tors; specially trained tool and die makers skillfully 
apply the principles of Micro-processing to flat spring 
work; and in addition. Instrument Specialties Com
pany has in the field, resident engineers in major 
industrial areas who are ready to discuss with you 
and act upon your spring problems.

shall be your servant
Matt. 23:11



THIS BIG 28-PAGE BROCHURE IS

efficiency of your product II show why our plant

OU
including many useful charts and graph:tion

Name

and facilities have been increased more than 4000% 
and that there is NO shortage of mykroy

MUST' READING FOR ENGINEERS

Don’t fail to get your hands on a copy of this book of 
data. It’s the “last word" on the subject of glass-bonded 
mica, from the history of the product to its almost-endless 
applications. It shows that mykroy differs in formula from 
the earlier glass-bonded mica materials, and states the 
case for mykroy as the perfect dielectric for the more 
exacting needs of all high frequency circuits.
Here is a wealth of information about advanced insula- Use the coupon to order your copy. But please fill in firm 

name and title clearly.

Company

Address

ice

ire
per

CHICAGO 47- 1917 NORTH SPRINGFIELD AVENUE 

EXPORT OFFICE- 85 BROAD ST., NEW YORK 4, N.

Here are results of tests, ana the official ratings. 

This book will show you why our organization can solve 
your insulating problems and help to improve the

70 Clifton Boulevard, 
Clifton, New Jersey, U S. A.

Gentlemen: Yesl I wont the book of facis about the advanced 

electrical and mechanical properties of MYKROY insulating material.

..........................................................................................Title .......................... ..................
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Transmitting Tubes EXCLUSIVELY Since J934

In every art or eraft, the work of a few masters will always 
be of a quality above all else of its kind . . . The name 
Wedgewood denotes rare excellence in pottery. The name 
Gobelins characterizes tapestries of incomparable beauty. 
So, too, in its field, the name UNITED stands for electronic 
tubes which are individual masterpieces . . . While electronic 
tulies are the very heart of countless machine-age devices, 
their manufacture is as dependent upon exjiert minds and 
skilled hands as is the fashioning of a fine vase or violin . . . 
UNITED Tubes are engineered to the most exacting speci
fications. They are -constructed of the highest quality mate
rials obtainable. Yet no tube can be one bit better than the 
skill that assembles its intricate component parts. Herein 
lies one reason why UNITED Tubes are in a class by them
selves for efficiency and long life.
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Here It a low-powered E-L Power 
(Modal $-1361). ht output powar h 10 
Input voltag* it 24 volti DC, and output volt
age it 350 volti DC at 25 ma. It weight only 
5 pounds.

Can You Build a Vibrator Power Supply ?
\Ne don’t know. Right now, we build them this big 

and this little. And the limit has not yet been reached —in either direction.

Only E*L VIBRATOR 
Offer All These

1. CONVERSION—DC to AC; DC 
to DC; AC to DC; AC to AC 

Z CAPACITIES—Up to 1,000

Wahi.
1 VARIABLE FREQUENCIES—A 
power supply may be designed to 
furnish any frequency from 20 to 
280 cydes, or a controlled voriobl* 
output within a 5% range of the 

output frequency.

POWER SUPPLIES 

Advantages:
7. FLEXIBLE IN SHAPE, SIZE 
AND WEIGHT—The component 
parti of a vibrator power supply 
lend themielvei to a variety of 
assembly arrangements which makes 
them moit flexible kt meeting space 

and weigh* limitations.

A HIGHEST EFFICIENCY—E«l 
Vibrator Power Supplie* provide the 
highest degree of efficiency avail
able in any typo power wpply.

A MULTIPLE INPUTS—For ex- 
cmpl*, one E-l Power Supply, m 
«quantity production today, operate! 
from 6,12, 24,110 vohi DC or 110 
volts AC, and 220 volt* AC with a 
srtgl* «table output of 6 volts DC 

S MULTIPLE OUTPUTS—Any 
number of output voltage« may 

—— »«nniv

K COMPLETELY RELIABLE—Uw 
on aircraft, tank«, PT boat*, "Walkie- 
Talkie«,' jeeps, peep! and other 
military equipment, under toughed 
operating condition« ha* demon
itrated that E-L unit* have what It

Icketl
10. MINIMUM MAINTENANCE— 
There are no bruihei. armature« 
or bearing* requiring lubrication or 
■'••»tacement becoui* of wear The

■ • —-u.

Increasing wattage limitations from 100 up to 
1,000 in two years is no accident. It is the result of 
many years’ specialization in the technique of vibrator 
power supplies, and the most extensive research ever 
conducted on power supply circuits.

For radio, lighting, communications, and other 
current needs, E-L Power Supplies will bring you a 
dependability and service life far beyond anything we 
would have dared prophesy even a few years ago. 
This is being proved every day, all over the world, 
under the toughest operating conditions of war.

No matter what your power supply problem may 
be—whether it’s primarily one of size ... weight ... 
input... output ... efficiency ... or whatever—the 
chances are that E'L engineers will be able to provide 
you with the best solution.

Laboratories, inc
EL ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS— INDIANAPOLIS
Vibrator Power Supplì** for Com- ________ _____________
munication* .. . Lighting . . . Electric dSRBB
Moto<- Operation . . Electri«.. Elec 
Ironic and other Equipment . on 
Land. Sea <x In the Air.



FLASHES

TO A

WAITING WORLD

1944I80S

Sentinel has played a prominent part in developing thei 

miracle of radio—is playing a vital part today, in creating andH 

producing wartime equipment which is helping to carry out 

the strategy and guide the action of our armed forces.

The Sentinel radios of tomorrow will emerge conditioned 

by this wartime experience . . . radio and electronic Products 

that promise volume sales for Sentinel dealers.

SENTINEL RADIO CORPORATION 
2020 RIDOE AVENUE, EVANSTON, ILL.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

C/f crude lantern flashed the news of 
Nelson's victory at Trafalgar to watchers on the 
English coast. Thus, the second night after the battle 
the news began its slow spread around the world.

TODAY, while the smoke and flames 
of a bombed city rise high in the sky, news of 
a raid goes around the world by radio before 
the planes return to their home bases.

Sentinel
RADIO

SttcdiCif Sittec 7920



TEST ASSIGNMENT

been, still are, and will be delivered as promised to your

out

During these years, most of our executives and personnel have 

functioned as one unit. We’ve worked together, experimented 

together, learned together. Accordingly, ECA assignments have

ECA has along with other manufacturers, been assigned a num

ber of specialized tasks in the war effort. One of these is the 

production of test equipment for air fighters. This assignment is 

being fulfilled with a knowledge growing out of more than 20 

years of diversified radio and electronic techniques.

BE A BLOOD DONOR
On some far-off battlefield a soldier lies wounded. 
Perhaps he’s your boy or the son of a neighbor. A 
pint of blood... just one pint of blood... may mean 
the difference between life and death. You can 
render no finer service to America than to donate 
a pint of your blood regularly to the Red Cross.

fullest satisfaction. 100% in war work .. . occasionally, however, 

production schedules enable us to accept additional contracts.

UtCTRONIC INDUSTRIES ♦ January, 1944

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA
45 WEST 18th STREET • NEW YORK II. N.Y. • WATKINS 9-1870
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4___ _ . MM« «F
r 0 n / (fTHI ROBINSON HOUCHIN OPTICAL CO. 
C—Ji J J'—Colmba», Ohio

SHOWROOM AND SALES OFFICE. 1011 Ctatui St. PhfloMoM«

DEALERS CAN PARTICIPATE NOW.1 
In the distribution of Radiotone to essential 
industries, including schools and other institu-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES « Jmimiy.

If is a high-fidelity professional recorder com
bination which includes a microphone recorder, 
radio recorder, radio, phonograph and public 
address system. It can be equipped with any 
number of loud speakers or used in conjunction 
with your present P. A. system.

tone accessories including recording discs 
needles. Write for catalog and com| 
details.



WE’VE BEEN

METAL

since

r

.944 UECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944 S9
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ELECTRONIC TUBES 

TRANSFORMERS 

RESISTORS 

CAPACITORS 

CONDENSERS 

VIBRATORS 

SWITCHES 

RELAYS, ETC.

Stupakoff supplies Kovar sheet, rod, wire, tubing; and for 
those not equipped for glass-working, Stupakoff makes Kovar 
sealed terminals and

i

-

KOVAR ELECTRODE

FUSED SEAL 
(Vacuum and 
pressure tight)

DOING IT
FOR YEARS

KOVAR FLANGE
Solder »eld, or braze 

to apparatus contarne')

SEALING .GLASS 
'Thermal shock reustont)

fl SEALING GLASS TO METAL

2 fl w™ KOVAR ^fl ■
TZ" OVAR. an iron-nickel-cobalt alloy, was primarily developedKOVAR, an iron-nickel-cobalt alloy, was primarily developed 

to meet the need for metal-to-glass seals m electronic tubes.

Use KOVAR 
for sealing

Kovar matches the expansion of hard or thermal shock resistant 
type glass—is readily formed by machining or deep drawing— 
resists mercury attack.

The seal between Kovar and glass is a chemical bond in 
which the oxide of Kovar is dissolved into the glass during a 
heating process. The result—a permanently vacuum and pressure 
tight seal effective under the most extreme climatic conditions 
—tropical to stratosphere.

“for great 
achievement"

other assemblies designed for soldering, 
welding or brazing to metal containers 
to form vacuum or pressure tight seals.

Kovar IS the answer to permanent 
vacuum or pressure tight sealing. Let us 
help engineer YOUR sealing problems.

Buy War Bonds

' Products fox "Wontd of SteetnoMieo
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA



Famous ft endurance

THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.
460 West 3tlh Street. New York. N. Y.

the SUPER-PRO “SERIES 200

JJAMMARLUND radio receivers have long been popular with 

Chinese engineers. And now Super-Pro receivers are aiding 

our admirable Ally in the struggle to preserve her country and 

its many fine traditions.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

HAMMARLUND
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Telephone Generator* 

and Ringnrs

la Canada

C- C, Meredith 4 Co. 
StreeUville,.Ontario

Branch Otttcat
S. J. Hutchinson. Jr.
401 North Broad Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Representatives
R. W. Farris 
2600 Grand Avenue 
Kansas City 8. Missouri 
Phone: Victory 3070

Frank A. Emmet Co. 
2837 West Pico Boulevard 
Los Angeles 6. California

Plugs Jacks Switches 

Variable Rasistors

he Chicago Telephone Supply

variable

production

giown accustomed to during the years

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

dustnes with the quality workmanship 

and the service that customers have

Company has specialized 

resistors for 15 years . .

of them in the last peace time y 

exceeded 14 millions.

Today, all production is going mto 

war effoit

Mattutaciarers of
Quality Efedra Mechanma/ 

Components Stave 1896

When peace time production can 

be resumed Chicago Telephone Supply 

will continue to serve the electronic in



Throw Away Your ’ 

Expensive Test Equipment

T° OniAICH • I

" and thf 
^K^A^UFAcrUlfe J^Bfeau - «AYTHION MANUFACTURING COMPAN

ABBT-TUbes am« Waltham and Newton. MaMachutetts i

’ ™E NEW e»a /
‘“"’«NIC ■^i,,'jletCr-,O^Ci J

that is ... if the components contained in the physical inter
pretation of your engineering designs do not meet your specifi
cations. Be sure that the final product incorporates the same high 
quality components that you tested in your original model

There’s no guesswork when your specifications include 
Raytheon Tubes. Regardless of the intricacies involved in the 
designs of your electronic devices, you can rely on Raytheon 
Tubes to perform with a high degree of perfection the functions 
demanded of them. *

Raytheon's leadership is proved through unfailing tube 
performances under the most severe military applications. When 
peace comes, Raytheon ingenuity will qfford users many new 
and important advancements in tube engineering to meet the 
requirements of their new radio-electronic devices.

-w —

ARMY-NAVY E" WITH STAR 
Awarded All Four Divitioni of Raytheon 
for continued excellence In production

ray in eon;
J
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New ! Durable ! Different ! 

MEYERCORD 
w^w/oemis

SOLVE NAMEPLATE IDENTIFICATION ON 
CRINKLE, PAINTED OR PLASTIC SURFACES 

FOR WAR USES

Two radically new, super-tough, mar-proof, wear-resistant decal
comania nameplates . . . providing speedy, permanent application 
to raw, painted or crinkle-finished metal . . . are available NOW 
to authorized manufacturers of war material.

Developed for war use in the laboratory of The Meyercord Co., 
the new transfers not only save time, money, weight and critical 
nameplate metals but eliminate rivets, bolts and screws and avoids 
sharp, protruding edges. Usable on flat, convex or concave sur
faces. Both types have withstood rigid tests for abrasion, extremes 
of heat and cold, immersion, salt spray and humidity. Offered in 
a w ide range of colors, Type C is an open letter design and Type G 

I a background transfer design. If you have a tough identification 
I problem — investigate “mar-proof” Meyercord Decal nameplates 

for efficiency at low' cost. Address Department 621.

THE MEYERCORD CO.
World’s Leading Decalcomania Manufacturer 

5 32 3 WEST LAKE STREET • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Investigate Meyercord’s com
plete line of Decalcomania 
nameplates, trademarks, serial 
numbers, patent data, operation 
instruction» dial faces, panels, 
etc. Available i n any color or size.



The "Know How” We Gained In Our War Work

v-O-Vac give Ra>-O- 
• Batteries a final m- 
ction before thev are 
pped to our armed

dost of Ray-O-Vac’s large pro- 
lu< tion of batteries is going into 
he electronic marvels of this war 
-portable radios and other spe- 
iai equipment — and specially 
n^ineered in close cooperation 
>ith the Signal Corps.

Every single one of the many millions of Ray-O-\ac Batteries arc 
tested and retested as they progress through the plant. Based on our 
37 years of battery-making experience these tests insure depend
ability. If dry batteries are required in your products, the long-time 
experience of Ray-O-Vac’s staff of engineers can be of real aid to you.

raYOVas

«Y0





UBESUPPLIER MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1921

SCIENTIFIC 
ELECTRIC

DIVISION OF

"3" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY
119 MONROE STREET, GARFIELD, NEW JERSEY

Offering complete collabora- 
¡A/fesiKs tion in problems pertaining 

* to induction heating, high 

frequency and high voltage test equip
ment, custom built to conform with strict 
government specifications, SCIENTIFIC 

ELECTRIC invites your inquiries.

c-H As early as two decades ago 
SCIENTIFIC ELECTRIC Bom- 

r borders have found wide ap
plication in the removal of occluded gas 
from vacuum tube elements. Later, this 
highly specialized equipment was ex
tensively used in metallurgical research. 
Today, the improved Bombarders are 
standard equipment in a diversity of 
induction heating applications, and

kbEPS pacE!



The 24-A loudspeaker horn has been designed principally for outdoor applications. It is 
weatherproof. A new type vitreous finish provides non-corrosive qualities even in combat 
areas where high corrosion conditions exist. With a 50 watt electrical input it will produce a 
sound level of +94 db. (zero reference level 10"16 watts per CM2) at 100 ft. distance on 
the axis of the horn. The horn being of exponential form, the off-axis levels follow the usual 
curves. Receiver attachments are available for coupling two or four driver units making 
the horn capable of maximum inputs of 50 and 100 watts. Frequency response 110 to 6500 
C.P.S. Over all length 38*'; over all width 26"; bell diameter 25". Mounting bracket 
furnished. Bulletin on request.

SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING
NEW YORK 

37 W 65 St., :
SAN FRANCISCO 

1050 Howard St.,
LOS ANGELES 

1000 N. Seward St



ARMY NAVY

CÛN7T/SET70N

WE SHALL NOT REST ON THEM

Bestowal of the coveted ARMY-NAVY Production Award

ENTERPRISESELECTIINIC

upon ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES conveys to us a solemn sense 

of responsibility. The power transmitting and rectifying tubes 

that we produce—glistening magic bottles of glass and metal 

—these are the vocal cords of the voice of freedom. We are 

determined that for your sake and for our own sake these 

voices shall ring loud and clear. Our accomplishments will 

increase. The high quality—the rugged, precise construction 
t

of these electronic components will be maintained while at 

the same time production soars to ever higher levels. In 

planes and tanks and on the battle wagons E-E electronic 

vacuum tubes shall continue to serve their country well.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 194*

INCELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES
GENERAL OFFICES 65 67 SEVENTH AVENUE NEWARK 4 N ) EXPORT DEFT 25 WARREN STREET NEW YORK CITY N T CABLE ADDRESS SIMONTRICE N Y
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Recause all our facilities are devoted to war project», 
these instrument» are at present available only for war work.

¿Measurements of the waveforms of 
electrical currents and voltages are particularly important to the 
communications engineer. The processes of modulation and de
modulation, and of harmonic generation and reduction, consist 
essentially of alterations in electrical waveforms. Consequently, 
the precise measurement of harmonic amplitudes provides an 
index of circuit performance.

In other branches of engineering, too, wave analysis is impor
tant. Electric power generators must be designed and operated 
to keep harmonics at a minimum. Vibrations in acoustical and 
mechanical systems are now measured by converting them to 
electrical impulses whose waveforms can be analyzed electrically.

Waveform-measuring instruments have for many years been 
an important part of the General Radio line of test equipment. 
This Company pioneered in the development of a commercial 
heterodyne wave analyzer and the degenerative analyzer for the 
measurement of acoustic and vibration waveforms. General 
Radio direct-reading distortion and modulation meters have 
greatly simplified the problem of broadcasting station monitor
ing and maintenance. In addition, the present line includes many 
types of wave filters and a continuous-film recorder for oscillo
graphic work.

Up-to-the-minute design and high quality construction are 
the reasons why General Radio waveform-measuring equipment 
is used in the world’s leading laboratories.

M- *' AERAL RADIO COMPANY
'ridge 39. Massachusetts 
1»* CKICIGO IOS ANGElEI



OUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE WAR EFFORT

ision think so

TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION

1944

Engineering, Development, 
Precision Electrical Manufacturing

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

VJFFICIAL government figures disclose 
that our war cost had reached 289 million 
dollars a day by mid-year, 1943, and the cost 
has been over 7 billion dollars a month 
ever since.
As manufacturers of communications and 
aircraft material on which human lives often 
depend, we know of one heartening reason 
for this tremendous cost: Uncle Sam will 
not compromise with quality at the expense 
of our fighting men. They are getting the 
finest, most dependable equipment any 
army ever had. And that saves lives.
Is it any wonder we are being asked to dig 
dowTn and buy War Bonds until it hurts? 
And isn’t it well worth it, knowing that 
our sacrifice is maintaining quality as well 
as quantity of weapons? Our people here 
at Connecticut Telephone and Electric Div-

to regular payroll deductions for War 
Bonds, on an average of 15% of their 
incomes.

CONNECTICUT



The difficult we do immediately, the impossible takes a little longer." —Army Service Forcei

Uniform response in all positions
Unaffected by temperature cycles from —40* F. to 
+ 185* F.
Ability to withstand complete immersion in wafer
Physical strength to withstand 10,000 drop«
Weight, including harness, cord and plug, less than 
2 ounces

Frequency response substantially flat from 200-4000 cps. 
Low harmonic distortion
Cancellation of ambient noise, but normal response to 
user's voice
Self-suppor+ing, to free both hands of the operator 
Usable when gas mask, dust respirator or oxygen mask 
it required

January,ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONES
Developed by our Engineering Department in close collaboration with the Fort Monmouth 

Signal Laboratories, and hailed as an accomplishment in the science of speech transmis

sion, the Differential Microphone effectively shuts out all ambient noises and reverbera

tion . . . permitting voice to come through clearly and distinctly . . . while rejecting the 

terrific din in tanks and the roar of gunfire.

In its present form, the Differential Microphone is produced os the T-45, a "Lip Mike." 

for use in battle by our Armed Forces and those of our Allies. Postwar developments will 

provide a variety of models with advantages that will be felt in many phases of civilian life.

FROVOICE MANUFACTURING CO,, INC. • 1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE > SOUTH BEND 24. INDIANA 
ri Dtr.noi: 13 Eat» 40th Street, New V o r k 16, NY. — U. S. A. Coble» A81A8



X-RAY
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

Good weldment
Poor weldment. Note

C. Good weldment
u Poor weldment. Note

css pockets.

I-O2O25

poor penetration and
slag inclusions.

WITH

HELPS TRAINEES "CATCH ON QUICKER!

They can SEE the difference 
between a good weld and a bad one

A^èstinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICE^EVERYWHERE

X-ray rules out guesswork in training, qualifying or 
classifying welders—or other workers—according to 
actual ability. It puts these all-important functions 
on a factual basis. For radiographs clarify . . . provide 
absolute proof . . ; are readily understood because 
they show internal conditions that words fail to 
describe adequately.

They let the worker look, inside the weldment, 
casting or assembly . . . show him whether it’s good 
or bad . . . show him what to do and what to avoid. 
He “catches on” quicker, adheres to good, sound 
methods, and becomes a faster, more efficient producer 
from the start.

In addition to shortening training time and putting 
worker-classification on a factual basis, Westinghouse 
Industrial X-ray is doing countless other jobs faster,
better and more economically. These fall into such
major classifications as speeding production, saving
machine and man-hours, conserving critical materials
and improving quality.

For more information, write for Booklet B-3159. It
suggests how and where you can benefit by using 
industrial x-ray. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., Dept. 7-N.
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PRESS OlV
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For many years before the war, Edwin I. Guthman & Co. was especially known for manu 

factoring better coils. With war came greater demands upon our facilities... U. S. Army and 
Navy orders for many diversified radio parts... expansion of our plant.,. the addition of 
many new manufacturing departments. All manufacturing and assembling of these many 

units was done in our own completely equipped plant. Thus, our engineers and skilled 
personnel gained a broader experience in modern radionics. Now, we are 
concentrating all this technical experience in the engineering and 

production of Guthman Super-Improved
A Coils.. . promised leaders in peace

time radionics. îhi

COILSGUTHMAN

15 SOUTH THROOP S T R E E T ■ C H I C AG O 
PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & CO.C



TIME STANDS STILL!
shown: One of the 
world’s fastest cam
eras, the new 16 mm. 
Eastman Ultra High- 
Speed Motion Picture 
Camera taking 3000 
frames per second.

I ime stops for the Ultra High-Speed Camera. Action taking place in 
the wink of an eyelash, the distortions, deformations, all of the physi
cal changes of matter in motion are open secrets to the High-Speed 
Cameras at Waugh Laboratories.

Waugh Laboratories makes available the 
sersuus t '
equipment needed,

1W ■ including super-speed
cameras, special lights

| and stroboscopes for V I
I . W makmg ultra high

K 'ilHHV speed photographic 
investigations. Write 
for booklet.



OUT OF THE LABORATORY
AND INTO PRODUCTION

quantity

built to microscopically-

BY BUYING BONDS

Today—as never before— 
and quality are needed

close tolerances—are being manu

This experience is now being turned 
to meet the demands of wartime 
industry. Amazing new electronic Delco Radio is uniquely qualified 

to give both in full measure.

planes, ships and tanks of war. 
When the full details of this re
markable manufacturing story can 
be told, they will add another bright 
page in the history of Delco’s lead
ership in ’’precision on a produc
tion basis.”

It Takes Volume Production 
to Make Research Effective

In war as in peace, the products of 
research become fully effective only 
when they can be put into mass 
production—and put there fast! This 
is a Delco Radio specialty. For 
years Delco Radio has been putting 
this know-how to work in the 
mass-manufacture of radios for 
leading makes of cars.



SOUND ENGINEERING
Permits faithful reproduction of all sounds, 
from the faintest whisper to the loudest train 
whistle, when you use a Turner Microphone.

Whatever your need for a Microphone, 
for indoor or outdoor use, you can be sure 
of complete satisfaction when you specify 
Turner. Ruggedly constructed in modern 
design, Turner Mikes stand up and 
deliver under toughest usage. (Model 
st D Dynamic and axX Crystal at right}.

The TURNER Company
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, U.S.A.
Crystals Licensed Under Patents of The Brush Development Company

Regardless of acoustic or climatic conditions, you can sur
mount the barriers of distance with clear, crisp speech or 
music with a Turner. Today, Turner Microphones are serv
ing on every war front — in war plants, air dromes, ordnance 
plants, docks, army camps, in broadcast studios (for which 
Model 211 at left is specifically engineered), in police trans
mitters as well as public address systems of every type. For 
the highly sensitive transmission, where accuracy is vital, 
turn to a Turner.

p turner^ 
PIONEERS

IN THE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

k FIELD À
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SAMPLE
DEPARTMENT

..is making e^cPtffXM! 
BLOCK-BUSTERS

A design problem holding up some war 

project in electronics is no less important 
than a strategic enemy stronghold which 
must be blasted out of action. Immediate 
and skillful handling is essential.

Seemingly insuperable difficulties, such as 
climate, weight, shock, vibration, moisture, 
etc., assume an almost routine status at 
N-Y-T. Unusual frequency characteristics, 

critical limits on distributed capacity. Im
munity to surges, special shielding and 
regulation requirements find speedy solu
tions under constant testing, devising and 
experimentation.

Electronic “block-busters” will be needed 
in the post-war period, too. The N-Y-T 
Sample Department will be available for 
such assignments.

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COMPANY
22-26 WAVERLY PLACE YNIY# NEW YORK. 3. N. Y.



k

Naturally, we cannot answer all your questions right 
now. But it is certain that our production of tens of thou
sands of mechanical tuners and variable condensers to 
the precision standards required for military use will lead 
to many new postwar designs.

PHONOGRAPH RECORD CHANGERS - HOME PHONOGRAPH RECORDERS-VARI
ABLE TUNING CONDENSERS-PUSH-BUTTON TUNING UNITS AND ACTUATORS

eneral Instrument...
XECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944



HALLICRAFTERS WAS READY!
Under the abnormal climatic and operating conditions of war, the 

Signal Corp SCR-299 communications truck, built by Hallicrafters, 
is providing peak performance for the Allied armed forces, fighting 
throughout the world.

Hallicrafters peacetime communications equipment is meeting 
the wartime qualifications and demands of the Military!

Just as Hallicrafters Communications receivers are meeting the 
demands of war Today—they shall again deliver outstanding recep
tion for the Peace—Tomorrow!

hallicrafters BUY MORE BONDS È0»
World’s largest exclusive manufacturer oj

short wave radio communications equipment ...First exclusive 
radio manufacturer to win the Army-Nary Production Award for the third time.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES January.
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HOW TO GET 250 MEN 
BEHIND A RADIO TUBE

IT sounds like a big order—but we do it at 
Corning. And for any user of electronic 

glassware, big or little, this is a service 
mighty hard to equal.
Behind every radio tube, x-ray bulb, cathode 
ray bulb, resistor tube, every one of the 
hundreds of electronic glassware products 
made by Corning Glass—stand 250 glass 
experts. Planners, research workers, en
gineers, production men—each a special
ist in his own right, backed by one of the 
largest, most modern laboratories in the 
United States.
This unmatched reservoir of glass-making 
experience is one of the factors which make 
Corning’s position unique in the industry. 
In its 75 years of pioneering, for example. 
Corning has developed more than 25,000 
glass formulae. It has made Pyrex brand 
heat resistant glasses a practical fact instead 
of a dream; it has developed glasses with an 
expansion coefficient practically equal to 
that of fused quartz, and which can be 
formed in a variety of intricate shapes 
which only recently were impossible in 
glass.
To the manufacturer of electronic equip
ment—Corning’s "know-how” in glass is 
particularly important. It means that here, 
under one roof, you too can find helpful, 
expert advice on any glass problem. If you 
are interested in a detailed study of electri
cal glassware, write for "Glass in the Elec
trical Industry.” Address Electronics Sales 
Dept. 1-1, Bulb and Tubing Division, 
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

menus 
Hrsearch in (¡lass

Electronic Glassware

"PYREX" and "CORNING" are registered trade-marks of Coming Glass R orks
January, 1944ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES •



Division

»UNIONNATIONA
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES

To effect such control our chemists, in coopera

Chemistry is but one of the many sciences 
which are collaborating at National Union 
in the work of producing better electronic 
tubes for today’s vital war assignments. 

Indeed, our chemists are playing a decisive role 
in making National Union Tubes measure up to 
the precise standards of scientific instruments.

Thanks to chemical research, we know for ex

chemical processing of the emission coating 
free from all extraneous elements.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 194*

ample that not only must the formula of a tube’s 
emission coating be right, but also the application 
and processing methods must be rigidly controlled.

lion with the engineers of our Equipmen 
designed, built and put into production 
automatic coating machine. Operating 
conditioned chamber, this equipment provides 
exact control of both the coating operation and the

a new type 
in an air-

The fact that tube manufacture is such a many
sided scientific job—is a subject to keep in mind 
when making post-war plans. If you have electronic 
tube problems—count on National Union.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION. NEWARK, N. i. 
Faelortei. Newark and Maplewood,ami Robtumia. Pa.

A Chemical Formula, Too !



SEVERE VIBRATION

HAVE YOU ANY OF THESE

^iìLditc^ your specifica,i°ns'
——' we’re likely to have the answer

WE are in an excellent position 
to provide you with hermeti

cally-sealed capacitors for wartime ap
plications. Our extensive engineering, 
research, and manufacturing facilities 
are at your service.

In some cases there will be no need 
to look further than our standard line 
of Pyranol* capacitors for built-in 
applications.

The line includes more than 350 
ratings in space-saving shapes and

sizes. Many of the ratings are avail
able in three shapes—oval, cylindrical, 
rectangular—to make your design 
problems easier. And they can be 
mounted in any position.

BE SURE TO GET your copies of our 
time-saving catalogs on d-c (GEA-2621A) 
and a-c (GEA-2027B) types. Ask your G-E 
representative for them by number, or 
write to General Electric, Schenectady, 
New York.

* Pyranol is the C-E trade mark for capacitors and for askarel, the synthetic, norunflammailt liquid used in 
troatin/ C-E capacitors.

WAR BONDS

PYRANOL 
CAPACITORS

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC
>«o »♦ J*1

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES



Huy More 
War Uondu

Modal «25-0-30 D.C. Volt
meter (Ulus ) is one of 
today's most popular port
ables. This new design has 
a hinged dial cover for 
added protection; insulated 
molded case, end hand cali
brated mirror scale 4.58’ in 
length. Furnished to an 
accuracy within one-half of 
owe per cent.

The familiar Triplett trademark stands as a pledge of long service for 
those who require instruments that faithfully retain their accuracy over 
the years. Engineers realize the importance of Triplett contributions in 
making better instruments. In Triplett laminated magnet construction, 
for example, exclusive methods give permanency and provide for uni
form scale linearity. Scientific heat-treating in automatic furnaces, fol
lowed by peening of each lamination, and the use of selected "cut-off” 
segments insure uniform standard printed scale accuracy. Careful ageing 
of all magnets follows to provide unchanging permanency of strength.

RlpLET



WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMATIC RADIO TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
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Mcflrey engineer» are constantly alert to rhe need» oi our industry. 
The eguipmeat we produce stands a» eloquent testimony to their 
eHorta. We never imitate. We never copy. We design- We build- 
We deliver. Perhaps a McElroy engineer can he oi service to you.

McElroy plant. I'd like to say — thank* 
lor Victory.

MANUFACTURING CORP.
•2 BROOKLINE AVE. BOSTON. MASS.

Here, in Boston, we have a happy factory group. There are 
several hundred of us... tine men and women ... putting our 
utmost into each job. On the basis of thirty years' experience. 
1 have ideas as to what constitutes good telegraph appara 
tus. Our engineers, under Tom Whiteford, work out the orig 
inal models which are later translated into actual equipment 
by our skilled personnel.

The pride that we take in our products has been overshad
owed by an even greater emotion. On November 8, 1943. we 
of the McElroy Manufacturing Corporation were awarded the 
Army-Navy “E”. It isn't easy for us to express in words just 
how much a flag and a tiny "E" pin mean. We're thrilled. 
We re grateful to the Army and Navy. And we shall try. 
above all, to live up to this high honor.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

'rouÒe$t 
. moment

As for our selling policy ... we have no salesmen. We do 
have a few msident representatives at points where they may 
be helpful To these men. and to the men and women of the

AVY



ARNOLD BRILHART LTD.M . HM-H9 cucite
Material used : and fm-i nylon



mechanical strength to stand extreme con-It has

THE FORMICA

Its efficiency is little affected by moisture absorp
tion. Cold flow is less than for the best previous 
grades of laminated plastics. It is readily machined, 
and therefore handled at low costs in production.

As an 
losses

ditions of vibration and stress in antenna insula
tors, coil forms, tube bases.

insulating material it permits only minimum 
at high frequencies.

One of the recent developments of accelerated 
research in the Formica laboratories — Grade MF — 
has qualities of the greatest usefulness to the 
electronic designer.

kW V«««
Formica MF—Glass Mat Base—Is a High 
Frequency Insulating Material That Can 
Replace Ceramics for Many Uses!

“The Formica Story” is a sound-moving picture 
showing the qualities of Formica, how it is made, 
how it is used. It is available for meetings.

NSULATION COMPANY
4647 SPRING GROVE AVE., CINCINNATI 32, OHIO

ILECTRONK INDUSTRIES • JMimry, >944
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WHICH CHRISTMAS ITSELF BEST EXPRESSES, IS

HOMAGE;

NEW YEAR BRING VICTORY TO THEIR

J. P. Seeburg Corporation

AMERICA'S HERITAGE, INCLUDING THE IDEALS



TT H JB R JB I SI J^ï ONiE MYCALEX

In any number of military and industrial applications any weather and
climate the unique properties of Leadless MYCALEX have been tried and

Mycalex Corporation of America

Keep Buying 
More and More 

War Bonds

This building houses MYCALEX which in the opinion of reputable engineers, is “. . . 
the most nearly perfect electrical insulator known today”. Developed and perfected 
more than twenty-five years ago, MYCALEX has been improved to such an extent 
that it now possesses advantages which make it superior to other types of glass 

bound mica insulation.

tested, and found more than satisfactory. A few desirable properties are high di
electric strength combined with mechanical strength, heat and arc resistance, low 
moisture absorption, low power factor and low loss. Furthermore, MYCALEX 
meets all standards for close tolerances. Leadless MYCALEX is adaptable, too ... 
it can be cut, tapped, machined, drilled, ground and polished... or mo ulded.* And 

in any of these assignments it will prove to be extremely dependable. Sheets 
and rods are immediately available for fabrication by us or in your, 
own plant.

ZT? >»t, v . A » • - V 

idr Mari Pfp V. S. Pot Remember . . . MYCALEX is not the name of a class of materials, but the 
registered trade-name for low-loss insulation manufactured in the WESTERN 

HEMISPHERE by the Mycalex Corporation of America.

, the

Exclusive licensee under all patents of MYCALEX ¡PARENT) CO, Ltd

60 CLIFTON BOULEVARD CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944 59
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recision for Post-War PerformanceWAR-TESTED
On far-flung battlefields—in the air—on the sea, equipment produced 

by Sherrou is serving importantly in the drive toward victory. Under the most exacting 

conditions—where failure is fatal—this equipment is demonstrating, to vital manufacturers 

and utilities, Sherron*-* high standards of performance.

To Manufacturers—For war or postwar needs we offer an exceptional combination of facilities 

. . . Engineering, Design, Manufacturing, Assembly, Complete Production to

Specifications. (Single units or quantities.)

«S •*

COMMUNICATIONS 
EQUIPMENT
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Today's urgencies make a reliable and speedy source 
of special crystals highly important Such a source is 
John Meek Industries whose Special Crystal Division 
is operated to supply — quickly — crystals to any 
temperature co efficient and absolute frequency 
specifications under the direct supervision of thor 
oughly skilled, experienced engineers For your 
contribution to time-saving production, just

PHONE: PLYMOUTH (Indiana) THREE THREE

/gup tXClUtNCt IN

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES*!—



COM

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

The services of a Karp engineer are avail
able for a discussion of your problems.

ANY MHAl — ANY SIZE — ANY FINISH

CABINETS 
CHASSIS 

SACKS 
PAMflSU4 30th STRUT . BROOKLYN 31, N. Y.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

More than just sheet steel specialists, ours is cm organisa
tion where top emphasis is placed upon the men and 
women responsible for designing and building our prod
ucts. Working as a team, over a long stretch of years, 
we've welded together a fine group of exacting, conscien
tious artisans, supplemented by skilled replacements and 
additions due to the war.

We build cabinets, chassis, panels and racks for diversi
fied electronic equipment ... quickly, precisely* econom
ically. The hundreds of different dies available will reduce 
the cost of the dies needed on your job and may, in many 
instances, eliminate die-cost entirely. Because of these 
unique facilities, we manufacture to required specifica
tions at the lowest possible cost. Moreover, we'll go over 
your plans with you...make recommendations if they 
can be helpful... suggest means of expediting deliveries. 
Briefly, ours is an extra pair of hands... offered willingly 
as part of a firmly-established policy of unselfish service 
to our clients.
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From the little *T* to the big commercial type 
"A". from the neutralizer type "N" to the special 
temperature compensator type, all JOHNSON 
variable condensers are correctly designed and 
engineered for the part they must play in the 
transmitter circuit Corona discharge, flash-over 
rating. galvanic and electrolytic action of 
metals, closed loop (losser) circuits within the 
condenser, and dozens of other problems enter

into the design of an efficient condenser. The 
metal and the alloy used, the shape and size of 
each part the shape, size, and material of the 
Insulators, all are highly important. Mechan
ically they are simple—■electrically, an efficient 
condenser demands years of experience and 
"know how." Write us concerning YOUR con
denser problems and JOHNSON will 
recommend a type for YOUR needs.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

CATALOG 
9670

JOHNSON 
a ■kamou.5 name in



How Good
are Bunnell Transmitters?

the most

designed for its special purpose.

And every detail of every part of

lously correct.

Call it idealism. Or perfectionalism.

It’s good business for us. And better

every transmitter must be meticu-

transmitters. And we don't make

a BUNNELL/y
GENERAL OFFICES: 215 Fulton St., New York City • FACTORIES at Brooklyn, N.Y.



ÜNDER^TRYING CONDITION

275

SPECIAL

Mort Pwthasos tf War Saads 
Will Help Short" Tho War

Tropical heat, moisture, vibration, etc.... 
DeJur wire-wound potentiometer» provide maxi
mum service and efficiency. Rugged, durable and 
dependable . . . engineered to meet rigid govern
ment requirements. There's a type to fill your bill 
. . . or we'll build to special resistances. Technical 
data sent upon request. Our engineers will gladly 
assist you.

DeJjnjLmsco Corporation
SHELTON, CONNECTICUT

F FI C ENEW YORK PLANT: 99 HudsonStreet, Ni



Sensitive Retoy»

CONTINUING LEADERSHIP
... through the war and beyond!

The start of the new year finds instrument head
quarters still busy at it in the final drive for 
victory. Dependable Weston instruments, in all 
familiar types, continue flowing in unprece
dented quantities to every battle front In new 
types, too; for all during this period of stress 
Weston development laboratories also have 
led the way . . . continually meeting the new

measurement problems of this mechanized war. 
Thus when instrument priorities are relaxed, 
Westons will continue as industry's standards 
for all measurement needs. For, new measure
ment tools as well as old will be available in their 
most trustworthy form . . . here at instrument 
headquarters. Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corp., 666 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.

amperes

^tSTOV.

Loborctory Stondard» ... Precision DC and 

AC Portable* . . . Instrument Transformers

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ♦ January, 1944

FOK OVER



UZZLE
Where in the Airport?

signals which guide hunout safety signals

19*4

broaden its activities in keeping with the tremen
dous growth of postwar aviation.

When peace comes again, Radio Receptor, with 
its rich background of experience in the design, 
manufacture and installation of radio navigational 
aids and airport traffic control equipment, will

A postwar airport development program to cost 
approximately $800,000,000 la recommended 
by William A. M. Burden, special aviation 
assistant to the Secretary of Commerce. The 
airport survey, made by the CAA in 1939 and 
which recommended some 4000 airport», will 
now be increated to approximately 6000, 
moil of the increate being in tmall fields. 
"One thing it certain,'* Burden taid, “And 
that it, if the program it to be developed on 
a sound basis, there must be a far higher 
proportion of local financial participation 
than there hat been in the past."

Radio Receptor, since the very beginning of the 
II. S. system has worked with governmental 
authorities in the development of radio ranges 
and other radio navigational aids.

The pilot knows—because, far below these clouds, 
the ever dependable radio range constantly sends

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

down through the mist, past jagged mountain 
peaks, on to the haven of the airport

Send for a copy of our non-techmeal booklet, 
"Highways of the Air" — desk EJ-J

In peace, we equipped many leading airports and 
airways. Today, we are making radio ranges and 
airdrome traffic controls as our special contribu
tion to the war effort.

Radio Receptor Co
INCORPORATED



TUNGSTEN FILAMENT hits the

BULL’S-EYE before it goes into

tore!co9 ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by 
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

Executive Offices: 100 East 42nd Street
New York 17, New York 

Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, 
New York (Philips Metalix Corporation); 
Lewiston, Maine (Ebnet Division)

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January I*4

Amplifier .Transmitting, Rectifier and Cathode Ray Tubes 
for land, sea and air-borne communications equipment. 
For our war industries we make Searchray (X-ra\ 
apparatus for industrial and research applications; X-ra) 
Diffraction \pparat us; Electronic Temperature Indicators; 
Direct Reading Frequency Meters: High Frequency Heat
ing Equipment; Tungsten and Molybdenum in powder, 
rod, wire and sheet form; Tungsten Alloys; Fine Wire ol 
practically all drawable metals and alloys: bare, plated 
and enameled; Diamond Dies.
And for I ictory we say: Buy More War Bonds.

'X e who make NORELCO 
l’n»ducH take nothing for 
granted. So, before tungsten 

filament coils are anchored to assemblies in tubes, they 
go into the limelight of a slide film projector. The projec
tion beam is focused squarely through the dead center 
of the coil, and is projected against a screen on which 
a circle is painted.
\ perfectly wound coil [No. I above[ will cast its image 

on the screen coincident with the painted circle. An im
perfectly wound coil [No. 2 above] may give adequate 
performance when assembled into certain types of elec
tronic tubes—but since we who make NORELCO 
electronic products like to prevent possibility of failures 
before they get a start, we reject coils that do not meet 
our high standards of coil winding.
This is only one of the 61 inspections to which the various 
parts and assemblies of one type of NORELCO electronic 
tube is subjected before the final inspections in test operation. 
Today, all our resources and experience are devoted to 
making the electronic tools and devices that will hasten 
Victory. Tomorrow, they will be free to serve industry 
in creating a new world.
Fur our Armed Forces we make Quartz Oscillator Plates;



• An important part of Corry-Jamestown’s 
production for electronic industries has been

CORRY-JAMESTOWN
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

CORRY, PENNSYLVANIA

Sfiati 'VteCwfA. ‘Say 'Wan
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

transformer housings. All types. All sizes. 
Each specifically designed and “tailored” for 

the job it has to do.
We are equipped to supply your precision 

needs, too, and deliver them on time.
What are your needs? Transformer hous

ings, chassis or chassis mounting assemblies, 
cabinets, panels or shelf assemblies of steel, 
stainless steel or aluminum . . . send us your 

specifications.
We think you’ll find our prices . . . our 

personal attention to precision and produc
tion schedules interesting and satisfying. 
Many of the leaders in electronic industries 
have found them so!
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O. H. CALDWELL, EDITOR M. CLEMENTS, PUBLISHER 480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK (17), N. Y

FOR EVERY 3 IN ’43 THEY MUST HAVE 4 IN I'44

NDU5TRIE5

peace comes again. Users as well as manufacturers 
are bound to benefit from the savings which such a 
list indicates.

Ib 1943 oar induitry produced threw billion dollars worth of radio aquip- 
m»B> for Iha armed forces. This year it has got to be FOUR BILLION 
dollars worth—an Increase of one-third—without any greater facilities or 
manpower. So the Radio Division of WFB and the War Committee on 
Radio suggest that you paste this slogan In your hat!

Ultra High Frequency Technic
The use of frequencies around 5,000 megacycles and 

the experience being gained at frequencies over 30,000 
megacycles bring forth many unusual effects. The 
extremely high frequency of these radio waves makes 
possible their travel through metal pipes and solid 
tubes of dielectric. In order to “turn down the vol
ume” on these microwaves one merely reduces the 
diameter of the pipe until the high-frequency wave 
bounces back and forth across the pipe so many times 
the losses reduce the output to the desired level.

The early days of radio are brought to mind by the 
use of crystals as detectors and modulators in this 
ultra-modem uhf practice. Since the wavelengths 
are less than 4 in. the fields around antennas, and in 
the mouths of radiating horns may be examined 
point-by-point with probe-like antennas connected to 
a crystal rectifier and microammeter.

Conventional tubes with control grids cease to func
tion because of the sluggishness of the electrons at 
these frequencies. Other types of tubes which take 
advantage of the electron velocity to generate these 
extremely short waves become necessary. Oscillators 
become simpler as far as the number of parts and 
their placement goes and it is actually easier to gen
erate 3 or 4 thousand megacycles than to generate 
1,000 megacycles with conventional negative grid 
tubes.

Metal boxes, butter-churn paddles, pipes and horns 
of every shape and description are the new order of 
the day.

There Is No Free Lunch
As Industry begins to emerge from under the war 

cloud, there Is bound to be a sizeable crop of inventions 
which if not plainly chimerical, at least will cause a 
lifting of engineering eyebrows. After all, technically 
trained individuals are tough and are not very apt to 
accept at face value claims that the average man in 
the street accepts with avidity. Counting the really 
great things that are being done with vacuum tubes 
nowadays, the electronic industries likely will prove 
a fertile field for exploitation. But there are two very, 
very old homilies that may always be applied and that 
still represent a pretty good test. One of them is: 
Every action must have a reaction; the other—“There 
is no free lunch.”

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

Simplifying Civilian Components
The simplification of civilian radio components 

which has been effected under the pressure of wartime 
production, is expressly limited to “the duration.” 
When peace comes, radio manufacturers will be free 
to diversify their lines again as much as they wish.

Yet certainly something very fundamental has been 
accomplished when our widely varied components 
have been simplified as follows:

Volume controls 
Electrolytic condensers 
Paper condensers 
Transformers, chokes 
Tubes 
Meters
Such gains cannot be

2700 types cut to
400 ” ” ”
320 ” ” ”
280 ” ” ”
700 ’’ ” ”

1500 ’’ " ”
allowed to disappear

12
10

D
12 

250 
150
when

Swinging Around the Electronic Circle
The electronic art, Aloysius, isn’t so new as the 

newspaper boys and stock-market enthusiasts picture 
it. And don’t say it doesn’t circle back over its early 
tracks, either!

For your Editor’s own first contact with electron 
tubes dates back 46 years, to that day in 1898 when 
the first X-ray tube was brought into the office of an 
Indianapolis doctor, his father. That early X-ray 
tube was operated by the doctor’s “static machine," 
and it was your Editor’s job after school, toilsomely 
to turn the crank that generated the high-voltage 
sparks. Later he learned to connect up that ’98 elec
tronic tube, polarizing it carefully, anode and cathode, 
and also to use the fluoroscope and to take pictures. 
Then, a few years later, static machines became passé 
as X-ray sources.

But now in 1944, electronic history swings back, to 
repeat itself. For the latest power source for high- 
voltage industrial X-ray tubes is again a static ma
chine, the new improved Van de Graaff generator. 
Compacted now to a height of only 9 or 10 ft. these 
1944 generators and tubes are being made ready for 
industrial plants, to be taken right onto the job wher
ever a 12-in. steel casting needs looking into!
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cen
saturation carrier frequency

Wind*,

Line production

R-F UNf TO COUPLING CAPACITORS

RECEIVER

AUDIO*

FILTER

PARTIAL
BLOCKINGDELAY

HYBRID

LOCAL RHONE

and control of the equipment on 
large Interconnected systems, that

SELECTIVE 
RINGER

DUPLEX 
CONTROL

• Electric utilities have made in
creasing use of electronic equip
ment for more than two decades. 
Today such equipment is giving 
material assistance in the wartime 
Job of supplying more kilowatts per 
dollar of installed capacity than 
ever before. Carrier telephone, re
laying, telemetering and control 
have become so useful as a means of 
coordinating the activities of men,

bands is becoming a major techni
cal problem. Improved regulators, 
exciters, PA systems, time stand
ards and many other devices result
ing from electronic developments 
are each playing their parts.

BLOCKING STARTING

Fig. 2—Torrey Htatlon, uhuwing carrier 
relay transceiver In small cabinet nt 
center, with coupling enpadtor above ft

Fig. S—Main switchboard at Torrey । 
two riKht hnnd panels contain carrier 
relays nnd tenting facilities

Fits. 1—-Map outlining a portion of A.G.K. 
132 kv system showing radio and car
rier locations

TRAMS* 
HITTER

The methods of protecting trans
mission lines from damage and of 
maintaining electric service through 
storms, accidents, floods, and other 
disturbing influences, include 
among other things, multiple 
power circuits and generating 
sources to provide a diversity fac
tor, ground wires to shield the 
lines, lightning arresters to limit 
surge voltages at substations, space 
radio to speed repairs, and protec
tive relaying. Carrier relaying is 
most important.

The number of carrier sets of 
all types on the Central System of 
this company, operating in seven 
states, totals 342. These sets oper
ate in the 50-to-150 kc carrier band 
and provide 150 separate carrier 
channels, which of course must 
also avoid Interference with carrier 
channels used by neighboring inter
connected companies. In one case, 
18 different channels are used at a 
single station. This existing con-

Fig. 4— Block diagram of single fre
quency duplex carrier set



CURRENTUSES of CARRIER
by G. G. LANGDON

automatically telegraphs a carrier
signal to the end which pre

Part electronic* play*
The part which electronics plays 

is the transmission and reception 
of carrier signals from one end to 
the other of each line section. The 
method is based on the fact that if 
fault power flows out of any line 
section, the fault cannot be within 
that section. In a typical set-up, if 
fault power flows Into one end of a 
line section and out of the other 
(section not faulty) the “out” end^American Gas & Electric Service Corp 

Church St., New York

vents the circuit breakers from 
opening. If fault power flows into

Fig. ft—Linemen, replacing insulator on 
HO kv line, ean be called in emergency 
by apace radioFl< 5—Carrier room at bunnyaldr aub- 

atntion. Evtenaion phonea for euper- 
siaor’a oMre being placed in service

Fig. 7—Portable Ire-watt carrier tele
phone with aelf-coutained handset and 
lend-In conductor

Application« of low current electronic equipment that 
help coordinate super-power electric utility system

be cleared and the faulted line sec
tion placed back in service in less 
than one-third second, without 
much damage to the line and with 
a minimum of disturbance to the 
system or to connected synchron
ous motors. A typical time sequence 
for ultra high-speed reclosing with 
carrier relaying would be as fol
lows:
(1) Fault occurs;
(2) Carrier relays energize correct 

circuit breakers in one cycle (on 
a 60 cycle system);

(3) Breakers open in 5 cycles;
(4) Line de-energized for 10 to 12 

cycles to allow ionized gases at 
the arc to clear away from con
ductors before circuit breakers 
reclose and return the line to 
normal, in a total time of 16 to 
18 cycles.

centration may be compared, on the 
one hand, with the original con
cept of the 1920’s that 10 or 11 
channels spaced 10 kc apart might 
be the practical limit for any one 
system; or, on the other hand with 
the continuing requirements for 
more channels in the future.

Consider a single line, section 
“A,” of an extensive inter-connect
ed high-voltage system such as 
shown in Fig. 1 and assume that 
lightning has caused a flashover on 
this line section. The power arc 
following the flashover will bum 
the line down and subject the sys
tem to a major disturbance unless 
the section is de-energized immedi
ately. However, other line sections 
between the faulted section and 
the generating plants should re
main in service to avoid prevent
able interruptions. The most effec
tive solution of this problem uses 
carrier current relaying. The 
faulted line section is quickly 
opened at both ends and all other 
line sections remain closed and in 
operation.

With the ultra high-speed reclos
ing circuit breakers now coming in
to general use, such momentary 
faults as lightning flashovers can



administrative,application
maintenance and construction uses. 

On the American Gas & Electric

Co. system, single frequency dup ;x 
or single frequency simplex (pus i
to-talk) equipment is used for sj s
tem operating purposes because the 
party line type of system is advan
tageous in this service and also be
cause this method conserves fre
quencies. Fig. 4 illustrates the met'. - 
od used for duplexing on a slm e 
frequency.

Voice operated electronic keying 
starts the transmitter and blocks 
the receiver when the microphone 
is spoken into. Similarly the tran - 
mitter is partially blocked during 
reception to prevent it from being 
started falsely, which would create 
an unstable condition interfering 
with reception. Only partial block
ing of the transmitter is used, be
cause it is important that the op
erator to be able to gain control of 
the transmitter during lightning 
storms or other severe interference 
which might otherwise keep the 
transmitter blocked continuously; 
“fair weather” communication does 
not meet operating requirements.

The usual installation provides 
selective ringing for normal use, 
but loud speaker standby for emer
gencies because the latter is the 
speediest method known. Trans
mitters are 25-watt, plate modu
lated, with modulation limiting and 
crystal control. Receivers are made 
as selective as practical, use fixed 
tuning, automatic volume control,

one end of a line section and not 
out of the other, or if it flows into 
the section from both ends, the 
carrier signal is not transmitted, 
allowing both circuit breakers to 
trip out and clear the fault.

Each carrier relay terminal con
sists of a high-voltage coupling ca
pacitor, a carrier current transceiv
er (Fig. 2), a power directional re
lay, a receiver relay, fault detector 
relays, and testing facilities (Fig. 
3). Fault detector relays detect the 
presence of an abnormal condition, 
making it unnecessary to transmit 
carrier continuously; the power di
rectional relay determines whether 
the fault power flows into or out of 
the section being protected, and

Fife, R—Turner atntlon. Carrier receiver 
in cubicle at left driven graphic recorder 
at bottom (Scale 1OO-O-1OO mesanatta) 
recording Interchange with the Uhio 
power company at Philo. Top recorder 
nhouM system frequency (5® to 61 cycles)

Fig. 10—Curve of sleet-detector readings during storm. Reduced signals caused 
by ice coating of H in. at one point tapering tn 1/16 in. four miles in either direction. 
A sleet melt wn» indicated at Pi3O A.M. but other more heavily Iced lines were 
melted flrat

contacts on these relays start or 
stop the carrier transmitter.

Typical carrier-relaying trans
ceivers, designed for either indoor 
or outdoor use and to operate from 
station battery power supply, pro
vide 15 to 25 watts output and have 
single or two-tube receivers. Re
ceived energy levels are on the or
der of one watt to provide a high 
margin against interference. Par
ticular attention is paid to relia
bility in the design, construction. 
Installation and maintenance of 
the equipment. Carrier relaying is 
the only practical method of pro
tecting long lines by providing in
stantaneous clearing of all types of 
faults.

Power line carrier telephony 
started shortly after World War I 
and it has since become increas
ingly important in the operation of 
large electric utility systems. It has 
solved the problem of rapid and re
liable communication between the 
system dispatchers or load super
visors and all major power plants 
and stations. It has also provided 
communication channels between 
interconnected companies for su
pervision of power interchange be
tween them. In addition to its use 
for system operation, power line 
carrier has also found considerable

and squelch. Rack mounting in cu
bicles as shown in Fig. 5 provides 
uniform appearance, design flexi
bility, and accessibility for main
tenance.

Operating over ruggedly con
structed transmission lines, such as 
the one shown in Fig. 6. carrier has 
repeatedly been the only remain
ing means of communicating out of 
many stations during severe storn 
and it is playing an important pa it 
in the wartime operation of the sy 
tern by providing necessary commu 
nication with a minimum expend 
ture of critical materials.
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Fig. 0—Main switchboard at Winfield hydro plant. First four panels contain super
visory control equipment for operating this plant from Turner station. Carrier 
equipment installed outdoors nt both locations



Carrier telemetering

Fl*

them another
which may involve,

intricate part 
, for example,

Setting up such load schedules is 
only part of the job; adhering to

Portable carrier telephones are 
u Hi extensively by a special trans
n ssion line maintenance depart
ment, operating in three states. 
Each truck is equipped with a 5- 
watt portable two-way push-to
talk carrier telephone set for oper
ation on any of three carrier tele
phone dispatching channels into 
any type of line coupling and pow- 
eied from truck through 500 to 
1,000 feet of power supply cable in
stalled on a motor-driven drum. 
These sets have a two-way range 
up to about 150 miles of line. Coup
ling points, made by insulating the 
regular ground wire (top conductor 
on steel tower Fig. 6) and install
ing a heavy lead down the tower to 
a convenient point where it re
mains grounded through a heavy 
knife switch when not in use. have 
been installed at selected points 
where the 132.000-volt lines are ac
cessible by truck.

In operation, the portable sets 
are coupled at points where line 
work is being done and are used by 
linemen for communication with 
system supervisors and with their 
own headquarters. These portables 
have made it possible to handle 
many repair or reconstruction jobs 
in approximately half the time pre
viously required when the nearest 
telephone—often of the farm type 
—was used. They are also valua
ble for patrol work. The set shown 
in Fig. 7 may be used during ex
tremely bad weather by closing the 
front cover after removing the 
hand set and lead-in conductor. 
They cannot be used enroute as 
with space radio though their use 
is not limited to emergencies. The 
range is such that repeating is un
necessary, and installed cost is 
very low for the coverage obtained,

supervisors a continuous graphic 
record (see Fig. 8) of the load on all 
important tie-lines and power 
plants. From this information, off- 
schedule load trends can be “nipped 
in the bud” and by direct carrier 
communication between supervis
ors of neighboring companies, the 
“step in time” of readjusting the 
generation at various plants can be 
taken. Telemetered readings may 
be combined locally to give total or 
net power interchange between 
companies on a single chart where 
necessary.

(Continued on page 198)

seeing to it that a certain tie line 
having a carrying capacity of 200,
000 kva carries 190,000 kva without 
tripping out on load swings. Here 
is where carrier telemetering fits 
into the picture by giving the load

Fl* 13— Electronic exciter at Torrey. 
GF-172 Thyratron« nt top left in protec
tive coven. Six type FG-238-A icni- 
trona are tn separate cubicle« behind 
first three pnuel«. Fifth nnd sixth panels 
contnin control and protective equip
ment for the 30,000 he a synchronous con
denser. Automatic oscillograph on 
sixth panel records line faults

In wartime to an even greater 
extent than in peacetime It is nec
essary that load schedules be set 
up between interconnected electric 
companies to effect a maximum 
utilization of lines and plant gene
ration with a minimum strain on 
the coal pile. These schedules take 
ii to account, among other things, 
the efficiencies of generation, load 
d versity. use of waterpower when 
available, and coordinated construc
tion programs. There may also be 
hour-to-hour schedules between 
companies to take care of load 
changes on dark days, temperature 
changes and other local occurrenc
es which affect the load. By this 
means interconnected companies 
a e enabled to carry the constantly 
Increasing wartime loads with a 
minimum expenditure of critical 
materials and fuel.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944
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PLANNING NEW PRODUCTS
The problem is not merely to find another item, but to 
find the optimum one for your own particular situation

oft 
wis 
sig 
its

?

• The most important part of any 
company’s postwar or future plan 
is that dealing with new products. 
There is an old saying that man, as 
he grows older, either goes forward 
or backward—he never stands still. 
This is just as true with any kind 
of business. And with companies 
engaged in electronic industries, it 
is more than true.

There is a lot more to going for
ward than just sitting back and 
dreaming up new products. That, 
especially in electronics, is easy. 
But what is not so easy is to get 
that one, (or if you really hammer 
away at the job, more than one), 
certain product that will click.

Now the man who has been 
brought up in merchandising and 
has become successful at it has de
veloped a sort of sixth sense as to 
what will or will not click with the 
public. Give him a sample to see 
or feel, and he will have a definite 
reaction. He will be right more 
often than wrong. He may require 
market surveys, studies of buyer 
attitude, dealer needs, salesmen’s 
attitudes, competitors’ products, 
pricing tests, territory potentials, 
buying habits or experience data. 
But given these, he will be able to 
say whether or not it will be suc
cessful and give a good sound 
estimate of how many can be sold 
at a certain price and even who 
will be the probable purchasers.

Should we malee It?

Suppose we have studied a new 
product just this way and the an
swer is “yes.” Does that mean 
that we should make it? The an
swer seems obvious but a study of 
business failures in any field would 
show that probably more losses re
sulted from diving into a product 
that “clicked” merchandise-wise 
than from not going into any new 
products at all. And often the ac
tion taken was based on sound 
merchandising investigation rather 
than hunch play.

For example, a company, now 
extinct, went into “commercial” 
production of “scanning disk” type 
television receivers not once but 
three times in a one-year period 
during the very early thirties. This 
was quite a costly procedure, but 
86

not so much so as some of the other 
classic flops that have studded the 
last three decades of our Industry. 
One may ask, “If I can’t depend on 
this type of information, what can 
I use as a guide? How can I know 
whether this particular product 
will not only click merchandise
wise, but also prove to have 
clicked when scrutinized by hind
sight as to its having been a profit
able addition to our business?”

Basic analysis

This doesn’t mean that a mer
chandiser’s judgment of a product 
is valueless. On the contrary, it is 
absolutely necessary at some stage 
of the tedious process of evaluating 
the application of the product to 
the particular company that is 
doing the searching. But it does 
mean that something far more im
portant from a basic analysis 
standpoint must be answered. Only 
by carefully studying the various 
internal factors involved can a 
really satisfactory judgment of a 
product be made.

What do we mean when we say 
internal factors? This can best be 
answered by a negative such as 
“those things which do not bear 
on our customer relationship”. In 
other words, starting backwards 
from the warehouse door and keep
ing right on until we are back to 
the smallest component or piece of 
raw material. Then completely 
segregating out all matters of sales 
methods, discount policies, retail 
price, advertising—in other words 
all those things which our mer
chandiser evaluated to decide that 
he had a product that clicked.

The keyman in a small business 
is so used to dealing with a com
plete operating statement, not just 
the half that comes ahead of “cost 
of sales”, that he often subcon
sciously acquires a handicap Ln 
competing with the larger com
panies where specialization of func
tion is the rule—for better or for 
worse. The larger company often 
runs into trouble because the 
trained merchandiser keeps right 
on merchandising—even to selling 
his particular new product to top 
management.

The result is that those who are 
responsible for the ultimate suc
cessful manufacture of that prod
uct quite frequently find them
selves in an already advanced 
situation where they either have 
to be regarded as “bucking the 
management”, “not being progres
sive", or, on the other hand, must 
do the best they can in making a 
product that may be almost totally 
unsuited to their organization, 
equipment or type of operation.

The purpose of this article is to 
outline broadly the type of think
ing necessary to evaluate the more 
important internal factors. A sub
sequent article will deal with the 
subject of how to set about gather
ing the required data and a third 
with some suggested ways of 
arranging this material in report 
form.
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Key factors

To start with, let’s list the things 
that we should know, or be able 
to make an informed estimate of, 
before even passing an opinion on 
how well a product lines up with 
our abilities, present and potential. 
The check list accompanying puts 
these in question form. There un
doubtedly may be others because a 
general list of this sort cannot ex
actly fit each type of electronics 
industry. For example, a vacuum 
tube manufacturer will be inter
ested greatly in shrinkage pos
sibilities or exhaust equipment, 
while a test equipment assembler 
may have entirely dissimilar prob
lems. The internal factors here 
discussed have been chosen be
cause, broadly speaking, they apply 
in some degree to almost any kind 
of electronic enterprise.

First, a general investigation of 
the product itself—not as an article 
of merchandise, remember, but as 
an article of manufacture. Why did 
others who tried it give up, or if 
they are still making it, can our 
shop make it cheaper or better? 
Unless we can, shouldn’t we stop 
right here and look for a product 
that shows promise of needing a 
real job done with it? Or if no 
one has ever made it before—why? 
So often something that looks 
brand new has a hidden weakness,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944 EL



for POSTWAR MARKETS

has
Importance of design

INTERNAL FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE NEW PRODUCT

TNI MIOOVeT

It thit
NANUFAITURINI OPERATIONS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

oendablet
PRODUCTION PNODLEMS

thit axponsa ba adequately

Can the product carry thit burden! 
Do we wont to moire the invetfmenft

has become Interested,

up be juttified!
Q Would the product have production

h or will labor of proper quality and 
quantity be available^ d not, wit

sooner or later, concluded to reject 
the idea. Invariably it is an “in
ternal factor”. This is merely an 
illustration, but significant in that 
it shows how great a mistake might 
be made, if internal factors are 
glossed over because of over-enthu
siasm from a merchandising point 
of view.

Study of the patent and licensing 
situation on a new product Is a 
subject all by Itself, especially 
when viewed in the light of current

often engineering or production
wise, that has been a red “stop” 
sign to everyone who has explored 
its potentialities.

There is one example of a "new” 
product that has been going the 
rounds so long that its patents 
have now expired. A succession of 
promoters have been extolling its 
virtues to anyone who would listen. 
Merchandise-wise, it is perfect, if 
the claims made for Its perform
ance and cost could be realized. In 
every case where a manufacturer

both in delicacy of design and in 
appetite for space and money con
suming nourishment.

Possible restrictions or regula
tions of a government nature car
rying over into the postwar period 
are the subject of concern in many 
quarters. No new product should 
be decided upon without at least 
doing some informed guessing on 
these points. They might matter a 
great deal.

Second in our broad classification 
of internal factors, is the design 
of the product. Generally speak
ing, we should look at its design for 
things other than appearance and 
customer appeal. They may be 
very good but we must know how 
well it can be made, what troubles 
we will have, what the chances are 
of correcting them, whether it can 
be made cheaper and better as time 
goes on. We should find out what 
kind of an engineering and manu
facturing organization—mentally— 
we have for this kind of a product.

(Continued on page 252)

What we don't know about the 
other man’s troubles and head
aches may be stimulating to our 
outlook on his kind of product, but 
it might well fill a book—with red 
ink. And “related” doesn’t mean 
that everything electronic in na
ture is related. A delicate thermo
couple-operated relay is as much 
akin to a twenty-kilowatt trans
mitter as a flea is to an elephant—
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governmental thinking. All that 
need be said here is: use care and 
diligence.

Unless the product we are view
ing under our internal factor 
microscope is very, very good, it 
should be definitely related to our 
present line. The grass is always 
greener in the other field, but an 
ounce of “know how” is worth a 
pound of grass, especially when the 
grass may turn out to be brown 
and dry rather than green and 
fresh.
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USING SERIES TURES AS

de blocking methods. recent

plate to following grid. the

Equivalent circuit

6J5 WITH 6J5 CONTROL TUBE

6000 A900 A

• Direct coupled operation of vac
uum tubes for amplifiers is old 
and in most instances superseded 
by mutual impedance coupling and

33.000 a
21.S
600 .«mh«».

positive half-cycle of e<a, the ip R. 
drop increases making eOI increase 
on a negative half-cycle. The two 
equivalent plate circuit voltages 
—Anem and—are each 180 deg. 
out of phase with their respective 
grid voltages and therefore 180 deg. 
out of phase with respect to each 
other.

As the plate resistance of a tube 
increases with increased negative

years many systems, particularly 
cathode ray oscillograph and tele
vision circuits, have required the 
association of the de component 
with the actual signal, thus re
quiring direct coupling from each

On the constant voltage equiva
lent circuit shown in Fig. 1 are the 
relative instantaneous polarities of 
the equivalent plate circuit gener
ators. This relation is explained by 
the degenerative connection of Tt. 
As ir increases with an applied

Linearity characteristics of series operated direct coup
led tubes. Factors influencing gain and performance

usual form of a direct coupled am
plifier circuit, each plate is re
turned through a load impedance 
to a point successively higher in 
voltage on a power supply bleeder 
than the previous tube. Bias is 
obtained by several standard meth
ods.

A variation of this direct coup
ling method is shown in Fig. 1. 
Here, a tube T2 (triode or pentode) 
is used as the plate load impedance 
for the input tube Tr The load 
tube T, receives its grid signal 
voltage from the degenerative iP Rk 
drop voltage across the drive resist
ance Rk. The de current component, 
lb, produces a bias for the grid 
of T,.

by WILLIAM MOULIC 
Associate Editor

grid voltage and conversely, it may 
be expected that the operation of 
tubes such as in Fig. 1 would produce 
a more linear E. vs. L plate charac
teristic than either tube alone 
Since decrease in negative voltage 
on grid of Ti produces an increase 
of negative voltage at grid of T:, 
the plate resistance RPi will de
crease while RPs of Ti will increase. 
The result should be a more

Fi®. 1—Tjplca! circuit with tube T, actinic na load Impedance for Input tube Tv 
Voltaxe EgJ is developed ncroaa Rk. Equivalent circuit below ahowa relative polarity 
of equivalent xeneratora

o so k> so so co so to *> •o200ao4o«o«o300ao4o ao so 4ooao < 
PLATE VOLTAGE Ep
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IMPEDANCESCONTROL

curves for twoperimental E.

where

the

and,

where,

and

resistance
since the de voltage drop would be

ioa

Substituting 
solving,

The equivalent load impedance is 
then

neglecting for the moment 
shunt loading action.

From the equivalent circuit.

practical circuits

nearly constant total impedance to 
A C. and consequently a more linear 
plate characteristic. This conclu
sion is shown to be true in the ex-

6J5 tubes in series as shown in 
Fig. 2. The conventional 6J5 char
acteristic curves are shown super
imposed in color on Fig. 2.

The gain of a circuit such as that 
of Fig. 1 may be expressed as

near 10,000 volts. Since the de re
sistance of Tt is a few hundred 
thousand ohms, much lower power 
supply voltages are required. The 
gain of this tube combination ap
proaches mi, as a limit (as the load 
impedance approaches oo).

"a second method of using tubes 
in series is shown in Fig. 3. Here, 
Ti and Ta act as a combination of 
two series generators, the voltage 
of one being controlled by the 
other. This combination is equiv
alent to a hypothetical tube hav
ing plate characteristics similar to 
Fig. 2, Fig. 4, and Fig. 7.

From the equivalent circuit for

From (6) it is seen that the 
dynamic load impedance can be 
made very large if a high m tube 
is used as T«. Since high m tubes 
also have high values for R^, fur
ther increase in the dynamic R. 
results. The dynamic Ri may be 10 
or more megohms a value that 
would be impossible with an actual

IUECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

6F5 WITH 6J5 CONTROL TUBE 
------ Rk • 900A —r~-

6F5 WITH 6J5 CONTROL TUBE AS PER DIA. 
------ Ra • 6000 A F-T“1-----------



+RV+R

Substituting (4) for e0> and solving,

gain of the circuit is, there

where,

curve at E,

6 J 5 WITH 6F5 CONTROL TUBE 6 J 5 WITH 6F5 CONTROL TUBE

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

The 
fore,

this combination as shown in Fig. 3, 
it is apparent that the hypothetical 
tube has a much greater plate 
resistance. The new R'P and other 
factors may be calculated as fol
lows.

Neglecting for the moment the 
shunt action of a load Z, the cur
rent is

Fig. 7—Plate characterlatica for aeriea operated IMS Input tube and 6F5 load tube for 
coupling reaiatance Rk of 900 and 6000 okm». Curve In color la for 6J5 operated alone

1 and Eb = 250 V,

From (9) and (10) it is seen that 
the hypothetical tube has the same 
m as Ti, the input tube, but a much 
larger R,. The transconductance, 
Gm, is therefore reduced below that 
for Ti alone.

Values for m, R» and Gm may be 
calculated graphically as shown in 
Fig. 4. In this instance a 6F5 is 
operated in series with a 6J5 acting 
as the control impedance. Fig. 2a 
is a plot of data taken with Rk = 
900 ohms and Fig. 2b has an Rk 
value of 6000 ohms.

In the case of Fig. 2a, the re
ciprocal of the slope of the Eb — Ik

360 -

M0-

gives R, = 100,000 ohms. The meas
ured g is 112 and Gm is 1120 
micromhos.

(Continued on page 194)
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$900,000,000$350,000,000 $3,500,000,000 400,000

280,000.000 200,000,000 100,000 150,000.000

90,000,000 215.000,000 *20,000 55,000.000

40,000.000 7.000,00015,000

1320,000,0003,600,000,090

Annual Bill of United States for Radio
Civilian Sets in Use

30,000.000

16.000.000

$601,000,000

57,000.000
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3,000.000 
8,000,000

3.130,000
8.750,000

1922 
1923
1924
192S
1926
1927
1926
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933 
1934 
1935* 
1936* 
1937*
1933« 
1939
1940
1941
1942 
1943

$215,000,000 
45,000,000 

200,000,000 
19,000,000 
70,000,000 
52,000,000

Number of 
Employes

Radio-electronic output, civilian and military totals. 
How production and use compare during past 20 years

• From the very beginning of 
broadcasting the present publishers 
of “Electronic Industries” have 
been compiling the annual statis
tics of civilian radio. Continuing 
the practice of many years in past 
January issues of “Radio Retailing” 
and “Radio Today,” there are sum
marized on this page past radio 
figures. And new statistics for the 
current situation are also presented.

With civilian radio production al
most completely shut down, except 
for a limited number of tubes and 
repair parts, it has proven imprac
ticable to give detailed figures on 
1943 wartime output of components, 
transformers, condensers, volume 
controls, etc., since such data might 
reveal military radio production 
secrets.

5ales of time by broadcasters, 1943 ......................................... 
Talent costs ......................................................................................
Electricity, batteries, etc. to operate 57,000,000 receivers 
17,000,000 replacemenf tubev .................................................... 
Radio parts. suppliei. etc...............................................................  
Phonograph records — 120,000,000 ..........................................

Total ...................................................................................

PRODUCTION OF CIVILIAN RADIO EQUIPMENT—1922 TO 1943

Radio manufacturers 
(1200) ..............

Radio distributors, deal
ers, etc..............

Broadcasting stations 
(947) ...............

Commercial communico 
Hon stations ..

Listeners' sets 
(57,000,000) .

Note: WP8 ordered (April, 1942) all civilian radio-set production stopped and 
factories converted to war production.

Total sets in 
use. U.S. ... 59,340.000

¿Figures for sets Include value of tubes in receivers. In normal yean replacement tubes have run 25% to 40% of total tube sales. All figures 
are at retail values. «Statistics Copyrighted by Caldwell-Clements, Inc.)

Jan. 1, '43

U. S. homes with 
radios . 30.800.000

"Secondary" 
sets In homes. 16,660,000

Battery port-

Total Civilian Sets 
Manufactured

Total Civilian Tubes 
Manufactured

Automobile Sets 
Manufactured

Total 
Reception 
Equipment

Aute Sets 
in Uie

Homes with 
Radio Sets

Total Radio 
Sets in Use 

in U.S.

At 
Cíese 

of

Number Value Number Value Number Value Value Number Number Value

100,000 $ 5,000,000 1 000 000 $ 6,000,000 ...................... 5 60,000,000 ................... 60 000 $ 1,400,000 1922
550,000 15,000,000 4,500,000 12,000,000 ....................... 136,000,000 ..... —... 1,000,000 1,500,000 1923

1,500,000 100,000,000 12,000,000 36,000,000 ....... 358,000,000 .................... 2,500,000 3,000,000 1924
2,000,000 165,000,000 20,000,000 48,000,000 ........... ........... 430,000,000 ...... . ....... 3,500,000 4,000,000 1925
1,750,000 200.000,000 30,000,000 58,000,000 ..................... 506.000 000 ........... . 5 000 000 5,000,000 1926
1,350,000 168,000,000 41,200,000 67,300,000 ....................... 425,600,000 .................... 6,500,000 6,500,000 1927
3,281,000 400,000,000 50,200,000 110,250,000 ........... ........ . 690,550,000 ....... .......... 7,500,000 8,500,000 1928
4,428,000 6 OC,000,000 69,000,000 172,500,000 ................... . 842,548,000 .................... 9,000,000 10,500,000 1929
3,827,800 300,000,000 52,000,000 119,600,000 34,000 S 3,000,000 496,432X100 ................. 12,048,762 13X100,000 1930
3,420,000 225,000,000 53,000,000 69,550,000 108,000 5,940,000 300,000,000 100,000 14,000,000 15,000,000 1931
3,000,000 140,000,000 44 300 QUO 48,730,000 143,000 7,150,000 200 000.000 250,000 16,809,562 18,000,000 1932
3,806,000 230,099,000 59,000,000 49,000,000 724,000 28,598,000 300,000,000 500,000 20,402,369 22X100,000 1933
4,084,000 270,000,000 58,000,000 36,600,000 780,000 28,000.000 350,000,000 1,250X100 21,456,000 28,000,000 1934
6,026,800 330,192,480 71,000,000 50,000,000 1,125,000 54,562,500 370,000,000 2.000,000 22,869,000 30,500,000 1935
8,248,000 450X100,000 98,000,000 69,000,000 1,412,000 69,188,000 500,000.000 3,500,000 24,600,000 33,000,000 1936
8,064,780 450,000,000 91,000,000 85,000,000 1,750,000 87,500,000 537,000,000 5,000,000 26,666,500 37,600,000 1937
6,000,000 210,000,000 75,000,000 93,000,000 800,000 32X100,000 350X100,000 6,000,000 28,000,000 40,800,000 1938

10,500,000 354,000,000 91,000,000 114,000,000 1,200X100 48,000.000 375,000,000 6,500,000 28,700,000 45,200,000 1939
11,800,000 450,000,000 115,000,000 115,000,000 1,700,000 60,000,000 584,000,000 7,500,000 29,200,000 51,000,000 1940
13,000,000 460,000,000 130,000,000 143X100,000 2X100,000 70.000,000 610,000,000 8,500,000 29,700,000 56,000,000 1941

4 400.000 154,000,000 87,700,000 94,000X100 350X100 12,250X100 360,000000 8,750,000 30,800,000 59,340,000 1942

-................ ——..........—• 17,000,000 19.000.000 -------- .......... ------—......... 60 000 000 8,000,000 30,000,000 57,000,000 1943



I IR E- Al E E Winter Meeting
Annual technical session, internationally flavored, 
to include joint engineering evening with AIEE

• Grown from an initial member
ship of fewer than 50 in 1912 to an 
international roll of more than 
11,000 members this year, the Insti
tute of Radio Engineers on January 
28 and 29 celebrates the beginning 
of its thirty-second year with its 
1944 Winter Technical Meeting, to 
be held at the Hotel Commodore in 
New York.

In addition to furnishing two 
days of top notch technical fare, 
the gathering will also signalize still 
closer liaison between the IRE and 
its electrical cousin, the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers 
through the scheduling of a joint 
technical session of these two 
bodies. That meeting is to be held 
on Thursday evening, January 27, 
immediately preceding the IRE 
gathering, and will be held in the 
Engineering Societies Building, 33 
West 39th street, New York. AIEE 
is to hold its annual technical 
meeting during the week of Janu
ary 24, but for the convenience of 
IRE members who may wish to at
tend sessions having to do with 
communications, all such matters 
are to be concentrated in an AIEE 
sessions scheduled for Thursday 
afternoon preceding the joint IRE- 
AIEE technical session that eve
ning.

International flavor

The IRE gathering, it is planned, 
is to have a distinctly international 
flavor. In addition to devoting much 
of their time and talks to war as
pects of radio and electronic en
gineering, members are to hear a 
number of foreign engineering 
experts including prominent Brit
ish, Russian and Chinese author
ities who will outline radio and 
electronic matters peculiar to their 
respective countries.

It was in May, 1912 that the 
Institute of Radio Engineers first 
came into being through the merg
ing of two organizations active in 
the technical radio field. One of 
these was the Wireless Institute, with 
headquarters in New York The other 
was Society of Wireless Telegraph 

(Continued on page 194)

FM BROADCASTERS 
Jan. 26-27

FM Broadcasters, Inc., has sched
uled Its regular meeting for Wed
nesday and Thursday January 26 
and 27th. It will be held at the 
Hotel Commodore. .

Joint IRE-AIEE Technical Session 
Thursday, January 27, 1944 (Engineering Societies Bldg.) 

33 West 39 Street, New York
2:00 P.M.—American Institute of Electrical Engineers Session.

8:00

9:00 
10:30

10:40 
10:45

11:00

11:15

12:20
12:30 

2:30

4:30

Five electronics and communication papers:
"A Short-Cut Method of Estimating the Telephone Interference 
Factor of Fewer Systems with Rectified Load,” by C. W. Frick 
(General Electric Co.).
“Crossbar Toll Switching System," by L G. Abraham, A. J. 
Busch, and F. F. Shipley (Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.).
"Automatic Ticketing of Telephone Calls," by O. A. Friend 
(Bell Telephone Labs., Inc.).
"Electronically Controlled Dry-Disk Rectifier," by Allen Rosen
stein and H. N. Barnett (Signal Engineering Products Co.) 
"Rectifier Circuit Duty" by C. C. Herskind (General Electric).

P.M.—Joint IRE-AIEE meeting.
"Enemy Communications Equipment" by Major-General R. B. 
Colton, Signal Corps, United States Army.
Exhibition of captured apparatus.

5:30 
‘ 7:00

10:00

12:30 
2:30

4:30

IRE Technical Meeting Program
Friday, January 29—Hotel Commodore

A.M/—Registration.
A.M.—Address of welcome—B. E. Shackelford, chairman, 1944 

Winter Technical Meeting.
A.M.—Dr. L. F. Wheeler, presiding.
A.M.—Ceremony of "passing the gavel" from retiring president 

Wheeler fe incoming president Turner.
A.M.—Annual meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Dr. H. M. 

Turner presiding.
Amendment of Institute's charter.

A.M.—Dr. Wheeler resumes chairmanship for the session of technical 
papers.

F.M.—Session adjournment.
P.M.—President's luncheon—Dr. H. M. Turner.
P.M.—Symposium—Haraden Pratt presiding.

"Werh of the Radio Technical Planning Board," W. R. G. 
Baker, chairman of Radio Technical Planning Board; several 
panel chairmen.

P.M.—Mr. Pratt resumes chairmanship for the session of fechnical 
papers.

P.M.—Session Adjournment.
P.M.—IRE Banquet (Informal)

George Lewis (Int. Tel. & Tel.), master of ceremonies. 
Awards, Presented by Dr. Turner:
1943 Medal of Honor—to Haraden Pratt.
1943 Morris Liebmann Memorial Prixe-^to W. L. Barrow.
1943 Fellowship Awards—to S. L. Bailey, C. R. Burrows, M G. 
Crosby, C. B. Feldman, Keith Henney, D. O. North, K A. Nor
ton. S. W. Sooley, D. 8. Sinclair, Leo Young, Harry Diamond. 
Annual address of retiring president L. P. Wheeler. 
Prominent speaker on timely subject (to bo announced).

Saturday, January 29—Hotel Commodore
A.M.—Symposium—H. M. Turner presiding:

"Engineering Work of the Federal Communications Commis
sion" by E. J. Jett, chief engineer, FCC.
"Timely Broadcast Matters" by G P. Adair, assistant chief 
engineer of the Federal Communications Commission.
"Police, Aviation and Maritime Services" by W. N. Krebs, 
chief of the Safety and Special Services Division, FCC.
"International Polnt-to-PoInt and Allocation Problems" by P. 
F. Siling, chief of tho International Division, FCC engineer
ing department.

P.M.—Students' luncheon.
P.M.—Technical session—Lloyd Espenschied presiding. If Is also ex

pected to have prominent American, British, Russian and 
Chinese authorities outline radio engineering in their respec
tive countries.

P.M.—Final adjournment.
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Hubert Michael Turner

to standardization, tech-

graduated from the Uni- 
two year« while taking

Hubert Michael Turner, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Yale University, and newly elected 
president of the Institute of Radio Engineers, has gained country-wide recognition for his experimen-

graduate work In mathematics, physics and electrical engineering. From 191* to 1918 he Instrccted 
at the University of Minnesota and organixed courses in transient phenomena and radio. When the 
United States entered the first World War, Dr. Turner was placed in charge of technical instruction 
of a unit of Signal Corps enlistea men at the university until October. 1918, when he became 
assistant professor of radio with the Signal Corps for Officer Candidates at Yale.

The following year, he was appointed assistant professor of electrical engineering at Yale, 
and in 1926, associate professor. His entire tlm? is being devoted to the graduate course in com
munication engineering, developing new methods of presenting theory, power and communication 
*ark, and consulting in several branches of his field.

He Is a member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the International Union of 
Scientific Radio Telegraphy, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Franklin 
Institute, and Sigma XI.

He became an Associate Member of the Institute of Radio Engineers In 1914, a Member in 1920, 
and Fellow in 1937.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES O January, 1944

tai and laboratory technics, as well as for his work on matters relating 
nical advancement, instrunants, measurements, and communications.

Dr. Turner was born on July 20, 1882, at Hillsboro, III. After being 
versify of Illinois in 1910, he remainea as an assistant instructor for



FIk. 0—-Arwly eatnbliMhcd laboratory
G-M tube fournie ray counter

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 19*4

4 FIk. 1—Cosmic ray counter circuit

EXPLORATION <

• Electronics enter another field 
of exploration at the new labora
tory of Cosmic Terrestrial Research 
at Needham, where the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology in a 
tie-up with the University of Chi
cago and other institutions has 
just started its part in a novel pro
gram for the study of cosmic rays. 
An elaborate apparatus built espe-

FIk. 3—Shelter on ground* of l«b- 
orntory

Ÿ Fl* 4—Interior of shelter from the 
north, nhovtinic SS-tube amplifier 

control panel and thermostatically 
controlled motor-driven roof shutter at 
riKht

Fl* 5— Recorder printer in the lab
oratory actuated by rein;« in cosmic 
ray shelter outside 

cially for the project at Chicago's 
Ryerson Physical Laboratory has 
recently been installed. In it 72 
Geiger-Muller counters fed through 
an 88-tube amplifier cause the cos
mic rays to click their way to a 
multiple-printing recorder that 
automatically counts hour by hour 
the numbers of the “rays” reaching 
the earth from the mysterious 
depths of space.

Every one familiar with cosmic 
rays knows that they presumably 
come from interstellar space, 
though their exact origin is still 
one of those unsolved mysteries of 
science. Some of these rays are 
unquestionably electrons; others, 
mesotrons and protons. All are 
traveling with exceedingly high 
velocities. Some are more pen
etrating than others. M.I.T.’s new 
machine sorts these rays into 
“soft”, “medium” and “penetrat
ing” radiations, and records hourly 
their “counts” in three divisions 
of the cosmic ray spectrum. Here, 
as in myriad other applications, 
electrons in vacuum tubes have 
been put to work gathering data 
on another field of investigation 
that the tools of electronics have 
made possible.

Cosmic rays can be recorded with 
either electroscopes or Geiger- 
Muller counter tubes. The latter 
have the advantage of being adapt
able to electronic amplification, so 
that the rays can be made to oper
ate mechanical counters. The 
hourly counts reveal certain varia
tions attributable to magnetic fluc
tuations and changes in meteoro
logical conditions of the upper at
mosphere.



RAYSof COSMIC

Electronic devices used in study of
penetrating radiations and in sun spot radio disturbances

amplification, 
multi-counter.
which is shown in Fig. 2, several 
stages of amplification are used, the 
last stage of which operates the re-

soft, medium and

by DR. HARLAN T. STETSON
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Director Cosmic Terrestrial Research Laboratory, Needham

lay which actuates the recording 
printer each time a cosmic ray 
enters. Circumstances do not per
mit here the details of all of the 
circuits involved in the 88-tube am
plifier which must await publica
tion later.

To differentiate true cosmic rays 
from gamma radiation emanating 
from radioactive materials in the 
earth and air, or from strays that 
may enter at oblique angles, some 
means must be provided for insur
ing that the ionizing radiation 
actuating the Geiger tube comes 
from a point near the zenith. This 
is done by a tandem series arrange
ment of two or more counter tubes 
placed in a vertical plane so that 
the cosmic ray entering the first 
counter from directly above may 
also actuate the counters imme
diately beneath.

When two or more of these coun
ters and their input amplifiers have 
been actuated practically simulta
neously, the current will have been 
closed through all input amplifiers 
belonging to counter tubes in the 
same vertical plane; then and only 
then will the appropriate relay re-

The Geiger counters used in the 
present instance consist of cyl
indrical brass tubes two inches in 
diameter and from 28 to 40 inches 
in length, containing a mixture of 
argon and alcohol vapor at a re
duced pressure of 10 cm. of mer
cury. Stretched along the axis of 
each tube is a central wire, supplied 
with a constant positive potential 
of 1200 volts. The conditions within 
the tubes are such that an enter
ing cosmic ray ionizes the gas and 
renders it conducting to the volt
age impressed between the central 
wire and the wall of the tube, 
which is grounded.

There are various arrangements 
of circuits possible utilizing vacuum 
tubes for the operation of a me
chanical counter arrangement. The 
principle of operation involves, in 
general, simple resistance-capaci
tance amplification as illustrated in 
the diagram (Fig. 1). When an 
ionizing particle passes through a 
G-M tube, the central wire collects 
a negative charge which causes a 
change in the voltage of the grid 
in the tube T>. As this grid goes 
negative, the plate potential of the 
tube Ti rises, communicating a 
change in the potential to the grid 
in tube T».

This second tube then passes cur
rent, and a mechanical recorder 
can be operated after some further

the elaborate 
photograph of

Fix. T—Diaxrnni to ahow lend* from 4 
me eirrnit of a atninlard cent muni- I 
ration receiver to recordlnx xalvanome.

Fix. Snoapota, xroniagnetlc dh- 
turbancea aad dixturbancea to F and 
K lay era of the lonaphere follow a ae- 
quence. E layer diaturbance la ahown 
by inverted Held intenaitiea baaed on ten 
yeara obaer«atlons

UJ rr



NE. RAINSTORM

example

the

coin

Classifying rays

Since cosmic rays differ very

now in use is equipped with 
cidence amplifiers.

The top bank

spond. Stray rays coming 
obliquely will activate one or
other of the amplifiers but not all 
simultaneously. A vertical ray on 
the other hand will pass through 
both or all within practically the 
same instant. Such an arrange
ment of counter tubes and vacuum 
tubes is termed a coincidence am
plifier. Much cosmic ray apparatus

greatly among themselves in the 
amount of energy present, it is im
portant to have some means of dif
ferentiating those of high penetrat
ing power from the slower or 
“softer” rays. This is accomplished 
by utilizing, as in the present 
arrangement, three separate banks 
of counters with different amounts 
of lead separating the banks.

which will register the softer rays, 
will be actuated by all cosmic ra
diation of sufficient intensity to 
penetrate the atmosphere, and the 
walls of the counter tube. Below 
the top bank, sheet lead 10 cm. in 
thickness stops these soft rays from 
actuating the second bank of coun
ters beneath. Cosmic rays of suf
ficient penetrating power to pass 
through this 10 cm. of lead will 
obviously actuate the counters in 
bank 2. Separating bank 2 from 
bank 3, the lowest layer of counters, 
is an additional 20 cm. of lead plate 
so that when the counters in the 
bottom layer are activated, the cos
mic rays responsible for the opera
tion of these counters must have 
penetrated through 30 cm. of lead 
altogether. These are very pene
trating rays.

Fig. 3 is a photograph of the 
shelter housing the apparatus on 
the grounds of the Cosmic Terre
strial Research Laboratory. Fig. 4 
is a view' of the interior looking 
from the north and showing the 

(Continued on page 244)
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12 Ion counter for amnll negative 
ntmoapberlc Ions utilliing an

FP 54 tube

13t Schematic of ion counter and Ita 
anaoclnted circuit conwtructvil nt

Coamlc Reaeorch Laboratory

10 4 Portion of record of October 26, 
1943. show in* point diac Marge 

between earth mid sk, during a rain- 
atorm

lOOOO

4000



Goldsmith V-Chairman RTPB

the

Goldsmith also
the important Spee

Engineer. Vice-Ch«irmnn RTPB.

PERSONNEL OF FOUR RTPB PANELS

RTPB vice-presidenttioned
under the original organization (Continued on paffe 256)

Madison

Washington

Walter

30 RockefellerNBC.

NBC, 30 Rockefeller

(If) Member, (A) Alternate.

electronic industries

supervision over the 
the Board and its 13

atories, 
York

W. B. 
nue,

have general 
operations of 
panels. Dr.
chairman of

committee which drew

NAB, 1760 N

New York
Lodge (A), CBS, 485 Madison Ave- 
New York
Goldmark (M), CBS, 465 Madison

Howard S. Frazier (M) 
Street, Washington

O. B. Hanson (M), 
Plaza, New York 

Raymond Guy (A), 
Plaza, New York

Lemmon (M), International

Corp., Cin

Corp., Cin

• Activities of the Radio Planning 
Board during the past month have 
been confined chiefly to organiza
tion matters in preparation for the 
big engineering job ahead of the 
group and its panels.

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, consult
ing engineer, 580 Fifth Ave., New 
York, has been elected vice-chair
man of the RTPB and of its admin
istrative committee, and, with the 
Chairman, Dr. WR.G. Baker, will

Rockefeller Plaza, New
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, Chairman, 560 Fifth 

Avenue, New York
Dr. R. H. Manson, Vice-Chairman, Strom

berg Carlson Co., Rochester
George Grammer (M), ARRL, West Hart

ford, Conn.
K. B. Warner (A), ARRL, West Hart

ford, Conn.
A. C. Peterson (M), Bell Telephone Labs., 

436 West Street, New York
W. G. Richardson (M), Canadian Broad

casting Corp., Montreal
E. K. Cohan (M), CBS, 485 Madison Ave-

Panel No. 1—Spectrum 
Utilization *

Panel organization expanded—-New appointments to spectrum 
frequency allocation, television and communications groups

W. C. Lent (A), RCA Laboratories, 30 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York

A. J. Costigan (M), Radiomarine Corp of 
America, 66 Broad Street, New York

plan as presented before the earlier 
meetings of the organization, with
drew his name for consideration for 
this post, but continues as chair
man of the Radio Communications 
Panel. Mr. Pratt is being signally 
honored for his work on the IRE

trum Utilization Panel of RTPB, 
which will make recommendations 
for the assignment of radio services 
to various frequency bands. He was 
a member of the original IRE com
mittee which cooperated with RMA 
in setting up the RTPB plan, and 
had an active part in all the pre
liminary work which led to the 
¡present board structure. Dr. Gold
smith is a charter member and 
Fellow of the IRE, and for the last 
30 years has served as editor of the 
monthly “Proceedings” of the In
stitute.

Haraden Pratt, vice-president of 
Mackay Radio, who had been men-

r. D. E. Noble (M), Galvin Mfg. Co. 
4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago
. O. Peterson (M), RCA Communica 
tlons, 66 Broad Street, New York 
r. B. E. Shackelford (M), RCA Labor.

P. F. Siting (A), FCC, Washington
H. B. Marvin (M), General Electric Co., 

Schenectady
H. R. Summerhayes, Jr. (A), General 

Electric Co., Schenectady

Hamden Pratt, Mackay Radio timi 
Telegraph C«».. Chairman Communica- 
lions Paael.

H. H. Beverage, RCA CommunicntiOM, 
lac., V ice-Chai rmnn Conimunicatlens 
Panel.

Avenue, New York
Robert Serrell (A), CBS, I 

Avenue, New York
G. F. Leydorf (M), Crosley 

cinnati
W. S. Alberts (A), Crosley 

cinnati
Dr. L. P. Wheeler (M), FCC.

Bus. Machine Corp., 590 Madison Ave
nue, New York

C. M. Jansky (M), Jansky and Bailey, 
National Press Building, Washington 

Stuart L. Bailey (A), Jansky and Bailey, 
National Press Building, Washington 

Leroy Spangenberg (M), Mackay Radio.
67 Broad Street, New York

RTPB plan of organization, as well 
as for other distinguished services 
to IRE, when later this month he 
will be presented with the Medal of 
Honor of the Institute of Radio En
gineers, during the coming Winter 
Convention at New York.

Following are the newly an
nounced personnel of panel groups 
whose organization has been essen
tially completed.



Dual Pressure

• With the vast improvements in

Capacitor control

per centthan plus or minus 5 
of the specified value.

must increase by 
not less than fif-

pressure 
rapid as

The major methods of timing 
were considered One, the method 
which made use of synchronous 
timing of the solenoid valve from 
a given point in the power line 
supply with simultaneous timing of 
the welding, was discarded because 
the plan required some initiation 
point preceding the start of the 
welding current.

The method finally adopted made 
use of a solenoid valve operated by 
discharging a capacitor through 
it. Referring to the accompanying 
schematic diagram, the capacitor C 
is maintained at a uniform voltage

increase 
possible,

-The rate of 
must be as 
but at least 
threefold in
teen milliseconds.

■The magnitude of the Initial 
pressure, the slope of pressure 
increase, and magnitude of final 
pressure must be consistent on 
repeated operation within plus 
or minus 5 per cent of the speci
fied value.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

How application of electronic 
setting valves has improved

RealMnnre wr|<|in< 
equipment for hfub 
»peed precidi ou op
eration. li Ik ht. elowe- 
iip of double premiture 
>n echini Inni

by S. M. HUMPHREY
Executive Engineer 
Taylor-Winf eld Corp., Warren, Ohio

4—The control equipment and the 
exhaust valve mechanism must 
be such that it could run at 
high speeds (at least 250 per 
minute) without electrical or 
mechanical failure.

In analyzing these specifications, 
the problem seemed to resolve it
self into two major components: 
first, to develop a solenoid oper
ated exhaust valve which would 
permit rapid air exhaust at the re
quired speed; second, the design 
of an accurate timing mechanism 
independent of line voltage, fre
quency, phase relationship, etc., or 
any mechanical operating condi
tions of the welder.

other features of welding equip
ment during the last five years, 
application of the resistance weld
ing processes to precision work, 
what with the attendant tighten
ing up of weld-quality specifica
tions, made it necessary to develop 
an accurate and consistent method 
of applying a dual pressure se
quence to resistance welding, if 
such a sequence were to be used 
at all in a precision welding ma
chine. Tay lor-Winfield engineers 
set about solving this problem, 
keeping in mind that the final sys
tem must adequately meet the fol
lowing characteristics:
1—The time of second pressure ap

plication in its relation to the 
welding current must be infin
itely adjustable, and must not 
vary on repeated operation more



Resistance Welding

SUI

use

CrnM aectinu of double prevaure bel
low« system with the bend In the up 
position of operutliiK stroke

by the trickle charging action of 
the thyratron tube V-l, acting as a 
single phase rectifier. This type of 
circuit will maintain within plus or 
minus 2 per cent of the de voltage 
on capacitor C throughout line vol
tage variations of plus or minus 25 
per cent or more.

The solenoid which operates the 
double pressure exhaust valve is 
placed in series with thyratron tube 
V-2, across capacitor C2, in such a 
manner that as long as V-2 re
mains non-conducting, the valve 
remains closed, but as soon as the 
grid of tube V-2 is driven positive 
with respect to its cathode, the 
capacitor C will discharge through 
tube V-2, thereby operating the 
solenoid, which opens the exhaust 
valve.

DUS 
om

The mechanism for timing this 
discharge with relation to the weld
ing current consists merely of a 
current transformer, placed in 
series with the primary of the weld
ing transformer, the impulse from 
which starts off an electronic type 
of capacitor discharge timing mech
anism, which at the end of its 
preset time interval drives the grid 
of tube V-2 positive, thereby oper
ating the exhaust valve. Accuracy 
of timing is assured by proper cir
cuit design and the use of a regu
lated source of voltage to feed all 
timer circuit components. Such a 
system is of universal application

Fundamentally, the design of a 
suitable solenoid valve presented a 
somewhat greater problem. Past 
experience with solenoid valves 
operating at high speeds was dis
appointing. There was not at the 
time any solenoid operated air 
valves which would run even at 80 
spots per minute without undue 
maintenance, let alone operate at 
the goal we had set of 250 spots 
per minute.

The capacitor discharge accurate
ly controls the total amount of 
energy delivered to the solenoid, 
permitting a design such that the 
major portion of this energy is used 
in opening the valve. The solenoid 
winding and the capacitor are pro
portioned so that the energy in the

control to solenoid of pressure 
reliability of bonding process

capacitor is delivered to the sole
noid in extremely short time (ap
proximately 5 milliseconds). This 
results in a very high force being 
applied to the solenoid armature 
with attendant high acceleration.

The armature then moves for
ward at a high rate of speed, gain
ing kinetic energy very nearly equal 
to the original energy stored in the 
capacitor. This is clearly brought 
out in the oscillogram representing 
typical pressure characteristics. 
Solenoid valves designed on this 
principle have been successfully 
operated literally for millions of 
strokes at 250 strokes per minute 
with only slight visible signs of 
mechanical wear, and with only

(Continued on page 230)

055 SECTIME DELAY

INITIAL PRESSURE IOOO LBS.
FINAL PRESSURE 2500 LBS
WELDING CURRENT 49-200 AMPS

OaellloKraphic analyaia «if relation of 
premure tarlatioiiM before and after 
weld-interi al. anil one off the oaelllo- 
graniw

Film
Operating 

Speed Spots 
per Min.

Measured Time Ave.
Max.

Deviation

1 80 110; 110; 110 110.0 0
2 80 110; 113; 107 110.0 ±3
3 20 109; 111; 110; 113 110.1 4-3
4 20 110; 111; 111; 110 110.5 4-1



Military Radio Should Be b

by SIDNEY K. WOLF*
Assistant Director Radio Division, WPB

Radio A Radar Division, WPB, outlines necessity for ap
plied standardization to improve production efficiency

• We believe that this is the time 
for great courage and great forti
tude, on the production front as 
well as on the battlefront. While 
the optimist and the forgotten 
saboteur are preaching an early 
end of the war and an immediate 
return to civilian production, we 
are faced with the problem of pro
ducing four units of electronic 
equipment in 1944, where only three 
units were produced in 1943.

Electronic equipment production 
will always be an uphill problem 
during this war. The science is too 
new to become static. What we 
produced in 1942 is obsolete today, 
and 1943’s production will be obso
lete in 1944. The 1943 production 
requirements will consume the labor 
of some 600,000 men and women.

Therefore, to realize the 1944 
production goal in accordance with 
the current “utilization factor” of 
labor, we will require the additional 
labor of over 100,000 men and wo
men in 1944. Yet, if we request this 
additional manpower, I can assure 
you that we will get the same re
sponse that the commanding gen
eral on Attu received when, after 
invading that island with 12,000 
American troops to engage less 
than 3,000 Japs (the first few days 
the coing was tough), he requested 
an idditional 5,000 troops. How 
many additional troops do you sup
pose he received? “Just one” and 
that me was a replacement for the 
commanding general. The net gain 
in manpower on Attu was none, 
but he battle at Attu was won. 
Likewise, the battle for increased 
production in 1944 must also be 
won — and probably without ad
ditional manpower.

Army and Navy in far places

Consequently, we must find a 
way to conserve our manpower re
sources. We must improve our pro
duction efficiency, increase our 
manpower “utilization factor.” And 
we of the War Committee believe 
that “Applied Standardization” is 
one of the most effective tools 
available with which to accomplish 
this and with it the necessary ad
ditional production.

♦Now Lieutenant Colonel, AAF, (See news 
pages following.)

100

Never in the history of our coun
try have the Army and Navy been 
required to fight so inseparably as 
a team. As you know, their respon
sibility is so delicately balanced 
that in the North Pacific an Ad
miral happens to be the boss of 
operations against the enemy: and 
in the South 
happens to be 
ations.

You may be 

Pacific, a 
the boss

General 
of oper-

interested
that just before I left 
Alaska, the personnel of 

to know 
Adak In 

a bomber
squadron of the 11th Air Force was 
ordered to another theater. The 
Navy sent complete crews to be in
structed to operate the bombers 
left by the Army personnel. It is 
important that our equipment be 
unified, as even closer cooperation 
will be required as the Pacific War 
increases in intensity.

But I am getting ahead of my 
story in pointing out the benefits 
of standardization in the combat 
theater, when at the moment we 
are more concerned about the bene
fits of standardization in produc
tion.

300,000 capacitor types

Before discussing the production 
benefits of standards, I would like 
to touch upon one kind of problem 
WPB has experienced in converting 
the Industry to standards. For ex
ample, one of our larger capacitor 
manufacturers (he, by the way, is 

Eight Men and Plane Lost—because Army and
Navy Had Different Capacitor Designations!

At Adak In the Aleutian«, a 1-24 left the flying field on a bombing 
mission over Kiska without its vhf operating, because of the want of a 
mica capacitor, of which the Air Corps repair shop had no remaining 
spares. While on the mission, the crew was Instructed to search for a 
small Jap convoy 500 miles southwest of Kiska. On the way back the 
weather closed in, as it frequently does In the Aleutians. The crew re
ported by radio that they were running low on gas and would have to 
land. They did not know their exact position and therefore could not 
relay it for rescue.

Had the vhf been working, tkeir position could have been located and 
a rescue party no doubt could have saved them. However, the crew of 
eight and the Liberator were lost. Later, upon investigation we discovered 
that the Navy had plenty of spares of an Identical capacitor in their stock
pile at Adak. But they were identified differently and neither the Army 
nor the Navy repairmen recognized the similarity.

This is one of the many examples that could be given of the advantages 
of a common type designation for all electronic components, which stand
ardization can provide.

a rugged individualist and despises 
standardization for commercial rea
sons—which may be understand
able, but certainly intolerable in 
wartime) boasts of having 300,000 
different specifications on capaci
tors in his plant, 115,000 of which 
he claims are in active military use. 
Only 300 of the 300,000 are required 
to meet our military needs if they 
were standardized.

To take another case, which was 
discovered by accident: one capac
itor manufacturer, when requested 
by Prime Contractor “A” to supply 
capacitors in accordance with War 
Standards, informed him that 
Prime Contractor “E” could use all 
of the capacitors he could produce 
with his own type designation on 
them, and unless he wanted them 
the way he chose to manufacture 
and label them, he was not inter
ested in his business. When Con
tractor “E” wrote the same manu
facturer for capacitors in accord
ance with American War Standards, 
he informed him that Contractor 
“A” could use all that he produced 
by his type designation, and that 
he would take them the way he 
produced them or not at all.

We cannot tolerate such lack of 
cooperation because we know full 
well that the manufacturers in 
question are capable of producing 
in accordance with American War 
Standards. For it was around their 
production, as well as the ptoduc-

t 
t

i 
c
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Simplified and Standardized

impracticable

ieir and Production Men at the Baltimore Conference

101
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by COMMANDER D. R. HULL 
United States Navy

use the

tion of other leaders in industry 
that the standards have been de
veloped. (It is always from the 
better current production of all 
components that the War Stand
ards are being prepared so as to 
avoid any loss of production that 
is not at least commensurate with 
the immediate advantages of 
standardization.)

of the simplest possible, function
ally satisfactory equipment.

A few examples of the questions 
that should be considered during 
such an examination are:
(a) Considering the overall per

formance desired, is this special 
component (transformer, con
denser, etc.,) actually necessary 
or will the component now in 
production be really satisfactory 
though slightly less efficient?

(b) Considering the overall per
formance desired, and all of the 
resistors (or condensers) used, of 
approximately the same size, as 
a block, would it be undesirable

The \avy offers some practical suggestions to attain 
fewer types of components with greater dependability

same resistor value at all circuit 
points? Could that value be a 
standard one?

(c) Considering the overall per
formance desired, is it necessary 
to use so many different tube 
types? Or would it be desirable 
from a broad viewpoint to use 
fewer types perhaps even at the 
expense of an added stage?

(d) Have the layouts, and wire 
plans become complicated be
cause of a desire for ultimate 
performance (particularly gain) 
from each stage, so that exces
sive overall performance has been 
obtained at the expense of ease 
of maintenance?

(Continued on page 264)
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f ulled for the purpose of ntandardiilnic and «implifylnx military radio component« and deriving uniform nomenclature, 
a two-day conference mm held under aunpicex of the War Committee on Radio, headed by S. K. Wolf, auaintant director. 
Radio Division, WPB. Pictured are Home of the civilian, Army and Wavy men at the B?ndlx Radio plant at Towson, Md., 
Halted by the group, tn the center, hatleaa. are Chairman Wolf and heat W. P. Hilliard, of Bendix

Ten component* completed
American War Standards for ten 

components have been completed. 
They cover perhaps 50 per cent of 
the total number of components 
used in electronic equipment, per
haps 65 per cent of the components 
where production is insufficient, 
and perhaps 75 per cent of the 
components that are giving main
tenance trouble in the theaters of 
operation. Work on fifteen or twen
ty more is well advanced. The Sig
nal Corps Standards Agency has 
started preliminary work on many 
additional components. The Navy, 
the Air Corps, and Industry as well 
have contributed to the work on 
standards.

Some of the obvious advantages 
of our program are as follows: (a) 
simplifying procurement, (b) elim
inating duplicate inspection, (c) 
reducing inventory requirements, 
(d) reducing the number of spare

(Continued on page 266)

• The Bureau of Ships of the Navy 
Department views with concern the 
trend toward increasingly complex 
radio and allied electronic equip
ment. This tendency is objection
able because of:
(a) The large variety of slightly 

different components to be man
ufactured for initial production.

(b) The difficulties confronting 
servicing personnel in maintain
ing equipment.

(c) The astronomically large vari
ety of components that must be 
carried in stocks throughout the 
world.
It is fully realized that in part 

the equipment complications arise 
in improvements intended to afford 
the Fleet equipment with improved 
operating characteristics.

Simplest satisfactory design

It is also realized that electron
ics designers have been schooled 
for years, in particular, to strive for 
perfect performance from each cir
cuit. Frequently this urge to reach 
perfection has resulted in assem
blages of circuits that not only meet 
the overall performance character
istics desired but also have a large 
margin of unusable capacity.

The Bureau desires design super
visors be instructed to carefully 
examine each proposed design with 
a view to the ultimate production
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Fier. 1. General circuit for amplifying a steady
potential by letting It modulate a fixed carrier

plate condenser of a »aw tooth onci Ila-
tor while an alternating voltage Is ap
plied to 11m control grid

Fig. 2a (Left!. How control characteristics of an SS4 affect oscillation
voltage and frequency. Fig. 2b. How a thyratron generates oscillation

I hi ratron saw-tooth oscillator
circuit

time and energy are applied to
and construction.designtheir

Furthermore, these are not gener

tion.
In this method the carrier ampll-

quency ac. If the modulated car-

the load to filter out the carrier

ation.

ratron as a combined linear self-
excited carrier oscillator and modu-
lator is described The oscillator is

age,
and above

• It is frequently necessary in

unobtainable.oftentions, are

Research Engineer, Curfiss-Wrtght Corp., Prope >r
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by STEPHEN L. JAVNA

Characteristic of thyratron
for amplification of de and

electronics laboratory applications 
to amplify and measure small 
quantities of de with available 
equipment. De amplifiers are not 
ordinarily found in the average lab
oratory and, due* to wartime condi-

Makeshift de amplifiers will be 
found unstable unless considerable 

ally suited to efficient low impe
dance matching as with ac amph- 
fiers. However, good ac amplifiers 
usually are available in most labo
ratories, and carrier modulation is 
a popular means of de amplifica

tude of a local audio frequency os
cillator is modulated by the test sig
nal which may be de or low fre- 

ner is amplified and the output 
rectified and selectively filtered, the 
voltage across .the load will be 
found proportional to the test sig
nal. It is important that carrier 
frequency be high compared with 
that of the modulating signal.

A common system of carrier type 
amplification is illustrated in Fig 

gJ 
a 
tl 
c< 
n 
a 
P 
w

1. Here a carrier signal is generat
ed by the 6C5-G oscillator and 
mixed with the input signal to the 
6L7-G mixer producing an ampli
tude modulated signal at the mix
er plate load. After being ampli
fied, the signal is rectified and i 
by-pass condenser is placed across 

signal. The result is an amplified 
replica of the input signal. While 
this system can be set up more 
easily than a de amplifier, compo
nents such as oscillator coils must 
be designed and considerable time 
is required to achieve proper oper-

A simple method of carrier am- 
pllfication utilizing a type 884 thy

of the saw-tooth type commonly 
used in cathode ray oscillographs 
as a linear time base. Operation of 
the circuit depends upon the fact 
that the thyratron grid voltage de
termines a value of plate voltage.
known as the “critical plate volt-

below which the thyratron 
is non-conducting,
which conduction takes place.



for IM’ Amplifiers
Caldwell, N

Oscillation generation

the voltagelogram

and E are chosen

(Continued on page 194)
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This is illustrated in Fig. 2a which 
gives the critical characteristics of 
an 884 tube. Once condutcion starts, 
the grid loses control (except in 
certain very special cases) and can
not regain it unless the plate volt
age is reduced below the ionization 
potential of the gas in the tube, at 
which time conduction ceases. The 
rate of deionization is very rapid 
so that a sudden removal of plate 
voltage causes rapid current cut
off. This characteristic makes pos
sible oscillations of relatively high 
frequency.

that the charging rate is as in Fig. 
5, the wave form of the condenser 
voltage will be flatter topped than 
the wave of Fig. 2b. Practice gen
erally is to choose R and C so that 
operation takes place in the lower

Oscillations come about as fol
lows: In Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c a fixed 
grid voltage E, is shown applied to 
the grid of the thyratron. This pre
determines a fixed value of critical 
voltage, Ev When the switch, sw., is 
closed at instant ti a voltage is ap
plied between the plate timing net
work, resistance R, and capacitor 
C, and the latter commences to 
charge along the path indicated in 
Fig. 2b.

No current flows through the 
thyratron yet. When the capacitor 
voltage reaches the critical value 
Ei at Instant fe the thyratron be
comes conducting and a discharge 
occurs through the tube almost in
stantly. When the plate voltage has 
dropped to the ionization poten
tial at instant t3, the thyratron 
stops conducting and the capacitor 
begins to charge again, repeating 
the cycle. It is therefore evident 
that maximum capacitor voltage is 
determined by the critical plate 
voltage, which in turn is deter
mined by the grid voltage. In other 
words, the peak-to-peak amplitude 
of the capacitor voltage can be va
ried by changing the grid voltage.

The relationship that exists be- 
tveen variations in applied grid 
voltage and resultant variations in 
amplitude of the voltage at which 
discharge occurs may be under
stood by considering Figs. 2a, and 
2b. The ionization potential remains 
substantially constant, and inde
pendent of grid voltage, so that the 
lower peak of the wave will always 
be at the same potential with re-

across capacitor C is applied to an 
amplifier with good fiequency 
characteristics, and the output is 
transformer-coupled to the load 
through a rectifier and filter, linear 
response will be obtained. This cir
cuit is illustrated in Fig. 4.

spect to cathode. The upper peak, 
however, will vary directly and line
arly with applied grid voltage as 
Fig. 2a is a straight line.

Since the slope of the critical 
plate characteristic is about 10, for 
each unit change in grid voltage 
there is a 10 unit change in critical 
plate voltage and constantly in 
peak condenser voltage. Fig. 2a, a 
curve of peak-to-peak condenser 
voltage vs. grid voltage shows a 
gain of approximately 10, which 
substantiates the above discussion. 
Non-linearity in the region be
tween 0 and —5 grid volts is due 
to grid conduction.

That this method is not limited 
to de amplification alone but may 
be applied to relatively low fre
quency ac is shown by the oscil-

to generate oscillations 
low frequency potentials
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DENTAL MIRROR enable* solder-girls and Inspec- 
torn to nee both side* ot every connection at Elec- 
Labs., speeding wiring and eliminating rejects.

Weights on feed levers at General Motors Cadillac Divi
sion, Detroit, alio» operator to handle two machines in
stead of one.

a t SILVER SOLDER dispenser.
* like old-time photoflash mag- 

neainm-ribbon holder, »Impllflea feed
ing solder to work being brnsed nn<1 
prevents waste. In old method, work
er cut off n foot or two of solder and 
hand-held it. Aa it became short 
ana hot, worker would drop scrap 
and get n new piece. Dispenser is s

J STRIPPING enameled wires for solder
ing. New method at Electronic Lab

oratories, Indianapolis. Ind., is twice as fast as 
old way and lengthens life of wire brushes in 
n-otor-drlven stripper. Solder pot at right, 
filled with molten lead, softens enamel before 
brushing.





ELECTRONIC Fire Control
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Illustrated arc computers for 
electrical gun directors being 
tested after assembly at the 
Western Electric company's Haw
thorne Works, Chicago. These 
units, the "brains" of the deadly 
directors which aim the guns of 
anti-aircraft batteries with such 
uncanny accuracy, measure the 
position of a target and predict 
where the guns are to be aimed 
and how the fuses of the shells 
are to be set so that they will 
explode in the path of the target 
at the predicted position. Con
ceived and developed by Bell Tel
ephone Laboratories, the equip
ment is manufactured by the

• One of the editors of “Electronic 
Industries" was priviledged to wit
ness on December 9th an impressive 
demonstration of Western Electric’s 
new M-9 tube-operated computer or 
gun director, which takes the place 
of, and does a better job than, 
earlier types of computers based on 
mechanical principles.

Consisting of twenty-nine separ
ate amplifiers, forty-two miles of 
wiring, and more than 3,000 other 
pieces of unmentionable equipment, 
this computer in ten seconds goes 
through mathematical calculations 
which would occupy five and one- 
half hours of the time of a trained 
mathematician.

Effective gunnery with explosive 
shells depends ultimately on two 
factors: first, aiming the gun so as 
to place the projectile on or near 
the target; second, timing the deto
nation of the shell so as to explode 
it on arrival at the target.

Many important variables must 
be dealt with even when the gun 
and target are both fixed points. 
When the target is an aircraft mov
ing at high speed in a three-dimen
sional medium, the number and 
complexity of these variables are 
greatly increased. Chief among 
these are the direction and distance 
of the target, the target’s course 
and speed, the muzzle velocity of 
the shell, speed and direction of 
the wind, density of the air (not 
only on the ground, but upwards 
through the various layers the pro
jectile must traverse), the fact that 
a rifled gun barrel throws its pro- 

(Continued on page 234)
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OSCILLOGRAPH

Square Wave Measurements
A convenient method for measuring inductance and stray ca
pacitance of coils with square wave generator and oscillograph

• The square wave of current and 
voltage is extremely useful to the 
communication and industrial elec
tronic engineer alike. The square 
wave is a self-contained funda
mental frequency sine wave and 
the odd numbered harmonics up to 
approximately the twenty-first in 
practical square wave generators. 
Theoretically, the number of odd 
harmonics is infinite in a wave 
which rises to its maximum value 
in zero time.

Since the square wave contains a 
large number of frequencies, the re
sponse of any piece of electrical 
equipment to this wave of voltage 
is an indication of the response to 
each of the frequencies contained 
in the original wave. Thus, a square 
wave will instantaneously check the 
performance of a circuit to twenty 
or more harmonics of the funda
mental frequency. The fundamen
tal frequency of the square wave 
is the same as that of the lowest 
sinusoidal component.

The quickest method of deter
mining results from a test with
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

square waves, is to observe the re
sultant wave shape on a cathode 
ray oscillograph. In this way, the 
effect of the circuit on the square 
wave and, therefore, the compo
nents of such a wave, is Immediate-

SQUAREWAVE 
GENERATOR

Teat circuit for measuring inductance and «tray capacity with square wave gen
erator and oscillograph. Circuit 1 will measure cspacity If K is replaced with C

I pper pattern Im voltage acron induc
tance for circuit 1 nt right. End point of 
decay 1» 1 per cent of initial voltage. 
Lower pattern in 2.5 cycle« of damped 
oscillation for circuit 2

wet-up using 
Heiner Electronic« Co. oMcillograph and 
«elf-contained variable frequency «quare 
wave generator

ly shown. If a square wave of volt
age is impressed on a circuit and 
the output voltage wave, as ob
served on an oscillograph, is dif
ferent in shape from the original 

(Continued on page 218)



MARINE

use a

Electronic alarm timing

alarm a superheterodyne re

106

total of 39 tubes, not all of which, 
of course, are in use simultaneously.

Left te richt, panel« In the unit hold the nuto nlnrm, hiKh frequency 
unit, low and intermediate frequency unit nnd the eiuergjency equipment

transmitters, receivers,

into the unit are the necessary 
interframe cables, so that the only 
external wiring done at the ship
yard consists of the power supply 
cables and the circuits to the bat
tery room and bridge. The various

• The most recent development 
in a completely integrated type of 
radio console unit for the expand
ing of the U. S. Merchant Marine 
is exemplified by Radiomarine’s 
latest desien. Heretofore, console or 
“packaged” units for shipboard ap
plications have been restricted to 
the marine intermediate frequency 
band of 350 to 500 kc. In the new

ceiver pretuned to 500 kc, which in 
combination with a vacuum tube 
timing circuit operates to accept 
the international auto alarm signal 
of four second dashes separated by 
one second spaces. The use of elec
tronic timing in the alarm results 
in the elimination of all rotating 
equipment. The alarm signal keyer,

Block dliiKrnm of the complete console radio marine equipment 
showing relation of circuit« in the four operating; component«

high and

Viewing the console unit from 
the front, the frame at the left 
end houses the automatic alarm, 
the alarm signal keyer and the 
antenna selector switch. The auto

deep. Built

table with built-in typewriter well 
and facilities for charging all stor
age batteries associated with the 
equipment. The design is based on 
specifications of the U S Maritime 
Commission and also fully complies 
with the requirements of the Fed
eral Communications Commission 
and the Bureau of Marine Inspec
tion and Navigation.

The inclusion of an independent 
emergency transmitter and a com
bination intermediate - high fre
quency radio receiver makes the 
unit applicable to passenger as well 
as cargo vessels. Under the present 
large scale shipbuilding program of 
the Maritime Commission, the con
sole will be installed in the new 
Victory vessels as well as on tank
ers and vessels of the Cl, C2 and 
C3 classes.

The complete unit comprises 
four frames constructed separately 
for convenience in shipping and 
installation, and which are then 
bolted together on a foundation 
in the radio room to form a unit 
approximately 90 in. wide, 72 in.

unit, provision for high frequency 
transmission and reception also has 
been included, with the result that 
ships equipped with the new ap
paratus can communicate over ex
tremely long distances.

The console unit embodies three 
transmitters, three receivers, an 
automatic alarm, an alarm signal 
keying device, a large operating

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

by JOSEPH H. McDONALD
Engineering Department,

Three transmitters and 
as auto alarm provided



Low radiation receiver
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and GORDON C. HOPKINS
Radiomarine Corp, of America
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mounted beneath the auto alarm, 
comprises a highly accurate battery 
operated vibrator unit which oper
ates a small synchronous motor, the 
later driving a cam for automati
cally keying the radio transmitters 
with four second dashes and one 
second spaces.

The high frequency portion of 
the console is enclosed in the frame 
to the left of the typewriter well. 
A 200 watt transmitter, crystal and 
master oscillator controlled, pro
vides a continuous frequency cov
erage of 2000 to 24000 kc. The 
radio circuit in this transmitter 
uses respectively, three 1624 tubes 
as oscillator, first buffer and second 
buffer, and two parallel connected 
813 tubes as power amplifiers. The 
first and second buffer stages are 
designed to function either as 
fundamental amplifiers or fre
quency multipliers, only four crys
tals being required to provide 17 
different output frequencies in the 
marine bands. Either Al (continu
ous wave) or A2 (modulated wave) 
emission is available.

Beneath the high frequency 
transmitter and located for con
venient use by the operator is a 
combination intermediate-high fre
quency receiver of the low radiation 
type. This receiver is a five band 
superheterodyne of high perform
ance and covers 85 to 550 kc and 
1900 to 25000 kc. A notable feature 
of this receiver is ac-dc operation 
without the use of any external 
equipment such as a rotary conver
ter or vibrators. Adjacent to the 
high frequency receiver is a simple 
350 to 515 kc crystal receiver for 
compliance with the “Safety Con
vention”.

The intermediate frequency trans
mitter covers the 350 to 500 kc 
band, with eight pretuned frequen
cies in this band and with provision 
for either crystal or master oscil
lator control. The output of this 
transmitter is 200 watts or more.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

Front view of the console unit with all panels open showing arrange
ment of the various transmitters and receivers and their accessibility

The radio circuit is built around 
1624 oscillator tube and two paral
lel connected 813 power amplifier 
tubes. Either Al or A2 emission may 
be quickly selected by the operator 
by means of a toggle switch.

Rear view of the unit which la completely pre-wired in construction only 
addition being power supply cables and circuits to batteries und bridge

A low and intermediate frequency 
receiver to the right of the type
writer well is provided to cover the 
band 15 to 650 kc. This receiver 
uses a trf circuit with two stages 

(Continued on page 262)



PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

• One of the most striking facts
the

range

an
ounce, and is rated at 5 volts and

milliamperes.

extraordinarily wide range of cur 
rents for which they are used—i

about selenium rectifiers

by L. W. REINKEN
Chief Engineer
W. Green Electric Co., New York

stamp weighs a fraction

the other

matched by any other power sup
ply or conversion device with the 
possible exceptions of the electronic 
tube and the transformer.

The little meter rectifier illu
strated, which is somewhat smaller 
in edge dimensions than a postage

Tin» »e'enium meter rectifier nnit, 
produced lull Miar

practical values un

Factors which determine adaptability of equipment to 
specific uses covering extremes in current capacity

Typicnl Inborator, rectiller unit foi 
pluK-l» operation from 115-volt xlifah 
phnne supply

manufacture, transportation and 
installation.

Theoretically, it would be pos
sible to build a rectifier equipment 
in the form of a single unit as large 
as a box car. Practically, the upper 
limit for units to be shipped by any 
ordinary means, appears at present 
to be of the order of a couple of 
tons. Fortunately, this limitation 
imposes no penalty on performanc . 
since any number of individual 
units may be paralleled on a site

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 194-»

-Six-channel multi-control to b«* used 
with O-weetiou multi-plater, each 

panel providing independent control nnd 
metering over nnr 6-volt, 5OO-nmpere 
rectifier Meetion

Inaidc view of large rectifier unit Mhow
ing ventilating fans at top. three deck« 
of rectifier Ntackx, control sw itches nnd 
transformer

hand, the complete rectifier equip
ment illustrated, weighing about a 
ton, is one of a group of 36, total
ling 90,000 amperes at 7.5 volts. 
Between these intermediate ranges, 
used for electroplating, anodizing, 
welding and other applications, 
rectifiers have been built in voltages 
ranging from 6 to 48 volts, and in 
current capacities (for single units) 
from 4 to 4,000 amperes.

These examples of extremes in 
current are not intended to imply 
that the selenium rectifier is the 
ideal choice for any application re
quiring de. Although the selenium 
rectifier has been used since about 
1929 it is, particularly in this coun
try, still on the toe of its “growth 
curve” and not all of its potential 
applications have been clearly de
fined. However, enough practical 
experience has been gained to de
fine those factors which will de
termine, for any specific problem, 
whether or not the selenium recti
fier is the optimum choice.

Current and voltage capacity
Any desired current capacity can 

be obtained from selenium recti
fiers by increasing the rectified area 
in direct proportion to the number 
of amperes, other conditions being 
equal. The optimum maximum in 
the size of individual plates is 
based on considerations of cooling 
efficiency and cost of rejects of the 
larger plates. Similarly, the op
timum maximum for: (a) “stacks” 
(plate assemblies) and (b) com
plete unit equipments incorporating 
a number of stacks, is determined 
chiefly by considerations of ease in



of SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

whichciter, control panels,

Static operuiioii

(below
other useful features when

with physical ease and with no loss 
in efficiency.

Any desired voltage rating can be 
achieved by connecting the required 
number of rectifier plates in series. 
In fact, at least one 150,000 volt 
unit is already in service, and units 
of a few thousand volts for certain 
radio transmitter applications are 
comparatively common.

ture 
limit)

practical upper

selenium rectifiers are used with 
electronic equipment: there is no 
rf hash due to arc or commuta
tion; operation is silent; life is un
limited—no replacement is nor
mally required.

Where the ratio of current to 
voltage is high, complete selenium

rectifier equipments including 
transformers, usually will weigh 
less than alternative power supply 
sources of the same capacity.

For example, a three-phase rec
tifier equipment with a capacity of 
4,000 amperes at 6 volts, complete 
with step down transformer, volt
age control transformer and selec
tor switches, cooling fans, meters 
and all auxiliary apparatus, will 
weigh approximately 2,200 lb. A 
comparable motor generator may 
weigh two to three times as much.

Since position is of no impor
tance, a rectifier equipment may be 
made tall and narrow—generally 
similar to radio transmitter equip
ment in appearance—which con
serves floor space. The unit men
tioned can be housed in a cabinet 
requiring only about 7 sq. ft. of 
floor space, as contrasted with an 
on-site assembly of generator, ex-

may require a protected area of 100 
sq. ft. or more.

(Continued on page 212)

A whole group of useful charac
teristics derives from the two 
simple facts that along with tube 
rectifiers, (a) the selenium rectifier 
has no moving parts, (b) no physi
cal or chemical change takes place 
with use.

The individual items in the fol
lowing list are deceptive in that, 
although any one of them is not 
striking, a combination of several 
may make the selenium rectifier the 
optimum choice for an application 
—even for those high voltage uses 
in which the cost factor is greater.

Operation is independent of: 
position; vibration; shock; altitude 
or barometric pressure; tempera-

The permissible inverse voltage 
of single plates is of the order of 
14-18 volts rms, which, although 
higher than other metal rectifiers, 
is insignificant compared to inverse 
voltage ratings of 5,000-10,000 volts 
for typical mercury vapor tubes 
Basically, the cost of a selenium 
rectifier assembly is roughly pro
portional to the kw output, and 
when kw is the product of high 
voltage and low current the cost 
per watt is very high compared to 
tube rectifiers. From the foregoing 
we can define one of the boun
daries of the selenium rectifier 
field: when the ratio of current- 
to-voltage is high, selenium recti
fiers should be seriously considered 
When the ratio of voltage to cur
rent is high, the selenium rectifier 

¡will probably be ruled out on the 
1 cost basis, and should be used only 
if one or more of its special charac
teristics are rated above cost.
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Wound-Core Transformer

Incremental permeability

is a registered♦Hipersil

as in Fig. 
inductions

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com 
pany for high permeability silicon steel

Improved magnetic circuits based on the 
grain-oriented high silicon steel, Hipersil

1 for normal 
Iron loss in

power-supply fre- 
as the 400 and 800 
encountered in air-

At higher 
quencies, such 
cycle supplies

by REUBEN LEE
Radio Engineer, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md

increase 
working

craft and portable equipment there 
is a somewhat different picture. 
The decrease in iron loss is not so 
marked, because the eddy current 
loss then forms a larger proportion 
of the total iron loss. However, it 
is usual practice to use thin gage 
laminations at these frequencies, 
and much better space factor can 
be obtained in the wound-cores 
than is possible in stacked cores. 
The increase in permeability is Just 
as effective in these higher fre
quency applications as at 60 cycles 
The net result is a smaller trans
former than was formerly possible, 
though for different reasons and in 
different proportions.

Hipersil is correspondingly less 
than in silicon steel.

For 60 cycle applications, the 
increase in induction is beneficial in 
several ways. First, it permits a 
reduction of core area for the same 
magnetizing current. Second, it re 
suits in a smaller mean length of 
turn and thus a reduction in the 
amount of copper needed. In dis
tribution and power transformers, 
for maximum benefit a repropor
tioning of the iron and copper 
losses is effected. In small radio 
transformers, the iron loss is usual
ly a small part of the total, and 
therefore the reduction in copper 
loss Is of greater significance. With
in certain limits, the sum of the 
two losses determines the size of a 
transformer, and this is where the 
usefulness of the new steel becomes 
most apparent, both to the designer 
and to the user of a particular 
transformer.

♦ The advent of grain-orientated 
silicon steel strip such as Hipersil* 
has shifted all the “base lines" in 
radio transformer design. Not only 
is this true because of reduction of 
size and increase of efficiency, but 
also by the extension of frequency 
ranges and introduction of trans
formers into new fields.

Probably the most remarkable 
property of the new material is its 
higher knee of the saturation curve. 
This is depicted in Fig. 1. where the 
comparison is given In terms of a 
hypothetical 60 cycle working in
duction using high grade unori
entated silicon steel. Calling this 
value 100 per cent, the induction 
obtained with Hipersil Is 150 per 
cent, with no increase in magnet
izing force.

Another way of expressing this 
improvement is shown in Fig. 2 as 
a comparison of the permeability 
of the two steels. Here it is seen 
that the permeability of Hipersil Is 
much higher at the maximum 
point, and has the same percentage

Fig. 3—Curves »kow relation between 
energy per unit volume anti ampere
turns per im*h of eore

Reactors which carry direct cur
rent are usually smaller when made 
with Hipersil than with silicon 
steel. At low voltages, where low 
inductions are Involved, Hipersil 
has greater incremental permeabil
ity, and it also maintains this 
margin of permeability at high flux 
densities. Consequently, a reduc
tion in weight of 50 per cent is 
often feasible using the new ma
terial. Typical performance curves 
of Hipersil and silicon steel are 
shown in Fig. 3.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES * January. 1944

Fig. 2 — Permeability of Hiperail nnd 
ailicou »teel
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grouped 
rf trans-

where considerable

In audio transformers the use 
of Hipersil is not feasible in many 
cases where the high nickel content 
alloys are now used. Such cases are 
usually worked at low inductions, 
and with little or no direct current. 
The nickel-iron alloys usually have 
higher permeability than Hipersil 
at low flux densities, and therefore 
their use in this field will not be 
changed appreciably. Where these 
alloys are used at inductions of 
1000 gausses or higher, they often 
may be supplanted by Hipersil, an 
advantageous fact now that nickel 
alloys are scarce. But at high in-

audio, and

formers in the diagram shown in 
Fig. 5. In this figure the several

power transformers are shown with 
respect to their frequency ranges, 

(Continued on page 220)

range and up into the 
radio frequency range.

Such transformers are 
rather loosely together as

is advantageous. The principal 
gain here is the better space factor 
of the material, together with its 
lower losses. Here again, smaller 
size or higher Q or a combination 
of both are possible.

At frequencies higher than audio, 
the better space factor of Hipersil, 
together with its availability in 
thin gage, strip wound, pre-assem
bled form, combine to form a multi
tude of advantages. They make 
possible the use of transformers in 
various applications in the low and

amounts of de are involved, nickel
iron alloys fade out because of 
saturation and the new material 
really comes into its own.

Lower distortion, extended fre
quency range, or small size are the 
result of using Hipersil, and some
times a combination of all three is 
possible. An idea of the range of 
sizes available for this purpose is 
given in Fig 4. Both smaller and 
larger sizes than those shown can 
be made, but sizes in the range 
showm have already been used on 
a wide scale.

In the numerous small items hi 
the audio range operating at one 
frequency, as in filters and oscil
lators, the use of thin gage Hipersil

power levels ranging up to 200 kw. 
The same is true of video and pulse 
transformers, which ma,y be re
garded as covering an extended fre
quency range down into the audio

Fl* 4—< ort aises used
Fl** 5—Ipprosimute frequent-? rmiKes for tarions 
«•or«* ma 1er hi I«

FIk. ’.—Before ami 
with Hipersil

if rxNVOtwttS
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magnetic advantages

It is this propertytrucks,

The advantages of magnetic re
cording over other types of record
ing are as follows:

(a) A recording can be made 
with the machine tilted in any 
position, and also under conditions 
of extreme vibration. This makes it 
possible to use the machine under 
battle conditions, in airplanes, on

which makes this type of recording 
valuable to the military forces.

(b) Long, uninterrupted record
ings can be made, an hour or more, 
and still keep the recording medium 
in a small package.

(c) The record requires no pro
cessing after recording, except re
winding. It can be played back 
immediately.

Public Relations, has placed some 
machines in service in Sicily and 
Italy for the purpose of recording 
“on the spot” news. These reels are 
then flown to some base for broad
cast or other use.

(d) The record is permanent. 
Records have been played over 100.
000 times with only a 4.5 db loss 
in volume.

(e) The record is relatively non- 
destructible. Being made of steel, 
it is less subject to damage in case 
of an airplane crash or other ac
cident and is also less subject to 
damage by the elements.

(f) The record medium can be 
used an indefinite number of times. 
If a record has served its useful
ness, it can be quickly and easily 
erased, leaving the medium clean 
and ready for another recording.

All of these advantages can be 
ascribed to either tape recording or 
wire recording. Wire recording has 
an additional advantage over tape 
recording in that a given length of 
record can be wound on a reel hav
ing a smaller volume and weight 
than an equivalent recording on 
tape. That is, the space factor is 
superior to that of the tape. Tape 
recording has an advantage over 
wire recording in that the tape is 
less subject to breakage than wire.

by D. W. PUGSLEY
Receiver Division, 
Electronics Dept. General Electric Co
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• Magnetic recording, on steel wire 
and tape, is almost a half a century 
old, and yet very little application 
of its principle has found its way 
into popular use as yet. It was back 
in 1898 that Valdemar Poulsen, a 
Danish scientist, invented his fa
mous “Telegraphone.” This was 
demonstrated in the Paris exposition 
of 1900. Ever since, there has been 
a periodic interest shown in mag
netic recording, but no real use has 
been made of its principle.

It is difficult to understand why 
there has not been more emphasis 
placed on the development and ap
plication of magnetic recording, 
especially in this country. Europe 
has adopted the principle far more 
extensively than we in America, 
but the indications today are that 
we may also soon find wide appli
cation for this type of recording.

The armed services are exhibiting 
considerable interest in magnetic 
recording on wire, and have already 
purchased a number of machines 
for many varied uses. For example, 
Col. E. M. Kirby, of the Bureau of

Design principles and mechanical construction that hare 
made possible practical perfection of the equipment



MAGNETIC WIRE Recorder

One hour recordings

is energized with audiocoil,

Longitudinally magnetized

Small speed change

which willwill be set up In

It can be seen that if a previ
ously magnetized wire is passed 
through this head a magnetic flux

frequency current through a trans
former from an amplifier. This sets 
up a magnetic flux in the iron path. 
B, represented by the flux lines. 
“C” is an air gap (actually a piece 
of copper) .002 in. wide. “D” is the 
recording wire.

However, in a well-designed wire 
machine this is relatively unimpor
tant. Furthermore, in case of break
age, the wire can be easily and 
quickly spliced by tying a simple 
knot. Other than these reasons the 
choice of wire or tape is largely 
dictated by mechanical problems in 
designing suitable recording and 
reproducing heads and drives to 
obtain a given fidelity and quality. 
Both have been used with equiva
lent results.

Showing recording on linear portion of 
H-fl characteristic

Relationship between Br and Hr when 
using h-f recording system

Since the iron core of the head 
has very high permeability (mu
metal) and the wire has relatively 
low permeability (steel), most of 
the flux lines remain in the head 
until they reach the air gap, “C”. 
Then, since the copper has very low 
permeability compared to the steel 
wire, the flux lines prefer to by-pass 
the gap and pass through the wire. 
Thus the section of wire in the gap 
is magnetized longitudinally. As 
can be visualized, it is very impor
tant that the wire be kept in close 
contact with the head as it passes 
the gap in order to keep the reluc
tance of the path around the gap 
as low as possible.

ing recording, is directed longitu
dinally along the wire, parallel to 
the direction of motion. This is the 
only method which can be used 
successfully with a round wire. 
With tape any of three methods 
are available: longitudinal (mag
netic force parallel to direction 
of motion); transverse (magnetic 
force perpendicular to direction of 
motion and parallel to face of 
tape); and perpendicular (mag
netic force perpendicular both to 
direction of motion and to face of 
tape). The latter two methods can
not be used with wire because the 
turning of the wire would introduce 
distortion during playback.

Several views of the recording 
head removed from its can are 
shown, one of them illustrating the 
.005 in. slot through which the wire 
passes. In the cross-sectional view, 
taken longitudinally through the 
center of the recording head, the

However, in this recorder the 
hub-to-flange ratio of the spool is 
such that the linear speed of the 
wire for an hour’s recording varies 
only ± 7 per cent from a nominal 
value of 2.9 ft./sec. In an average 
disk recorder the speed for a five- 
minutes’ recording (12 in. record) 
may vary as much as ± 50 per cent 
from a nominal value. This is an 
important but adverse factor in 
both types at higher speeds.

The recording and reproducing 
head, midway between the two 
spools, is designed to utilize the 
principle of longitudinal recording. 
That is, the magnetizing force, dur-

A new type of wire recorder being 
currently manufactured by the Gen
eral Electric Co. for the armed serv
ices is illustrated. The spool at the 
left carries the wire recording 
medium. This spool contains half 
a pound of specially heat-treated 
steel piano wire of .004 in. diameter. 
The length of the wire is 11,500 ft., 
or roughly two miles. This record 
is good for slightly more than an 
hour’s recording of speech. The 
wire passes from this spool through 
an erase coil, around a pulley, back 
through the recording head, around 
another pulley, and then onto the 
take-up spool at the right. During 
recording or play-back, the take-up 
spool is driven at constant speed.

Those familiar with recording 
technic will at once realize that 
this will have the same effect as 
in a disk recorder, in which the 
turntable rotates at constant speed. 
Just as in the disk recorder, where
in the record surface passes the 
needle with a gradually changing 
velocity from beginning to end of 
the record, so the wire in the wire 
recorder passes the recording and 
reproducing head with a gradually 
changing velocity due, of course, to 
the build-up of the wire on the 
take-up spool.
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induce a voltage in the coil “A”. 
Thus “A” may be used as a pickup 
coil in reproduction. With this 
particular head, approximately 2 
volts is required at 400 cycles to 
record a loud note, and about 2 
millivolts will be reproduced. The
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Erasing is accomplished by 
ply energizing the coil with a 

(Continued on page 206)

sim- 
rela

Th«* rc«*»rdiii|c anil rcpr'Kliiclns 
removed 1r«»m Ita in*e

Side and end view» of the 
■nasneti«* wire reeordins 
and reprodueinK head
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coil has 3500 turns of wire, and an 
impedance at 400 cycles of about 
300 ohms.

In the sectionalized view, it ap
pears as though the head is only 
on one side of the wire. Actually 
the wire rides in a slot in the head 
and is surrounded on three sides 
by the mu-metal core. An enlarged

view of the slot In the head reveals 
this. This construction is used so 
that the wire can be placed easily 
in the slot without the necessity of 
threading the wire through a hole. 
Another advantage is obtained by 
tapering the entrances to the slot 
in such a manner that a knot will 
ride up out of the slot and over 
the head, without jamming. This 
would not be possible without the 
slot.

Referring to the Illustration of 
the complete machine a separate 
coil may be seen at the bottom of 
the recording head. This coll, 
called a hum coil, is connected In 
series with the recording head, and 
is so built and oriented, as to pick 
up an approximately equal and op
posite voltage to the recording head 
due to any stray magnetic induc
tion field. The circuit shown is In 
the schematic diagram.

The erasing coil may also be 
seen located just ahead of the first 
pulley. This coil erases any pre
vious record on the wire just prior 
to a new recording. As can be seen 
by referring to the schematic dia
gram, the switches are arranged so 
that this coil Is energized automa
tically whenever a recording is 
being made, thus eliminating the 
possibility of double recording. Con
versely, this coil, is never energized 
at any other time, thus eliminating 
the possibility of accidental erasing 
of a record.



ENGINEER AS EXECUTIVE
by LEWIS M. CLEMENT
Crosley Corp., Cincinnati

How the engineering-trait 
can best tackle industrial

executive

I • The difference between an engi- 
I neer and an engineering executive 
I is that the engineer has been 
I trained to think clearly and log- 
I ically, to analyze problems care
I fully and accurately, to check his 
I results and account for everything 
I which happens and strive for per
I fection of detail and design of the 
I finished product, while the engi- 
I neering executive must balance 
I technical perfection with required 
I performance, delivery promise, cost, 
I life and saleability of the product. 
I In addition to the strictly engineer- 
I ing duties relative to product de
I velopment the engineering execu
I tive has many additional responsi- 
I bilities.

Il(| I Chart all functions

I 1. Organization—The proper or
I ganization must be set up, and it 

> I must be based on functions to be 
a- I performed and not on the personal

I capacity of the individuals. After 
I the functions have been decided 
I upon, the best man must be select- 
I ed and placed in the proper posi- 
I tion. He must prepare a chart of 
I the functions of his organization 
I and keep it up to date. He must 
I be given clear-cut responsibilities 
I with corresponding authority and 
I delegate this authority to his sub
I ordinates.

Must establish policy

He must make sure that no change 
I is made in a subordinate’s respon
I sibility without a clear understand- 
I ing by all. He must see to it that 
I orders are not given to one in the 
I organization over the head of his 
I immediate superior. He must estab- 
I 1 sh a policy that promotions or any 
I action affecting an employe must 
I be approved by his immediate su
I perior.

Personnel surreys

I 2 Personnel Relations — Facilities 
I may be constructed of brick, mor
I tar, and steel but a company is only 
I as good as the personnel in its or
I sanitation. The engineering exec
I utive must carefully select the per
I sonnel for various jobs, giving due 
I weight to education, past expe
I hence, ability to cooperate, and
I ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944
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Born January 25, 1892, Oakland, 
Calif. Graduated from the University 
of California with degree of B.S. in 
E.E., 1914.
1914-1916—Engineer, .1 merican Mar

coni Wireless Tel. Co.. Kahuku, 
Oahu. T. H.. and Bolinas. Calif.

1916-1925—Engineer, Western Electric 
Co. and Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
New York
Electrical design of radio equipment 
for U. R. Government, World War I. 
Design and installation of Avalon 
Los \ngeles Radio Toll Circuit, 
1920

1925-1928—Chief Engineer, Fada Ra
dio, New York

1928-1930—Vice-president and Chief 
Engineer, Kolster Radio. Newark, 
N. J.

1930-1931 — Engineer, broadcast re
ceivers, Westinghouse Electric and 
Manufacturing Co., New York and 
Newark, N. J.

1931-1935 — ITdT CO. subsidiaries: 
Technical Director, Federal Tel. Co. 
and Kolster Radio, Newark, N. J.
European Chief Engineer ( receiv
ers). International Standard Elec
tric Co., London-Paris.

1936-1940 — Vice-president in Charge 
Research and Engineering, RCA 
Manufacturing Co., Camden, N. J.

1940-to date—Vice-president in Charge 
Research and Engineering. The Cros
ley Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

personality. He must make regular 
personnel surveys and study each 
man with relation to his job and 
with relation to possible up-grad
ing.

Encourage cooperation

He also must encourage coopera
tion with others in the same de
partment and with other depart
ments of the company, as well as 
with customers and vendors. He 
must see that credit is given to 
those who deserve it. He should 
encourage the recognition of his 
engineers by fellow engineers, en
gineering societies, trade associa
tions, etc. He should encourage 
the writing and publishing of tech
nical papers by his staff. He 
should make it known that no one 
is better than the people who work 
for him. He should point out that 
it is the duty of every one to pre
vent his superior from making a 
mistake. He should educate the 
superior to be big enough to ac
cept the information and act on it 
for the good of the company.

Evaluate problem*

3. Business Management—The en
gineering executive must be a busi
ness manager and recognize his de
partment as a small business with
in a larger one. He must act in an 
advisory capacity to the manage
ment. He must be able to plan and 
schedule his work so that promises 
can be met. He must be cost-con
scious and able to forecast the cost 
of engineering development and ex
penses and see that they are met 
by adequate control. He must be 
able to evaluate problems present«! 
to him and make fair decisions 
based on all the facts and circum
stances of the cases.

Broad-gage view

To summarize: The engineering 
executive must take a broad-gage 
view of the engineering problems, 
cooperate with all departments of 
his company, be organization- 
minded and make personnel rela
tions one of his important jobs, and 
conduct his department as a going 
business.

fit
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Monitor signal light

Four-course range

electronk

120

Electron Diffraction 
Camera

and manufacture

ation strength of the range station; 
a green light which remains lit so 
long as the station is transmitting 
its courses correctly; a red warn
ing light which flashes on if any
thing goes wrong; a siren with a 
resetting switch which allows the 
ground crew to silence it while 
repairs are being made whereupon 
it automatically resets itself to 
sound a new warning; and an 
Esterline - Angus recorder which

Rmlio ranKe monitor constantly receives 
aijrnnls anil nntomatically warn* the 
control station of shift In radio course

to operate.
course monitor board, lo- 

at the airport, mounts the 
indicator to show the radi-

interlocking A and N signals trans
mitted by the range station.

If the course shifts, either the A 
or the N signal begins to predomin
ate, the amount of the course 
shift being indicated by thé com
parative difference in strength be
tween the A and the N signals. 
When this haonens, the monitor 
receiver automatically transmits an 
electrical impulse to the monitor 
board at the airport, which flashes 
a red light and sounds a siren to 
warn the ground crew; at the same 
time, the monitor automatically 
dials the ran"e transmitter which 
instantly beerins to send out to all 
pilots a warnine? signal at the end 
of each A-N cycle.

equipment has been responsible 
for the saving of untold man 
hours in the inspection of war 
equipment, especially of small am 
ammunition.” The equipment re
ferred to is being used in Arm\ 
Ordnance plants and provides auto
matic precision inspection of mass 
production units to tolerances of

begin
The 

cated 
visual

automatically traces a complete 
record of the performance of the 
radio range station.

A similar device is used to safe
guard the functioning for the air
way fan markers—those fan-shaped 
fountains of radio energy trans
mitted athwart the radio courses as 
the pilot approaches an airport, to 
give him a definite position check 
along the radio range course.
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Thia Lnafrnmrnt fa an elertrnn dlffrar- 
tion ranirra developed by Dr. John E. 
Ruedy. reaearcb enKlneer in the RCA 
I.ntHiratoriea nt Princeton, N. J. It ha* 
a two-fold pnrpoaei < 1) to Ide nitty anr- 
face materials used In electronic re
search; (2) to stndy the cryatnl atrnc- 
ture of the snrface Inyers uf auch m«- 
teriala

The same warning is given bv 
the automatic monitor if the link 
circuit relav fails to interlock the 
A and N signals correctly or be
comes locked; or if the output of 
the radio range station drops below 
a predetermined level; or if more 
than one-half of the range station 
identification call is not being 
transmitted.

The functioning of the monitor 
receiver presents many interesting 
electrical features. To measure the 
comnarative strength of the A and 
N signals more accurately than it 
can be done by a human ear, the 
receiver automatically divides them 
and feeds them into separate chan
nels. After the two signals have 
been equally amplified and rectified, 
the resultant direct currents from 
the two channels are fed, in op
posite phase, to a balanced bridge 
circuit. Should the course shift, the 
output of one channel becomes 
greater, causing the pointer of the 
indicating instrument on the con
trol board to move, showing how 
much the course has shifted, and 
to which side; at the same time, 
the warning light and the siren

The course monitor receiver is 
located 1200 ft. from the radio 
range station, directly on the 
radio course, and is connected 
through a telephone line to an in
dicator panel in the airport control 
room. Four receivers are required 
for all the four radio courses of the 
standard government four-course 
radio range. So long as the radio 
course does not shift, the monitor 
receiver continuously picks up the

Inspection Equipment
Another important application of 

electronics is indicated in a recent 
letter from the Army Ordnance 
Association to Electric Eye Equip
ment Co., Danville, Hl. The letter 
says, in part, “Your developmen'

Automatic Devices Aid 
Airway Safety

New automatic radio safety de
vices which stand guard over the 
radio ranges forming the airway 
lanes over the United States and 
sound an alarm when anything 
goes wrong, have been recently de
livered to Civil Aeronautics Admin
istration, by Islip (L. I.) Radio Mfg. 
Corp.

Under certain weather conditions, 
or because of malfunctioning, the 
four radio courses projected by a 
radio range station will sometimes 
shift without warning to the pilot, 
or even stop functioning. The new 
radio range monitor eliminates this 
danger by providing, to both the 
fliers and the ground crews, instant 
warning if any radio course shifts 
as little as 3 deg. from its normal 
setting, or fades below its normal 
strength. The monitor may be ad
justed to operate all warning de
vices with a range course shift of 
less than 1 deg.
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Welding Plane Parts
Application of electric spot weld

ing equipment in many of the

Diathermy Machine as 
Light Source

plants of Fairchild Aircraft, has 
eliminated a large amount of riv
eting and represents a consider
able saving in time and material. 
Several Sciaky machines are used 
for such purposes as welding sheets 
of aluminum for cowlings, inspec
tion opening covers and detailed 
assemblies used in primary and ad
vanced training planes and in util
ity-cargo ships.

infra-red wavelengths that is re
flected by any paint or other ma
terial, the exact appearance of the 
material to infra-red film may be 
predicted in a matter of two or 
three minutes.

twenty - three Hagerstown,

plus or minus .0001. As an illustra
tion of the speed at which this 
equipment operates, one ordnance 
plant reports that a battery of in
spection machines is making seven 
simultaneous dimensional inspec
tions on machine gun bullets at the 
rate of 93 bullets per minute.
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Th*- mnn looking Into the future 1« Dr. 
Rntnurl G. Hibben. director of npplled 
lighting nt th«- We«tinghouse l<n>np Di
i inion, dlscuNRing future trend« In light
ing nt n gathering of architect« and in
dustrial designers in New York. Dr. 
Hibben speculated on the possibility of 
transmitting power by directional nhf 
after the nan and demonstrated the 
effectiveness, if not the efficiency, of 
the method n* applied to lighting. In 
the photo. Dr. Hibben hold« a fluores
cent gins« globe in the path of energy 
radiated frnm a prewar medico! dia
thermy machine.

S pect r o photome t er 
Camouflage Technic

Latest application of photoelec
tric spectrophotometers is to match 
camouflage colors so that they can
not be detected by the enemy’s in
fra-red cameras. Camouflaging 
suffered a major setback when the 
infra-red camera was developed. 
Two objects which to the eye have 
the same color may photograph dif
ferently with the special film, due 
to differing infra-red reflection 
factors. Thus, the camouflage ar
tist cannot judge from the appear
ance of a color how it will look to 
the infra-red camera.

The spectrophotometer gives the 
camouflager a measure for color— 
both visible and invisible—which 
puts him on an equal footing with 
the infra-red camera. By determin
ing the amount of light of various
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Television Without Scanning
Craig system transmits all picture elements simultaneously
but

50 Ice bandwidth

radio

width

scanning, may well be received with 
scepticism.

All this leads up to reporting a 
new non-scanning system disclosed 
by Palmer Craig, head of the de
partment of electrical engineering, 
University of Florida, in New York 
last month.

requires scanning at receiver—Principles of operation

their entirety without

few of the principles

always proved to require an almost 
fantastic amount of apparatus, and 
no satisfactory solution to many of 
the problems has been proposed.

Therefore, a proposal that satis
factory television programs can be 
transmitted in a narrow band of 
say 20 to 60 kc and that scenes can 
be transmitted continuously by

♦ Throughout its whole existence, 
from the time when Bain first dis
closed the possibility of sending 
images to a distance, a great many 
rules have been formulated that 
show what can and cannot be done 
in the design of television equip
ment. That pictures must be broken 
down and transmitted point-by- 
point in order to get thousands of 
bits of visual information to pass 
over a single communication chan
nel, has been known to be the basic 
principle with all systems. All prac
tical and theoretical experiments 
have proved the need for certain, 
rather wide, frequency bands to 
transmit this intelligence and a 
straight forward mathematical an
alysis has proved that it is impos
sible to reduce this bandwidth re
quirement by any kind of circuit 
or gadget, as long as the scanning 
principle of reproduction is used.

There also have been many at
tempts to produce televised pictures 
without scanning. One of the most 
noteworthy was an early experi
ment by the Western Electric Co. 
using many neon lamps and indi
vidual wires to connect the trans
mitter and receiver. Even here, the 
transmission of signals to a distant 
point required the use of a scan
ning commutator system. The re
production of a satisfactory picture 
by any non-scanning principle has

proposed are of great engineering 
interest. It can be said at the 
outset that this plan is rather 
daring and ingenious and while it 
involves several components that 
will require much engineering work 
to bring within the realm of prac
ticability, still there seems to be no 
technical impossibilities inherent to 
the general plan although a rather 
bewildering precision is called for 
in some parts Indeed it is rather 
interesting and refreshing to con
template a system that throws out 
all presently-known principles and 
procedure of the television art.

In Dr. Craig’s system the scene 
is picked up by a lens system 

(Continued on page 222)

Notwithstanding the fact that 
the presentation mainly was con
cerned with a discussion of the 
advantages of a television system 
that would keep within a 50 kc 
band and the economic factors 
resulting from the use of the longer 
waves permitted with such a band-

Dr. Palmer fl. 4 rnig. bead of thr De
partment <if Engineering, University’ nt 
Florida. See note at end of article
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File. 1, Right—Baltic element« in the Craig pleknp tube for 
deriving n televiaion aignal without «canning
Fig. 2—Cloaeup of n few of the hole* of the signal generat
ing electrode« of Fig. 1. Method off applying winding to an 
element «bowti In In net
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cathode-ray oscillograph was 
to study attenuation or gain 
phase-shift characteristics of

mately 450 ohms. It will be 
from the diagram that this 
pass filter, when terminated

Electronic news in the world's press. Review of engineer
ing, scientific and industrial journals, here and abroad

H. Koenig (Hochfrequenztechnik 
und Elektroakustik, Berlin, Vol. <0. 
August, 1942)
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Similar Electromagnetic 
Fields in Tubes

seen 
low- 
in a
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negative impedance, behaves simi
lar to a band-pass filter; the cut
off frequencies are 500 and 1000 
cycles, the phase-shift varies lin
early with frequency, amplification 
is obtained.

A high-pass filter section of 
0.075 mF total series capacitance 
and 50 mH total shunt inductance 
having a nominal characteristic 
impedance of 814 ohms and a cut
off frequency of 1330 cycles also was 
investigated when terminated in a 
negative impedance of approxi
mately 814 ohms. In this case, the 
figure indicates cut-off frequencies 
of 2150 and 4000 cycles for the re
sulting band-pass filter; the phase
shift again is an almost linear 
function of frequency, and amplifi
cation is obtained

these filters. The terminating ne
gative impedance was obtained by 
a screen-grid tube under secondary 
emission condition.

A low-pass H-type filter section 
uf 100 mH total series impedance 
and 0.5 mF total shunt capacitance 
having a nominal characteristic 
impedance of 450 ohms and a cut
off frequency of 1500 cycles was in
vestigated when terminated in a 
negative impedance of approxi-

In studying the behavior of 
actual devices it is frequently con
venient to make use of experi
mental models similar in shape to 
the device but of different size 
Rules are then needed for the re
lationship between physical dimen-

tors 
iger

;her 
e it 
;hat 
rork 
rac-

with space (change of particle 
velocity in space at a certain time).

In most practical cases, some of 
the quantities determining the pro
portionality factors are so small 
compared to others that they can 
be neglected; this results in more 
flexibility in the choice of the 
model and its operating conditions

sions and operating characteristics 
of the two systems. The article is 
concerned with finding these rules 
for electrically charged particles 
moving freely in a varying electro
magnetic field; these rules are then 
applied to different types of elec
tron tubes, where it may be advis
able to have a large model for a 
small decimeter-wave apparatus 
Alternatively, two or more of the 
operating conditions for the same 
tube may be so altered as to result 
in a similar electromagnetic field.

The ratio of the linear dimen
sions 1, 1', in the two corresponding 
systems is designated by m. Elec
tric and magnetic intensities E, E, 
and H, H', velocity of charged parti
cles, v, v and unity of time, t, V, 
are to be proportional in the two 
systems, the factors of propor
tionality being, respectively, . 
From these requirements and the 
additional conditions that the elec
tromagnetic field and the charged 
particles in the derived system also 
obey the physical laws, follow the 
proportionality factors listed in the 
table. In the headings, x = the op
erating wavelength, S = Poynting’s 
vector, I, displacement current 
(current induced in a dielectric by 
the movement of charges in its 
neighborhood), Ik = convection cur
rent (current due to the movement 
of charged particles), V voltage, 
bt =accelleration with time (change 
of particle velocity with time at a

filters Terminated in 
Negative Impedances

S. P. Chakra varti (Indian Journal 
of Physics, Calcutta, February, 
1943)

If low-pass or high-pass filters 
are terminated in stabilized nega
tive impedances of a magnitude ap
proximately equal to their maxi
mum characteristic impedance in 
the transmission band, band-pass 
filter characteristics and amplifica
tion over the transmitted band is 
obtained Use of a negative im
pedance differing from the maxi
mum characteristic impedance in 
the transmission band has the ef
fect of adjusting gain, transmission
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Harmonic Analysis by 
Photographic Method

2ir

f(x) sin nxdx 
0

2w
/(ir)cos nxdx 

0

A. W. Straiton and G. K. Terhune 
(Journal of Applied Physics, Octo
ber, 1943)

The Fourier coefficients for the 
interval 0<x<2x are given by

scattered from the region 
through an angle they enter 

(Continued on page 240)
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The different lines in the table give 
the proportionality factors, provided 
the process is determined only by 
the quantities indicated by the 
numbers in the first column. Of 
course, the approximations made in 
neglecting some of the quantities 
must hold for both systems. The 
last line corresponds to the most 
general case; none of the quantities 
being negligible. I stands for dis
placement current, II for convec
tion current, III for curl of electric 
field intensity, IV for electric com
ponent of the force causing move
ment of charged particles, V for 
magnetic component of the force 
causing movement of the charged 
particles, and VI for change of par
ticle velocity with time at any given 
point. Brackets indicate that either 
one of the conditions may not be 
met without'changes in the propor
tionality factors.

Several examples where the ap
proximations may be used are given 
in the last column. It will be seen 
from the first line of the table that 
if the same triode (m = 1) is oper
ated with a voltage V' = 7 2V and a 
wavelength x' = «x, the two electro
magnetic fields will be of similar 
shape though 7 and a may be 
chosen arbitrarily.

A Klystron, mentioned in the 
third line of the table, may be op
erated with a wavelength x' = ax, 
however, if the two resulting elec
tromagnetic fields are to be similar, 
the voltage V must be made equal 
to a-2V.

In the case of the magnetron, 
last line of the table, wavelength 
and voltage are determined by the 
size of the tube and neither may be 
chosen if a similar electromagnetic 
field in the same tube is desired. 
Line four gives only a rough ap
proximation.

where n has the values 1, 2. 3, . . .
To obtain the value of the first 

integral, a form is made up of a 
series of tangent semi-cylinders, 
alternately convex and concave, 
whose diameters are each equal to 
2/n; a horizontal cross-section is 
shown in the figure. The graph
124

Mw »Ms

fsrHcol project ics

Horizontal cronM-nection of form for 
finding Fourier coefficient«

sheet is placed to follow the curved 
surface of this form, with the 
x-axis in a horizontal plane and the 
y-axis lying along a line of tan
gency between two cylinders; the 
lines x = O and x = 2» pass 
through A and B, respectively. A 
projection of the curved graph on a 
vertical plane is produced by 
photographing the graph from suf
ficient distance to reduce distance 
distortion to a desired value.

A mathematical derivation proves 
that the area between curve and 
x-axis on the photograph over 2n 
semi-cylinders is proportional to 
the coefficient bn. The sense of the 
area measurements must be re
versed each time a new semi-cyl
inder is reached. Planimetric de
termination of the area Is recom
mended. If the y-axis of the graph 
is moved parallel to itself to fall 
along a maximum of the semi-cyl
inder form,—the cross-section point 
of this maximum line is Indicated 
by C,—the an values are obtained 
in the same manner.

W. Ehrenberg and 11 Hirsch (Jour
nal of Scientific Instruments, Lon
don, October, 1943)

A cathode-ray tube without de
flecting plates has been designed to 
operate as high-tension voltmeter 
up to about 50 kv with an accuracy 

CR tabe voltmeter

of approximately three per cent; 
the scale is nearly linear.

The electron beam is deflected by 
a small permanent magnet onto the 
fluorescent screen scale which is 
arranged parallel to the undeflectid 
beam, while the voltage to be 
measured is applied to the anode or 
HV. terminal and counteracts the 
deflection caused by the magn< t. 
The whole upper part of the tube 
forms the anode; it is metallized on 
the Inside except for the strln on 
the side covered with fluorescent 
material.

The electron beam is focussed by 
a circular opening to form a point 
source so that the obstacle, an 
oblong aperture along which a fine 
wire is stretched, will cast a well- 
defined shadow, the pointer, for all 
values of anode voltage. Detailed 
construction features and dimen
sions are given and discussed.

Gas Analysis by
Electron Scattering

S. West (Geophysics, October, 1943)
When a beam of electrons is pro

jected into a gas at low pressure, 
many of the electrons are deflected 
or scattered out of the beam by 
collision with the nuclei and elec-

G*Sm

Gum analyzer uwing electron kcntteri'ng

trons of the gas molecules. The 
collision is called inelastic if the 
scattered electron loses energy to 
the molecule and elastic if it does 
not. The probability of scattering 
of an electron depends upon the 
atomic and molecular structure of 
the gas, the gas pressure, the 
energy of the incident electron, the 
angle of scattering, and the loss of 
energy by the electron during col
lision. Possible methods of using 
electron scattering phenomena to 
analyze mixtures of hydrocarbon 
gases and to investigate the mole
cular structure of hydrocarbon 
gases are discussed.

The analyzing apparatus shown 
measures the number of deflect' d 
electrons for a certain angle of 
scattering having a certain energy 
or velocity. Electrons emitted by 
cathode F are accelerated and if



Excerpt bom addx«M of Paul V, Galvin, president of the Radio Manufacturer* Association 
at the Institute of Radio Engineers* Rochester Fall Meeting, November 9, 1943.

In this grim business of war. the men in 
uniform take the risks; they deserve the 
decorations.
We tube manufacturers don't expect med
als When, however, credit does come 
our way ... and when it comes from such 
a man as Paul V. Galvin. President of 
RMA ... it makes us mighty proud and 
happy.

“Let me take a moment for special 
mention of the tube engineers. Too 
often they are not fully recognized. 
We see fine accomplishments in ap
paratus. but we fail to appreciate the 
important work that has been done be-
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hind the scenes by the tube engineer. 
Hats off to you—your accomplishment 
has been most extraordinary. But you, 
also, you cannot as yet rest upon your 
oars. The job is not finished, and new 
and additional accomplishments are 
required before we are finished with 
this war." *

Hytron engineers realize fully that "the 
job is not finished", and they continue to 
strive for "new and additional accom
plishments" needed to win the war. Their 
aim is to develop better tubes to make 
possible better fighting equiment—let the 
decorations fall where they may.
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According 
thirty-two

Society for Measurement and Con
trol (New York Section Meeting) 
Jan. 25, New York.

‘Television Broadcast

American Institute
Engineers
West 39th

market saturation, without regard to 
the factor of obsolescence. Broken

A S.Vuu RoyBuklev

Street, New York

the received pictures

•f Electrical
Henline, 29

many, 
survey,

Society of Motion Picture En
gineers (Harry Smith, Jr.’, Hotel 
Pennsylvania, New York, N. Y.), 
April 25-27, Hotel Pennsylvania, 
New York.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, RMA—1943-1944

Ray F. Sparrow X£ Cosgrove WP milliard ï A White Ben Abrams Join Bauamtyne HCBonfu? 
Tier ''iVvodent The*'Pre«»Amt

American Mathematical Society. 
February 26, New York, April 28
29, New York, Chicago, Berkeley. 
Calif.

Frank H. McIntosh, head of tkie 
Domestic and Foreign Branch, 
Radio and Radar Division, W^B, 
addressed several hundred rad o- 
electronic engineers and executives 
at an American Marketing Associa
tion Radio-in-Wartime luncheon in 
New York on December 15th. He 
traced the history of radio and ek c- 
tronic war-conversion problems and 
subsequent growth, revealing a 
number of interesting figures.

The replacement parts and tubes 
allocated to maintain existing civil
ian broadcast receivers now repre
sent less than two per cent of the 
total industry production. The larg
est single item is tubes, with from 
ten to twelve per cent of total pro
duction now going into civilian 
channels, or approximately 1,400,000 
tubes per month.

F C Best A.H Gardwr LLKhlsey

Photographs and diagrams illus
trating the appearance of these 
patterns were shown and explained 
and a series of working rules was 
given by which the probable cause 
of the signal reflection can in many 
cases be ascertained. The lower 
frequency channels provided the 
least multi-path interference in the 
metropolitan territory, as around 
New York.

(Continued on page 238)

million American homes are radio
equipped. If there are thirty-six 
and one half million homes in all,

Coverage,” Allen B. Du Mont and 
T. Goldsmith, Jr., of Allen B. Du 
Mont Laboratories discussed a 
series of observations on many 
television receivers permanently 
installed in the metropolitan area 
together with other observations 
with special receiving equipment 
aboard a cruiser which cruised all 
waterways within the range of the 
transmitter. Continuous records of 
signal field strength, still photo
graphs and motion pictures of the 
received television pictures were 
shown. The survey was partic
ularly concerned with the multi
path problem in television trans
mission which causes ghost pat-

Conventions and 
meetingt Ahead

McIntosh Outlines 
Engineers Survey

Multi-path problems in televi
sion transmission and reception 
came in for careful study at the 
December meeting of the Institute 
of Radio Engineers and the Radio 
Club of America held in the En
gineering Societies Building, New
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to a recent 
and one-half

McIntosh Outlines
I

Conversion Problems

BC receiver* in service
In normal times, said Mr McIntosh, 

four to six per cent of all broad
cast receivers are out of service for 
repairs. Today, after two years of 
war, the figure is 7 8 per cent, a 
rather heartening news-item to

Institute of Radio Engineers (330 
West 42nd Street, New York), 
Jan. 5, New York

Radio Club of America (11 West 
42nd Street, New York), Jan. 13, 
Columbia University, New York.

American Physical Society (Karl K. 
Darrow, Columbia University, 
New York), Jan. 13-15, New 
York.

City), National Technical Meet
ing, Jan. 24-28, New York; joint 
meeting with Institute of Radio 
Engineers, Jan. 27. 28, 29. New 
York.

Electrochemical Society (Colin G. 
Fink, Columbia University, New 
York), Spring Convention Meet
ing, April 12-15. Milwaukee.
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a specific |ob
used for the lowest temperature applications, retaining its flexibility to

Synflex FT 11 a transparent material, is effective
temperatures from —60 F to 188 F. * * Synflex FT 22 has a high dielectric strength and for 
many applications supplants varnished tubing and sleeving

Synflex rubberdike Tubings are in continuous lengths from B. & S 24 I 021 I.D.j to 2 000
I D Special sixes and shapes upon request

Inquiries invited. We will gladly submit complete test methods, data and samples.

Synflex Compounds as developed in our own laboratories are produced only in the form ot 
rods tubes, shapes, tapes and elastics. These distinguished materials meet and surpass the 
most exacting requirements of the electrical and aviation industries. Many formulations ore



down in terms of numbers of sets 
per home, 66.2 per cent have one 
set, 27.1 per cent have two sets, 5 
per cent have three, and 1.6 per 
cent have four or more sets.

Mr. McIntosh pointed out that 
at the beginning of the war pro
duction period, one of the tightest 
fields was transmitting tubes. In 
peacetime, each broadcasting or 
other transmitting station account
ed for many thousands of receivers. 
On the contrary, military require
ments make necessary the produc
tion of about one transmitter per 
receiver.

ENGINEERS REPORT ON POSTWAR RADIO 
PROBLEMS TO SENATE COMMERCE COMMITS

Transmitting tube situation

Warnings and fears last year 
that the future would see the clos
ing of at least half of the broad
casting stations were sidestepped 
by greater care in handling trans
mitting tubes and equipment, and 
by reduction of transmitter output 
one db. At present the civilian 
transmitting tube situation is look
ing forward and upward and will 
continue to do so. Some idea of 
the vast expansion in transmitting 
tubes may be gained from the fact 
that the annual prewar production 
of 200,000 tubes worth two million 
dollars, is to be contrasted with a 
total production of three hundred 
million dollars’ worth of these types 
during 1943.

Whether FM broadcasting or tele
vision is better entitled to the 
major attention of industry, and of 
Government bureaus, occupied the 
greatest attention of engineers 
testifying before the Senate Inter
state Commerce Committee early 
last month. With advocates of an 
extension of FM facilities urging 
more space for that service, and 
those who believe television to be 
the most important future develop
ment seeking increased room in 
which to operate, much data that 
may be helpful was made public.

Major Edwin H. Armstrong, 
father of frequency modulation, 
believes that with the start this 
system already has had, it is ripe 
for great expansion. Nevertheless, 
he stated to the committee that he 
did not believe he had enough 
imagination to go along with the 
prediction that FM eventually 
would replace telephone wires. He 
emphasized though, that television 
must trail behind FM, opining that 
if it had not been for the war, 
FM would by now have been in 
operation throughout the world.

1944 radio production

The twelve to fifteen times-nor
mal expansion of the radio-elec
tronic industries has been a result 
largely of the excellent work of the 
industry in accepting the challenge 
of war production. The producers 
may be divided into three classes: 
(1) those whose product and quan
tities are relatively unchanged from 
prewar standards, (2) those firms 
who are producing their peacetime 
products but in vastly larger quan
tities, and (3) those who entered 
the electronic field from a totally 
different, non-essential prewar ac
tivity. Mr. McIntosh expressed the 
belief that many of the latter like 
the kind of work they are doing 
and would undoubtedly stay in the 
electronic field. War-radio produc
tion for 1944 will be 30-40 per cent 
above 1943, Mr. McIntosh said.

Wolf !Hade Lt. Colonel; 
Assigned to South Pacific

Sidney K. Wolf, Assistant Direc
tor of Production of the WPB 
Radio and Radar Division who has 
been a leading “spark-plug” of that 
agency during his service with it 
for the past two years, has just 
been commissioned a Lieutenant 
Colonel in the Army Air Forces and 
is due to be sent to the South 
Pacific during the middle of Janu
ary to do important operational 
research and technical work In that 
combat zone.

Postwar television

Ira Hirschmann, vice-president 
of Metropolitan Television, Inc, 
and Bloomingdale Bros., Inc., own
ers of an FM station In New York, 
spoke on postwar television and 
programming. He described tele
vision as a potentially great adver
tising and entertainment medium 
to supplement, not replace, existing 
media, and discussed its use by 

(Continued on page 240)'
Lt. CoL Sidney K. Wolf, atari« «oob for 
South Paclfle

UI

especially in the tropics A*to 
war, he believes that FM dei jp.® 
ment will be so rapid that . i(L-B 
tionul spare will be imperative md® 
feels that progress would be bl B 
by establishing inflexible a’ ca-^B 
tions. ^B

As another reason for most < ire^B 
fully considering FM possibi itiesBM 
and probabilities, Consulting En-^L 
gineer C. M. Jansky, Jr. pred ct 4® 
that it will be possible to put n lli® 
plex teletypewriter or facs 
service on the same frequency dB 
by an FM station without inter-BB 
ference. BL

Pointing out the well knowi. fadV 
that as frequencies btromc h he» 
the difficulty of producing tub s 
produce adequate amounts of ; weB| 
increases, O. B. Hanson, vice-presi-B 
dent and chief engineer of thej 
National Broadcasting Co., n"gedBL 
experience with the use of fre-BF 
quencies between 30,000 and 100,^B 
000 kc as a logical reason for con® 
centrating current development inM 
that portion oi the spec rumBh 
‘ Research and development." heM 
said, “have opened up the frequen-®P 
cies between 300,000 and 3,000,00®| 
kc, but the rate at which public® 
service can utilize these bands de® 
pends upon the ability of the radi®| 
laboratories to design and produce® 
equipment that will make their use® 
possible. Thus, the generally k. 
developments in this field draw ti ® 
attention of the many cor'em-® 
plated new radio services n aid® 
tne lower portions of the very 
frequency spectrum, or to be speci-B 
fle, to the frequencies between 30,B 
000 and 150,000 kc, in which ram B 
practical amounts of power can be® 
generated.

“Looking toward the progress hatBj 
may be expected in the next decade® 
I visualize television as represent- I 
ing the greatest potential possibil- i 
ity for service to the public.

“It is my opinion that if the 
present frequency allocations and 
technical standards for television 
are not greatly disturbed In the 
anticipated shuffling of frequency 
allocations, at least one thousand 
television stations can be placed in 
operation in the United States dur
ing the next decade following the 
cessation of hostilities. These nev 
stations would represent a capital 
investment of roughly $250,000,000. 
They would employ In their oper
ations about 65,000 persons directly 
and many additional thousands in
directly the additional thousands 
representing advertising agency 
personnel, artists, performers, mu-

(Continued on page 234)
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WHAT’S NEW
Devices, products and materials the manufacturers offer

Sensitive Relay
A new Struthers nunn relay, Type 

79XAX, is designed for a variety of ap
plications calling for a highly sensitive 
unit having snap-action contacts. Con
tact pressure remains constant despite 
slow variations in the coil current in 
which it Is connected. When the coil 
current reaches a certain point, the con
tacts operate with a positive snap action. 
The relay operates on as little as 10 
milliwatts and its greatest field of use-

ice the instrument in the 
veniently. The unit has

field very con- 
a built-in ten

fulness lies in applications where current 
varies slowly rather than quickly from 
0 to rated value. Made by Struthers- 
Dunn, Inc., T321 Arch St., Philadelphia, 
Pa.

Strain Gage Analyzer
This instrument used to analyze and 

indicate on a recording oscillograph, 
strains in mechanical members such as 
railroad rails, beams, and similar struc
tures. The Instrument consists of six 
individual direct coupled amplifying units 
featuring individual master bridge cir
cuits. This makes it possible to indicate 
the strains produced on structural mem
bers by six individual pickups. All out
puts and inputs are available from the 
front-of-panel and each amplifying unit 
is removable from the front-of-panel by 
removal of four panel screws. This makes 
it possible to check calibration or serv-

tube regulated power supply holding the 
plate voltage and filament voltage to a 
variation of 1 per cent. A de voltmeter 
is connected in the circuit at all times 
and a zero center milliammeter is used 
with a patch cord for initial balance of 
output plate current before the recording 
oscillograph is used. The direct current 
output on each amplifier is 20 ma linear 
over the whole scale within 1 per cent. 
The units may be used with any standard 
recording system. The frequency re
sponse of each unit is linear within 1/10
of 1 per 
decibels 
complete 
in. wide.

cent from 0 to 40 kc. Gain in 
of each unit is 90 db. The 
instrument is 36-in. high, 20- 
18-ln. deep, and weighs 150 lb.

causing more or less current to 
through the magnetic air valve, 
altering the controlled air pressure.

flow 
thu 
. If

Manufactured by Televiso Products, Ino., 
6533 No. Olmsted, Chicago 31, Ill.

Square Wave Generator
This new low-priced square wave gen

erator Model 530, designed for production 
testing, incorporates a method for syn
chronizing with any external frequency 
source. It has a hand-calibrated fre
quency scale reading from below 10 cycles 
to more than 100 kilocycles. The decade 
multiplier has four steps. The accuracy 
of the frequency calibration Is 5 per cent

the sensitivity is lowered by moving the 
arm to a lower value on the scale, then 
the flag will follow the light beam u 
it moves back and forth with changes of 
temperature. The flag will follow to the 
limits of the throttling zone as deter
mined by the position of the arm. The 
instrument is made by the C. J. Tagliabue 
Co., 550 Park Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

Bushing Mounted Capacitor
This bushing mounted capacitor (No. 

817-001) is a special type for use in high
frequency circuits where capacity

over extended 
great accuracy 
the instrument 
nize with any

periods. In cases where 
of frequency la desired, 

can be made to synchro
standard frequency gen-

orator, provided that a synchronizing 
voltage of at least 0.1 volt is available. 
The synchronization can also be made 
with any other external frequency source. 
Output impedances available are 100-200- 
500-600-1,000-2,000 ohms. Output voltage

ground to the chassis and a lead-through 
are required. Capacitance is 55 mmf ±10 
per cent; temperature coefficient .0051 
mmf/mmf/ deg. C. ; test voltage 2000 
de; working voltage 1000 de. Maker U 
Centralab Division of Globe-Union, Inc., 
Milwaukee, Wls.

may be varied either in fixed steps 
may be continuously varied by means

or 
of

Non-Conductor Plating
A process for electro-plating a smooth, 

non-porous adhesive metal coating on 
plastics and other non-conducting ma
terials including wood, has been de
veloped by Metaplast Corp., 205 West 
19th St., New York. The process is ap
plicable to non-conductors of almost any 
shape and the coating retains the detail 
of the underlying surface. Precision 
plating is being done to Army and Navy 
specifications insuring one or a combina
tion of properties such as high con
ductivity, resistance to vibrational 
strains or dimensional stability. Illus
trated is a polystyrene antenna loop 
partly plated to a specified thickness.

the variable voltage potentiometer. The 
power supply is for 116-120 volts, 60 
cycle ac. Manufacturer is Reiner Elec
tronics Co., 152 West 25th St., New York.

Pneumatic Controller
In thia new electronic pneumatic con

troller there 1- neither a motor nor other 
continuously moving parts. The meas
uring circuit, including the galvanometer 
and the photoelectric system are identi
cal with the standard Celectray controller, 
but in place of the relay found in that 
controller there has been substituted a 
magnetic air valve which acts as an 
amplifier and converter from electric to 
pneumatic operation. As temperature 
varies, the light image moves across the 
controlling edge of the flag varying the 
light that reaches the phototube and

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jamury, 1944



DO YOU NEED D. C. AMPERES?
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Write L. W. Reinken, Chief Engineer

Each type of rectifier excels for 
certain work and it is our job to 
engineer and build equipments to 
meet your particular needs.

May we apply our engineering 
skill and construction experience 
to your D.C. needs?

Your problem may call for high 
current, low or medium voltage, 
or you may need high voltage and 
low current.

Selenium disc rectifiers will take 
care of one—Electronic tubes the 
other. We have both.

WE engineer and custom build 
complete RECTIFIER 

UNITS to meet the needs of 
any industrial or laboratory 
application.
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W. GREEN ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC
NEW YORK 6. N. YGREEN EXCHANGE BLDG., 130 CEDAR
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inductance,

offered by

Insulating Varnish
Insulating varnish,turns-per-inch

15 microhenries capacitance from
1.000 micromicrofarads frequencies

833 West JacksonSPECIAL RF CHOKES
add

Twa New RCA Tubes

Type

It is designed for economical
monometer

JAMES M
INC

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

400 kilocycles to 150 megacycles 
equivalent wavelengths In meters.

setting.
operation

Two new tubes are being made avail
able to equipment manufacturers against 
WPH rated or allocated orders by RCA

alkali and is unaffected by fresh or 
water after 500 hours.

and 12 to 
' also en-

3 to 
from 
with 

Made

Victor Division, Harrison,

non-standard type?,

and 
salt

with low-priced

permits determination

considerable resistance

Micro-Crystalline Wax 
Alternate

gage SSC, DSC, and SCC,

by Allied Radio Corp. 
Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill.

In addition to our standard line of 
"Designed for Application" RF chokes, 
we illustrate herewith just o few of the 
special types for special applications. 
Consult our district offices about your 
requirements: No. 1 is a tapped delay
line unit) No. 2, a small size universal 
type RF choke; No. 3, a compact single 
hole mounting multi-pie unit and No. 4 
one of our No. 34200 series of high 
inductance single pie units on new im
proved type of pressed steatite form.

new type

To meet the shortage of micro-crystal
line wax, Wlshnick-Tumpeer, Inc., 295 
Madison Ave., New York, has developed 
a new group of waxes. Witco Hamp Wax 
is a hard amorphous petroleum wax 
which possesses high resistance to moist
ure vapor transmission. It Is available 
In several grades, w’ith melting points 
ranging from 155 deg. F. to 168 deg. F 
and penetration of 35 to 50 at 77. The 
product is amber in color.

from 10 to 160; inductance from 0.1 to

production from films, in facsimile t ins- 
mission, in scientific research util zinj 
low light levels, and in military e Hp. 
ment.

829-B is an improved design of push-pull 
rf beam power amplifier having a total 
maximum plate dissipation of 40 watts. 
It is recommended especially for use in 
ft power amplifier equipment. Having the 
same size and general appearance as the 
RCA-829 which it replaces, the new 829-B 
differs in that it has not only a higher 
plate-voltage rating (750 volts) but also 
an Improved mechanical structure to 
permit use of the tube in application:- in
volving considerable vibration. The effi
ciency and high power sensitivity of the 
829-B permit full power output with very 
low driving power. For example, a single 
tube operated in push-pull class C tele
graph service Is capable of handling a 
power input of 120 watts with less than 
a watt of driving power at frequencies as 
high as 200 megacycles.

Type 931-A—an improved 9-stage mul
tiplier phototube—has the same size and 
general appearance as the RCA-931 which 
it supersedes, but differs in that its cur
rent amplification has a minimum value 
6 times higher, and an average value 
more than 3 times higher for the same 
voltage per stage. At 375U Angstroms, 
the 931-A has a sensitivity of 1800 micro
ampere] per microwatt of radiant flux at 
100 volts per stage whereas the 931 had 
a corresponding value of 532 microam
peres per microwatt—an improvement of 
over 3 times. 931-A is recommended for 
use in light-operated relays, in sound re-

capacitance, and frequency components of 
series or parallel tuned rf circuits as well 
as inductance, turns-per-inch, wire type, 
wire size, coil diameter and coil length for 
single layer-wound solenoid type rf coils. 
All values, in either case, are found with 
a single setting of the slide and are 
accurate to within approximately 1 per

to measure the degree of vacuum in • 
system. It gives continuous reading and 
will tak< a variety of tubes with a simple

Barker & Williamson, 235 Fairfield Ave., 
Upper Darby, Pa. Standard heavy duty 
colls meet many electronic heating ap
plication- up to 1 kw. Of air wound 
design, these coils are light, adaptable 
to numerous mounting arrangements, 
-turdy, and have low dielectric loss. They 
are wound to uniform pitch, offer de
sign adaptability, and lend themselves 
readily to mechanical and electrical revi
sions in circuits that must be adjusted, 
or which are still in the experimental 
stage.

styled Synthite clear baking varnish, ii 
being produced by John C. Dolph Co., 
168 Emmett St., Newark, N. J. It Ie 
intended to be useful on high speed arma
tures and tightly wound fine wire coil? 
The product is clear, of a gravity of 25 
deg Baumf, is thinned with naphtha, has

36-gage DCC. The rule 
gineered to Indicate :

tubes. Left hand meter is for simple 
setting of ionization current. Right hand 
meter gives continuous reading of degree 
of vacuum. There are four ranges meas
uring down to .01 micron. Operation is 
on 117 volts, 60 cycles ac with stability 
maintained by adequate bleeder current 
and voltage regulators. Furnished com
plete with connecting cables and mo
nometer tube, 1-5Y3Q, 1-2051, 2-VR15O--0, 
2-7B4 and 2-7C7 tubes. Available in 
stationary or portable models. Manuf 
tured by General Electronics, 101 Hazel 
St., Paterson, N. J.

cent for coils ranging from 54-tn. to 
5H-in, in diameter and %-ln. to 10 In. 
in length. Wire types and sizes include 
11 to 35-gage plain enamel, 11 to 86-

Coi! Winding Calculator
A new slide-rule type rapid calculator

Ionization Gage
This new gage provides a simpler

Heating Colls
A broad assortment of standard coll« 

for electronic heating applications, plus 
«pecialized facilities for the product m
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Perfect FORM—both in manufacture and performance, is more essential 

now than ever, if you are driven by war time speed, and the constantly growing 

need for greater production.

The traditionally dependable performance of Haydn Bros. Burner equipment, 

has been an assurance of uninterrupted economical production.

Today, thousands of llaydu Bros. Burners, in many styles and sizes, for Gas, 

Air and Oxygen, are used in plants of the general glass working industry from 

roast to coast, helping to speed those essential orders.

Specially detigned Burner», Torche», Crot- 
fire» and Mixer» to meet your requirement».

HAYDV BROTHERS &
PLAINFIELD. NEW JERSEY

WRITE FOR 
LATEST 

BULLETIN
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Fluorescent Ballasts

Electric Tachometer
Accuracy to plus or minus one per < ent

help.
"sepai ible

(Continued on page 270)

cientific Radio Products Co
(K) AM ï USCH . W9Cro

738 W. BROADWAY, COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
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rpm. 
Ideal 
small 
elec-

be used as "hand type’
type,” so that it provides a new step in 
speed measurements for testing, labora
tory and production requirements. I leal 
Commutator Dresser Co., Sycamore, ni
ls the manufacturer.

niente cavarais

Electronics Department, 
N. Y. They can be

trie Co.’s 
Schenectady,

of full scale deflection—up to 5,000 
is the main feature of the new 
tachometer which consists of a 
generator coupled electrically to an

For cold cathode fluorescent hg' ing, 
Jefferson Electric Co., Bellwood, Ill. has 
developed a ballast which incorpora es < 
transformer, two reactors and a capt itor 
all enclosed in a cuae 2%x3Hx91/i-ln, 
weighing 9 lb. The ballast lights tw 40- 
watt tubes with a power consumpth n of 
105 watts and operates from the ord iary 
115-volt alternating current lighting sys
tem. The tube connections are ma ’e in 
multiple and operation is such tha the 
stroboscopic effect is reduced to a linl- 
mum and the tubes light instantly ith
out the use of starters.

trie meter. An "Alnico” magnet rotor ii 
mounted on precision sealed ball bearings 
capable of continuous operation at any 
speed within limit of the meter. As 
ac is generated within the tachomi ter 
itself, no brushes, commutators, or gears 
nre required—thus assuring rugged re
liability for all types of service. It can

adapted to oil or water-immersed opera
tion because of their enclosed construc
tion and are especially applicable for 
hazardous installations where Are and 
explosion are a risk. Two of the new 
switches are also designed for high alti
tude applications. Contacts are mounted 
in a vacuum, are relatively free from the 
effects of corrosion and arching, and are 
unaffected by dirt or oxidation. The 
vacuum-type construction also gives the 
switches u high current rating for their 
size and permits them to handle enough 
power to operate equipment at greatly 
reduced voltages. No self-contained coil 
or other operating mechanism is built 
into the switches. Movement is obtained 
from the mechanism to be controlled

•Perfection is what counts in a crystal. And per
fection comes only through painstaking work— 
plus constant research to develop better and yet 
better methods of production.

At Scientific Radio Products Company we’re 
developing those better methods. New methods 
of etching, edging, mechanically tumbling crys
tals into frequency ... all aimed at producing 
a better finished crystal at lower cost.

Our armed forces get most of those perfect 
crystals. But we can handle your important 
needs, too ... on special order. Write us if

Vacuum Switches
Four new vacuum «witches for a wide 

variety of radio and industrial switch
ing applications have been developed by 
the Tube Division of the General Elec-



Back The Attack—With War Bonds

equipment, or for postwar applications involving 
high voltage, high KVA units, we would like to 
discuss Erie Ceramiccns with you Our wide ex
perience, beginning in 1935 with the first de
velopment oi ceramic condensers in this country, 
gives us a comprehensive background on whicn 
to base recommendations

IJCTRONIC INDUSTRIES e January. 1944

CHARACTERISTICS
Lefts Type 680A Transmitting Ceram
icon Maximum capacity 400 MMF in 
zero temperature coefficient, 2000 
MMF in -750 P/M/°C. 10,000 volts 
D. C. test voltage.

Right I Erie Antenna Coupling Con
denser: Maximum capacity 50 MMF 
in zero, 250 MMF in -750 P/M/ C 
temperature coefficient, Typical rating 
in zero coefficient, maximum R F cur
rent 3 amps at 3 MC and 5 amps at 
9 MC at 65°C. Test voltage 6000 
volts D. G

THE two condensers illustrated above are examples of 
two basic ceramic condenser designs developed by Erie 

Resistor for high voltage, high KVA applications
Shown at the left is the Erie Type 680A transmitting 

condenser that is designed for 6000 volts RMS test voltage 
This unit consists essentially of a number of silvered ceramic 
discs, each having the well known stability and temperature 
retrace characteristics of compensating Ceramicons, and 
in addition are designed to safely withstand high voltages 
required in this type of condenser

The Antenna Coupling Ceramicon illustrated at the 
right employs the double cup design originated by Erie 
Resistor. In developing this unit Erie engineers success
fully overcame the problems of eliminating corona and 
dissipating internal heat while retaining small size and 
simplicity oi design. The specifications of this condenser, 
given at the right, show the high degree of perfection 
it has now reached.

Erie Resistor is working further on the development 
of similar Ceramicon designs for other applications. If you 
have a condenser problem connected with present day

FOR HIGH VOLTAGE AND 

HIGH KVA APPLICATIONS

ERIE RESISTOR CORP ERIE, PA LONDON, ENGLAND • TORONTO. CANADA



CAM«®1»
PLUGS

/l/ote 14,000
CONNECTOR ITEMS 

NOW-EACH A STANDARD 
CANNON PLUG

NEW PATENTS 
ISSUED

HF APPARATES

UHF Amplifier

To avoid feedback through the pla>- 
grid capacitance Co at operating f ». 
quencies below 5m, the plate circuit it 
made series resonant at that frequen y. 
Practically no alternating voltage v ill 
then be generated at the plate of the t- -e 
reducing the alternating voltage fed ba k 
to the grid to a minimum. Preferably, 
a tetrode or pentode with low grid-pin te

capacitance is employed. The series re
sonant circuit consists of Inductance L„ 
its capacity including C', grid-cathode ca
pacitance C , of the following tube and 
inductance L, which is intended to reduce 
the effective capacitance of Crt—C' may 
be omitted altogether—to such a degree 
that sufficient amplification is obtained.

Cannon has developed and built countless 

specialized connectors to meet the specific 

needs of many industries including aviation, 

radio, power and motion pictures.

Today these once special items are Stand

ard Cannon Plugs. They are available in 

many variations for any industry that has a 

problem in complex and concentrated wiring.

If you have a corner to cut or a schedule 

to beat in the radio, instrument or general 

electrical fields it is more than likely that a 

Cannon Connector will meet your special 

needs. Write, telling us your problem, and 

we will supply catalogs and bulletins 

explaining the Cannon line in detail.

W. Klee, Alien Property Custodian, 
June 3. 1941, (I) Oct. 26, 1943, 
2,332,919.

Combining UF Waves

(F)
No.

CANNON ELECTRIC

Several high frequency waves are
simultaneously applied to the receiver; 
their amplitudes and relative phase may 
be adjusted as desired. Voltages derived 
from, input 1 are applied to the grids of 
tubes 15 and 15. the load circuits of which 
are reactive and resistive, respectively, 
introducing a relative phase-shift of 90 
degrees. It will be seen that the voltages 
at the stator plates 21, 22, 23, 24, of con
denser 25 are each 50 deg. out of phase 
with the adjacent plates, two opposite 
plates being taken off cathode and plate 
resistor of tubes 19 and 20 and therefore 
of opposite polarity. The input voltage 
to grid of tube 28 will have a phase de
pending on the position of rotor plate 2R 
Its output is combined with that of tube 
53. containing the wave received at Input

Cannon Electric Development Co., Los Angeles 31, Calif.

Canadian Factory and Engineering Office' Cannon Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES - CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK 

13« ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES



AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
17t tmmet Street, Newark S. New Jersey

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jsnuiry, 1944

TT IS SAID that no chain can be stronger than its weakest 
link, and this is equally true of a rectifier. All three 

magnetic components are important, and the design of each 
should be coordinated to the other two units for best results. 
Amer Tran Plate Transformers, Reactors and Filament Trans
formers, operating together, insure optimum overall perform
ance.

These economical dry type, self-cooled units are wound and 
treated to withstand wide climatic changes and operating con
ditions. Adequate insulation — well above minimum require
ments — and rugged construction provide trouble-free opera
tion. Compound-filled, adequate bushings, electrostatic shields, 
are a few items of construction that denote the high quality of 
these units. The three components are designed to meet all the 
usual, and some of the unusual, requirements common to such 
applications.



2, in transformer primary 66. The reu uve 
gains of the branches from inputs 1 »nd 
2 are adjustable by biasing potentiom ten 
60 and 61. Gains of tubes 15 and 16 nay 
be independently varied by potentiom ten 
62 and 63 to adjust the voltage amplit ides 
at the condenser plates. Switches b jro- 
vide for a possibility to receive e her 
input separately or both slmultansc sly.
H. O. Peterson. RCA, (F) Jan. 21, 
(I) Oct. 1», 1943, No. 2,332,253.

I »«,

Up Where There Are 
A No Sign Posts-

Permoflux
DYNAMIC HEADPHONES

Insure Perfect Communications

There can be no "second best” with aerial suprem
acy depending on perfect communications. Far 
above every battle ground and sea, Permoflux 
Dynamic Headphones are serving better than 
any headphones ever did before. Their rugged 
mechanical design and construction, their extreme 
sensitivity and wide frequency response insure 
a standard of instant intelligibility that places 
Permoflux at once first and best always.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY/

TRAD g MARK

Suppressing RF Waves in
Coaxial

A wave 
pressed in

Lines

of definite frequency is '¡up.
a line by providing a narrow

slot S in the outer conductor which on-
nects to a hollow 
cult consisting of 
the inductance of

chamber T. The cir- 
the capacity of S and 
T is made resonant to

the wave to be suppressed. Other shapes 
and arrangements for the resonator are 
also shown. F. Tincher and H. J. R. 
Baeyer, Alien Property Custodian. (F) 
Nov. 30, 1940, (I) Oct. 26, 1943, No. 
2,332,952.

FM HD 
PHASE MODULATION

Discriminator

The circuit is designed to be responsive 
to frequency variations but not to ampli
tude modulation so that no limiter would 
be needed in the FM receiver. Local 
oscillator C is adjusted to oscillate at the 
mean frequency of the frequency- 
modulated signal derived from IF ampli
fier 4; when the signal is not modulated, 
both frequencies are Identical but the 
waves are in phase quadrature. The fre
quency of the local oscillator is controlled 
by the signal derived from the phase de-

tector which provides a voltage 1 
amplitude of which is proportional to 
cosine of the phase angle between 
two oscillations. This control voltage

th<

at the same time, the audio output! 
voltage of the system. Two embodim nta 
are shown and described in detail. Cl 
Travis, Philco Radio and Television Con>>| 
(F) Feb. 7, 1941, (I) Oct. 26, 1943, So. 
2,332,540. |
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Distributed by

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 We»*

IN CANADA: AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC (CANADA! LIMITED, TORONTO
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every kind—offering time-saving suggestions for 

the selection of the right controls for each job.

Y^yiTH the aid of Automatic Electric relays and 
’ ’ other control devices, electronic science is 

helping industry do a thousand new job«—speed
ing new electronic ideas through the laboratory 
and putting them to practical use on the produc
tion line.

Let us pool our knowledge with yours. First 

step is to get a copy of the Automatic Electric 

catalog of control devices. Then, if you would 

like competent help in »electing the right com

bination for your needs, call in our field engineer. 

His recommendations will save you time and

Automatic Electric field engineers, armed with 
the technique which come* from long experience 
in electrical control applications, are working 
daily with the makers of electronic devices of

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES e January. 1944



Frequency Modulator

\«®v'

TUNING RECEIVERS

Music-to-Speech Switch

with thtA tertiary winding is provided

Receiving Special Message»

JAMES G. BIDDLE CO
EUCTRONIC INDUSTRI»WO

print in binding

1211-13 ARCH STREET 
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

Crosby 
2«, 1943

of “Megger” instruments and their importance

Silencing Receivers 
During Tuning

A relay automatically switches the n- 
ceiver from music position, which gives 
an accentuated bass response, to speech 
position, and vice versa. The voltage 
dissymmetry of speech audio waves with 
respect to zero voltage—as distinguished 
from music audio waves which ure sym
metrical—is utilized to operate the relaj 
which adjusts the response of the audit 
network by connecting or disconnecting
a parallel condenser. M. G. 
RCA, (F) Dec. 9, 1941, (I) Oct. 
No. 2,332,782.

Intended for the reception of air raid 
warnings or other special messages, th* 
apparatus is designed to receive a me«- 
sage transmitted by a particular ti n«- 
mitter regardless of how the receiver U 
tuned. Upon a special signal of the trans
mitter the device automatically conne ts I 
loudspeaker and upon anotlier signal dis
connects the loudspeaker after compMiM 
of the message. G. G Roberts, (F) Oct 
17, 1941. (I) Sept. 28, 1943. No. 2,330,241

electrical equipment in operation, write today for the Pocket 
Manual of “Megger” Practice, No. 1420-EI.

tuning motor; the voltage generated 
thereby is rectified and used to prevend 
the set from receiving different stations 
during tuning and. at the same time, tq 
prevent the automatic frequency control 
from seizing and retaining an undeeired 
station. D. H. Mitchell, Galvin Manda« 
turing Corp., (F) Dec. 15, 1937, (I) OctJ 
5. 1943, No. 2,331.039.

Coupled circuits 14 and 31 are unJ 
to resonate at the carrier frequen- yJ 
as to produce quadrature phase re atioJ 
between the respective voltages. 1 
circuit 31 is the plate circuit f< the] 
push-pull connected amplifier tubes 3. uJ 
33, the plate impedances of which om. 
bined with grid-cathode capacity J 
reactance tube 22 may be consider d u 
two potentiometers which prov id« re
spectively, reactance-tube grid-vol age« 
leading or lagging the plate voltag» it 
is assumed that the tubes 32 and 33 havt 
low plate Impedance compared wit th; 
reactance of grid-cathode capacity 0. u 
will be seen that reactance tube 22 acti 
alternately as an inductance or capaci
tance depending on which of the twe

THE NEW U. S.-MADE "MEGGER”
INSULATION TESTER—Consists essentially of a 
direct-reading true ohmmeter of the permanent 
magnet moving coil type mounted with a d-c hand 
generator in a plastic molded case. Ranges up to 
1000 megohms, with hand generators up to 500 
volts. Widely used in hard service. Variable-pressure 
(“Meg”) and constant-pressure (“Super-Meg”) 
types. Bulletin 1735-EI.

amplifier tubes 32 or 33 predominates, is 
casi of class A operation, or which on 
them conducts, in case of class B opera-1 
tion. E. S. Winlund, RCA, (F) Oct. id 
1941, (I) Oct. 12, 1943, No. 2,331,821.

THE ’’BRIDGE-MEG” RESISTANCE TESTER 
—This instrument is a combined “Megger” Insula
tion Tester and a four-dial, multi-ratio Wheatstone 
Bridge. Will measure any ohmic resistance from .01 
ohm up to 100 or 200 megohms; hand generators 
rated up to 1000 volts. A complete and compact resist
ance measuring unit that is ideal for power companies 
and industrial plants. Catalog 1685-EI.

THE MIDGET "MEGGER” TESTER—in many 
ways the most remarkable “Megger” instrument ever 
built. Weighs only 3 lbs.—will fit an overcoat pocket 
or tool kit. Reads up to 50 megohms. Generates 500 
volts and is always ready to use anywhere because of 
the hand crank. Send for Catalog 1685-EI.

... use “MEGGER” Insulation Testing Instruments 
These remarkable instruments should be used by every main
tenance man who is seriously interested in forestalling elec
trical failures. They detect moisture, dirt and deterioration in 
the insulation of practically all types of electrical equipment. 
Having hand-cranked generators they require no batteries or 
adjustments and are wholly independent of external circuits. 
Ready for use anytime—anywhere.

If you are not aware of the protection afforded by the use



NEED A QUICK DEPENDABLE
SOURCE FOR SPECIFICATION

PARTS IN
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The experience of producers of hundreds 
of electrical and electronic devices can be

quickly: “On parts front
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phenol fibre and vulcanised fibre. Precision 
Fabricators meet specified tolerances, and 
meet specified delivery dates."

Precision Fabricators, Inc., solicits the op
portunity of looking over your blueprints. 
Ui* think we can save you money and save 
you time on fibre or glass-bonded mica 
parts cut. milled, drilled, threaded, grooved, 
turned, surfaced, polished or engraved.

BRE



Automatic Tuning

cuit elementa 19, 21 and 22 are .nadt

Spercer,32) and/or resistor 33

CR TUBES

CR Frequency Multiplier

It Is known to use a cathode ray tul
the generation

Limited, (F) Dec.
2,331,723.1943,

CR TubeCIAROS^

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES142

The deflection of the cathode ray Tj 
effected by electron mirror S which coni 
sists of the three electrodes 1, 2, 3. Elec 
trodes 1 and I are at constant potently 
A variable potential is applied to eiw

Electric and Musical InduHries, Ltd., (F) 
Dec. 12. 1935, (1) July 6, 1943, No. 2,3 2 3,630.

Smallest unit now available 
pi that rating.

high frequeni

Rated at 2 watts. 1 to 10,000 
ohms.

Type 37 composition-ele
ment controls rated at 1 
watt. 500 ohms to 5 meg
ohms.

Available in tandem assem
blies— suitable combinations 
of wire-wound and compo 
sition-element controls.

it They look, measure and operate the same 
—these Clarosiat wire-wound and composi
tion-element midget controls. Fully inter
changeable, mechanically. Can be made up 
in various tandem assemblies.

Available with or without 
power switch.

1938, (I) Oct

such that the voltage set up at the exial 
intermediate frequency across coil 21 itl 
equal to that set up across condenser til 
at that frequency. For any other frel 
queney, the difference of these voltages] 
is a function of detuning. By the actlou 
of diodes 24,23 and 24,26. this voltage dif ] 
ference is applied to the outer control] 
grid of tube 32. varying mutual conduct-] 
ance and amplification factor of the inner] 
control grid, and, consequently, the re-1 
fleeted capacity in shunt with tuning con| 
denser 10. To provide frequency inde I 
pendence of the automatic tuning system.! 
which will depend on the relative value] 
of condenser 10 and the reflected capacity! 
the latter is also made frequency depend-l 
ent by varying additional capacity 36,3^| 
(originally inserted to increase the ef
fective inner grid-plate capacity of tub«

Matches Clarostat Type 37 
midget composition-element 
control—in appearance, di
mensions, rotation, switch.

Clarostat Type 43 
WIRE-WOUND MIDGET

oscillations by placing an apertured elec-, 
trode Into the paths of the rotating 
electron beam. Different targets having 
high impedances are suggested. Raiiaj 
tion of the target is reduced by suitably 
shaping the electrode or by additional 
parts, and the electron beam is made w 
impinge on the point of the target al 
which the Impedance is highest. W. $ 
Percival, Electric A. Musical IndusiriM

For neatness, compactness, convenience, 
trouble-free operation—just specify these 
Clarostat matched midget controls.

★ Write ior literature. Submit that re
sistance or control problem. Let us 
quote on your requirements.

When a receiver Is tuned approxirritelyl 
to a desired station, the automatic t ning 
device provides for exact tuning. id 
circuit described for this purpose nakei 
use of the reflected capacity between tn. 
ner control grid and cathode of tube 111 
which depends upon the capacity be. 
tween plate and inner grid and upc the 
voltage amplification of the tube. Thii 
reflected capacity is effective in shunt 
across tuning condenser 10 of the local 
freouency oscillator and mixer tub« 
1. The control potential for the auteJ 
malic tuning device is derived from In. 
termediate frequency amplifier 15. Fa 
this purpose the values of the output clr.

Clarostat Type 37 midget composition
element controls have been available for 
several years past. Their stabilized element 
has established new standards for accurate 
resistance values, exceptional immunity to 
humidity and other climatic conditions, and 
long trouble-proof service.
And now the Clarostat Type 43 midget 
wire-wound control is also available, to 
match Type 37 — matched in appearance, 
dimensions, rotation, switch.

CLAROSTAT MFG CO. Inc. - 285 7 N 6» St Brooklyn. N.Ï
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Searchray 150 is only one of the many new Norelco 
electronic products designed to help industry. If you 
think Searchray 150 can help solve some of your prob
lems, write today to North American Philips.

For our Armed Forces we make Quartz Oscillator 
Plates; Amplifier, Transmitting, Rectifier and Cathode 
Ray Tubes for land, sea and air-borne communications 
equipment. For our tear industries we make Searchray 
(X-ray) apparatus for industrial and research appli
cations; X-ray Diffraction Apparatus; Electronic Tem
perature Indicators; Direct Reading Frequency Meters; 
Tungsten and Molybdenum in powder, rod, wire and 
sheet form; Tungsten Alloys; Fine wire of practi
cally all draw-able metals and alloys: bare, plated and 
enameled; Diamond Dies; High Frequency Heating 
Equipment. Andfor Victory we say: Buy More War Bonds.

Shockproof, rayproof and foolproof— 
Searchray Model 150 is so completely 
protected that anyone can safely operate 
it anywhere in your plant or laboratory 
without the necessity of a lead-lined 
room. Simplicity of operation is one of 
its outstanding features. It is a com
pletely self-contained piece of industrial 
apparatus.

Searchray 150 discloses the internal 
structure of castings, plastics, hard 
rubber parts, ceramics, foods, canned 
goods, instruments, small electrical 
parts and many other materials and 
articles you may care to examine. Its 
applications in the plant and the lab
oratory are almost innumerable.

Searchray 150 will save you count
less lime and money. It will be an 
indispensable aid in making perfection 
a matter of certainty rather than guess
work, assurance rather than faith. 11 is 
not necessary to disassemble any part 
or object you examine, or to equip a 
special X-ray department—just put 
your object into the viewing compart
ment and position it for a radiograph 
or for fluoroscopic examination.

Searchray 150 operates at low cost. 
Its stepless kilovoltage selector permits 
ranges from 0 to 150 KV, 6 milli
amperes. 220-volt 60-cycle AC.

TAKES X-RAY OUT OF 

THE LEAD-LINED ROOM 

AND PUTS IT TO WORK
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IORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC., ioo east 42» street • new york n, n. y
Fadoriet in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, New York (Philips Metalix Corporation); Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division) 

Represented in Canada by Electrical Trading Company, Ltd., Sun Life Building, Montreal, Canada



MISCELLANEOUS

Signaling System

Yessir, the of boy has lost his spark (and ner>e, too)
No wonder, either, when he can't even hide his

Now, the Allies are doing the talking not barbaric

Telephone Labs.
Oct. 1943,

Shaker Control

the meantime. engineering »taff
tn ready to assist and advise on the main-

invention

making it-

RADIO AND SUPPLY CO

Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922

of your present equipment — 
you are Gates-equipped, or not,

(F) April 23, 
. 2,332.907.

Berchtesgarden cellar without being rocked by blasting 
block-busters.

and 
tion 
Bell

tenance 
whether

load charges condenser

concerned with pro vidin!

a re^ay operated by the combined .i 
of both other relays. W. W. Frits.

An electromagnetic shaker for a vibrat
ing screen or similar device is often re
quired to carry out u complex moti. t 
This may be done to advantage by app’ 
irg phase-displaced periodic forces l th» 
screen at different places. The present

grid of tube 10 negative beyond cut-off 
resistor 20 and cana -itor 21 are so ch s.
that tube 10 becomes conductive ag in > 
desired number of half cycles later. Tt

any conventional

thick of battle 
dependability.

Asymmetric alternating current of vo 
frequency is transmitted ns signal over j 
line to operate a receiver which is re
sponsive to asymmetric current.—when 
the positive and negative current aw 
plitudes are different,—but not to Voi - 
current which is only slightly asymmetric 
as compared with the signaling current. 
A rectifier or a transformer with a polar 
izel core is used to provide the asyn 
metric signal current. The receiver de 
scribed contains one relay so combined 
with the output of two electron tubes as 
to be responsive to unsymmetrical signal' 
only, another relay responsive to b- 
symmetrical and asymmetrical cum r-

designed for action, engineered for

shouting, but terse, sharp commands from planes, ships 
and mobile field units that heap destruction on tiling 
Adolph. Gates transmitter equipment is there in the

Custodian, (F) March 14, 
26, 1943, No. 2,332,876.

trode 2 causing the reflecting angh ' 
the mirror to change; a fluctuating ¡.
tential will eause the beam to scan tt* 
screen L. Deflection in another direction, 
if desired, may be obtained by a »mil»?
arrangement or by 
method. W. Uhlmann, Alien Property 

. 1939, (I) Oct

phase displaced periodic voltages f 
energizing the operating coils 12, 13 o 
such electromagnetic shaking devices 
Tube 10 is rendered conductive by t ? 
leading alternating voltage across resist« 
22. Upon conduction of tube 10, load H 
is energized and the voltage across tin

Today, all os er 21 years of craftsmanship in precision 
manufacturing is concentrated upon communications 
equipment for war. Tomorrow, all the new engineerins: 
techniques originating here will be used in peace-time 
... making famous Gates equipment better at lower cost.

---------------------- -----------------------

ILECTRONft INDUSTRIES
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and distributor of 
Western Electric 
Watch-rate Recorders

American Time Products, 
580 Fifth Avenue INC

r' FREQUENCIES >
Iff 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 190

Accuracy 10 parts in 1,000,000
Output: 30 volts at 5,000 ohms

Input 105-125V, 50-60a, 40 watts
Weight 50 pounds

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

circuits, filters, reeds—and in time meas' 
urement can be minimized with the aid 
of this instrument.
Developed primarily to check frequency 
meters for precision war work, this 
Multi-frequency generator possesses a 
rugged durability and dependability in 
service that will prove an extra value to 
many laboratories.
Additional information available on re
quest.

This Multi-frequency’ generator fur
nishes the frequencies shown above at 
the turn of a switch. All frequencies are 
obtained from a temperature-compen
sated tuning fork and voltage-stabilized 
circuit.

With this unit it is possible to calibrate 
oscillators at many selected points with
out encountering complex oscilloscope 
patterns. One of the uncertainties in
volved in development work on tuned

Mans fact sre r of

FREQUENCIES



LTEC LANSING designs, engineers

resonant oscillator

pplying thare frequency; LjC, includes

denoted
Americanvarious

Oct, 1943,equipment

Glow-Discharge Tube

28, CALIFORNIAHOLLYWOOD

146 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

power amplifiers and transformers to unusual

voltage across load

tained non-conductive

Negative Transconductance 
Tube Oscillator

resistances 
respectively; 
phase shift 
stability are

also caus s

needed war

It is desired to obtain stable operation 
and ready control of the discharge. Auxi
liary cathode 19 and auxiliary anode 21 
are provided to insure the establishment 
and maintenance of an initiating glow 
discharge at a relatively low potential. 
This initiating glow discharge is c< n- 
trolled within prescribed limits to fire or 
break down the main discharge path be
tween cathode 15 and anode 17 which 
permits a large energy flow. S. B. In
gram, Bell Telephone Labs., (F) Oct. 19, 
1942, (I) Oct. 12, 1943, No. 2,331,398.

be substituted by a piezoelectric crystal 
operating at its series resonance point. 
W. P. Mason, Bell Telephone Labs., (F)

voltage across winding 30 which main
tains tube 11 non-conductive by ovenom. 
ing the voltage of winding 33 which t nds 
to render tube 11 conductive. Cons«, 
quently tube 11 conducts for all positive 
half cycles during which tube 10 is main-

An increase in control grid potential of 
tube 1 causes a decrease in plate ur- 
rent, i. e. the tube has a negative tr ,n»- 
conductance. Consequently, plate ur- 
rent and grid voltage are in phase. Clr-

maximum gain and. since no 
La introduced, frequency 

thereby insured. L,Ca may

General Electric Co., (F) March 6. 
(1) Oct. 19, 1943, No. 2,332,325.

the tub« 
oscillator 
both im
as pure 
and R,,

capacity) is antiresonant at 
frequency. It will be seen that 
pedance combinations operate

Nov. 26, 1941, 
2,332,102.
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A radical improvement in any product generally calls for 
a radically new design—and that's the B & W Type CX 
Variable Condenser to a “T”.

It has perfect electrical design symmetry plus built-in 
neutralization.

It is more durable mechanically.
The design lends itself admirably to the built-in mounting 

of standard B & W coils in such a way that lead lengths and 
resulting lead inductance are reduced to an absolute minimum.

By any test, by any comparison you care to name, it will 
prove itself superior to conventional types.

True, the shape and physical dimensions of the B & W 
Type CX Condenser are such that minor design modifica
tions of existing equipment are necessary to incorporate 
them—but the results are well worth the effort. As for new 
equipment, CX Condensers are remarkably convenient and 
effective—facts which B & W engineers welcome the oppor
tunity to prove. Write for folder.

y 
niay 
stai

lient 
glow

THESE CONDENSERS
■ THAN THE ONES 
I YOU’RE

BARKER & WILLIAMSON '
Specialists in Quality Electronic Components



Correcting Phase Distortion

is of little importance in that

Harmonic Generator

tube 1, and is applied to grid 14 of tube
well its second grid 17

is tuned
if a sequence of several hai

Time and again. Allied has saved the day
right from stock.with "rush delivery

ready forelectronic and radio items

order -erything whether

Measuring Time Intervals

1943,

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

(F) Nov. 
2,332,300.

The fundamental frequency 
ated by the oscillator circuit

Inductance 
harmonic;

is gener 
including

tortion 
region. 
March 
2,330,965.

Beider 
Meissner 
Amphenol 
Shure 
Asiatic 
Amperite 
Jensen 
Utah 
Inn« tin 
Sangamo 
Dumont 
Buss man

complete, ।
BUYING

RCA 
Raytheon 
Hickok 
Triplett 
Supremi 
Mallory 
Ohiml* 
IRC 
Contralob 
Burgess 
Knight 
Bilie»

“P-fo-dafe 
i GUIDE

General Electric 
Cernell-Dubilier 
Sprague 
Aerovos 
Hallicrafters 
Ham mari u nd 
E F. Johnson 
Culler-Hammer 
Hart * Hegemon 
Littlefuse 
Stancar 
Thordarson

& Radio Supplies

1941, (I) Oct.

RCA, 
1943,

That’s because we carry the world's larg
est stock under one roof. Over 10,000

A phase distortion network is ins« rted 
in the video frequency channel of a tele
vision system to compensate for the phase 
distortion introduced by the broad and 
amplifier for the modulated carrier. A« 
the overall phase shift introduced hr s to 
be a linear function of frequency, the 
change of phase shift with frequency I t. 
to be a constant. A suitable phase shift 
network for the video signals can be 
designed provided the change of phase 
shift with frequency in carrier and inter
mediate frequency sections is symme
trical about the carrier frequency, l ow. 
ever, at the higher upper side-band fre
quencies where the symmetry require 
ment is no longer met, the amplitude falls 
off very rapidly and therefore phase dis-

A high frequency oscillator is connected 
to an amplifier feeding a counter circuit 
which counts the number of impulses 
provided by the oscillator. Ordinarily the 
amplifier is biased to cut-off but a pulse 
generated at the beginning of the time 
interval to be measured causes the ampli
fier to operate, while another pulse gen
erated at the termination of the time in
terval interrupts operation of the ampli
fier. This action is obtained by means of 
two additional oscillator tubes and two 
control tubes, one each for the starting 
and interrupting circuits, respectively. 
E. D. Cook, General Electric Conn any.

monic frequencies is desired, this 
ductance is designed to have a flat 
sponse. Condenser 28 offers a low

pedance to the harmonic frequency, but a 
high impedance to the fundamental fre
quency. It is stated that large amounts 
of harmonic energy can be secured with 
relatively good plate efficiency and with
out the use of extra filters or wavetrap 
circuits. J. Markowitz, (F) March 31, 194!. 
(D Sept. 7, 1943. No. 2,329,069.

L. Fredendall, 
1941, (I) Oct.

it’s an emergency or not... save time and 
worry . . . call Allied first! Write, Wire or 
Phone Haymarket 6800.

the Armed Forces, Government, Indus
try. Furthermore, our close contact with 
all leading manufacturers enables us to 
simplify and expedite all your purchases. 
Our veteran staff does the entire procure
ment job for you. You deal with one cen
tral source . . . instead of many. You send

your needs raster from 
this one central source

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson, Dept. 32-A-4, Chicago 7,U S.A.

allied 
radio
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BOTTOM VIEW: ACTUAL SIZE
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★ The newest CINCH Miniature Socket development 

with “integral" or one piece shield and saddle. This is 

one of the “hottest gadgets'* in present day Electronics.

The high base, a product of CINCH ingenuity, 

virtually acts as a shoe horn ... as tubes must 

travel a straight path when inserted or removed thus 

preventing tube breakage.

Full floating contacts...a shield base that acts as o 

support neutralizing vibration shock and distortion. Test 

reports have definitely proven that pin bending and 

breakage is reduced. Constructed to simplify assembly 

and to save labor at inaccessible points. Socket bases 

supplied both from ceramic and mica filled insulation.

U NCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION • 2335 WEST VAN BUREN
SUBSIDIARY: UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORPORATION. CAMBRIDGE, MASS 
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Frank .If. Folsom, New 
RCA Head at Camden

Frank M. Folsom, who has been 
chief of the Procurement Branch 
of the Navy Department, has been 
elected a vice-president and a di
rector of Radio Corporation of 
America. Mr. Folsom will bf in 
charge of the company’s manufac
turing division, RCA Victor, with 
principal plants in six cities and 
headquarters at Camden, N. J.

George K. Throckmorton, former 
head of the RCA Victor Division, U 
retiring for reasons of health, but 
will continue as a consultant to the 
company.

Frank M. Folsom became the first 
head of the Procurement Branch 
of the Navy when that branch a m 
organized in February, 1942, mov
ing from a similar post in the WPB 
at the invitation of the Secretary 
of the Navy. He carried with him 
the War Production Board’s dele
gation of its authority to clear

(¿TOUGH 
K POWER

iso

if you need:
MOTORS

• Built in and shell type motors
• Adjustable speed motors
♦ Syncronous Motors
♦ Rotary Electrical aviation equipment
• Dynamotors and Inverters
• Motor Generator sets
• Railroad Car Lighting Generators

Are you engineers having trouble finding an exactly 
correct electrical power supply for today's war 
products? Are you planning the power supply for 
your future products? Then let Wincharger Engineers 
help you. They can save you lots of time and worries

BONDS for 
VICTORY

---------— ~'W 41 Hm

I ROTARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
I WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY. IOWA

Navy contracts. The speeding up of 
Navy procurement has been attri
buted to the unique authority en
trusted to Mr. Folsom, through the 
delegation to him of full respon
sibility to act for both the WPB 
and the Secretary of the Navy In 
clearance of all contracts in ex
cess of $200,000. At the same time 
Mr. Folsom has been Chairman of 
the Procurement Policy Board of 
the WPB, the coordinating agent 
for procurement policy of all the 
war services and agencies.

Mr. Folsom Introduced into the 
Navy the commercial practice of 
requiring prospective contractors 
to submit price breakdown state
ments, and he recruited a staff of 
business men to assist Navy 
Bureaus on contract negotiation. 
He established a uniform Navy In
surance System, handled V-loans 
and advance payments to Navy 
contractors, administered the re
negotiation law, and worked out 
with the Army a system of a joint 
procurement, especially in food, 
textiles, lumber and petroleum

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • JaMary,
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HESE ELECTRONIC DIVISION ENGINEERS TO SERVE YOU

STACKPOLE CARBON CO ST. MARYS

1 out

food,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

That's the story of this new 36-page Stackpole 
Electronic Components Catalog, just off the press. 
Write, wire or ask your Stackpole District Engi
neer for a copy today. Please ask for Catalog R6.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNISOTA 
J. H. Heimann Company 
121* Hormon Placo

PLAINVILLI, CONN.
Kart Dornith, 1OS Parmingtea Ave.

TORONTO, ONTm CANADA 
A. A. McQueen, 204 King St., Sort

KANSAS CITV, MO.
Maury I. Botti*, Mfr't. facbeng, 
Mdg.

INDIANA, SO. ILLINOIS 
an* IASTIPN IOWA 
C. R. Baath, 9«0 N. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago

Complete catalog listings, dimension diagrams 
of every unit, up-to-the-minute engineering data 
on fixed and variable resistors for radio and
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other electronic uses, iron cores of all types, 
and inexpensive slide, line, and rotary-action 
switches....

«ICA*O, ILL.
A, A. Weed«, *43 Renee St.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Wm. C. Laing, 3293 lambert Place

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
J. I. Vollmer. 13310 Pennlngten 
Drive

GET YOUR COPY NOW!



emergency

CARDIAC MUSCLE perience the automotive and

Stanley 1* U«-Minn, appointed 
editor of “Flectronie Industrie*”

equipment selection and installa
tion work' throughout the centra! 
region oi the United States. He 
has been active in affairs of the 
Associated Police Communicat ions 
Officers, Inc., since 1936

will assist users

aviation fields. He was for several 
years associated with a manufac
turer of high frequency police com 
munications systems, had charge 
of the testing and installation of 
radio equipment on fighter planes 
produced by a large eastern air
craft manufacturer, and was part 
owner and managing director of 
a communications school training 
radio operators for the U. S. Signal 
Corps.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January,

Bryant Joins G-E
J. W. Bryant has joined General 

Electric Co.’s Electronics Depart
ment and will be located at the 
company’s Chicago headquarters 
He was formerly with the radio di
vision of the Missouri State High
wray Patrol and in his new work

Cargile to Merk
J. Wayne Cargile has been ap

pointed production manager of the! 
electronic division of John Meek I 
Industries, Plymouth, Ind. For the 
past three years he has been pro
duction engineer on geophysical 
equipment for Wells Surveys, Inc 
and Engineering Laboratories, Inc 
affiliated Tulsa (Okla.) companies 
From 1927 to 1938 he was proprietor 
of Cargile Service Laboratories, 
Tulsa, handling wholesale service 
work for ten companies in the area

Ohe anatomy of any well designed motor or 
dynamotor must necessarily include that life-giving part, 
the armature. Like the human heart, this armature is 
actuated by one type of energy and supplies another—to 
suit the requirements.

Building the armatures of EICOR units, from 
design specifications to final inspection, is a job for 
specialists. Materials must be specified, machined, and 
assembled . . . commutators fabricated .. . the core 
insulated, wound and connected . . . windings 
impregnated and baked . . . surfaces ground .. . the 
assembly dynamically balanced, tested and inspected 
... every detail a series of precise operations. The 
painstaking care used in building these armatures is 
reflected in the quiet, vibrationless operation of the 
Eicor motors and dynamotors so frequently specified 
for critical applications.

The armature illustrated is an example of hundreds 
of designs, each one engineered for a particular appli
cation This one is the heart of a 24 volt motor rated 

■ .5 horsepower for continuous duty at 4000 R. P. M.

E. I. Appoints McMinn ME |
Stanley P. McMinn has been 

appointed managing editor of “Elec
tronic Industries,” published by 
Caldwell-Clements, Inc., 480 Lex
ington Ave., New York. Mr. McMinn 
has been active in radio and elec
tronics for more than twenty years 
and has had wide publishing ex-

DYNAMOTORS • D. C. MOTORS • POWER PLANTS ■ CONVERTERS
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NEW TWO-PIECE HIPERSIL* CORE
SPEEDS ASSEMBLY OF HF EQUIPMENT

Here’s a practical short-cut that will speed assembly 
of High-Frequency Communications Equipment.

Instead of stacking tissue-thin laminations by hand, 
you can now get pre-assembled, two-piece HIPERSIL 
cores, ready for quick, easy assembly. Because there 
are just TWO pieces to handle per loop, valuable man- 
hours are saved in production—faults in assembly are 
prevented. HIPERSIL cores are available in a complete 
range of standard as well as special sizes and forms.

GET ALL THE FACTS ABOUT HIPERSIL TYPE C CORES 
. . . write for copy of HIPERSIL Booklet, B-3223-A. It 
contains performance facts and application data that 
will help speed the production of vital Communications 
Equipment for the Fighting Forces. Address: Westing
house Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, Dept. 7-N. j-70422

*Registeri d Trade-Murk, Westinghouse Elec. & 
Mfg Co., for High PERmeability SILicon steel.

HERE’S HOW TO SPEED COIL ASSEMBLY

Split core is 
placed around 
coil. . .

Core parts are butted to
gether. Strap is threaded 
through seal and . . .

. . . tightened with banding 
tool. Band is locked in place 
with seal.

Seals and Tools avauaWeBanding Straps,
from Westinghouse. See Page 9 of B-3223-A
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executive 
A. Brach 

Alexander

vices. John

Norden has joined Aircraft-Marine 
Products, Inc., Harrisburg, Pa. and 
will specialize in product develop
ment and postwar merchandising 
research. Active in the radio indus
try for many years, he was instru
mental in the formation of the 
Norden-Hauch Electric Co., Phila
delphia.

engineer and Theodore R. Finke h 
development and production eagi- 
neer. The company is located at 
1400 East 222nd St.

Jerry Kane, formerly in the re
search laboratories of The Turner 
Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has joined 
the staff of the Universal Micro-1 
phone Co., Inglewood, Calif., asl 
electro-acoustics engineer. He will 
be assigned to design in current] 
war microphone production, as well 
as the postwar planning division. !

the American Society 
Engineers.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Januirv, 1944

Alexander Worden, who haa Joined Alr> 

ernft Murine Product«

Black Industries, Cleveland, long 
known as a manufacturer of ma
chine tools, has organized Mec Rad 
Division of its company for the 
production of precision type trans
mission lines and radiation om- 
ponents and other electronic de-1

Curtis to Induction Heating
Frank W. Curtis has made de

velopment engineer for the Induc
tion Heating Corp., New York 
Formerly he was chief engineer for 
the Van Norman Co., Springfield, 
Mass., and is a former president of

Norden Joins 
Aircraft-Marine

For the past 10 years 
vice-president of the L. 
Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.,PROPER POWER for

Electronic Equipment
The most accurate and efficient instruments 
for microscopic observation, precision meas
urement, color and material identification, 
high frequency heating, sorting and commu
nication are dependent on the Electron Tube.

Trans-ormers — the Power behind the Elec
tron Tube—must by necessity be properly 
d< dgned and built with the same precision 
a,. <ne tubes that they operate.

Chicago Transformer specializes in the de
sign and manufacture of units for this type 
of application.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION
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Throat Microphones

SHURE BROTHERS, 225 W. Haroa Street, Chicago

De»ignen and Manufacturen of Microphone» and Acoustic Device»

1944
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • JaniMry, 1944

Sounds transmitted through the throat present different problems in microphone design 

than sounds transmitted through the mouth. For better design, correlation had to be established 

between throat vibrations and sounds transmitted by the mouth. To do this, special throat microphones 

having constant acceleration characteristics were developed for use in conjunction with laboratory 

standard microphones and frequency analyzers. Experiments covered the frequency range of speech 

sounds and tests included a variety of callers to study the effect of the thickness of throat tissues.

Shure Research has produced a throat microphone that has been declared definitely superior. It is the 

kind of research that assures you the superior microphones of tomorrow.
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NAME 
PLATES

COMPUTERS 
and 

TEMPLATES

.and for hundreds of other uses!
Send for booklet No. 2B. It shows what we 
can do for you NOW... and Post War, too.

The face of a meter is disarming enough. It can tell the 

truth or it can bluff without any change of expression 
That’s why you must look to the maker of the meter- 
rather than to the meter itself—for proof of responsibility 
and accuracy. If it is made right, it tells the truth.

Boes measuring, metering, and testing instruments are 

built for sustained accuracy*—to provide the sciences, the pro

fessions, and the world of production with instruments of 

character—instruments that never bluff—instruments that 

are built expressly for the service they are expected to 

render and the circumstances under which they must operate
* SUSTAINED ACCURACY is not an easy quality to achieve It 

must take into account all factors of use—must then employ the 
design, the alloys, the construction that infallibly protect ar. 
instrument against all threats to its reliable performance. Such 
instruments, obviously, must be built with performance—not 
price—in mind. We invite the inquiries of those who are interested 
in such standards.

BOES COMPANY, DAYTON, OH’O
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

PLASTICS

G. FELSENTHAL & SONS
Manufacturers Since 1899 

410» W. GRAND AVENUE • CHICAGO
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RADAI-lADlO INDUSTRIKS OF CHICAGOits

Can Get You Out of That Hole!

Telephone Orders to BRyant 9-1946

VC It 

jy rhe

Constantly on the alert for com

ponents and equipment needed 

in vital war production, we have 

on hand vast selections from 

America’s leading manufacturers. 

Trained expediters rush your re

quirements ... and can help you 

with priority problems. Call on us 

when you need technical advice.

pro- 
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—not 
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WAI MANFOWM 
COMMISSION?

Sylvania Adds Two 
More Factory Buildings

A new plant for the manufacture 
of radio tube parts has been ac
quired at Wakefield, Mass., by Syl
vania Electric Products Inc., and is 
already in production. It is a four- 
story structure containing 35,000 
sq. ft. of floor space. Internal as
semblies of radio tubes made in the 
new plant will be shipped to the 
Salem plant for completion.

A new electrolytic plant has been 
put into operation at the Williams
port, Pa., works of Sylvania Electric 
Products Inc.

Equipped with 108 electrolytic 
cells, high - powered compressors, 
low - pressure and high - pressure 
storage tanks (300 to 2,500 p.s.i.) 
and a distillery to supply the large 
quantities of chemically pure water 
which is processed into hydrogen 
and oxygen.

The new gas-generator will sup
ply the hundreds of tube-makers in 
the Williamsport factory, with a 
surplus to meet the needs of Syl
vania's plants at Towanda, about 
fifty miles to the north.

Consuming a gallon of water per 
cell per hour, the generator will 
produce 2,000 cu. ft. of hydrogen 
and half as much oxygen per hour, 
using a current of 1,200 amperes at 
150 volts de.

Shepherd, Philco Corp., vice- 
chairman; Henry C. Forster, Radio 
Speakers, Inc., treasurer; and 
James P. Wray, Crowe Name Plate 
& Mfg. Co. The executive Board 
of the corporation consists of Les
lie F. Muter, The Muter Co., presi
dent; Paul V. Galvin, Galvin Mfg. 
Co., vice-president; R. D. Burnet, 
Zenith Radio Corp., vice-president, 
and Leonard J. Shapiro. Belmont 
Radio Corp., secretary.

ret
ili tv

NA Philips Moves
New York headquarters of the 

North American Philips Co., Inc., 
will move into new and consider
ably enlarged offices on January 21. 
New offices will be at 100 East 42nd 
Street, New York, and will house 
practically the entire executive 
personnel now occupying offices in 
the Hotel Roosevelt. Some of the 
Dobbs Ferry personnel also will 
move into the new headquarters.

To Study Laminates
A test program to record prop

erties of laminated materials, or
ganized and financed by the plastics 
industry and to standardize speci
fications and determine “best use” 
applications has just been given 
further impetus in a research-test 
center at Johns Hopkins University, 
Baltimore. The testing laboratory 
plans to standardize new laminates 
and assist in writing specifications 
when the materials become stand
ard in the industry. The member
ship of the group—Laminated Sec
tion of NEMA—that has organized 
and financed the program, is 
Continental - Diamond Fibre Co.; 
the Formica Insulation Co., Gen
eral Electric Co., Mica Insulator 
Co., National Vulcanized Fibre Co., 
Panelyte Corp.; the Richardson Co., 
the Spaulding Fibre Co.; Synthane 
Corp., Taylor Fibre Co. and the 
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Radar Help Wanted

^706^4!
^e6a^4 f

¿aacetol / 
^c4i4toT4 !

f !
^e4t

. . . and hundreds of other needed

RADIO AND

nent

Chicago Radar Factories 
Seeking Women Workers

Banded together into an organi
zation styled Radar-Radio Indus
tries of Chicago, Inc., 42 manufac
turers of that city have pretty 
effectively spread the term Radar 
over some of their local newspapers. 
They are short of help and the 
reason for the big advertisement, 
reproduced here in miniature, is to 
induce more women to get on pro
duction lines. In fact, they want 
11.000 of them right away and see 
the need for another 9,000 early this 
year when all production for the 
armed forces must be stepped up 
one-third. The advertisement is 
the first in a campaign described 
as extensive.

The emergency committee of 
Radar-Radio Industries is composed 
of Charles M. Hofman, Belmont 
Radio Corp., chairman; E. W.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944
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ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS

Deliveries made as fast as 
wartime conditions permit
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103 WEST 43m ST., NEW YORK 1«, N.Y.

Wectnpaper advertisement, much reduced, 
used by Chicano manufacturers to speed 
recruiting of women workers



WANTED
for the

PHILCO
ENGINEERING

STAFF

I

• RADIO-ELECTRONICS—ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS
Men with degrees in electrical 
engineering or comparable experi
ence tn radio and television.

• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Men with college degrees or com
parable experience in the engineer
ing aspects of electrical appliances, 
and in designing small machinery.

• DESIGN ENGINEERS-—DRAFTSMEN 

Men with experience in mechanical 
designing, especially of small metal 
parts and of the automatic machin
ery to mass-produce them.

• PRODUCTION ENGINEERS
Including electrical and mechanical 
engineers familier with any phase 
of radio, radio-phonograph and tele
vision production.

« PHYSICISTS
Must have science degree in physics. 
Some practical experience in radio 
is desirable.

VV7 E expect the men who qualify 
v v for these positions to become 

permanent members of our staff and 
take an important part in our post
war program.

To maintain the Philco tradition 
of progressive research and develop
ment, is first and foremost in our 
minds. We provide the finest of tech
nical equipment. But often, even 
more helpful is the inspiration and 
personal assistance of working with 
men who have done so much for the 
advancement of Radio, Television, 
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning.

WRITE US TOD AY
Qualified men not now engaged in work 
requiring their full talents, are invited 
to write us in detail a- to their experi
ence, education, family and draft status 
and salary. Letters will be treated in 
strict confidence.
Hiring subject to local P.M.C. rulings

WRITE TO MR. GEORGE DALE

PHILCO
CORPORATION

Ph ladalphia 34, Penna.

Brigham to Block
Cecil 

pointed 
Wesley 
During

E. Brigham has been ap- 
general sales manager of 
Block & Co., New York 
twenty-one years of serv

ice with the IT&T Co. and its 
subsidiaries in this country and 
abroad, he has held many impor
tant assignments, including those 
of chief engineer of C. Brandes Inc., 
chief engineer of Kolster Radio Co., 
consultant for IT&T companies in 
Central Europe, chief engineer 
and technical director of Kolster- 
Brandes Ltd., England. During 1941 
and 1942 Mr. Brigham served as 
technical representative for Fed
eral Tel. and Radio Corp, at Wash
ington, and his last post was head 
of R-5 Laboratory of Federal Tel. 
and Radio Laboratories at 67 Broad 
St., New York.

Templetone Adds Tiro
Dr. Gregory Timoshenko, asso

ciate professor of electrical engin
eering at the University of Connec
ticut, has joined the Templetone 
Radio Co., Mystic, Conn. He is a 
specialist in electrical measure
ments and will serve Templetone in 
a research capacity.

Captain Robert Adams, recently 
retired from the Signal Corps for 
reasons of medical disability, has 
joined Templetone as production 
manager of the radio division.

Prior to entering the Armed 
Service he was works manager of 
Sonora Radio and Television Co. 
Previous associations were as super
intendent, radio division, Stewart 
Warner Corp., and with General 
Electric Co., RCA Victor Co., and 
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

Major Rider Mores North
Major John F. Rider, publisher 

of Rider’s Manual and other radio 
books, who has been developing 
Signal Corps instruction courses, is 
now stationed at Building T, 541, 
Fort Monmouth, N.’ J. He was 
formerly at West Palm Beach, Fla.

Gibbs Joins Detrola
John Gibbs, for 14 years with 

RCA at Camden, has been ap
pointed contract administrator for 
Detrola Corp., Detroit. His profes
sional work includes a year with 
Philco Research Laboratories and 
a year with AT&T.

Executives Want Out
Some pressure is being brought 

by industry on WPB for the return 
of many top ranking radio execu
tives who have been steering the 
destinies of various of that body’s 
bureaus. In their place, industry 
is suggesting second-string execu
tives, the idea being that their re

lease would upset Industry less than 
continued absence of their bosses 
However, men like Communicat.ons 
Director Leighton H. Peebles, nd 
Ray Ellis', chief of the Radio :.nd 
Radar Division will be asked to 
stay in government service to .he 
last possible moment.

Quick Communications 
Repairs

In a demonstration in Philadel
phia. early last month, attended 
by representatives of the Army 
Signal Corps and leading comniu- 
nications executives, the American 
Telephone & Telegraph Co. dis
played apparatus designed to re
store broken communication lines 
to service while permanent repairs 
are in progress. Also demonstra ed 
were new methods which reduce 
emergency repair time by 50 per 
cent. The devices and new tech
nics, which were worked out by R. 
G. Giese, New York Division plant 
superintendent of the Long Lines 
Department, and Ralph H. Ross, 
Philadelphia plant superintendent, 
were demonstrated on a simulated 
break in a lead cable housing 488 
circuits, including high priority 
lines. Highly coordinated teamwork 
by repairmen using the new de
vices and methods enabled them to 
splice a complete section on the 
shattered cable without interrupt
ing music being transmitted over 
one circuit.

Hallicrafters Dine 
Halligan

The Old Timers Club of Halli
crafters Co., Chicago, late in No
vember celebrated the tenth anni
versary of the company with a 
surprise dinner tendered to W. J. 
Halligan, president and founder of 
the company. Hallicrafters, oper
ating eight plants in the Chicago 
area, and rated the world’s largest 
exclusive manufacturer of short 
wave communications equipment,

100 per cent on waris operating 
production.

■

W. .1. (»Bill») HalHgnn, dined b> HnlU- 
ernftem’ Old Timer« Clnh
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RECTIFIERS
ran

nes 
airs

Built to Meet Specific D-c Needs
uce General Electric is the only designer-manufacturer

of Selenium, Copper-Oxide and Tungar Rectifiers.
nes 
oss, This is important to all who design equipment

requiring rectifying units: it means G-E can give

completely impartial advice on which type of

>ver rectifier will most efficiently, most effectively and

most economically do the specific job you require

of it. And the stacks . . . whether Selenium or
ini-

Copper-Oxide .. can be specification-built for that
jer-

lort 
ent, 
war

Tungar and Metallic Rectifier Division, General

Electric Company, Bridgeport Connecticut.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

1944
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has
been an idea in my mind that it would
be possible to clean remove from

the method of separatingspects

therein contained, practically the

cided difference

contact with.it comes

passing along a

moderndirectly responsible

HATE
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Electronic Separation of 
Impurities from Coal

smoke, more like a fog, is produced 
by steam distillation of a special 
petroleum product and is made up 
of droplets that are uniform in size 
and of extremely small diameter. 
Already a revised machine one
tenth the size and weight of the 
original and small enough to be 
carried on a jeep is in production 
It will make much more smoke, 
weight for weight, than the first

The impurities,

In the parlance of Wall Street, one may think of the electron a» a bullish facf-r 
For it promises new highs in the advance of science and industry.—Ralph Beal, RCA

the structure,

communications 
Corps.

the Signal

black beans from white ones.
The color of coal and of the impurities

same. However, there is a very de-

reflection from many particles and 
also to some extent by actual ob
struction of the light rays.

Having arrived at the theoretical 
ideal particle, he assigned the prob 
iem of designing equipment tc 
produce the kind of smoke he 
specified to his assistant Vincent 
Schaefer. In the course of only u | 
few weeks a machine was designed 
and Standard Oil Co. built it. The \ 
machine uses steam to break 5 
special oil down into tiny particles, 
and while the resulting dense white 
fog has considerable persistency, it 
is almost odorless, contains no 
sooty particles and hence does not 
stain or deposit carbon on surfaces

technic in the production of vacuum 
tubes has gained fame in this 
widely different field. He is Irving 
Langmuir, Nobel prize winner and 
associate director of General Elec
tric’s research laboratories.

Langmuir and his associate were 
asked to produce not only smoke, 
but smoke ideally suited for the 
purpose. After preliminary Investi
gation he concluded that size, color 
and density of particles determine 
the effectiveness of any smoke. A 
smoke screen accomplishes its pur
pose by scattering rays of light by

coal, the impurities by some method 
using electronics, similar in some re-

The equipment was found partic- | 
ularly advantageous on Guadal- \ 
canal because of the lack of bat
teries, which have been found 
susceptible to deterioration from 
the humidity and dampness of the 
South Pacific. In addition, it is 
considerably smaller, more compact 
and more durable than battery- 
powered telephones. In size and 
appearance it is similar to the 
handset in use in American homes. 
Signaling is accomplished merely by 
whistling into the transmitter.

The orally-powered telephone 
equipment was installed on Guad
alcanal for fire control of Infantry 
mortars and within Infantry com
panies, since at night all men were 
instructed to remain in their fox 
holes. Orders had been issued that 
anyone moving about after dark 
was to be fired on.

conveyor with the coal, are discernible 
to the eye and are removed by the use 
of persons employed to remove impur
ities as they pass in front of them on 
a belt. This is an expensive operation. 
The only other method so far de
veloped to remove impurities from coal 
is by the use of a process employing 
the difference in specific gravity of coal 
and impurities.

I would be glad to work with you, 
or anyone you may recommend, to 
carry on experiments relative to the 
preparation of coal through the use of 
electronics. To say the least, it offers 
an interesting problem and if the re
sults desired can be obtained, it tcould 
be one long step forward for our in
dustry.

coal, as you know, being more or less 
the structure of crystal, while the im
purities have a structure similar to 
rock. Thus the structures of coal and 
of its impurities are entirely different.

■LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.
| 901 W. Jafkion Blvd„ Chicago 7, III.

। Dept. J-1
I Ploaso rush my FREE copy of thu 
, Lafayott* Radio Catalog No 94.

I NAME ..........................................................

Langmuir Smoke* Ip
The production of smoke for 

military screening purposes is a 
far cry from anything electronic, 
yet one of the most famous elec
tronic engineers, the one who is

V oiee-Powered Telephone
A sound-powered telephone op

erated without batteries proved one 
of the most useful pieces of equip
ment on Guadalcanal. Power in 
the telephone is generated by the 
voice. It is capable of carrying its 
message as far as ten miles under 
favorable conditions and has a 
range of five miles under almost 
any circumstances. Commercially 
developed, the sound-powered tele
phone has been adapted to war

Yours very truly, 
E. E. Jones, 
Vice-president & Gen. Mgr. 
Winding Gulf Collieries, 
Bluefield, W. Va

B® M The Lafayette Ro
Bi BB Bl Bi B dlo Catalog No. 94
B BBBlBi B rw*kod to 

you upon request. Fill out 
^^^B^ this coupon NOW I

Editor. Electronic Industries: 
Ear a good many years there.

9 Newest listings of ampllflors, com
munications equipment, radio tubes, 

testers, etc. • The latest developments in 
Intercommunications equipment. • Greatly 
expanded listing of needed tools, espe
cially for assembly and factory use. • Ad
vance listings of 1944 radio and electronic 
books; repair and replacement parts; bar
gain section of values. • A brand new, 
up-to-the-minute catalog that should be 
In the hands of Industrial plants, labora
tories, government and military services, 
schools, radio servicemen and dealers (on 
L265), everybody engaged in vital war and 
civilian work.

THE LATEST
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE RADIO 
AND ELECTRONIC CATALOG 
IN THE COUNTRY TODAY I

I ADDRESS

an ...

'PLAliSi:

265 Peachtree Street 
ATLANTA 3, GEORGIA

LAFAYETTE 
RADIO CORPORATION

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
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"From the Woods and 
Mountains of Yugo-Slavia” 

to the World Via
PRESS WIRELESS A

When Station YTG, operated by the guerrilla forces of Gen. 
Draja Mikhailovich in the Nazi-infested woods and moun
tains of Yugo-slavia, sought means for sending news and offi
cial dispatches to the world, it called Press Wireless.

How contact was made with this heroic little station and 
how, in spite of frequent interruptions due to enemy attacks, 
it has been giving the world, thru Press Wireless, news of the 
gallant struggle the Yugo-slavian patriots are making against 
the invaders constitutes one of the most interesting radio 
stories yet to come out of the war.

Press Wireless considers it an honor to perform this service 
for YTG and regards that station’s unsolicited call as recog
nition of the efficiency of Press Wireless in world-wide radio 
communications.

Press Wireless is now handling more international radio 
press traffic and more radio photos than any other commu
nications company in the world.

Awarded to Ow Hictariil« 
Long liU«d Flout Io» Ovt* 

kt«»dmg ActHoomoof tn 
Wer hoductUR

PRESS WIRELESS, INC., 
IS DEVELOPING 

OR MANUFACTURING
• HIGH POWER TRANSMITTERS
• DIVERSITY RECEIVERS
• AIRCRAFT AND AIRFIELD 

RADIO EQUIPMENT
• RADIO PRINTER SYSTEMS
. MODUPLEX UNITS -TRADEMARK"

• CHANNELING DEVICES
• RADIO PHOTO TERMINALS
• FACSIMILE MACHINES

AND OTHER TYPES OF RADIO AND 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

cl r
PC 4

PRESS WIRELESS, k Executive Offices
435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO

Sales Office, Manufacturing Divirion 
1475 BROADWAY. NEW YORK OT

1944
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Praise 600 geriet

frequency modulation voice

THE MAC ALLEN COMPANY

162

^Micah represents the high-grade mica 
products processed by Macallen.

a two-piecc 
each part of

be changed 
push - button

the American Fifthtached 
Army.

channels which can 
instantaneously by 
tuning.

The SCR 609 Is 
battery-operated set.

Regimental communications offi
cers were generally high in their1 
praise of the 600 series communica
tion equipment, which gained con
siderable use in the Salerno inva
sion. The 600 series of Signal Corps 
radios consists of three different 
types: the SCR 608, SCR 609, and 
SCR 610. All are operated with

16 MACALLEN ST.. BOSTON
CHICAGO: 545 W. Washington Blvd. CLEVELAND: 1005 Leader Bldg.

communications and are used by | 
combat troops to set up wireless 
nets during battle. The SCR 608 
Is a mobile artillery and field ar
tillery set which is powered from 
the storage battery of the vehicle 
in which it is installed, and is 
extremely rugged in construction. 
It consists of two receivers and one 
transmitter mounted on a single 
base. Intercabling complications 
are by-passed by a series of plugs 
on the set matching sockets on the 
base. The set has a number of

In today’s electronic miracles, in which mica 
serves so well, we see the foreshadows of more 
amazing advances — a wonderland of oppor
tunity for mica just ahead.
Macallen Mica has been, countless times, the 
first preference of far-sighted electronic engi
neers. They came seeking the most efficient and 
most useful solution to their insulation prob
lems — and found it in Macallen Mica. Your 
confidence in Macallen engineering will be re
warded by 50 years’ specialized skill and 
experience in bringing mica’s reliability to the 
greatest possible usefulness. Macallen will 
head your way, giving every possible assistance 
to the postwar future of your manufacturing 
experiments.
50th anniversary book — Macallen & Mica — yours 
for the asking.

Compressed Sheets — Mica Paper, 
Cloth, Tape, Heater Plate, Com
pressed Sheet Tubing—Commutator 
Insulation — Compressed Sheet 
Washers — Insulating Joints and 
Canopy Insulators — Railway Spe
cialties — Domestic and Imported 
Raw Mica.

“Handie-Talkie” Sets 
Demonstrate War Worth I

Although virtually every type of 
equipment furnished by the Signa; 
Corps was at the disposal of the 
landing troops at Salerno, the con
census was that the “handle
talkies.” the small compact radio 
sets that give the platoon an op
portunity to communicate with its 
company or battalion leader in
stantly, won universal approval 
and provided much-needed com
munication with isolated groups 
and reconnoitering parties. This 
was reported back to the War De
partment from an Observer at-

mi(HH* sees New Horizons
IN THE COURSE OF ELECTRONIC EVENTS

Electrolytic Standard 
Revised

The American Standards Associ
ation has just published a revision 
of the radio war standard or. dry 
electrolytic capacitors (home re
ceiver replacement type) (Ci6.7- 
1943—2nd edition), which was first 
approved February 16, 1943. The 
capacitors chosen represent the 
least number of units necessary at 
this time for servicing the great 
majority of home radio receivers. 
The minimum performance re
quirements are designed to furnish 
capacitors which will use as small 
an amount of strategic materials 
as possible, will not restrict pro
duction and will prove satisfactory 
from, an electrical and service-life 
standpoint.

which looks like a portable type
writer case when carried. It has a 
telescopic antenna, which can be
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January 1944
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Spring bushing insulators arc made of 
Bakelite rod under patented process. Re* 
list ribration and withstand heavy duty 
•ervicc-

Send for the Clare catalog and 
data book. C. P. Clare & Com
pany, 4^19 West Sunnyside Ave., 
Chicago (30), I1L Sales engineers 
in all principal cities. Cable ad
dress: CLARELAY.

Double arm armature assembly of stain
less steel shaft, operating in a marine brass 
yoke. Heelpiece, core and armature assem
bly of magnetic metal.

High voltage spring pile-up insulators of 
special heat treated Bakelite. Has mini
mum cold flow properties, low moisture 
absorption content; and permits punching 
without cracks or checks.

Type G like all Clare “custom 
built" relays can be accurately 
adapted to the specific require
ments of your design. We will be 
glad to work with you to that end. 
Let us know what your relay prob
lem is. Our engineers will be glad 
to put our years of relay experi
ence at your service.

7 at
•reat 
vers.

Contacts are welded to nickel silver 
springs by special process. May be of 
precious metals or alloys in 12 different 
standard, or special, types and sizes.

Contacts of rare metals or special 
alloys can be used either flat or 
hemispherical and in sizes from 
.062 ' to. 1875 " diameter. The core, 
heelpiece and armature are made 
from the highest quality magnetic 
iron. This is purchased to rigid 
specifications and carefully an
nealed in precision controlled 
furnaces in our own factory.

O'Mrva 
J5000 Turns 
r # 34 Formex 
C P. CLARE I CO.

with 
oice

m- 
orps 
rent

oval 
om-
3 ups 
This

THIS Clare Type G Relay has 
come through the rigorous tests 
of war with flying colors. Its abil

ity to withstand unusual shock, 
vibration and exposure has been 
proven time and time again in air
craft use, in radio equipment, com
passes and controls of all kinds.
Clare Type G is a short coil relay— 
just x 2%* x 1W and weighs 
but 6% ounces. Coils are carefully 
wound to exact turns on precision 
machines. They are protected with 
a transparent acetate covering and 
are available impregnated with spe
cial varnish. The pile-up shown is 
of nine springs, but as many as 
twelve springs can be used.
Permanency of the spring tension 
is assured by the way in which the 
spring pile-up is assembled. Heel
piece and pile-up are placed in a 
hydraulic press while automatic 
screw drivers tighten the high 
tensile screws which hold the pile
up to the heelpiece.



the condenser line with j

fitted into the top case when not I 
in use. It is operated when set I 
down, and has a choice of several I 
channels, selected by flippin a I 
switch. The SCR 610 is simila u I 
the SCR 609 with added compon-1 
ents allowing it to be operated I 
while in motion in a vehicle It I 
gets its power from the storage 
battery of the vehicle in which it 
is mounted.

War Slow» Science
Throwing a dash of cold water 

on the general optimism that war
time scientific discoveries will have 
wide peacetime application, Dr. 
Frank B. Jewett, vice-president of 
AT&T and board chairman of 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
expressed the view to the New York 
University Institute on Postwar 
Reconstruction that the war has im
peded the progress of fundamental 
science.

However, Dr. Jewett did concede 
that radar, especially in the field 
of aeronautics, would be adaptable 
to peacetime uses, but added that 
“virtual cessation of research work 
In fields not considered as essential 
to the war has offset progress In 
certain other fields of scientific 
knowledge.” He pointed out that 
there is no longer any intercourse 
between the scientific bodies of the 
warring nations. Much of the war 
technic will be useful in peace 
time, he added, noting the war had 
stimulated interest in science.

AT CARDlAiELL^ we deal with truisms. Here . . . 

fresh, sound, original designs are combined with materials 

of merit, and collated by skilled craftsmen ... for use in 

practically every type of communications equipment — 

amateur, commercial and military.

Material things, however, are not sufficient to make Card- 

well condensers the quality products that they are. Into 

them go an additional ingredient—-a heritage of pioneering, 

patience and judgement.

CARDWELL CONDENSERS

BUY MORE AND MORE WAR RONDS

& 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
•1 PROSPECT STREET BROOKLYN 1, N. Y

Hallicrafter*9 $44,000,000 I
Founded in 1933 by William J I 

(“Bill”) Halligan, a radio distributor I 
who had pioneered as an amateur. I 
the Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, in 
two years of war since Pearl Harbor, 
has manufactured and delivered 
more than $44,000,000 of short wave 
equipment to the armed forces and 
for lend-lease. Most of this has 
been short wave transmitters and | 
receivers and self-powered mobile 
radio stations for the Signal Corps 
As the company entered into its 
third year of U. S. war production, 
it has a backlog of government or
ders in excess of $20,000,000.

In the year preceding Pearl Har
bor the company produced and sold 
$2,000,000 worth of communications 
equipment. In the year ending 
December 7, 1942, the company de
livered $9,700,000 worth of short 
wave receivers and transmitters for 
the armed forces. In the year 
ending December 7, 1943, the com
pany’s seven plants produced $34.- 
300,000 worth of equipment for the 
army, navy and lend-lease.

In 1936 the Hallicrafters company 
moved from its Marion, Ind., lo
cation to Chicago. It continued as 
a partnership between Halligan and 
Raymond W. Durst until September
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WITH

SWITCHES

Illustrated, Typ« 88S—2-Gang Sterling Switch

COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J.

AVE., JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Coaxial Transmission Lin« and Fillings 

Sterling Switch«* ■ Auto-Dryair« • Antenna 

and Radiating System* • Q-Max A-27 Radio 

Froquoncy Lacquer
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NEW STERLING

/

Mechanical ruggedness is not enough 
for today’s switch applications. That is why all 
conducting paths in STERLING SWITCHES are 
made of pure silver. So permanent are the elec
trical characteristics of this newest development 
of Communication Products that the “electrical 
life” of the STERLING SWITCHES is as long 
as their mechanical life.

C-P research revealed other advantages in the 
use of pure silver. Silver, even the oxide of 
which is an excellent conductor, makes unneces
sary high spring pressures to cut the insulating 
oxides that are formed on the metal contacts of 
conventional switches. This reduction in friction 
permits multiple-gang assemblies with no loss 
in ease of operation.

With an almost infinite variety of wiring de
signs made possible with the many rotor and de
tent styles available, it is more than likely that 
STERLING SWITCHES offer the solution to your 
switch and switch gear arrangements, manual or 
machine operated. Available in two standard sizes, 
86S and 88S. Send for complete information.

any 
lo-

i as 
md 
ber
»944

SURE, “’PHONE BOOTHS" WILL HAVE FRESH AIR...

When the war is over, what a boon to this country radio telephony is 
going to be! In bridge building, for example, a construction foreman 
will be able to communicate directly and instantaneously with key men 
anywhere on the job, saving man-hours and, perhaps, even human life.

After the war, the various Communication Products listed below will 
again be entirely at the service of industry—for improving commercial 
broadcasting and helping to develop whatever new applications of 
radio and television peacetime may reveal.

FACTORY: 346 BERGEN

PRODUCTS
744 BROAD ST.
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OF DESIGN
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GROWTH OF BROADCASTING
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II 
or

latter. By “high-frequency” 
meant anything in the kilo- 
megacycle range.

Two other terms mistreated

... a phrase that tells 
the story of a business

The phrase, Integrity of Design, has come to typify that “lengthened 

shadow” behind the business of creating Jackson Instruments. Like 
Topsy, it “just growed” into our thinking and into our work. Today 
it constitutes our inspiration—and our constant challenge, permeating 
every phase of anything we do.

Ilie very naturalness of this phrase, as applied to Jackson Instru
ments, has kept forcing itself forward—until Integrity of Design has 
become the hallmark of Jackson Instruments. It represents that unseen 
plus that comes from “hidden” care. It means that Jackson products 
are conceived, designed, developed and built—not for low price—but 
for high performance.

And that is why on all fronts Jackson Instruments are measuring 
up to the demanding tests of war. It is why, too, in the peacetime 
“tomorrow” to come they’ will emerge better than ever—from having 
had to meet the tests of today’s raging world conflict.

Left keep shooting all we can into War Bonds. 
There’s nothing more vital that we on the Home Front can do.

JacKson
dine //educai dedina dnduinun/j

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 
800

How hrundcimtinK kaa increased durisi

1928 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
SOURCE HUNTERS INK __

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY. DAYTON. OHIO 

16«

1, 1943, when the company wa> in. 
corporated with Halligan as presi
dent, Durst as vice-president, Ka
therine Halligan as treasurer, and 
Grace Durst as secretary. The om- 
pany received the Army-Navy pro- 
duction award on September 9, 1942 
was awarded the white star on 
April 5, 1943, and a second white 
star on October 9, 1943.

HF Beating Terminology
W. C. White, in charge of G-E'i 

electronic laboratory, feels stro.igiy 
about the adoption of correct, in
telligent, and, above all, uniform 
terminology in the electronic indus
tries. Since Mr. White was one of 
the pioneer advocates of electron
tube applications to industrial 
processes, his recommendations 
carry considerable authority.

High - frequency heating, Mr. 
White finds, is called various things 
by various people. “Electrostatic 
heating,” for instance, is a mis
nomer, since there is nothing 
“static” about the voltages and 
currents involved. If you want to 
differentiate between the process In 
which heat is caused by induced 
eddy currents in metals and the 
process in which a non-metal is a 
dielectric, the proper terms would 
be high-frequency induction heat
ing for the former and high-fre
quency dielectric heating for the 

men in the industry are the com
mon pronunciations of “ignitron" 
and “ignitor.” The first is properly 
pronounced “ig-nye-tron” rather 
than “ig-nee-tron.” And the sec
ond ought always to be pronounced 
and spelled with the “or” ending to 
agree with capacitor, resistor, etc
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Eimat 2 SOT

No other industry has had the benefit of such an eager and 
proficient group of supporters as the radio amateur.

By his own experimentations and inventions, and because 
of the extreme demands he made upon radio equipment, the 
radio amateur has been the driving force behind many of the 
major developments in radio. Out of the amateur testing 
grounds have come advanced techniques and vastly superior 
equipment of which Eimac tubes are an outstanding example.

Eimac tubes created and developed with the help of radio 
amateurs, possess superior performance characteristics and 
great stamina. They will stand momentary overloads of as
much as 600% and they are uncondi
tionally guaranteed against premature 
failure due to gas released internally. 
These are good reasons why Eimac tubes 
are first choice among leading elec
tronic engineers throughout the world.
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EITEL-McCULLOUGH, Inc., SAN BRUNO, CAUL
* Manti at: Salt Lak« City, Utah and San Bruna, California

Export Agtnti: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 90 t Ctor Untt. 
Sow Fraocuto. California, U. S. A.
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added.
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physicists, 
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current 
bridge, 
ments, 
testing 
various

physics contains an unusual amount 
of information in a comparatively 
small space. Since the book is pri
marily intended for reference pur
poses, no derivations are included 
and a very high degree of conden
sation is accomplished. All branches 
of theoretical physics and the asso
ciated sections of mathematics are 
covered.

Formulas and tables represented 
in internationally understood sym
bols constitute the essential part of 
the contents. The accompanying 
text containing additional state
ments and short explanations is 
written in comparatively simple 
German; a German-English glos
sary of the more important and 
less familiar terms used has been

trices, systems

This standard German collection 
of mathematical definitions and 
formulas and of laws and equations

measurements, Wheatstone 
alternating current ele
tube characteristics and 
of different properties of 
tube circuits.

H EADQUARTER S
For Spetiabzed Radio CcmmuuKatium Equipment

SOUTHBRIDGE. MASS.

search or in developmnt work It 
will assist them to find solutions to 
the more complicated mathematical 
problems involved In particular 
the following subjects are treated 
trigonometric functions, vector 
analysis, determinants and n a-

Why not send in your
Tablecloth doodlin 's :

Fundamental Radio 
Experiments
By Robert C. Higgy, Department of 
Electrical Engineering, Ohio State 
University, published by John V iley 
& Sons, Inc., New York. 1943, 9j 
pages, $1.50.

This laboratory manual describes 
experiments to present the funda
mental principles of electricity and 
radio in a manner that illustrates 
the application of these principles 
in radio communication systems 
Reference to one of the standard 
textbooks on radio is desirable to 
supplement the suggested labora
tory work.

The experiments include direct

It might be used in the great north timber
lands to aid in quickly notifying the crews of any 
jams that have slowed the sweep of their valuable 
timber to the mill.

Harvey-WeiIs has the equipment, technical and 
production ability to solve any of the many 
hundred applications possible with electronic 
communications; all they want to know is your 
pet problem.

Die Mathematischen Hilfs* 
mittel des Physikers 
(Mathematical Tools for 
the Physicist)
By Dr. Edwin Madelung, published 
by Dover Publications, New York, 
under license of U. S. Alien Prop
erty Custodian. 1943, 384 pages. 
$3.50.

Sportsmen will spot this application of com
munications as a mighty precious "stitch in time.

There are other applications that should start 
any red-blooded sports enthusiast doodlin'on the 
tablecloth or the back of an old cartridge box, 
that would have a happier end.
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A Wherever the rectifier type of tube is used, generally there’* a 
job for a relay ... a RELAY by GUARDIAN ... in secondary 
and/or primary circuits where double pole, double throw "on 
and off” switching is desirable.

Typical of such a relay is the Guardian Type B-1OO. This dou
ble pole, double throw relay is equipped with silver contact 
points having a capacity up to 1500 watts, 60 cycle non-induc- 
live A C.; and in A.C. primary circuits of any inductive power 
supply delivering up to and including 1 Kw. Standard coils 
operate on 50-60 cycle A.C., 110 volts, consuming approxi
mately 814 VA. Coils available for other voltages. Write for 
Bulletin OF-112 showing standard relay types.

TYfE 

>-100 

tELAY

Electronic rectification, long used to convert 

A.C. Io D.C. power, is now coming into use to 

operate variable speed D.C. motors . . . bat

tery chargers, etc. In such applications, the 

type B-100 relay shown above is often used.

GUARDIAN
1622-P W. WALNUT STREET

ELECTRIC
CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

wherever



BROADCASTING

RCA BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA has been and will continue to be an active leader in FM development.

A considerable number of FM Transmitters designed, built and installed 
by RCA are in service...including five 10 KW’s, one of which is shown 
at the right.

RCA engineers have had more experience in building (and operating) 
radio transmitters than any other group.

And the truth is that FM Transmitters do not differ very greatly from 
other transmitter installations, particularly Television.

RCA has always pioneered in development of high-frequency antennas 
...and is now building many different models for the armed services.

RCA will continue to offer top-rank transmitting equipment for every 
broadcast need... in AM. in FM, in Shbrt Wave, and in Television.



ft should

The 10 KW FM Transmitter shown below looks like a de luxe 
broadcast transmitter.

RCA 10 KW FM Transmitter in
stalled by NBC, New York. Before 
the war RCA installed five of these 
Tvpe FM-10-B Transmitters . . . 
making them by far the favorite in 
this important power group.

Like all RCA FM Transmitters, it is built to the high standards of 
the best AM Transmitters...RCA quality standards which broad
cast engineers know and appreciate.

ft is built the way broadcast engineers want it built.

ft incorporates such proven RCA features as front access doors, 
vertical chassis construction, and stylized design.

TRANSMITTERS



LEITZ PHOTO-ELECTRIC COLORIMETER

Production of Plastics

plicated. Actually, Luxtron * 
photocell* simplify the circuits 
and operation of equipment. For 
instance:

Popular magazine articles, speak
ing of the wonders of modem in
struments, often imply that any
thing with a photocell is com-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

A considerable amount of de
tailed information on injection 
molding processes is contained in 
a new bulletin issued by the Stand
ard Molding Corp., 460 Bacon St., 
Dayton, Ohio. Although the bulle
tin is chiefly descriptive of the 
company’s own products and meth
ods, it is also valuable for the in
formation contained on the use of 
plastics in mass production.

speeds, simplifies, and gives new accuracy 
to a multitude of bio-chemical tests.

Each instrument is individually pre
calibrated for 36 different test*. A 
revolving filter disk is permanently 
installed, simplifying filter changes. 
Light intensity can be varied by 
operating a unique “light valve.” 
All you do to complete a test with 
the Leitz Photo-Electric Colorimeter 
is: 1. With a cell containing dis
tilled water inserted, set the indicator 
at 100. 2. Replace the distilled 
water cell with one containing the 
unknown, then note the new reading. 
3. Refer the new reading to the in
strument's calibration table for the 
exact concentration of unknown.
For further information on this useful 
instrument, write direct to E Leitz, 
Inc., 730 Fifth Avenue, New York 
19, N. Y.

Th* Luitz Pholo-E I »chic Color
imeter u>ai a Luxtron* photo
call, of which Luitz literature 
wyi . poitaisri except
ionally liable and uniform 
characteristic*. Il* high *en- 
»itivily in the range of «hart 
wave length* of the «pectrum 
I* a definite advantage in 
many colorimetric determin
ation* . .."
Luxtron* photocell* develop 
(efficient current for direct 
operation of InrtrumanH and 
*en*itive relay* without re
quiring amplifier*.
rot complete technical data 
on Luxtron* photocell*, write 
Bradley.

rwi lif.U.S. p,t. Off.

Ceramic Tubular Capacitors

A new 8-page bulletin containing 
tubular capacitor dimensions and 
capacity and color code charts be
sides general descriptive informa
tion has been published by Cen- 
tralab. Division of Globe-Union Inc., 
900 East Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, 
Wis. One section is devoted to an 
explanation of test equipment and 
controlled temperature compensa
tion. It explains correlation methods 
and results of experiments. This 
bulletin may be had by asking for 
Form 630 Revised.

Quartz Crystals

General Crystal Corp., 1776 Foster 
Avenue, Chicago, has issued a four- 
page folder illustrating and de
scribing the various types of quartz 
crystals it supplies. These include 
vacuum tube types in three sizes 
as well as more conventional types 
of ceramic and plastic holders.

equations, tables on integration ant 
differentiation and methods to as
sist in the evaluation of certain) 
types of integrals, Bessel’s differen
tial equation and Bessel functions,j 
relations between different coordi
nate systems, methods for the s lu-l 
tion of ordinary and partial diFer- 
tial equations, Fourier series, md 
theory of electricity.

Radio
By R. E. Williams and C. A. Scar- 
lotte, published by American Book 
Co., New York, 1943, as a part of 
the “Training for Victory” series. 
282 pages, cloth bound. Price $1.48. 
(Radio I at $1.04 and Radio II at 
$1.24.)

This book was prepared for high 
school students and military train
ing courses that are intended to 
give a general idea of the principles 
of radio and the equipment that is 
used It is intended as an outline 
for those who are interested in 
using radio equipment, where it is 
not necessary to go into the details 
to permit servicing or repairing.

The book can be obtained in one 
binding or as two separately bound 
sections.

a SIMPLE mechanism
using a photocell

NEW BULLETINS

LABORATORIES, INC
82 Meadow Street. New Haven 10. Conn
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50 Tears for Goat

Dial Lights

case sizes, full ox half-cycle incre
ment. sharp or broad response.

Better requisition several ranges 
for your own use—they're so ver
satile, you'll wonder how you ever 
got along without them.

interrupted DC. Vibrating 
actual frequency or r.pjn.

Model 31-F. 5 
rood. Half cycle 
increment.

Model 53-F, 5 
inch. 9 reed, for 
front - of - panel 
mounting.

or ± 0.2% depending on 
model, and available for 
quencies from 15 cycles to 
cycles, for various voltages, 
with several reed groupings

Model 60-FP. 
portable, cover
ing four ranges

♦ these instruments are not af
fected by wave form, normal tem
perature change or external mag
netic fields. Accurate to ± 0.3%

and 
and

♦ versatile because they are being 
nsed on portable engine-generator 
sets in the field, where mud and 
grit and vibration are the rule, not 
the exception — in laboratories, 
where accuracy is the prime con
sideration—in telephone, television 
and radio service, and in the many 
types of electronic equipment 
where power consumption must 
be low—and in stationary applica
tions where continuous operation 
demands durability.

• the list of uses grows daily. 
Many are wartime uses which can
not be specifically mentioned. It 
can be said, however, that thou
sands of I-B-T Vibrating Reed Fre
quency Meters are protecting vital 
equipment where successful oper
ation depends on constant or 
known frequency.

(Manufactured under Triplett Patents and/or Patents Pending) 1-JBT

Model 30-F. 
double win
dow, for esse 
in reading fre
quency in el* 
ther range. .

Fifty years of engineers 
achievement are set forth In a 
attractively bound illustrated book 
let issued by the Fred Goat Co. Inc 
314 Dean St., Brooklyn, 17, N. 1 
One of the subsidiaries of this fin 
is Goat Metal Stampings, Inc 
manufacturer of electronic tut 
parts. The Fred Goat Co. Inc., wa 
established in 1893 by Fred Goa 
who came to this country froi 
England at the age of eight. Tw 
men and three machines comprise 
the organization. Now the con 
pany, its subsidiaries and affiliati 
comprise many hundreds of me 
and machines. Present officers ar 
Walter Goat, son of the founde 
president and treasurer; Jens 1 
Mortensen, vice-president; Edwai 
F. Staver, secretary; Carlton Mel 
lick, sales manager; Fred Hafecos 
master mechanic; Arthur J. Ever 
chief engineer. Goat Metal Stami 
Ings, Inc., has specialized in pre 
duction of light stampings, indue 
ing form fitting tube shields, usin 
materials ranging from .002 to 
in. thick.For details 

on the com
Flete line of

-B-T Fre
quency Me
ters, send for 
Bulletin 
VF 43 and d 
interested in 
400 cycle 
meters, also 
for VF-43-1A.

J-B-T INSTRUMENTS, IN
433 CHAPEL STREET • NEW HAVEN 8, CONNECTICUT

Dial lights of a score of ditterei 
types are illustrated and describe 
in a new 24-page catalog issued t 
Dial Light Co. of America, 90 Wei 
St., New York. Complete engineei 
ing and installation data are W 
eluded as is information on spedi 
types of colored and etched jewel 
Information is also given on Nai 
specification sockets, socket 3. 
semblies and on a lamp install^ 
tool for miniature and candelai» 
lamps.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Januarv 1»

Electric “Relay” Catalog

Several new types of relay 
Including a line of very smai 
lightweight and vibration-resist^ 
relays for aircraft service, ai 
shown in the 104-page relay cats 
log recently issued by Automat 
Electric Co, 1033 West Van Burt 
St., Chicago. Complete ope-atin 
data and scale mounting drawini 
are given for these relays, and ther 
are more than forty other type 
similarly treated in this big bool 
A double-page chart shows the fa 
portant characteristics of eac 
type, simplifying selection of th 
proper design for any purpose

Also shown for the first time 1 
this catalog are two desk micro 
phones—a “carbon” and a ‘mag 
netic" type. Other items includ 
stepping switches, keys lamps an 
lamp holders, solenoids, counter 
switchboard plugs, jacks and cord 
and various types of microphone 
handsets, and transmitter and re 
ceiver units for telephone and radi 
use.

Hillinn
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Such knowledge and information is available through Educational Courses pre 
pared and conducted by

PLASTICS

The intelligent use of plastics can be determined best by knowing their limitations 
as well as their advantages; by studying their make-up and physical properties; by 
recognizing the peculiar characteristics attributed to each type of plastics material.

Plastics are not likely to perform miracles, but if your business or employment in
volves products of wood, leather, metal, paper fabrics, rubber, ceramics, or coating 
materials, you cannot afford to ignore plastics in your post-war plans.

1220 Chanin Bldg. 
Div. 1 

New York 17, N. Y.

* *c do not think so, not for a long time at least, but we do 
expect plastics to assume far greater importance in post-war engineering, architec
ture, and manufacturing operations than ever before.

172 So. Alvarado St. 
Div. 1

Los Angeles 4, Calif.

Francis A. Gudger 
President

The impetus of war research; the discovery of new materials and new methods; the 
eminently satisfactory performance of plastics in replacing older materials during war 
is bound to bring manufacturing economies and improved consumer goods when 

peace returns.

626-A LaSalle-Wacker Bldg. 
Div. 1 

Chicago 1, Ill

Donald Dew 
Diemolding Corporation 
TRONIC INDUSTRIES • January,

Louis M. Rosju 

Bakelite Corp.
ns



Beat Control

Intercommunicating Systems

Welding Chart

18x24

Timing Motors

BULLETIN

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY
114-118 GREENWICH STREET NEW YORK. N. Y

17«

PRINT IN I

2 Important New 
CML Developments

Model 1110 
Designed for 

Reck Mounting

UNUSUALLY LOW NOISE LEVEL-BETTER REGULATION

cause and cure are set forth i 
photographs together with clet 
explanations designed to obviai 
faults.

wall chart, trouble

Model 1100 
Table Model for U* 

in the Laboratory

A new four-page folder has leed 
Issued by Executone Co., 415 Lex] 
ington Ave., New York, descriptiva 
of that company's complete line ofl 
inter-communicating equipment! 
In addition to descriptions of tha 
various units, block diagrams ard 
included showing the four basiq 
systems from which networks csa 
be arranged for up to 100 stations]

Causes and cures of fourteen 
common welding troubles are sei 
forth in chart form in a new West
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co, 'Easi 
Pittsburgh, Pa.) publication. On as

Wheelco Instruments Co., Harri J 
son & Peoria Sts., Chicago 1 ¿i 
has issued Bulletin A2-3. descr.bhJ 
its line of potentiotrols. The bulJ 
letin, of eight pages, describes the 
potentiometer method of heat meas
urement, and explains the elec
tronic principle used in the com
pany’s instruments to gain in tant 
control in line with the tempera
tures recorded Also included is a 
list of instrument features, foui 
operating diagrams, and a table ol 
potentiotrol scale ranges obtainable 
with various thermocouples and i 
photoelectric pickup unit.

used instead of the conventional single stage circuit. 
Power Source: 105-115-125 volts—50-60 cycles 
Regulated DC Output: 225-300 volts at 200 milliamperes 

300-325 volts at 180 milliamperes 
Noise Output: Less than 5 millivolts.
Voltage Change: No load to full load less than I volt 
Output Voltage: Constant with 10% I'"« voltage change 
Unregulated Heater Supply: 6.32-5 amperes

Identical in performance, these units employ a special series regulator cir
cuit. To insure low noise level and better regulation, a high gain two stage

Various types of timing motors 
both ac and de, providing outpu 
shaft speeds ranging from 450 rpn 
to one revolution in 1000 houn 
make up a portion of a new 24 
page catalog being distributed bj 
Haydon Mfg Co., Forestville, Conn 
The booklet gives technical data ■ 
well as a complete exposition G 
the mechanical construction of thi 
product. Included is descriptivi 
material on time delay relayi 
electric metronomes, mercury tub 
interrupters, polarity reverslni 
switches, exposure rate governor 
for x-ray equipment, electron) 
timers, stroboscopic timers am 
other specialties.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Januar- 19‘

WRITE FOR 
DESCRIPTIVE Transparent Models

Demonstration models molded ol 
transparent plastic to reveal 'hell 
construction and operation are del 
scribed in detail and illustrated d 
a folder just issued by Strickler! 
Brunhuber Co., 19 West 24 St, Nel 
York. The company specializes i 
such work and in the production c 
molds of all sorts for plastics

VOLTAGE REGULATED 

POWER
SUPPLY
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Struthers Denn
INCORPORATE»

5,288 
TYPES OF 

RELAYS
Each available in

1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
I
• alias . OENVrP . DfTROIT
R t 4 Y O K K T ■ PG- S'

ATLANTA 
. HARTE 
LOUIS .

. BALTIMORE . BOSTON . BUFFALO . CHICAGO . CINCINNATI . CLEVELAND 
ORD - INDIANAPOLIS . LOS ANGELES . MINNEAPOLIS . MONTREAL 
SAN FRANCISCO . SEATTLE . SYRACUSE . TORONTO . WASHINGTON

countless coil combinations

III BIDDING



Stackpole Products

Insulated cores, the catalo

rotary-action switches; in
1-watt fixed resistors, as well a

Special Fastenings

Product Designers* Guide

ST AN C 0 B
Cable and Wire Data

PRINT IN BINDING

contains helpful reactance harl 
as well as time constant charts to 
series circuits. Other features in 
elude detailed listings and dimen 
sion diagrams, of slide, line, an

For those who are seeking ne 
Ideas in postwar design, the Mor 
santo Chemical Co., Plastics Div 
sion, Springfield, Mass., has issue 
a colorful and detailed list of th 
plastic materials it manufacture 
The physical characteristics an 
adaptability to product design < 
polystyrene, cellulose acetate, celh 
lose nitrate, phenol-formaldehyd 
vinyl acetals and melamlne-f<<ma 
dehyde are discussed.

variable resistors in standard an 
midget sizes. Publisher is th 
Stackpole Carbon Co., Electron) 
Components Division, St. Marys, P;

It is probable that no one not i 
possession of a new catalog recentl 
prepared by John Hassall, Inc 
Clay and Oakland Sts., Brooklyi 
N. Y., has any conception of th 
tremendous variety of plain nail 
special nails, rivets, screws an 
other fastening devices of the kin 
that are available. Yet this catalo 
runs to 48 pages of pictures, specl 
fications and engineering data o 
such products.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES •

Cannon Electric Development Cc 
3209 Humboldt Street, Los Angele 
Calif., has published a 24-page loose 
leaf booklet on signal system, cab! 
and wire data for engineers, est 
mators, wiremen and the electrici 
industry in general. Among ti 
data will be found: standard tel< 
phone cable color code, interphor 
telephone cable, switchboard tele 
phone cable, wire types used I 
telephone and signal installation 
resistance of copper wire, carryin 
capacities of wires, etc. The page 
4x6-%, are 3-hole punched to 1 
into standard data books.

Perhaps the most amazing fact about the new electronic con
trols is that, with impulses lighter than the flip of a butterfly’s 
wing, they can coordinate a mechanism as complex and 
massive as a battleship. It is the new combination of super
sensitive control and immense energy that opens the way 
to a postwar age of industrial miracles.

Stancor transformers are now being built to regulate 
electronic energy for control systems used in war; but Stancor 
engineers are burning the midnight oil to think ahead to 
peace-time problems of industrial control. When victory dawns 
they will have a full quota of practical developments to 
contribute to the problems of industry.

Just off press is a new 36-pa? 
Stackpole electronic component 
catalog giving full details or fixe 
and variable resistors, switches an 
iron cores for a wide variety of elec 
trie, radio and other electronic ap 
plications. Also included Is eng 
neering information and dats. in 
eluded are listings of standard an 
high-frequency iron cores. In ad 
dition to complete listings on th 
various types of insulated and non
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Likewise, in this program we have estab 
lished the foundation for an orderly move-

of tl 
cturt

c tel< 
rphor 
1 tel<

ment of merchandise, from parts manufacturer, 
to set manufacturer, to distributor, dealer, and 
the ultimate consumer, that will mean a stable 
and profitable business for Majestic suppliers.

m M ww i fimo of 
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urn iiminiK » nias
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In the trade press last summer, we announced 
the Majestic Controlled Distribution Plan— 
a post-war program aimed at the correction 
of certain wide-spread pre-war evils in the 
distribution of radio receivers. In subse
quent advertisements, we have attempted to 
amplify the principles of operation of this 
program and its anticipated benefits to dis
tributors and dealers.

The response to these advertisements over
whelmingly demonstrates that the radio 
industry recognizes the value and validity of 
the Controlled Distribution formula. From 
throughout the nation, leading radio distrib
utors and dealers have written us and 
visited us, confirming their great interest in 
the plan, heartily approving its principles, 
and inquiring further about its application 
to their local areas.

The Majestic Controlled Distribution 
Plan, formulated out of many years of mer
chandising observation and experience, 
offers interested distributors and dealers not 
only greater and more stable profits, but the 
assurance that one year’s selling activity and 
profits are building still greater sales possi
bilities and larger profits for the next year.
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CETRON
tubes give dependable day-in and day-out ser
vice under the most exacting conditions.

PHOTOTUBES
Used by the leading manufacturers ... and voted 
’’tops” for consistently good performance.

RECTIFIERS
Praised by engineers for their sturdy construction 
and long-life dependability.

ELECTRONIC TUBES 
are today performing all sorts of tasks for the 
best known concerns in the electronic industry. If 
you have a manufacturing problem that might be 
solved by a special tube, let our experienced 
engineers offer some suggestions.

Prompt deliveries on most typos. Write for catalog.

FIRST MILESTONE OI 
THF. ELECTRONIC ER I?
Evidence that Dr. def urea 
Working along Purely TI rm 
onto Linen, Laid Real Fa 
lions Independently of I Jua 
or Fleming

By FRANK E. BUTLER
Former Chief Engineer, 
Deforest Wireless Telegraph Co

As we look over the famous ¡’iten 
of Edison and Fleming which for 
the sole basis for latter-day historic 
to form their assumptions, it is fou» 
that Mr. Edison on Nov. 15, 1883, fie 
an application for a patent on h 
"Edison effect" idea under the co 
tion "An Electrical Indicator," f 
which, on October 21, 1884, he was a 
lowed U. 8. Patent No. 307,031. Th 
patent reads in part, as follows:

"The object of my invention is to pri 
duce an efficient apparatus for indicatif 
variations of electro-motive force in i 
electric circuit. ♦ ♦ • I have discovan 
that if a conducting substance is interpo« 
anywhere in the vacuous space within tt 
globe of an incandescent electric lamp ar 
said conducting substance is connected ou 
side of the lamp with one terminal, prefs 
ably the positive one of the incandesce 
conductor, a portion of the current wi 
when the lamp is in operation, pass throq 
the shunt circuit thus formed, which shu 
includes a portion of the vacuous spa 
within the lamp. This current, I ha 
found to be proportional to the degree 
incandescence of the conductor or the ca 
die power of the lamp. • • • In apply« 
my invention, I place a standard Ian 
having within its globe a piece of tt 
plate, placed preferably between the lim 
of its carbon conductor, connecting si 
term nal to one terminal of a galvanomet 
and the other terminal to the positive I 
of the circuit."

It seems fair to assume that lu 
Mr. Edison observed half of what he 
given credit for having done, certain 
he, with his unquestioned ski 
imagination and patent teehni 
would have made some mention— 
the patent—of ionic action within tl 
globe, had he discovered or knou 
what it was. . . . Yet there appears i 
inkling of it in his specifications i 
claims.

Dormant far 26 yesu

That Edison considered this ‘d 
covery” as being of little or no co 
sequence is evidenced by the fact tk 
this brain-child of his lay dormant

CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
CHICAGO OFFICE GENEV A, ILL. new YORK OFFICE

903 MERCHANDISE MART 2AS W 14th ST

♦Frank E. Butler has been active in f> 
from its very beginnings. Back in 1904. w 
Dr. Lee deForest, Butler operated a wrele 
telegraph station at the St. Louis World's Fi 
the first high-power transmitter to commu 
cate with Chicago. In 1906 he built the trai 
Atlantic station at Manhattan Beach, N. 
and sent messages to Alexander Graham Bell 
Iceland. As chief engineer for Dr. d<Fow 
Butler continued with his chief during the I 
toric experiments which led to the in ent 
pf the three-element tube, here d» scrip 
Later, Mr Butler assisted deForest in dev* 
ing the wireless telegraph, equipping 34 N< 
ships under Admiral "Fighting Bob" Ev: s. 
also aided deForest In developing the s d-< 
film technic, now employed in sound pictia 
Mr. Butler now lives at 2912 Rockwood Pla 
Toledo, Ohio, and is occupying himself ir sot 
amplification research and in writing a histi 
of the growth of radio.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jamur I’ISO I PRINT III BINDING ■
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THE ROLE OF X-RAYS IM 
WINNING THE WAR ...

THE X-RAY TUBE IS THE HEART 
OF THE X-RAY MACHINE... 
The majority of leading makes of X-Ray ap
paratus are equipped with Machlett Tubes.

/zc.
CON NECTICUT

Every chance for w
a safe recovery.../^««* X*RAY;

”’5“ ie oo« '“

HUMAN salvage, too, has reached a 
new high. Many clearing stations 

are now equipped with mobile X-ray 
Units. The wounded are given X-ray examination immediately 
upon reaching the station—extent of injury determined, for
eign bodies located, insuring proper treatment with the 
minimum of delay and without guesswork.

This speedy wound analysis and treatment has saved hun
dreds of young American lives and put them on the road to a 
safe recovery.

The war-time developments and extension in the use of 
X-rays will not be forgotten when the war is over. The im
provements in apparatus and techniques, the discovery of 
many new uses for this miracle of modern science, will result in 
the employment of its magic not-only in treatment and diagno
sis of the sick and injured, but also for a vast variety of industrial 
applications as well. The further unlocking of Nature’s secrets 
in many fields awaits the application of this scientific tool.

MACHLETT

PRODUCERS

forgotten for about 20 years, 
worth the price of the paper the sa 
ent was written on.

Twenty years is a long time to I 
extremely busy on something else.

It was, then, not until about 1 
that Fleming resurrected the "Edi 
effect" from the dusty shelves, sh 
after the electrical world was startli 
by the announced discoveries of Ni 
Tesla . . . during that eventful p 
between the years 1886 and 1903 
practical achievements in polyp 
currents and alternating-current 
gineering were in their growing palm

Professor Fleming, taking up when 
others had left off, realized the nee« 
sity for adequate, and improved new 
uring equipment for the many ne« 
motor and dynamo development 
springing up,—being apparently mor 
interested in thiy than tn wireless n 
ception at that early date. Hence th 
idea of utilizing the old discards 
"Edison effect" idea, with its unilaten 
action offered an ideal field for re 
search and action. Consequently hi 
efforts along this line resulted in th 
invention of a device which he calle 
the "Fleming Valve" as outlined it 
his patent No. 803.684. filed oh Apri 
19, 1905, Serial 256,483, and granted oi 
November 7, 1905, under the caption 
"Instrument for Converting AI ter not 
ing Electric Currents into Continues 
Currents" which he describes as follows

"This invention relates to certain ne 
and useful devices for converting aiternat 
ing electric currents into continuous electrt 
currents for the purpose of making the 
detectable by and measurable with ordrnar 
direct current instruments such as a 'mit 
ror' galvanometer. It is * * * able to da 
tect feeble electric oscillations such as st 
employed in Hertzian wave telegraphy. Th 
can be done, if the alternating current ca 
be 'rectified' . . . that is, either suppress 
ing all the constituent electric currents I 
one direction and preserving the others, o 
else by changing the direction of one < 
the sets of currents which compose the d 
ternating current so that the whole move 
ment of electricity is in one direction."

Aside from the mere mention of tn 
fact that the idea might be adaptahl 
to wireless reception, the full stret 
of the invention was placed upon it 
value as a measuring device. It is tig 
nificant that in a book later publish^ 
by Professor Fleming, entitled'. "Th 
Principles of Electric Wave Teleg 
raphy” there is no mention of lb 
"Edison effect." This has erroneous!! 
been construed by some to indicate 
that Fleming first came upon 
principle or "effect," and not Edison 
Fleming repeatedly refers to his in 
vention as an "Oscillation Valve” - - 
a stopper for a one-way channel d 
electric waves,—there being a 
difference between "valve" action an4 
“relay" action. It is the latter that 
is so essential in establishing "con 
troV’ in an electronic device.

What Fleming actually did urs ti 
utilize the "Edison effect" in addition

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jmhmo
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ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS-All ca
pacity and voltage ratings and 
combinations in containers to 
meet every requirement.

PAP» DIELECTRIC CAPACITORS-Wax 
or oil-impregnated sections in 
potted or oil-filled containers. 
A.C. and D.C.

MICA DIELECTRIC CAPACITORS-Low 
and intermediate voltage mold
ed types.

RADIO NOISE-SUPPRESSION FILTERS
HIGH-VOLTAGE NETWORKS
K0010HM RESISTORS—Wire-wound 

power types, hermetically-sealed 
power types, precision meter mul
tipliers, bobbin-type resistors, etc.

SPRAGUE SPECIALTIES COMPANY 
NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

Lent* 
I*



BAKED
BUT

after February 2, 1905 wht

1*4

experiments which pr 
introduction of the flaw 
an evacuated incandesce 
extensiveness of these I

It was 
simple 
“grid" 
Valve,

Dynamotors 

DC Motors

open-flame 
ceded the 
results in 
tube. The

had been “copying'

Converters

Power Plants

to the ideas of the old Els. 
Geitel apparatus in a modifie 
and thus produce a weak and d ided 
inefficient wireless detector, r ctifa 
tion being brought about owin to ti 
unidirectional condition hr tufa 
mentioned. The “Fleming Vali ” 
purely and simply a rectifier । 
no way was it an intensifying in. 
nor was it a means of gen gratis 
oscillations. The claim therefore th 
he alone is the originator of t > pre 
ent thermionic valve is exagger ;ted,i 
say the least, since the inten ifyin 
properties of the present eb tron 
devices are far more importar tha 
its detecting properties.

Another interesting angle o th 
present controversy is the fact that th 
filing date of the Fleming pa ent 
actually two months and ninetet n da\

Generators

Gen-E-Motors

Dr. Lee deForest filed his four bos 
patents, Numbers 979,275 — 867,876
867,877—867,878, and on which he ux 
allowed the astounding number of tt 
enty basic claims. (The specify aticn 
embodied in No. 979,275 were writtt 
and notarized as early as November 
1904. and so recorded on the appl 
cation.)

Nine additional patents were ah 
obtained covering the entire range < 
research through the Bunsen-burnt

done the hard way . . . not 
a thing, as merely putting 
on the inside of a Firm» 
as so many have been led

• The boy’s been in a tight spot.. .‘‘losl angel face” tells 
his comrades that the plane has a damaged wing . .. but 

the‘‘baked a cake'* tells 'em that his bomb load reached 
its target. . . and the‘‘I’m coming in” tells us that thanks 

to the finest equipment in the world, another American 
fighting man has had a fighting chance.

Pincor dynamotors are part of his communications equip
ment. One of these compact, featherweight little motors is 

used to power the radio and phone apparatus that helped 
to take him through and bring him back.

where Edison or Fleming had left o
The old diaries which the yow 

deForest kept during his college da] 
at Yale reveal in numerous places A
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Intuire

original patents can best be realizt 
when it is known that they involve 
total of nearly two hundred bas 
claims, all related to ionic action ai 
electron emission directly applicab 
to devices for wireless reception pra 
tice . . . and not designed for any to 
eign purpose — as were the Edita 
and Fleming inventions, upon whic 
such extravagant glory and priori) 
has been lavished!

believe, largely because of the cor dai 
repetition of such stories. In all pro 
ability, if deForest had started . • 
first with an incandescent bulb . • 
in his series of investigations, I 
would not have arrived at the ult mai 
goal he did,—though this, by the ire 
would have been his procedure if ?

LOST ANOtL FACE 
.__ __ ¡’M COMING

Interested in "heat" theor

The true picture of how Dr. deFo 
cst accomplished his brilliant achiei 
rnent involves a road long and toug

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR

BUY MORE
WAR BONDS

534! WEST DICKENS AVE CHICAGO 39, ILL
Export Address 25 WARREN ST., NEW YORK 7, U.S.A 

Cable Addrea SlMONTRICE, N Y.
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on d^r payroll
Not abracadabra, but brains and sweat 
is our formula for the successful appli

cation of Electronics to your business.

AUTOMATIC PROCESS CONTROL
This new development by the research laboratories of 
General Electronics Industries provides automatic control 
of chemical processes and also of production machinery, 
by means of printed charts which may be replaced or in
terchanged as readily as phonograph records.

Other products manufactured include: 
ELECTRONIC CONTROLS • VACUUM TUBES 

HYDRAULIC SERVOS • COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPMENT
ELECTROSTATIC HEATING UNITS UP TO 250 KW. 

ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES

ARMY-NAVY “E” WITH 
STAR awarded to Auto
Ordnance Corporation for 
continued excellence in pro
duction of "Tommy" Ouna.

STAMFORD

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

• Our research engineers scientifically apply known principles to 
the solution of specific problems. The result may be a production
line miracle—but it isn't magic.

Research skill and experience, backed by the unsurpassed facili
ties of one of th« largest organizations specializing in Electronics, 
and coupled with expert service at all times, are what we have to 
offer. Nothing awesome, mind you, but practical, scientific know
how and sound business practice that get results.

If this sane, "feet-on-the-ground" service is the kind of help you 
want on your postwar production planning, why not write: Engi
neering Department, General Electronics Industries, 342 West Put
nam Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut.

GENE

INDUSTRIES
Division of Auto-Ordnance Corporation

CONTRIBUTE TO INFANTILE PARALYSIS FUND —JANUARY UTH TO 31ST



their mysteries

Open-flame and B-battery

never having beenfirst patents

contributions in this field looks forward eagerly to applying electronics

oPERADlo

IT PRINT IN BINDING18« ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

great interest tn atomic and oscillator] 
phenomena and his ambition t solv

an electric-light bulb, the 
of experiments carried on

same series 
in the open-

this then-iittit

OPERADIO PLANT 8RO4DC4STING FOR MUSIC 4ND VOICE-F4GING 
. . . FLEXIFONE INTERCOMMUNICATION

You children are going to hear the music and voices of these people too

to your product or process when today’s urgent war work is done.

known or appreciated field o eleo 
tricity.

During the very earliest d ys 0 
wireless telegraphy and several yean 
before the invention of the Audioi 
tube, when this writer first bream 
associated with deForest, his co irianl 
and oft-repeated ambition and eflor\ 
was to "discover a better wireless fa 
tector" and he early realized that tin 
bottleneck of the wireless development 
of that day was the weak and in ensi 
tive methods employed in wireless re
ception. This idea so engrossed his 
conscious and sub-conscious mind that 
when, in the flash of an instant, ht 
saw a lighted Welsbach gas burna 
above his workbench flutter in unison 
with the oscillations from a nearby 
induction coil he was operating, hii 
keen imagination caught the idea of 
the "possibility of heat" functioning as 
a means of Hertzian-wave detection.

OPERADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. CHARLES, ILL.
SYMBOl OF ELFCTFONIC I? EXCEUENCE SINCE 1922

From that time on he never gavt 
up the idea but pursued his investiga
tion upon the theory of "heat" and 
these tests carried him through Hit 
various stages of his open-fiamt 
Bunsen-burner experiments. In these 
he obtained gratifying manifest at 
of signal-detecting qualities tn certain 
areas of a flame if, and when an curt 
liary current source (which he called 
a "B-battery") was inserted in the 
circuit. This type of "booster power1 
was used in the very first open-flame 
experiments and is so recorded in his

• • • ... but the first alternating current amplifier for 16mm. sound-on*

film was just as startling in its time as the electronic war-wOnders 

of today. It gave visual education and training such impetus that it is univer

sally used today both in our schools and for instructing our Armed Forces. 

Operadio looks back, with pride to its pioneer work and engineering

discarded throughout the remainder 
of his experiments. The extreme im
portance of this extra battery was not 
at first appreciated nor did anyone 
dream of the exalted position it would 
occupy in the modern electronic arts

It was only because of the unstable 
ness of an open flame and its sus
ceptibility to draughts, that deForest 
shifted his investigation to other t^pes 
of heat-producing mediums, in as 
effort to find this necessary steadi 
ness. In casting about to locate such 
a means there seemed to be nothing 
quite so handy, practical and promis
ing, as a lighted incandescent electric 
lamp. Anyone with less keen vision 
might have thought of the same thing. 
It was an obvious decision and simple 
deduction because the electric light 
bulbs then in use were of the carbon 
filament, 16-candiepower variety, 
radiated considerable heat.

The act of incorporating within such



CONTROL VIBRATION
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Properly Installed LORD Mountings

;crbon

LORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

REbOClE BîjS' 
MAINTENANCE

toms MAimouna costs by protecting equipment 
against »udder. load shock* and stresses, thereby minimising repair 
and replacement operation»

" ’I

1

There is a Lord Mounting to suit any combination 
of weight, frequency, deflection, and operating con
ditions. With full factual information on any problem, 
we can tell you how to properly mount any piece of 
equipment, to prolong its active life and reduce mainte
nance charges for your customers.

VIBRATION is no longer a necessary evil; it can be 
controlled, its harmful effects can be minimized. 

Lord Mountings are designed for this purpose, whether 
the problem is one of isolating light, delicate equipment 
from surrounding vibratory forces, or controlling vibra
tion emanating from heavy massive machinery.

For complete information covering all Lord 
Mountings, including an engineering discussion on vi
bration control, write for bulletins 103 and 104, or call 
tn a Lord Vibration Engineer for consultation on your 
vibration problems. There is no obligation.
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Forej« PROLONG EQUIPMENT LIFE by isolating vibration, which 

i educe■ metal fatigue and prevents mechanical failure

INCREASE PRODUCTION by eliminating the necessity for 
close machining and precision alignment.

SAVE VITAL MATERIAL by reducing equipment weight; 
inertia masses of machinery bases can be reduced or eliminated.

INCREASE PERSONNEL EFFICIENCY by eliminating nerve 
wearing noise and vibration, translated through solid conduction

BONDED rubber

MOUNTINGS

Bonded Rubber Mountings
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CONNECTORS • CABLES • PLASTICS

fa A-N Connectors—Plugs and Recep
tacles—all sizes—all styles—built to 
Army-Navy specifications.
Cable Clamps—bushed and plain in 
all sizes—A-N approved for all types 
of open wiring assemblies.

fa Gun Firing Solenoid, Automatic 
Grounding and Short Circuiting 
Connectors for special requirements.

★ Pressure-Tight — Explosion-Proof — 
Light-Proof Connectors and others 
for special applications.
Conduit Fittings, A-N approved—all 
types for use with solid and flexible 
A-N conduit.

★ Low-Loss Connectors —coax and 
twinax types for high frequency 
and micro-wave installations.

British Type Electrical Connectors 
serving requirements approved by 
the British Air Ministry.

★ Radio Parts—plugs, receptacles, 
sockets, connectors, microphone 
equipment, and electronic devices.

★ Conduit in all sizes—durable con
struction in flexible aluminum and 
synthetic covered flexible aluminum. 
Low-Loss Solid Dielectric Coax and 
Twinax Cables in sizes built to the 
new Army-Navy specifications.

Beaded Type Coax and Twinax 
Cables of Polystyrene and Mica-Filled 
Bakelite for critical requirements. 

Synthetics for Electronics—sheets, 
tubes, rods, and custom-machined 
Polystyrene.

Component parts for conduit 
^asw&lies, or, if desired, complete harnesses and 
BnUBemblies, including connectors, conduit, fittings, 

built to specifications.
Tbbm fulfillment of your requirements for today's 
r cooperation in your plans for tomorrow—de-

Uthphenol!

PHENOLIC

ILL

PRINT III BINDING®

flame tests resulted in showing not^ 
able improvement over that of tk 
flame action, and it was in this ann? 
that the step-by-step procedure pn 
gressed. which ultimately led dcForti 
to his final success . . . the creatto 
of the first “three - element locum 
tube" . . . marking the really “Fin 
Milestone of the Electronic Eki."

DeForest's guiding star thro'igh^ 
all his tests was heat and the onia 
tion of gases and other ionic actioi 
as mentioned in his various pitent 
The use of an incandescent bulb a 
employed at first, was only a mean 
toward this end, hence it would ten 
quite conclusive he was in no way h 
terested in the “Edison effect" or ft 
investigation of others along untie 
lines.

Original discovert

DeForest arrived at his goal ove 
an independent path and unknow 
trail . . . not by investigating “shat 
ows" or following rainbows. His du 
covery was truly one of the very fa 
that can be classified as distinct^ 
original and made out of whole cloth 
It is significant that during thet 
memorable tests he never mention« 
to any of his associates, leastwise m 
to me, the names of Edison or Flen 
ing, nor were there ever in evident 
about the workbench, a sample, drav 
ing or patent papers of either of thet 
two devices he to supposed to hat 
copied or improved.

Get the record right
This evidence, condensed though I 

is, would seem to be sufficient to di 
termine who is entitled . . . withou 
question ... to the honor of havin 
taken the first step toward the “Fin 
Milestone of the Electronic Era.”

If we can agree with Mr. Ford tha 
“history is bunk" . . . let's de-bun 
these “Edison effect" and “Flemin 
Valve" versions of the creation of ft 
radio tube . . . once and for all . . 
and not have this contamination coi 
tinue to fill the pages of our leadin 
technical publications and current hu 
tory. Surely, we do not want it tai 
of this generation, which must writ 
the first pages of electronic gene ogi 
that we smeared its conception, birt 
and first gasping breaths, with 
truths and bigotry. The truth it 
birthright that the electronic industr 
should hold near and dear,—seeing I 
it that electronic history is kept clea 
and clear.

The place to start this crusade c 
truth is in the pages of our curren 
technical publications, from whence 1 
will ultimately gravitate to the co 
umns of other mediums and into on 
school books.
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Praise Performance 
oi Radio in Combat

From the commanders of our 
troops in the four corners of the 
ea th have come comments prais
ing the operation of signal com
munications In actual combat, 
M dor General James A. Code, Jr., 
A distant Chief Signal Officer, 
si aking on behalf of Major Gen
eral H. C. Ingles, the Chief Signal 
Officer, told the National Business 
Paper Editors In their meeting in 
Washington, Dec. 17.

Letters from commanding officers 
in Italy have come to the Chief 
Signal Officer stating that their 
signal equipment surpassed even 
the best they had enjoyed in 
maneuvers in this country. The 
Signal Corps equipment in battle 
has achieved performances in many 
instances “nothing short of aston
ishing”, he declared.

LEADERSHIP-TO THE FUTURE
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Exceptional service
General Code described how the 

mobile field headquarters radio 
station, SCR-299, had been in the 
thick of battle on every front and 
had rendered exceptional service 
under most severe combat condi
tions. It has covered a range of 
2,300 miles with satisfactory per
formance and was the main means 
of radio communications between 
American forces in Northern Africa. 
General Code said it had proved 
to be the real answer to the prob
lems of long distance communica
tions in the African and Italian 
theaters. He related a report from 
the Pacific Theatre in which a Sig
nal Corps colonel had told how for
tunate the American forces had 
been to get two SCR-299 stations 
into New Guinea because for two 
months it was the only form of 
communications and without it “we 
would have been almost completely 
isolated.”

The voice-operated SCR-522, the 
Command Radio Set using very 
high frequencies for communlca- 
t.on between aircraft or between 
aircraft to control towers, also has 
proved of great value and is em
ployed in all fighter and bomber 
aircraft for command purposes. 
These sets are also being Installed 
in light vehicles to provide a me
dium for air-ground liaison.

The new improved “Walkie- 
7 alkie” set with a range tripling 
that of the former type and with 
remarkable tone quality, free from 
static due to the use of frequency 
modulation, is being shipped in 
large quantities to troops at the 
front, General Code reported. The 
midget microphone, worn on the 
upper lip, which eliminates outside 
noises and leaves the hands free, 
was adopted for use by the Army 
Ground Forces. He termed it

Building in unlimited quantities vital 
electrical and high frequency equipment 
—advancing engineering design—enlarg
ing its manufacturing facilities—speeding 
production—Amphenol is producing to the 
utmost to meet today's urgent require
ments. On this experience Amphenol 
Products will set new standards of per
formance, economy, and service in peace
time electronic applications.

Ofc METHODS
Ready for distribution 

now is the first issue of a 
new Amphenol booklet, 
OK METHODS—a 28-page 
illustrated manual which 
provides an exchange of 
ideas in wiring assembly.
OK METHODS outlines tested procedure 
in assembly of wire and connectors—pre
sents an easy means of instructing large 
groups of operators in standardized work 
procedure. OK METHODS is clearly writ
ten—profusely illustrated. Write for your 
copy today.

AMPHENOL CATALOG
Amphenol Catalog #70 

is the leadership catalog of 
the industry. It covers 
A-N Connectors and other 
electrical equipment used 
on aircraft, radio, ships, 
and tanks. The listing in- 
cludes charts and technical

data on A-N and British Type Connectors, 
A-N Conduit, A-N Conduit Fittings, Low- 
Loss Connectors and Cables, Radio Parts 
and Accessories, Special Tools and Equip
ment, Synthetic Sheet Rod and Tubing. 
Write for your copy on your company letterhead.

Plant of American 
Phenolic Corporation 
devoted entirely to the 
design and manufac
ture of Amphenol 
quality products.

AMERICAN PHEN 
CORPORATION

CHICAGO 50, IU.

M CANADA —
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You can hit the 
high point in 

iron core 
performance 

with 
a®iw® 

CARBONYL 
IRON 

POWDER

Available in 
three types

•

High effective 
permeability

Highest Q value

Other G.A.W. 
powders being 

developed
•

G. A. W. Carbonyl Iron Pow
der is vital to the leading man
ufacturers of iron cores who 
supply the carrier and high 
frequency fields and must have 
the highest attainable effi
ciency.

We will be glad to furnish fur
ther information and will ap
preciate knowing your require
ments. Address:

GENERAL ANILINE WORKS
A DIVISION or

General Aniline and Film Corp.
435 Hudson St. New York, N. Y.
Manufacturers * Sota Distributor»

“rugged in construction and cap
able of superior performance in 
high noise levels.”

General Code also described to 
the business paper editors how the 
Signal Corps had built 6 long wave 
radio stations in the Arctic region 
in 28 days and had constructed the 
2,026-mile Alaska Military High
way Telephone Line which links 
the United States with Alaska and 
is considered one of the greatest 
engineering and construction feats.

Emerson “Projection“ 
Television Cabinet

A television instrument, shown 
recently at a conference of en
gineers of Emerson Radio & Phono
graph Corp, presided over by Ben
jamin Abrams, president, is ap
proximately 18 in. wide and 14 in. 
high, and will be a complete radio 
and television receiver with a 
three-inch cathode ray projection 
tube. The television image will be 
enlarged and projected to 15 by 20
in. proportions on an external mo
tion picture screen, by means of a 
plastic lens system.

According to Mr. Abrams, this 
development, which will be made 
available to the public at no more 
than $150 when civilian production 
becomes possible, should go far to
ward building mass television 
audiences which are essential to 
the support of broadcasting opera
tions.

“Ordinarily”, said Mr. Abrams, 
“announcements of engineering de-

Emerinn'i projection typo 
telcvloion homo receiver

velopments in radio-electronics are 
withheld until they have ben 
adapted to consumer products aid 
are featured as ‘innovations’ by 
manufacturers. In the case of 
television, however, I feel that here 
is an art and a public interest 
which call for a pooling of all con
structive thinking and research. 
This, I believe, is the way to eff ect 
a rapid and universal spread of 
television’s manifold benefits. We 
are therefore making this Emerson 
development public as part of our 
contribution. Furthermore, it is our 
policy to encourage the same sort 
of work and ideas on television 
which brought about so many ad
vances in the early stage of broad
cast radio. It will be recalled that 
it was the radio amateurs who gave 
home radio its greatest early im
petus.

“While most war-born radio and 
electronic developments will call for 
considerable reconversion, television 
receivers and television broadcast
ing can be brought into commercial 
operation almost immediately when 
materials for civilian production be
come available.”

Recent Army-Navy
“E” Awards
Richard H. Bird (Bird & Co.), 23 

Moody St.. Waltham, Mass.
Raytheon Mfg. Co. (four divisions), 

Newton, Waltham and Water
town, Mass., and Chicago, HL 
(star added).

Electronic Enterprises Inc. 67 
Seventh Ave., Newark. N. J,

Erie Resistor Corp., 644 W. 12th St., 
Erie, Pa.

Landers, Frary & Clark, New’ Brit
ain, Conn.

“The Relic”
A radio transmitter, which broad

cast the 1937 solar eclipse from a 
tiny atoll in the South Pacific, Is 
still in operation and recently was 
used in a news broadcast from 
Naples. Nicknamed “The Relic," 
the transmitter was used for spe
cial events broadcasts after its 
return from the south seas. It en
tered the service of its country in 
1942 and was shipped to North 
Africa. It “made” the invasion of 
Sicily and was set up in Syracuse 
where it sent press copy back to 
Allied Force Headquarters for re
lay to the United States.

Sent to Bari soon after the in
vasion of the Italian mainland, the 
five-ton transmitter was eventu
ally shipped to Naples. There, with 
the aid of an Italian generator, it 
broadcast on November 14 a news 
program from the Advanced Press ! 
Headquarters in Italy. This marked | 
the first Allied radio transmission | 
from the continent of Europe since 
Dunkirk
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944190
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NEW PLANT—To meet increased demands for IRC resistors it became apparent early 
last year that a new IRC Plant was the only solution. From the blueprint stage, in 
January of ’43, the project became a functioning reality by Fall. Now both great plants 
are turning out huge quantities of resistance devices for war needs.

NEW STAR—Twenty-four hours a day . . seven days per week, right through the 
calendar! That’s been the pace at IRC ever since war was in the rumor stage. During the 
months of actual combat, while we couldn't work longer hours, we’ve worked succes
sively* harder to reach the seemingly unattainable quotas established for us by those 
charged with supplying our Fighting Forces. That we’ve done a creditable job is attested 
by the fact that our Army-Navy E pennant now flies a second white star “for great and 
continuing contribution to the cause of freedom.**
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT—Despite the many problems of wartime construction 
and procurement, IRC’s new plant was equipped and “in production” with minimum 
difficulty. To commemorate the spirit of cooperation which made this achievement 
possible and to give credit wrhere credit is due, we’ve prepared a booklet entitled “Report
ing on Plancor No. 1666 ” A copy will lie gladly sent to interested executives
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Immediately Available are 
certain hard-te-get radio and electronic 
parts and equipment, urgently needed by 
war-working industrials, radio service 
men and others.

Large inventory maintained for your 
emergency requirements. As distributors 
of more than 10,000 different items we 
can handle complete orders, however 
large. No need to split Our trained ex
pediters select check and ship, the day 
your order is received. Tubes and P. A. 
equipment. Receiving and trans
mitting tubes, photo cells and spedai- 
purpose tubes. Some types now Govern
ment-restricted, but wo can handle your 
orders with utmost efficiency. Sound 
systems, microphones, paging systems, 
inter-communicating systems—standard 
and specially-designed units for every 
application, on rated orders only. Books: 
Ail latest authoritative texts on radio 
and electronics. No priorities required.

To Stannard Radio and Electronic Equipment 
Latest Complete Buying Guide I Over 800 pages, 
completely indexed by item and maker. Value 
$3. Now on Press: Will be sent without cost to 
• he executive responsible for radio parts pur
chases in your organization. Meanwhile, glad 
to send supplements and bargain flyers which. 

J» we publish from time to time.
y, Are you on our list?

Kûèiû Wire 
Television Inc.

100 SIXTH AVE, DEPT. 0-1, NEW YORK 13, N.Y 
BOSTON, MASS. • NEWARK, N. J.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE
public nddfutt and found rt/nipmtnl, Have 
doM it for ten year» —pioneering trirrot 
n«tc audio dnelopmrnti, Ur hai» made 
rquipmrm for the V. S. Army Signal Corp» 
and many large indurtriai», thi» part year. 
Re cun make pre-amplifier», power tup* 
plitt, rectifier unit», cord »et» —anything 
involving ebani» wiring, am mbhng. eoi
dering. Known to all manufacturer» — to 
many »inee 1921— wo eon requ««t and get 
preferential treatment. Competent engi
neering ttaff. No labor »hortage in thi» 
area. Let u»

m

SUGGESTS EARTH-GIRDLING "CONVEYOR 
BELT" PLAN FOR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

• The great increase in demand 
for radio frequencies for communi
cation and other purposes indicates 
an approach to the solution by way 
of more economical use of those 
wavelengths available. A system 
proposed and under study by the 
Engineering Department of the 
Federal Communications Commis
sion is that of an earth-girdling 
group of transmitters operating at 
points near the equator and receiv
ing the messages to be transmitted 
from stations located directly north 
and south of the intermediate pick
up receivers.

The “conveyer belt” of radio 
channels would handle the world's 
long distance communications 
through a system of relaying re
ceivers and transmitters which 
would take traffic from a station 
in New York for example, and feed 
it into transmitter handling traffic 
westward to North Africa where it 
would be taken off the “belt” and 
relayed north to a station in Eng
land.

Multiple fraNN- 
mission* possible

By the use of carrier modulation 
it would be possible to multiplex 
transmissions and also by the use 
of scheduling traffic, the greatest 
utility factor could be realized for 
a given carrier frequency. The pro
cedure for channeling wire circuits 
is well established through the use 
of tone multiplex and time division 
multiplex. A limited use of such 
arrangements has been made in 
radio circuits between certain 
points. The general procedure is 
to assign frequencies 5, 10 or 15 kc 
apart because of the wide varia
tions in desired and undesired sig
nal levels. A channel of 340 cycles 
will handle radio telegraph com
munication up to 100 words per 
minute and 5 kc is adequate for 
voice communication. Thus, a 
transmitter with a 59 kc band could 
operate 100 telegraph channels and 
5 telephone channels.

Where 24-hour circuits are neces
sary one or more permanent chan
nels would be assigned to handle 
the traffic while less busy circuits 
would be (patched) through on idle 
channels similar to telephone pro
cedure.

Among the advantages claimed 
for the plan is the fact that north
south transmission paths are more 
stable and, therefore, a high degree 
of reliability could be established 
between originating stations and 
the relay receiver points along the 
“conveyer belt”. Also, east-west 
communication at high frequencies 

is better near the equator than 
those paths which go through the 
auroral regions.

A chain of relay transmitters nd 
pickup receivers would be located 
at points approximately 20 deg. 
north latitude around the world at 
such intervals as necessary to h ,ve 
a reliable circuit.

With all international communi
cations being handled through the 
medium of this “belt” of channels 
some form of scheduling of com
munications would be necessary. 
For example, if a given circuit from 
New York to Australia was being 
used and none other was available, 
it would be necessary for those de
siring communications to this point 
to be assigned times for handling 
their traffic.

The economy in use of fre
quencies is obtained first by limit
ing the frequency range required 
through the selection of the best 
transmission paths, second by 
bringing the channel spacing down 
to a value which would be imprac
ticable in the case of separate 
transmissions for each circuit and 
third by providing for worldwide 
use of certain frequencies on the 
time sharing basis when the traffic 
load is not heavy.

Wide-Angle P-E Scanning
One of the chief drawbacks to 

the use of phototubes and light 
beams as a safety device on power 
machinery has been the necessarily 
small size of the light beam or, if 
the beam is made Intentionally 
large, the requirement that a large 
percentage of its cross section be 
obstructed in order to operate the 
protective relays.

This problem appears to have 
been solved by the development of 
a wide-angle mechanical scanner by 
E D. McDowell of G-E’s electronic 
division, which rapidly “looks at” 
a lighted surface spot-by-spot. In 
a laboratory set-up, a four-sided 
area was lighted along two sides. 
A rotating pyramid of mirrors lo
cated at the third side picked up 
the light blanketing the entire 
area, reflecting it to the phototube. 
If a hand, finger or other object 
entered the area from the fourth 
side, the P-E system operated in 
about one 200th of a second.

This new arrangement may widen 
the application of phototubes to 
operations now performed only by 
human vigilance. For example, 
light might be reflected from large, 
evenly coated sheets of metal or 
paper during a stage In processing 
or finishing.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January.



Our Wartime Worries
Are Your Peacetime Profitstaan

a ted

.uni-

Your Vibrator Needslines.

P. R. MALLORY A CO INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Fully protected against corrosive fumes, 
extremes of atmospheric pressure and mois
ture-laden air, Mallory hermetically-sealed 
vibrators operate under ideal conditions 
for economy and long life.

This fast-moving mechanized war

MALLORY ’'Know How” Serves
different as our far-flung battle

Bom in the crucible of war, these same Mallory 
V ibrapacks* are ready to further your peacetime 
profits tomorrow. Write uh about your application 
requirements.

Take vibrator power supplies, for instance. They 
take a lot of punishment going over rough terrain 
tn tanks and trucks. The stress and strain of 
operating in dive bombers is almost unbelievable. 
And in all instruments of war—from planes, to 
boats, to submarines—they are subject to extremes 
of temperature and atmospheric pressure as wideh

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

Today they serve on land and sea — above the 
clouds and below the waves — thoroughly tested, 
and completely dependable.

To build vibrator power supplies to master these 
conditions involved many an engineering head
ache. But. by new* designs and constructions, by 
better materials and imaginative experiments, 
Mallory succeeded in building them.
*1 ibrnpat I it the regul^td trademark of
P. R. Mallory & Co.. Inc., for vibrator power tuppliev.

exacting proving ground. It often crowds into a 
few hours the normal wear of months and years.

a j iaizfumti «toi \ /Mallory



Farnsworth, Pickard and

Oscillator frequency

SERIES TUBES
(Continued from page 90)

92,100 ohms

Engineers, located in Boston. Promi
nent in the early work of the latter 
group were such men as John Stone, 
Lee de Forest and Fritz Lowenstein. 
Wireless Institute membership in
cluded John S. Murphy, R. A. Som
erville, Joseph D. Fountain, Philip

66,000
7,200

18,900

cromhos.
A graphical measurement of R

ohms 
ohms 
ohms

u is 100 (same u 
Gm is 1080 mi-

Rm of 6F5 
R*> of GJ5 
(1-20) X 900

period, oscillator frequency will de. 
pend upon critical plate voltage, or 
upon grid voltage. The other fac or 
which determines frequency Is .he 
rate of rise of plate voltage.

Plate voltage will rise at a rate 
which Is controlled by R and c, 
the plate timing network, and upon 
the magnitude of the voltage ap
plied to the network as shown in 
Equation (1). As a result, ampli
tude modulation of the carrier 
brings with it wide-band, non
linear frequency modulation. This 
is observable In the oscillogram, 
Fig. 3. The darker portion under 
the larger carrier amplitude Indi
cates a lower frequency while the 
brighter portion indicates a higher 
frequency. A typical curve of fre
quency variation vs. grid voltage is 
given in Fig. 7.

many others.
Between these two organizations 

there were but 70 members and it 
was from this nucleus that IRE 
sprang. At the time of its forma
tion, initial work of organizing 
having been done by Dr. Alfred N. 
Goldsmith, John V. L. Hogan and 
R. H. Marriott, IRE had fewer than 
50 members. Today, the Institute 
numbers among its members en
gineers is more than half a hun
dred foreign countries and has 
active Sections in 26 cities.

Each year IRE makes a number 
of awards. The Institute Medal of 
Honor is awarded In recognition of 
distinguished service in radio com
munication. It is awarded to one 
who has been responsible for an 
Important advance In the science 
or art of radio engineering. The 
Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize 
likewise is presented to a member 
who during the recent past has 
made an Important contribution in 
the field of radio communications

portion of the exponential curve 
where the rate of rise of voltage Is 
approximately linear, and to choose 
a large enough value of applied vol
tage to make this possible. In the 
subject application this is advisable 
as a saw-toothed wave Is more 
easily amplified than a flat-topped 
one.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

The calculated 
for 6F5) and

R3+R4 
and the oscillograph gain and Vi 
are adjusted so that V,npnt causes 
a large visible change In carrier 
amplitude. Knowing the change in 
amplitude caused by Vt ■pat the 
oscillograph may be calibrated in 
inches per volt.

Using the 884, linear operation 
will be obtained with net negative 
values of grid voltage greater than 
5 volts. The type 2050 thyratron 
may be used in place of an 884 with 
the advantage of a gain of about 
200. The characteristic of a 2050 is 
linear over a range of critical plate 
voltages from about 200 to 600 
volts, and corresponding control 
grid voltages from about -2.5 to -4 5 
volts, with the shield-grid tied to 
cathode.

Oscillator frequency should be 
chosen sufficiently low so as to 
maintain operation within the 
limits of fidelity of the amplifier, 
but sufficiently high to permit use 
of the smallest value of filter capa
citor in the output. These will de
pend on the amplifier used and the 
input voltage. In this connection 
it should be noted that the oscilla
tor is very widely frequency- 
modulated. This may be under
stood with the aid of Fig. 6.

Two basic factors determine 
oscillator frequency: In Fig. 6 Ej 
and E2 represent two values of 
critical plate voltage which result 
from different values of grid vol
tage. The period of a single cycle 
Is approximately the time required 
for the condenser voltage to reach 
the critical plate value. Since fre
quency is the reciprocal of the

A calculation of R1* from 
gives a value as follows:

IRE-AIEE 
WINTER MEETING 

(Continued from page 92)

MODULATED CARRIER
(Continued from page 103)

THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
CUBA, NEW YORK • CLYDE, NEW YORK

Oscillograph as voltmeter

Fig. 8 shows a circuit which 
uses a cathode ray oscillograph as 
a de vacuum-tube voltmeter. In 
this circuit the system is set to the 
desired overall gain as follows: 
Assuming correct values of V« and 
Vj, and setting the oscillograph at 
some suitable gain, V, Is adjusted 
till only the tips of the carrier vol
tage are visible. An Input voltage 
of the order to be measured is ap
plied,

ENGINEERING

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

REACTORS

SEND PRINTS AND 
SPECIFICATIONS IN 
CONFIDENCE FOR 

ESTIMATE

EXPERIENCE 
and 

Manufacturing 
Facilities for



PRODUCTIMETER

La Micro Switch engineers help you 
solve your design problems that call for 
the unusual in precision switching.

equipment...and reset this

The basic Micro Switch is a thumb size, 
feather-light, plastic enclosed, precision 
snap-action switch that operates on force 
differentials as law os '4 ounce and 
movement differentials as low as .0002 If 
is listed by the Underwriters' Laboratories 
with ratings of 1200 V.A. loads from 125 
to 460 volts A.C. It cun be supplied in a 
wide variety of housings and e broad 
range of actuating mechanisms.New products now being designed will 

use hundreds of Micro Switches in hun
dreds of different ways. For Micro Switch 
can be built to meet any specifications 
required. The basic Micro Switch is only 
11/16' x 27/32' x 1 15/16', and weighs 
less than an ounce. Thousands of special 
housings, actuators, and electrical char
acteristics are available now, and new fea
tures are being added every day.

leads the severed ends into a waiting reel. 
The third starts the reel winding when it 
is set and ready to go.
This is but another example of the wide 
range of application, precision, speed, 
long life and absolute dependability of 
Miao Switch. It is typical of the vital 
role which Micro Switch is playing in in
dustrial machinery of every type and kind.

For sixty odd years the Durant Manufac
turing Company of Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin, has been engineering and manufac
turing rugged industrial type counters. 
Durant has always been insistent upon 
quality of the parts which go into their 
product. Their use of Micro Switches in 
this Motor Reset Productimeter is a typi
cal example of their fine engineering.
This Reset Productimeter measures pre
determined lengths of insulated cable and 
automatically coils the cable on large 
reels When the predetermined length has 
been wound, a Micro Switch inside the 
counter housing starts a small motor 
which resets the counter at the predeter
mined setting for the next operation The 
reset cycle is approximately 4 seconds.
One of the Metal Clad Micro Switches 
sh< >wn adjacent to the motor operates a 
flying shears which cuts the cable. An- 
oruer controls the mechanism which

e 1943

Micro 
Switches



from Fig. 2b gives 200,000 ohms, and 
a calculation by (10) gives 199.200 
ohms. The transconductance of 
this hypothetical tube is 540 mi
cromhos.

Several uses may be found for 
the circuit of Fig. 3. Since the two 
tubes are in series, twice the maxi
mum rated voltage can be applied 
to the pair and a large output 
voltage can be delivered across Rl 
with small inexpensive tubes. While 
the maximum peak signal voltage 
available across Rl is determined by 
the supply voltage, the use of two 
tubes in series to obtain large out
put voltages requires high values 
of grid driving voltages due to re

into Accurate Springs

ACCURATE SPRING MFG. CO., 3.808 W. Lake St., Chicago 24, III

duced Gm. For this reason, the 
tube selected for T, should have a 
low m and the resistance Rk should 
be small.

The coupling resistor Rk can be 
replaced by any type of Impedance 
if provision is made for a de path 
through it.

An example of transformer cou
pling is shown in Fig. 5.

The transformer secondary can 
be connected to make the grid of T» 
positive at the same time the grid of 
Ti is positive. Thus as shown in 
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5, the 
equivalent voltages add approxi
mately 90 deg. out of phase.

The gain can be expressed as

The Leeds and Northrup Homo Electric 
Furnace, shown below, is another of the 
modern units in Accurate’s Heat Treating 
Department. It is used to relieve the stresses 
formed in coiling the springs. Positive heat- 

treating control leaves nothing to 
chance. It guarantees springs with 
rigid adherence to requirements 
of strength, toughness and 
ductility.

This is another factor that 
helped build Accurate’s reputation 
for spring quality, uniformity, 
precision and service.

n - ----------------------- - ---------- — -
Rpt+Rp^Rj+jX^l-Nli,)

A combination of three tubes in 
series is shown in Fig. 6. The plate 
current of this group is:

t .--------------------- --------------------------
1 Rpi*Rp.*Rp.*(i-u«)Rk«Hi*n.)Rk. Rr

Ir all tubes are identical, and 
Ru = Rm, the expression for gain 
becomes:

a =------ --------- (13)
2Rk*3Rp*RL

In every case of the series opera
tion of these tubes, the cathode cir
cuit of Ti is above ground as far as 
the signal is concerned. If the 
tubes are operated from a common 
heater supply, the cathode to 
heater capacitance will act as a 
shunt load to high frequency com
ponents.

Another factor is the heater to 
cathode voltage. When a common 
grounded heater supply is used, the 
de voltage from cathode T» to 
ground is also between cathode and 
heater of T..

Typical plate characteristics of 
series operated tubes of different 
types are shown in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 7.

In Fig. 4, the input tube Tx is a 
6F5 and the control tube T. is a 
6J5. Two cathode coupling resist
ance values, 900 and 6000 ohms, 
were used for these curves. Super
imposed in color are the character
istics for a 6F5 tube used singly.

In Fig. 7, the input tube Ti is a 
6J5 and the control tube T» is a 
6F5. Here also, the two curves 
are for Rk values of 900 and 6000 
ohms. The curves in color are for 
the 6J5 operated alone.

The comparison of these charac
teristic curves gives the following 
results:

(1) The plate resistance of the 
hypothetical tubes comprised 
of Ti and Tt, increases with 
the m of T. and the value of 
Rk.

(2) The amplification factor 
of the hypothetical tube is 
the same as that of the in
put tube Ti. •

(3) The transconductance of the 
combination is less than that 
of Ti and decreases as the 
equivalent Rp increases.

(4) In the circuits shown, the 
gain of the combination ap
proaches the m of Ti as a 
limit.

In the circuits and derivations, 
the effect of loading by the follow
ing circuits was Ignored. T to 
loading effect can be Included 
simply.*

«Determining Gain In RC Circuits—Electro ic 
Industries, November 1942.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jamury, 194419«



Leland

COMPANY

197

Assigned the responsibility of furnishing electrical 
power for outpost and behind the lines communica
tions, Leland engineers developed the generator shown 
above and many thousands are now in service on all 
fronts. Other Leland equipment serves as drives on 
automatic pilots, range finders and sounding equip
ment.

Thus is being acquired u wealth of experience to 
further the development of motors and generators 
for electronic industries after the war—engineering 
in this field already under way.

All types of motors and generators in sixes from 
% to 3 HP single phase and 5 HP polyphase.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES a Jansary, 1944

THE LELA» ELECTRIC 
OHIO



CARRIER CURRENT

ACCURATE (Continued from page 85)

FIXED WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS

would

19S

which
(tele-

A number of telemetering meth
ods provide a telegraph type of 
channel. These include:

SHMLCHOSS 
INSTRUMENT?

SHAI I CROSt 
BONL TESTERS

,) ‘'Time duration” in which the 
length of the “mark” and “sp. ce” 
intervals (telegraph dash s) 
compared to a time base of say 
15 seconds, determines the r id- 
ing (that is, 7.5 seconds “m rk"

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • J«nury. I«44

5HALLCROSS 
PRECISION SWITCHES

Write for Shallcross

AKRA-OHM Catalog

and 7.5 seconds “space” 
read center scale).
i) “High-rate impulse” in 
the number of impulses
graph dots) per second determine I 
the reading in an electronic or I 
relay-operated condenser charge I 
and discharge circuit.

(c) “Frequency variation” in which I 
either an audio modulating fre- I 
quency or the carrier frequency I 
itself is varied in accordance I 
with the reading, which is repro- I 
duced, usually by a bridge cir- I 
cult, at the receiving end.
A separate carrier transmitter is I 

used for each reading telemetered I 
but this reading may be received I 
by several companies at distances I 
up to and over 300 line miles away. I 
Typical transmitters are 25-watt, I 
crystal-controlled on twp frequen- I 
cies 200 cycles apart. They are 
keyed alternately for the telegraph
ic “mark” and “space” intervals 
by a combination mechanical keyer I 
and kw meter.

Receivers contain two narrow
band crystal filters, one responding 
to the “mark” frequency and the 
other to the “space” frequency, the 
net output controlling a polarized 
relay or a thyratron relay circuit 
which accurately follows the trans
mitter keyer. The crystal filters 
cut off at a rate of about .75 db per 
cycle near the band pass and tele
metering channels are normally 
placed 1 kc apart without trouble.

Telemetered readings are also 
used for automatic generator con
trol. Thus the output of a given 
plant, or part of it, may be auto
matically regulated to hold a pre
determined load on a particular tie 
line, or to regulate at Its proper 
value the net Interchange between 
two companies over two or more 
tie lines. Three large generating 
plants are equipped for this type 
of regulation.

Many supervisory control meth
ods (for remotely controlling plants or stations) are adaptable to trans
mission either by carrier or by wire 
lines. The application may involve 
one or two carrier channels or the 
use of a number of modulation fre
quencies for control purposes, usu
ally between two points such a* a 
power plant and a remote point

One typical installation control
ling a 15,000 kw hydro plant oper-

Standard tolerance 1%. (Commonly calibrated 
an accuracy of 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 of 1%.)

All standard ranges from a fraction of an ohm to 
10 megohms. For: 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
INSTRUMENTATION 
RADIO 
CONTROL APPARATUS 
HIGH-VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS, ETC.

^Shallcross mfg. co.
ENGINEERING ■ DESIGNING • MANUFACTURING
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Back the Attack with War Bonds 1

INDIAMA STEEL PRODUCTS
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ALNICO ï

Today's permanent magnets of Alnico
V have a stored energy ten times 

that of 1910's tungsten-chrome magnets!
This energy increase, the economies 

in bulk and weight resulting from it, 
plus significent advances in design and 
fabrication, have made it possible to 
use permanent magnets in countless 
new products.

Specializing in this one industry for 
33 years, our organization has assumed 
a leading role in permanent magnet

Increased Energy Has Made Possible 
Many New Uses for Permanent Magnets

TUNGSTEN-CHROME

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES e January. 1944

inninii!

600 500 400 300 200 100

developments. We've constantly origi
nated new shapes, new applications, 
and new techniques in metallurgical 
control and precision manufacture. This 
experience should prove invaluable to 
you in the solving of your engineering 
problems.

Our engineers will be pleased to 
consult with you. Write us, on your let
terhead, for the address of our office 
nearest you—and a copy of our 30-page 
"Permanent Magnet Manual".



The Communication Systems
Must Not Fail

AS the convoy of vital cargo inches its way toward sea, communication 

between patrol planes and the ships must be kept open. The communication 
systems must remain operative at all times for instant warnings of danger.

This is another service requiring trans
formers fitted to the job—and the long 
experience of Jefferson Electric in the field 
of radio and communication systems has 
been applied to the production of the par
ticular types of transformers required for 
"walkie-talkies". Naval and airplane com
munication systems.

Realizing that failure of but one trans
former may cause the loss of men, ships, 
planes and vital cargoes, our engineers and 
production force have taken additional steps 
to safeguard the traditional and uniform 
high quality which is more necessary today 
than ever before. JEFFERSON ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago), 
Illinois. Canadian Factory: 60-64 Osler 
Avenue, West Toronto, Ontario.

Vital War Jobs for 
JEFFERSON 
Transformers

Traneformera,— Balls,ti used 
with fluorescent lamps thst 
light our wsrfactories,— Fuses 
to protect electrics I equipment

lamp performance, — Power- 
Circuit trenaformere that save 
copper and provide the circuit 
voltages desired,— Control

effort . . . Jefferaon Electric 
engmeera offer recommenda- 
tiona bated on a quarter ol a 
century of apecialiaation in the 

amali Iran (former field.

TRANSFORMERS

ates as follows: the control beard I 
has 32 positions which may be I 
used one at a time to send coded I 
impulses over a carrier channel, a I 
second carrier channel provides I 
communication, or any telemetered I 
reading called for by the remote I 
control operator. Thus, reading of I 
tail water level, head water le- el, I 
kw output, line loads, etc., can be I 
obtained selectively by the opera ,r. I

The equipment shown in Fig 91 
in conjunction with the control I 
station will perform any of the fol- I 
lowing functions:
(a) Telemeter three generators in- I 

dividually for kw-hrs, reactive- I 
volt-ampere, governor gate posi
tion, kw output;

(b) Telemeter head water level, 
tail water level and line volts,

(c) Start, stop, transfer from gene
rator to condenser operation, or 
control load of three generators 
individually;

(d) Operate or indicate position of 
three oil-circuit breakers on out
going high-voltage lines;

(e) Provide côntrol of reactive por
tion of plant generation;

(f) Provide carrier communication.
In effect, this hydro plant is op

erated entirely from a remote point 
and is unattended except for main
tenance purposes.

The formation of ice on transmis
sion lines has been one of the most 
difficult operating problems with 
which electric utilities in northern 
latitudes have had to contend. The 
occurrence of sleet, or conductor 
ice, is erratic both as to time and 
location. It may occur several 
times yearly over wide areas or be 
practically non-existent for several 
years in the same territory. Fur
thermore, a remote and inaccessi
ble section of line may accumulate 
a heavy ice coating for a few miles 
only, when weather conditions else
where are well outside the sleet 
band.

The effect of even relatively 
light conductor ice formations may 
be quite serious. Although lines are 
designed to withstand the added 
weight and wind pressure when 
heavily loaded with ice, the oval
shaped coating causes the phenom
enon known as “dencing” or “gal
loping” of the conductors at wind 
velocities as low as 15 miles per 
hour. This is due to the lift of the 
wind on the conductor and coating 
Even at the wide conductor spac
ings used, such Irregular “galloping" 
will cause conductors to come to
gether and short circuit. Also wh n 
a heavy ice coating melts, it may 
fall from an entire span at one 
time and result in conductors com
ing together.

One solution of this problem has 
been to melt the ice by pass! ig 
heavy current through the conduc
tor, before the ' accumulation be
comes hazardous. However, the im-

200 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944



Lapp

The gadget above is a junction box for a co-axial gas- 
filled transmission line. It is one of a series of cou
pling units, end seals and other fittings for high- 
frequency transmission—designed and built by Lapp.

To this type of construction, Lapp brings several 
innovations and improvements. For example, such a 
line from Lapp parts is genuinely leak-proof. Every 
g isket is under spring loading, so there’s no leakage 
created by vibration or thermal change.

Whether or not you’re interested in gas-filled 
transmission lines, you ought to know about Lapp. 
Here is an organization of engineers and manufac
turers with broad basic knowledge of ceramics and 
their application. With experience in hundreds upon 
hundreds of special-purpose electronic parts, we 
have been able countless times to improve perform
ance, or reduce costs, or cut production time through

t ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION
the application of our specialized skills to design and 
manufacture of parts involving porcelain or steatite 
and associated metal parts.

For quick and efficient assistance on a war produc
tion subcontract—or for the competitive advantage 
Lapp-designed and Lapp-built parts will give to you 
in the postwar battle—an inquiry to Lapp now may 
pay you dividends. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.
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If ice Is forming rapidly, the 
system supervisor may elect to melt 
immediately, while if ice is forming 
slowly and the sleet curve levels 
off, he may elect to ride the storm 
out, depending of course on weather 
conditions to windward, wind vel
ocities, and system conditions. The 
sleet readings are always interpret
ed only in conjunction with other 
weather Information. Fig. 10 shows 
a record of carrier reception taken 
during a sleet storm.

A simple and practical method of 
melting ice from 132,000-volt lines 
consists of Isolating one circuit of 
a double-circuit Une for a distance 
of 100 to 150 miles from a generat
ing plant and placing a three-phase 
short circuit on it after which it is 
closed in at full line voltage. Due 
to the reactance of, for example, 
133 miles of typical line the short
circuit current is limited to 625 
amperes, representing about 140,
000 kva. Twenty minutes to half an 
hour Is required to melt the ice be
fore this circuit is placed back in 
service to carry the load, while the 
second circuit is melted.

Public address systems are find
ing increased favor for communica
tion within power plants not only 
because of their speed and flexibil
ity but because all points are auto
matically kept informed of what is 
happening during emergencies. The 
first InstaUation was made in the 
generating plant at Twin Branch 
shown in part in Fig. 11. The layout 
Includes 11 stations and 19 speak
ers in the control switchboard rocm, 
the turbine floor, boiler control 
board, burner deck, condenser pit, 
pump, and condensate panels.

Noise levels at certain points in 
a power plant may be so high that 
normal conversation Is impossible, 
yet it may be necessary to make

portant factor of not knowing when 
to start melting has prevented wide 
use of this method. Electronic sleet 
detection and improved weather 
forecasting gave new impetus to 
this solution.

Electronic sleet detection depends 
on the effect of conductor ice on 
carrier attenuation. It functions by

To Help You With These Timing 
Engineering Problems

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 194*

♦ Any Spend—Available from 450 
RPM down to one revolution per 
month.

Catalog Available—Complete data on most recent devel
opments in the timing field may be had upon request. 

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO DEPT. 21

frequency, speed and torque require
ments. The 110 volt, 60 cycle, 1-RPM 
units consume only 2 watts, have 5 in oz 
starting and synchronous torque, and 
are only l}i” s ¿'/j" x 2" overall.

received carrier relay signals under 
sleet as compared with normal bne 
conditions. Sleet readings prov de 
information on two things:
(a) The approximate amount of 

ice formation based on a compar
ison with normal sleet readings 
and previous recorded experience.

(b) The equally important factor 
of the rate at which the accumu
lation is taking place, or a “prog
ress” report.

DC MOTOR
Aesinally new in design—stable in 
spe«i -rnverstbk» tn demand for innum
erable DC tuning applx aligns■ —compact 
—light in weight—seven segment oom
mutator- low reactance rotor winding— 
alnico field—totally enclosed. Sealed-in 
lubrication good for life—unusually long 
wearing brushes that are uasily replace
able.

♦ Haydon is maintaining prompt de
liveries with suitable priority.

* Special lubricants for unusual 
ambient temperature requirements 
—lubrication sealed in, and effective 
irrespective of mounting position of 
the motor.

* Special units for shock, vibration, 
and spray test applications.

DO YOU HAVE A TIMING, 
RADIO KEYING, OR TUBE 
PROTECTION PROBLEM?

in any upend between 450 
___ ____ 1 REV. per month precision 

manufactured to your specific voltage.

Complete Timing Engineering 
Service for handling any type of 
Timing Problem both AC and DC.
♦ Special Motors—Friction for man
ual reset. . . brakes for instant stop 
.... shift for automatic reset. .. 
reversible ... operates on AC and 
DC current.
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INCO NICKEL ALLOYS
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MOSQUITO'S 
STINGER

Are you looking for metals in ultra-fine sizes for es
sential applications today...or for your new products 
after the war?

Do you want... in addition to the split-hair size 
...metals with strength, toughness and high resis
tance to corrosion?

Then take a look at these examples of how INCO 
Nickel Alloys can be produced in practically any 
form or size you may want for applications that need 
h rustless corrosion-resisting material with high me
chanical properties ...

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY INC 
67 Wall Street. New York 5. N. Y.

In addition to their group properties of high strength, 
toughness and corrosion resistance, individual INCO 
Nickel Alloys have specialized properties for appli
cations requiring high-temperaturo strength, special 
hardness, resilience, etc.

“Tremendous Trifles” h booklet which discusses 
the properties, sizes and forms of 8 INCO Nickel 
Alloys will be sent to you on request. Please give 
Company, Name and Title. Address-:

...and found the strong, corrosion
resistant metals they sought 
among the Inco Nickel Alloys

THE WIRE shown in the magnified photo above 
knotted around two strands of human hair is 0.0009” 
thick A pound would stretch 80 miles. It is a regular 
commercial product of the Driver-Harris Co.
THE TUBING, smallest ever drawn, is compared 
with a mosquito’s stinger. Outside diameter of this 
nickel tube is 0.0019”; inside diameter, 0.0004”. 
Superior Tube Company produces commercial tub
ing in Inco Nickel Alloys as small as 0.010”, outside 
diameter.
THE STRIP is .00075* thick . . . one-third the 
thickness of this page. It would take more than 1300 
strips to equal an inch. This nickel strip is made by 
Somers Brass Company for regular commercial use.

MONEL • “K” MONEL • “S” MONEL • “R“ MONEL 
KR" MONEL * INCONEL • “Z” NICKEL - NICKEL

Sheet... Strip ... Rod... Tubing... Win• •• Casting»

They wanted wire, tube 
and sheet in .,

FROM THIS MAGAZINE

MAGNIFIED APPROX 25 times

EDGE vii A OF OOD'i '5 INC
NICKEL STRIP
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Today, many of the out

lines of future developments, 
which appeared hazy and distant, are 

being brought into ever sharper relief 
through scientific research. Of those who 

are actively engaged in defining the pattern 

of things to come, Sperti, Inc. is an organization 

worthy of continued attention.

For beyond Sperti are laboratories devoted to pure 

research, independent of industry, and staffed by world- 
famous scientists. These men have searched theoretical 
fields and have brought into the foreground of clearly 

defined fact important discoveries in electronics, irradia
tion, fluorescent lighting and cellular activities.

Although Sperti, Inc. is now almost wholly engaged in 

war work, there may be research completed or in process 

which will lend clearer shape to your own postwar plans. 
You’ll find it profitable to maintain contact with 

this outstanding source of basic scientific inquiry.

emergency adjustments or repairs 
at these points. With a properly 
designed public address system us
ing directional speakers, operators 
or maintenance men can intercom
municate without waste of time or 
wig-wagging.

Vacuum tubes in automatic syn
chronizers (Fig. 12) reduce the bur
den on the sychronizing source 
from about 100 to 7.5 volt-amperes. 
Consequently, inexpensive bushing 
potential devices can be used in
stead of the high-voltage instru
ment potential transformers other
wise necessary. Only two low-pow
er vacuum tubes are used in a 
measuring circuit which compares 
the voltages and phasing of the two 
systems being synchronized. The 
automatic synchronizer closes the 
two systems together:
(a) Only if the frequency differ

ence is not too great;
(b) When the systems are coming I 

into step, not going out;
(c) In advance of true synchron

ism depending on the rate at | 
which the two systems are coming 
into step.
Such accurate synchronizing, 

which causes a minimum of distur
bance to the two systems, cannot 
be attained consistently by manual 
methods.

Time standards

Time standards and a standard 
60-cycle frequency are two ele
ments being used for the automatic 
regulation of a number of inter
connected power plants which may 
be separated by hundreds of miles. 
The frequency and time standards 
at all such plants must be highly 
accurate in order that the regulat
ing mechanisms be properly coor
dinated. Plants where regulating 
mechanisms take frequency and 
“accumulated time error” into ac
count require accurate standards of 
frequency and time.

Pendulum-type master clocks 
having an error of about one part 
in 200,000 have proved inadequate, 
even when checked and adjusted 
frequently against naval obser
vatory time by radio time signals. 
Electronic frequency standards, 
such as used in radio laboratories 
and accurate to within 5 parts in 
10,000,000, have proved satisfactory 
as a combination frequency and 
time standard.

A typical arrangement located at 
a large plant consists of a 60 kc 
temperature-controlled quartz-bar 
oscillator, multi-vibrators, 1,000-cy- 
cle clock, and 15-watt amplifier 
providing frequency-controlled 60- 
cycle output suitable for driving 
automatic generator controls i nd 
time error indicators.

In operation, daily checks are 
made against time signals usir • a
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January 194«
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irecision crystals are performing a mighty job under the most 

trying battle conditions. But only the crystals that are micro

scopically clean can operate indefinitely. That's what makes 

crystals giants.

Crystal Products Company methods of exacting cleanliness 

in manufacturing procedures are unsurpassed. All crystal 

oscillators are guaranteed free from flaws, ghosts, Inclusions 

— and are free from optical and electric twinning.



Can you
USE THESE 
RADIO 
TOOLS?

-■

CREI Technical Training Equips 
. You With the Ability to

Hold and Improve Your 
NEW RADIO JOB!

ihese “tools” are the symbol o£ the 
trained engineer. Knowing how to use 
them and apply them is an indication 
that you have the ability and understand
ing to enjoy a responsible engineering 
position.

Your ability to solve tough problems on 
paper and then follow-up with the neces
sary mechanical operation is a true in
dication that you have the confidence 
born of knowledge ... confidence in your 
ability to get and hold the better-paying 
positions and enjoy a secure career in the 
expanding fields of radio-electronics.

Now is the time to do some post-war 
planning of your own. Investigate CREI 
home study courses that offer a proven 
program for personal advancement. One 
CREI student, a broadcast engineer, re
cently wrote: “/ found your course suf
ficiently advanced for a college graduate, 
and of an engineering nature.**

• WRITE FOR FREE 32-PAGE BOOKLET
If you have had professional 
radio experience and want 
job and financial security— 
let us prove we have a "t **£•<*■
Sianned program of study to >'■

elp you. To help us inteUi- 
gently answer your inquiry, 
PLEASE STATE BRIEFLY 
YOUR BACKGROUND OF EX
PERIENCE, EDUCATION AND 
PRESENT POSITION.

Capitol Radio
ENGINEERING

E. H. RIETZKE,
INSTITUTE
President

Home Study Couries m Practical Radio-Electronics 
Engineering for Professional Self-Improvement

Dept. ELI, 3224—16th Street. N. W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.

Contractors to the U.S. Navy—U.S. Coast Guard 
—Canadian Broadcasting Corp.—Producers of Well- 

trained Technical Radiomen for Industry.
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fixed tuned receiver. Based on 
these daily checks, manual correc
tions are made as often as re
quired in the accumulated time 
setting as well as in the frequency 
adjustment of the standard itself. 
Maximum drift per day is held to 
about .04 seconds which is of the 
same order of magnitude as the de
viation of time signals according 
to the corrections which are issued 
monthly by the Naval Observatory.

When two or more heavy load 
centers are interconnected, steps 
usually are necessary to insure the 
stability of the interconnected sys
tem. As a system approaches in
stability any system disturbance 
may cause energy to surge back 
and forth over the tie lines a num
ber of times before reaching sta
bility, and thus the maximum safe 
load carrying capacity is reduced. 
System stability may be improved 
if the automatic regulators con
trolling the synchronous conden
sers and generators respond quickly 
to voltage changes.

Electronic regulators and elec
tronic exciters not only produce 
finer regulation normally but also 
respond more quickly during sys
tem disturbances. The response 
speed using an all electronic exciter 
is dependent only upon the in
ductance of the main field of the 
machine and the amount of volt
age applied to it; with an elec
tronic regulator, which controls the 
field of an auxiliary rotating ex
citer, the response time of the ex
citer field must be added; while In 
a mechanical regulator the Inertia 
of moving contacts causes a 
further delay. However, the type 
of regulator chosen depends on a 
study of the particular location 
and system requirements.

A number of electronic exciters 
and regulators have proven them
selves on the A.G.&E.CO. system 
for regulation of major rotating 
equipment. The all electronic ex
citer shown In Fig. 13, rated 777 
amperes continuous (1500 amperes 
for one minute) provides field ex
citation for a 30,000 kva synchron
ous condenser having a field re
sistance of .21 ohms. The exciter 
output is obtained In a six-phase 
grid controlled rectifier using six 
200 amp. ignitrons, Type FG-233-A. 
The firing of the Ignitrons Is con
trolled by six Type FG-172 thyra
trons, which in turn are controlled 
by a vacuum-tube regulator.

Electronic regulators, which at 
present are more widely used than 
electronic exciters, normally use 12 
or more tubes in a regulating cir
cuit in which, for example, the out
put a pair of 6L6 tubes, controls 
an amplidyne generator, a small 
rotating machine in which an In
put of milliamperes controls an 
output of amperes. This in turn 
controls the field of the usual ro
tating exciter supplying field exci

tation to the power generator or 
synchronous condenser.

Another similar type of reg a
tor uses FG-172 thyratrons to sup
ply the field of the regular exc.er. 
There are also, of course, a nun ?er 
of types of non-electronic reg a- 
tors in common use depending on 
the characteristics ^esired in a p ar
ticular Installation.

Among other important appl a- 
tions used by electric utilities are:

(a) Mercury arc rectifiers and 
arc lights (which antedate radio)

(b) High-voltage cathode ay 
oscillographs for lightning studies.

(c) Power rectifiers and con
verters

(d) Regulated electronic battery 
chargers

(e) Closely regulated power 
plied for testing

(f) High-voltage rectifiers 
high frequency oscillators 
breakdown testing

sup-

and
for

(g) Smoke precipitators
(h) Electronic timers
(1) Shaft eccentricity and bear

ing vibration recorders
(j) Intrusion alarms
(k) Fault locators
(1) Electronic motor controls
(ml Measuring Instruments

MAGNETIC WIRE 
RECORDER

(Continued from page 118)

Overall re«|H»nse curve BOA recorder nel 
reproducer operating at the low epeel

t 

r

PlquallMtlon curve for BOA recorder nd If 

reproducer nniplifier

tively high frequency voltage atH 
about 30.000 cycles. This complei ly BL 
demagnetizes the wire as it passes ■ 
through and away from the field of H 
this coil, much as a jeweler demag- H 
netizes a watch.

Any magnetic recording systen. l if 
which used just the fundamental I 
elements would give poor quality. K 
due to the fact that the magnetiz- B 
ation curve for iron is not straight, p 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Janaary 19441 U
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PRECISION CUTTERS Of QUARTZ

COMMUNICATIONS « OPTICAL USES

GHTS Compa
issei 
Id of

For years, wo have specialized in the 
quantity production of an exceptionally wide 
variety of quality Quartz Crystals. Recent patents 
granted to us on new precision cuts and improved 
mechanical processes have increased still further 
the accuracy and volume output of James Knights 
Crystals. We make samples nearly every day for 
some new customer so that he can design his 
equipment to fit a crystal that is now a standard 
of comparison. Why not let us help you?

in tai 
üity, 
etiz-
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withinterference the so-called public radio services

TRIBUTE 
TURERS—A

RADIO-ELECTRONIC MANUFAC- 
glowing tribute to the vital role of

TO 
most

Great offensives

January, T*4i'.tcrso^ic iMOUsTUtK

Latest Electronic News Developments Summarized 
by Electronic Industries' Washington Bureau

STUDY RADIO ELECTRONICS CONVERSION 
PLANS—The formulation of the reconversion program 
for industry was slated as one of the major tasks to 
be tackled by President Roosevelt after his return from 
the Cairo and Teheran conferences. The likelihood 
was that WPB would be the key governmental agency 
to supervise this work and WPB Chairman Donald M. 
Nelson would be at the helm. The radio and elec
tronics manufacturing industry, which has to keep its 
nose to the grindstone of unprecedented war produc
tion, has to pretty well forget about reconversion 
problems for the moment in “sawing wood” on its pro
duction schedules for the Army and Navy. But most 
authoritative governmental leaders express the view to 
“Electronics Industries” that a plan of reconversion 
will be evolved in the next few months which should 
be acceptable to the industry and should mean an 
orderly transition from war production to normal 
peacetime operations. It was stressed that the in
dustry converted in good order for war activities and, 
since it is now fairly well integrated because of its ex
perience in war production, the return to peacetime 
operations should be made in the same orderly fashion.

PROBLEM OF EXCESS CRITICAL COMPONENTS— 
Because of the threat of future component bottlenecks 
in the radio-electronics production program, the WPB 
Radio and Radar Division has established a Joint 
Component Control Committee which will endeavor 
to utilize idle and excess inventories of critical com
ponents in prime contractors’ stocks and redis
tribute them into the production stream. The ac
cumulation of these surplus stocks of critical com
ponents has been due largely to contract cancellations, 
terminations, engineering changes and other uncon
trollable reasons resulting from redesigning of out
moded communications equipment, together with cut
backs and over-ordering. The contractors and Army 
and Navy warehouses are being asked to submit com
plete inventory reports of idle and excess component 
stocks to the WPB Division which is going to prepare 
lists to be circulated to all prime and subcontractors 
and component manufacturers. In charge of the 
Component Control Committee’s activities is Wesley 
L. Smith, who was the administrative officer for the 
past two years of the ANEPA Production Expediting 
Branch.

POSTWAR PLANNING—The program tor the in
ventory and control of excess critical comnonents, in
itiated by WPB Radio and Radar Division Director Rav
C. Ellis, has considerable advantageous possibilities in 
postwar planning. It. will mean that the excess com
ponents, which are known to exist in practically every 
producer’s plant, will be put back into production 
circulation and thus, when the war ends, these surplus 
materials will not remain a threat to be “dumped” on 
the market and to hinder the return of component

manufacturers to peacetime operations. To permit 
the transfer ol these idle inventories to other prime 
contractors and in the case of critical components in 
outmoded equipment which would need redesigning 
and restamping by component manufacturers, a 
financing program through the RFC Defense Supplies 
Corporation is being considered. The component 
control will be operated through a small WPB com
mittee set-up in Washington oxi which Army and 
Navy representatives would serve. The handling of 
the inventory transfers with manufacturers is to be 
decentralized and operated through the Division’s field 
offices.

FUTURE OF RADIO-ELECTRONICS—Congress—at 
least its Senate Interstate Commerce Committee which 
handles radio legislation on that side of the Capitol— 
has received a good education in the future of the 
radio-electronics industry from a number of leading 
engineers in the field and topmost government tech
nical experts. From these outstanding radio en
gineers the Senate Committee learned that frequency 
modulation, television, facsimile and electronics ser
vices are going to plan a tremendous role in the post
war life of the United States. The FCC will also have 
its work cut out in the postwar era both in its formu
lation of the new allocations in the spectrum in co
operation with the other government departments and 
industry and in tremendously increased regulatory 
duties over the new forms of broadcasting and com
munications, particularly in aviation radio, and over 
the non-communication electronic devices to prevent

radio-electronic communications in the war was paid 
in a recent address before a Washington gathering by 
Major General James A. Code, Jr., Assistant Chief Sig
nal Officer, on behalf of Major General H. C. Ingles, 
Chief Signal Officer of the Army, who lauded the 
“American manufacturers whose brains and ingenuity 
have made possible the excellent performance of signal 
equipment in all Theatres of Operation.” General Code 
stated that “it is no boast for me to say that our signal 
equipment is far in a way the finest in the world—the 
most modern in design and precision and the best in 
ruggedness and performance. But, it would not be so 
without the magnificent cooperation, great skill and 
untiring efforts of our associates and co-workers of 
industry. Not only have they produced this equipment 
in enormous quantities, but production schedules have 
been generally well maintained.
are pending and communications will play an im
portant part in every battle because the fighting ef
ficiency of our soldiers depends heavily on adequate 
signal communications. General Code emphasized that 
delivery schedules by manufacturers must be met, and 
even surpassed, if we are to outfight the enemy.
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It is no secret that our armed forces have the finest com
munications equipment in the world. What is even more 
important is the fact that this equipment—“the eyes 
and ears” of our fighting men—is in the hands of that 
even finer product of American Democracy . .. the men 
of the U. S. Army Signal Corps. To them from Motorola 
Radio—a speedy Victory and a quick safe return!

Fer the continued development end 
Auction of Radio Communication, 

nd other tpeiial Electronic ev/uip 
mi for our Armed Force, the 

Volutola orfanitation hru hmn 
curded tup Kari for their Army- 

Navy"E?Flaa. Xlot.enl.i i, p-ouA 
■f the part it hat hem ptioileged to 
Aav in the speeding of Victory.

AFTER THE WAR . . . For the Signal Corps, Motor
ola Electronic Engineers pioneered in the development 
of the famous Guidon Set, the new Walkie-Talkie and 
the highly effective Handie Talkie—portable two-way 
communications systems. When Victory signals re
sumption of Civilian Radio production Motorola 
Engineers will add to their impressive list of “Firsts” in 
the development and production of Special Electronic 
devices and 2-Way F-M Communications Equipment.
Expect Big Things from Motorola—THEY'RE IN THE MAKING I

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944
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The Egyptian Pyramid* stand 
majestically, through th* age*, 
a* mute witnesses to the skill 
and rugged craftsmanship of 
the thousands of slaves who 
toiled to erect them. . . . TO-

Oil Impregnated—OH Filled

OH Sealed

Ceramic ar Bakelite Tubes

Bakelite Cement Ends
I Oil Proof I

Suitable for Operation
75* to 100* C

Ideal for Extreme High
Altitude Dufy

No Danger of "Flash Over"

No Metal for "tody Capacity'

No Internal Corrosion

creative engineering skill and 
willing hands achieved the 
aame result with the new DU
MONT TYPE PC2 OU Paper 
Capacitor ... an oil impreg
nated oil sealed capacitor that 
gives assured “LONGER 
LIFE” for continuous opera
tion. ... Its special features 
and construction are exclusive 
features with Dumont.

DAY . . . not slsves

r^Lonc^er

DUE TO ITS 
CONSTRUCTION

BUY 
BONOS

Pat. Pending

DUMONT
ELECIRICCO.
C«l>*ClTO*i » O » I v t « » 11 a V HI • IN T 

) 4 HUBERT

M I W T a R * N V

but has considerable curvature near 
the origin. Recording on this type 
of a characteristic would have the 
same effect as amplifying on the 
curved portion of a vacuum tube 
amplifier characteristic.

Previous magnetic recording sys
tems have overcome this difficulty 
by utilizing, not this portion of the 
B-H curve, but the portion of the 
hysteresis loop shown between “a” 
and “b” of the curve. This, of course, 
was done by first saturating the wire 
or tape with a de field to point 
“C”. then removing the field which 
carries the medium to condition 
“d”, then applying a bias which 
takes it down to “e”, and then 
recording about this bias, as shown. 
All these functions were contained 
in a single recording head.

After recording (after the wire 
or tape has passed beyond the in
fluence of the recording field), the 
wire or tape is no longer in the 
conditions represented by a, e, and 
b, but rather is in the conditions 
represented by a„ e„ and br. It has 
been found that if the curve is 
straight between a, e, and b, that 
but a small amount of distortion 
will result due to this counter mag
netization.

Principle of operation

In the General Electric wire 
recorder, this principle is not util
ized, but instead a principle devel
oped by Marvin Camras, of the 
Armour Research Foundation at 
the Illinois Institute of Technology 
is used. In this method none of 
these de fields are used, but instead 
an equivalent result is obtained by 
mixing some of the same high fre
quency voltage which is used in the 
erase coil with the audio voltage in 
the recording head. By referring 
to the schematic it can be seen that 
both voltages are impressed simul
taneously on the recording head.

Using a system such as this, 
the retained magnetism, Br, plotted 
against H appears as shown in the 
curve. This is a straight line for a 
considerable portion of its charac
teristic. Consequently excellent re-

Newest version of moKaette wire re
corder In use

cordings having low distortion can 
be made.

The reasons as to why this cha ac- 
teristic is so straight have n ver 
been adequately explained. Su ffice 
it to say that the action of the 
high frequency excitation on the 
molecular magnetic particles se ms | 
to “jar” them loose sufficient! so 
that they no longer exhibit their 
reluctance to start lined up in a 
fixed direction. In other wcrds, 
their reluctance, which may be 
likened to inertia, having been 
overcome, they line up in direct 
proportion to the audio magnet' zing 
force, or in other words B becomes 
proportional to H.

Referring to the illustration of 
the complete machine there may 
be seen “fingers” or wire guides 
near each spool. These guides are at
tached to shafts which are mechan
ically connected to a level wind 
screw geared to the drive motor. 
These guides lay the wire down on 
the spools in uniform layers. The 
winding traverse is 50 turns per 
inch.

Mechanical construction
As shown in the interior view of 

the machine, all the drive mechan
ism is in the upper half, while the 
amplifier and electronic circuits 
are located on a chassis at the bot
tom. The two relays which may be 
seen operate brakes which serve to 
stop the rotation of the spools 
whenever the wire is stopped. This 
is to prevent the wire from becom
ing loose when the motor is stopped 
or reversed.

The two pulleys at the left have 
two steps. With this arrangement, 
the speed of the wire may be 
doubled if desired. This results in 
a better fidelity curve but, of course, 
reduces the length of recording on 
one spool to about a half hour. A 
response curve for the low speed 
is shown.

Referring to the schematic dia
gram, it can be seen that the ampli
fier is merely a straight-forward 
audio amplifier having three stages 
of amplification. The same ampli
fier is used for recording and for 
playback, all necessary circuit 
switching being accomplished with 
a single switch. J102 is the micro
phone jack which connects to the 
grid of V101. J101 is so connected 
that it provides a high impedance 
input, thus allowing the use of 
either a crystal or dynamic micro
phone.

The first tube, V101, is cathode 
biased. This first stage is a resist
ance coupled amplifier (C103, R’M) 
which feeds into the grid of V102. 
The input of this second stage Is 
varied by the use of the potentio
meter, RI 15. The first stage audio 
input point requires about 0.25 volts 
for proper operation. This is a con
venient point to connect the out-
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Janvary, I’44210



RADIO INDUSTRY NOW PRODUCES FOR
WAR-BUT PLANS FOR PEACE

FRED R. TUERK

W. A. ELLMORE

»ANK L ELLITHORPf
nee

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO.. 850 Orleans St., Chicago; III,

The war has speeded discoveries 
and improvements in many fields.

Month by month, production rec
ords have been broken as Utah has 
gone "all out” for Uncle Sam, accord
ing to Fred R. Tuerk, President.

manufacturing facilities, Mr. Elli- 
thorpe went on to say, will be con
verted to the development and pro
duction of the Utah products to 
meet the demands of industry for 
"tomorrow.”

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

ODEN F JESTER

for the future

and communications fields. Today, 
electrical and electronic miracles 
are enlisted in the armed forces- 
but tomorrow they will be at the 
service of peacetime America.” Mr. 
Ellmore further pointed out that be
cause of the wartime research and 
improvements now going on at 
Utah, there will be greater enjoy
ment and convenience in the Amer
ican home—greater efficiency in the 
American factory.

militarily and commercially usable.

Mr. Ellithorpe went on to state 
that Utah-Carter parts are proving 
that the engineering which created 
them and the manufacturing meth
ods which are turning them out in 
ever-increasing quantities are

WAR DEVELOPMENTS AND 
THEIR PEACETIME MARKETS

"We’re working for Victory and 
planning for peace now,”stated Oden 
F. Jester, Vice-President in Charge 
of Sales of the Utah Radio Products 
Company, when queried recently on 
Utah’s postwar plans. "Our experts 
are hard at work, developing plans

CARTER DIVISION IN FULL SWING 
FOR WAR PRODUCTION- 
AND POSTWAR PLANNING

said W. A. Ell
more, Vice-Presi
dent in Charge of 
Engineering of 
the Utah Radio 
Products Co. 
"Nowhere,” he 
went on,"has this 
been more true 
than in the radio

ous Enameled Resistors, Plugs, 
Vi ewound Controls and other 
Itah-Carter parts are seeing serv
ice on wide fronts—in the air, on 
the sea and on the ground. They are 
pla ing an important part in adapt
ing the new electronic and radio 
deselopments — in making them

worthy of the fighting men 
depend on those parts. This 
engineering staff and these

He points out that experience gained during the 
war period will be ably utilized in efficient peacetime 
production.

With emphasis on quality, the dependability of Utah 
parts, long a by-word in the radio and sound equip
ment industries, will be maintained.

who 
same 
same

plans that take utmost consideration of the needs of 
industrial concerns. Better products are on the way. 
In the Utah laboratory rapid strides have been made 
in adapting new electronic and radio developments 
for war uses—and making them available for the 
requirements of tomorrow.”

Frank E. Elli
thorpe, Sales 
Manager of the 
Carter Division of 
the Utah Radio 
Products Com
pany, declared in 
a recent interview 
that Utah Jacks, 
Switches, Vitre-

UTAH EMPLOYEES BREAK 
PRODUCTION RECORDS FOR 
UNCLE SAM

YOU ARE PART OF 
UTAH’S POSTWAR PLANS
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A New England 
war plant, purchas
ing steel castings 
from an outside

The flexibility principle is ap
plicable also to individual equip
ments. For example, the equip
ment in Fig. 3 was developed to 
provide the electroplating and 
anodizing field with a universal 
power supply source. In electro
lytic finishing a fairly wide ra ige 
of de voltage is required, depend
ing upon the process: Tank plat
ing, 1-6 volts; Barrel plating, and 
some types of chrome plating, 6-12

put of an amplifier or radio. RI 15 
is the volume control for both in
put jacks.

The second stage amplifier tube, 
V102, is also cathode biased, and 
its output feeds the third stage 
through C107, R108, C106, and R116 
which form a low-pass filter across 
the output of the second stage to 
serve as a tone compensator. Resis
tor, RI 16, is the variable element in 
this filter and determines the point 
of filter cut-off, and hence forms 
the tone control.

head. If this were not done, the 
current in the recording head coil, 
and thus the magnetizing flux, 
would decrease with the frequency, 
since the impedance increases. This 
would cause a serious loss in high 
frequency response. There are other 
reasons, also, why this compensa
tion is needed. The equalization 
used is approximately 51 db from 
200 to 3000 cycles. The equalization 
curve is illustrated. A secondary 
winding on T103 is connected in 
series between the equalizing net
work and the recording head. This 
winding is coupled to the high fre
quency oscillator circuit described 
previously.

When the “Record-Listen” switch 
is tuned to “Listen” for play-back 
purposes, the head is connected to 
the first stage as shown. Also, un
der this condition, the internal 
speaker is in the circuit.

periencing a reject 
rate of 75% after 
machining. Each 

reject meant a loss of 3 machine and 
man-hours. Solution: X-ray inspection to 
“spot” defective castings before machin
ing. Result: 100% real production from 
same men and machines ... tremendous 
savings in materials. Another example of 
how Westinghouse X-ray takes the 
“guesswork” out of industrial inspec
tion ... speeds production and cuts costs.

J-O2O22

age developed at the filter input u 
270 volts.

The neon light, 1103, is used ¡u 
a volume level indicator for record
ing. Audio voltage plus a de biasing 
voltage is fed to the light through 
R118, C113, and R117. R117 is ad-1 
justed so that the light just fin Ues! 
on the peaks of the audio when ! 
recording at the proper level. X101 
and KI02 are relays which operate 
the brakes on the wire spools 
When the motor switch, S103, h 
thrown to forward or reverse, these 
relays are energized in turn release 
the brake shoes and close the motor 
circuit.

In case uf breakage the recording 
wire may be tied in a knot. This is 
useful in case it is desired to “dub 
in” on the recording. This can be 
done by simply annealing the two 
ends with a match, soldering iron, 
or cigarette, and tying a simple 
square knot or seamstress’ knot.

In conclusion it may be stated 
that this machine is entirely ade
quate for speech, even at the low 
speed, and fairly satisfactory for 
music at the high speed. With more 
refinements there is no fundamen
tal reason why this machine can
not be made equally as good or 
better than the best recorders 
available today.

External «peaker
The third (output) stage, V103, 

is cathode biased and has a trans
former output which matches the 
speaker voice coil. There is also an 
output jack, J103, into which an 
external speaker or headphones 
may be plugged. If this is done, 
the jack automatically disconnects 
the speaker that is in the unit. 
The switch, S102, connects the in
ternal speaker in the circuit only 
when it is in the “Listen” position. 
In the “Record” position of switch, 
S102, the audio output is connected 
through the audio equalizing net
work to the recording head, L104. 
This equalizing network, composed 
of C114, C115, RU9, R120, R121, 
R122, R123, L102, and L103, gives 
a rising voltage versus frequency

Oscillator function
The high frequency oscillator, 

V104, operates at approximately 30 
kc. This oscillator operates only 
when S102 is in the “Record” posi
tion. The oscillator tube is a type 
6 V6GT, operated in a conventional 
Hartley circuit. One secondary 
winding is coupled to the recording 
head, and the other winding to the 
erase coil, L106. Approximately 30 
volts are applied to the recording 
head, and 5.5 volts to the erase coil. 
The rectifier tube, V105, a 5W4GT, 
is connected in a conventional full
wave rectifier circuit. The de volt-

(Continued from page 111)
Selenium rectifiers can be com

pared to transformers or to stor
age cells, in electrical flexibility. 
Not only individual stacks, but com
plete units can be connected in 
parallel or series as desired. Again, 
this simple fact is the root of & 
group of practical advantages:

A large installation may be di
vided into units of practical size 
to facilitate handling, and as a 
final step the individual units may 
be caster-mounted, which simpli
fies installation to the ultimate.

Initial installations may be ex
panded in capacity at any time, 
by adding on similar units in 
parallel.

Units may be shifted about to 
accommodate load requirements in 
revised plant layouts. This is 
analagous to the flexibility of in
dividually motorized tools in s 
modern machine shop.

<7^/inside



/YLOR TALE

PHENOL FIBRE
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In the production of laminated plastics, the same raw materials are available to all manu
facturers. The difference in the quality of the finished product arises out of the skill, the know
how, the talent of the manufacturer. His brains and equipment are the variable factors.

Here at Taylor, in the industry's most modern plant, Vulcanized and Phenol Fibre are 
made by the Verifibre Process—Taylor's name for quality control. Here, too, skill and 
inventiveness combine to improve manufacturing processes and simplify production, 
resulting in better products, more economically produced. The arc chamber partition, 
illustrated at the left, is a typical example of Taylor talent.

ARC CHAMBER PARTITION
|*- c hodox way to mmanufacture the arc chamber 
I onrh» n, shown above in actual size. Is to slice it 
from -ectangular, vulcanized fibre lobe Taylor 
fam» it from a iheet • at a great saving in cost. 
Whaiever your problem may be. If you think 

ILomi <ed Plastics might help you to solve It, the 
uncrwt move you can make is to Take it to Taylor.

NORRISTOW 
OFFICES 1 N 
PACIFIC COAST

Present restrictions by WPB require that Vulcanized Fibre and Phenol Fibre be sold 
only under allocation. But if you have a product that's vital to the war, or if you are 
now doing post-war planning, our engineers will be glad to discuss your problems with 
you and to make specific recommendations.

PLASTICS: VULCANIZED FIBRE 
fabricated parts

LAMINATED
SHEETS, RODS, TUBES, AND

N , PENNSYLVANIA 
PRINCIPAL CITIES 
HEADQUARTERS: 5U S. SAN PE9RO ST., LOS ANGELES
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bom of our concentrated experiencecooperation

stock to completed items
facility for planned production.
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• METAL STAMPINGS 

• MACHINE WORE 

e LAMINATIONS 

e TOOLS AND DIES

and makes it with a high degree of precision

PANEL BOARDS 

PLASTIC PARTS 
MECHANICAL AND ELEC

TRICAL INSTRUMENTS

40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ice embraces every

mating wartime s n<

288 Eastern Blvd., New York (54), N. Y,

BACK THE ATTACK - - BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Maintenance and protect ion

Since there are no moving parts, 
the selenium rectifier itself re
quires no more maintenance or at
tention than the associated trans
former. Maintenance is reduced 
to such minima as the lubrication 
of cooling fans if any, the replace
ment of supervisory lamps, and ulti
mately of such associated c m- 
ponents as contacts on relays or 
magnetic switches.

Selenium rectifiers will fail un
der excessive temperature. There
fore, the key factor in all designs 
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volts; Sulphuric acid anodizing, 
12-24 volts; Chromic acid anodiz
ing, 0-48 volts.

The basic power supply unit 
illustrated incorporates eight separ
ate rectifier sections, each rated at 
6 volts 500 amperes. These sec
tions may each be used individually 
(connected to different tanks), or 
may be used in parallel or series 
groups, to obtain any of the typical 
voltages listed. The combinations 
run into several hundred, but all 
groups are multiples of 6 volts up 
to a maximum of 48 volts.

Control and supervision is pro
vided by separate control units, de
signed to suit the particular lay
out. Changes in layout may re
quire modification of the control 
unit, or at most the purchase of a 
new control unit at a fraction of 
the cost of a complete new power 
supply source.

| Selenium Rectifiers
Application 

Considerations
1. Wherever required de vol. 

tages are low (up to approxi
mately 100 volts), or wherever 
currents are high (over 25 a n- 
peres), selenium rectifiers should 
bo seriously considered. When the 
combination of both low voltage 
and high currents occurs, the sel
enium rectifier must be con
sidered.

2. Wherever the ae to de con
version device should ideally be 
as static in operation as a trans
former, the selenium rectifier is 
in the picture. The typically static 
features are: No moving parts, 
silence, independence of position, 
vibration, shock, altitude, etc.

3. Wherever minimum mainte
nance and freedom from replace
ment is essential, selenium rec. 
tifiers should be compared to al
ternative sources of de.

4. Where minimum size and 
weight is important the selenium 
rectifier may be the best selec
tion. This depends chiefly upon 
the ratio of current to voltage, 
and the higher this ratio the 
greater is the likelihood of the 
selenium rectifier proving to be 
be optimum choice.



TYPES 1550-1560-1570-1580-1590

TYPE
;ooo3000

1590-210.

1590-232600

acküdb

ons

RATING DATA

for medium-duty high1590
ION
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1590-200 
"59O-2OI 

^1590-202 
1590-203 
1590-204

1590-205 
1590-206 
11590-207 
1590-208 
1590-209

4000
2000
2000 
1000
600

600
600
600
600
600

1590-227 
1590-228 
1590-229 
1590-230 
1590-231

Aerovox mica transmitting capacitor« 

are available in the widest range of 

types, capacities, working voltages. 

Type here shown is the bakelite-cased

Maximum Current in Amperes — Maximum Ambient Temperature 60° C

the most complete 
CONTINUOUS SERVICE

capacitors are backed by exception
ally complete data on maximum cur
rent-carrying ratings at five different 
frequencies, in addition to capacity and 
test-voltage ratings. The unit best suited 
for given current at given voltage and 
frequency may thus be selected quickly 
and precisely. This data, the accumula
tion of year* of research and experience 
based on extensive tests conducted with 
special te*t equipment, wu* determined

in connection with »tandard circuits in 
which such units are extensively used. 

Good capacitors, plus good application 
data, account for the tremendous popu
larity which Aerovox transmitting ca
pacitors enjoy today.

Be sure to reserve your copy of the 
Aerovox Transmitting Capacitor Cata
log, now in preparation, for your work
ing library, if yon are engaged in pro
fessional radio or electronic work.

300 100

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED

1590-222 
1590-223 
1590-224 
1590-225 
1590-226

Cap. 
Mtds.

Test Vafts 
M.

Catalog 
Number

10.000 
kc.

3000 
kc.

1000 
kc.

300 
kc.

tool 
kc.l

.01 8000 1590-217 16. 20. 15.
8. 1

.01 6000 1590-218 16. 20. 15. 8. 1

.02 5000 1590-219 18. 20. 17. 10. 1

.03 4000 1590-220 18. 20. 18. 12. 1

.04 4000 1590-221 — 18. 23. 20. 12. 1



T1EU1 HEIGHTS
Stabilization and Ufa

106 PA REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

200 Volt
A PRECISION INSTRUMENT

FOR LABORATORY D.C. SOURCE

Is the calculation of temperature 
rise, and provision of adequate 
cooling capacity to remove the 
btu’s with celerity. The designer 
can further safeguard the eq ip. 
ment by incorporating thermo
static warning and automatic 
shutdown devices, and carefully 
specifying the load rating in te au 
of ambient temperature.
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HARVEY^^^
■■ ■ 441 CONCORD AVENUE • CAMBRIDGE • MASS.

As previously mentioned, no I 
physical or chemical change taxes I 
place with use, hence life is fun- I 
damentally unlimited. This has I 
been confirmed, (as nearly as any 
prognosis involving the term 00 
can be confirmed), by extrapolat
ing performance curves from units 
in use during the last dozen years.

It has been observed that during 
use both forward and reverse resist
ance increase. This change ulti
mately stops, usually during the 
first five to ten thousand hours of 
use, after which no further change 
can be detected. After this the rec
tifier is completely stabilized.

In practice this change is usually 
expressed either in terms of a de
crease in de output voltage with 
fixed input, or as the required in
cremental increase in ac input to 
restore the de voltage to its initial 
value. In either case the absolute 
increment is a function of the rec
tifier load, but in general It will be 
about 5 to 15 per cent.

The L.crease in forward resist
ance will necessarily increase the 
I2R losses, and therefore the cool
ing design must allow for this so 
that full load current can be ob
tained at all times.

For equipments Incorporating 
any type of voltage control device 
the stabilization change can be an
ticipated by designing the equip
ment to deliver rated voltage and 
current after stabilization, or In 
other words, designing the unit to 
have a capacity slightly above rated 
voltage when new.

If output voltage must be held 
within fixed narrow limits, and the 
rectifier unit is not equipped with 
variable voltage controls, it is cus
tomary to provide on the trans
former one or two taps which may 
be used to correct for stabilization 
drop.

300 Volt 
RANGE

Aft. Baker (Elev. 10,750’) 
from Chain Lake near 
Bellingham, Wash. Photo 
from Evergreen Playgrd. 
Assn.

• Just as the snow-capped mountain rears 
its majestic peak above the clouds, so does 
a SINKO Injection Molding stand head and 
shoulders above ordinary parts and prod
ucts. For, Sinko craftsmen and methods 
are constantly reaching new heights of pel 
fection in producing injection moldings of 
surpassing precision and excellence! Even 
the most intricate problems of combining 
metals and thermoplastics are taken in 
stride thru the skill and long experience of 
our resourceful engineers. Currently all our 
facilities are employed in producing prod
ucts vital to VICTORY! But, we’re also 
planning ahead . . readying our customers 
for post-war sales and profits. Submit 
YOUR post-war plans to a Sinko Engineer. 
Ideas, suggestions tnd cost estimates incur 
no obligation. Write today!

Efficiency characterist ic«

In single-phase rectifiers 65 per 
cent is a typical efficiency factor. 
In three-phase rectifiers, efficiencies 
as high as 85 per cent easily may 
be attained, but by Increasing the 
loading factor it is possible to de
crease cost and size considerably by 
accepting full load efficiencies of 
65-75 per cent.

An interesting and sometimes 
very useful characteristic, is the 
load efficiency curve of heavy duty

SINKO T001 & MANUFACTURING (0MMHT 351 NO (RAWfORO AVENUE, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS



(Farnsworth television in England 10 years ago!)

you m

Another of

industry

Look for the Farnsworth Television adver
Using
November 15 and December 13 Newsweek

picting milestones in television’s history

• Farasworth Television & Radio 
Corporation. Fort Wayne 1, Indiana. 
Farnsworth Radio and Television 
Transmitters and Receivers: Aircraft 
Radio Equipment; the Farnsworth 
Dissector Tube: the Capehart, the 
Capehart-Panamuse; the Farnsworth 
Phonograph-Radio.

and right in your field.

coming age of television 

a series of advertisements de

our unusual wartime experience.
Farnsworth research for 18 years 

has pioneered the technical develop 
ments of this new art. And Farnsworth 
research will be of invaluable help to

London’s famed Crystal Palace was 
the scene, in 1934,* of the first foreign 
demonstration of the sensational Farns
worth electronic system of television.

In the years since, electronic tele
vise m has been brought to an advanced 
state of technical excellence. It is 
assured a place as a huge post-war

November 27 Collier’-

For tomorrow's television dealers 
ui I come from the ranks of today’s 
radio retailers.

Right now, although our entire pro
duction is for war, Farnsworth is pre
paring your huge future market. Our 
advertising is directed to your custom
ers, explaining the wonders of tele
vision. making people want television 
sets. For, after Victory is won, home 
telev ision will come, close on the heels 
of television equipment for countless 
commercial, industrial and institu
tional jobs. And post-war Farnsworth 
television will have the benefit of

ARNSWORTH 
ELEVISION



ENGINEERS WANTED

RADIO AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS WANTED
FOR WAR AND POST-WAR DESIGN WORK IN THE 
FIELDS OF:

AERONAUTICAL RADIO 
COMMUNICATION RADIO 
COMMERCIAL RADIO 
DETECTION DEVICES 
BROADCAST RECEIVERS 
TELEVISION
OTHER ELECTRONIC FIELDS

A DEGREE IN ENGINEERING OR PHYSICS OR ACTUAL 
DESIGN EXPERIENCE IN THESE FIELDS IS REQUIRED.

POSITIONS ARE PERMANENT FOR SUCCESSFUL AP
PLICANTS. WRITE, GIVING FULL DATA ON EDUCA< 
TION, EXPERIENCE AND SALARY DESIRED.

COLONIAL
RADIO CORPORATION I 4

RANO ST. 
BUFFALO 7, N. Y

COLONIAL

ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS—TO MAKE

4 reputable New England manufacturer engaged 
in the electronic production field is interested in 
other products to manufacture.
An interview will be granted responsible individ
uals or
may be 
fìdence.

groups of individuals, or detailed plans 
submitted in writing with complete con-

—WRITE— 

MR. E. F. V 
Room 603 Stotler Office Bldg. Boston 16, Moss.

selenium rectifiers. A typical agh 
current rectifier rated at 65-70 per 
cent efficiency at full load, will rise 
to 70-75 per cent at half load, and 
then drop slowly to 65 per cen at 
perhaps 10 per cent of full 1 id. 
In applications where the load 
varies widely this malntenanc of 
high efficiency can produce : ab- 
stanWal economy in power con
sumption.

Application*

The selenium rectifier, at com
mercial power frequencies is sub
stantially a pure resistance. In 
association with properly designed 
transformers, selenium rectifier 
units will show power factors of 
about 0.92 to 0.98.

Interminable lists make dull 
reading. In any case, many present 
applications of selenium rectifiers 
should not be mentioned until 
after the war. However, we can 
indicate the potential or actual ap
plications indirectly by summariz
ing some of the factors discussed 
on page 214.

SQUARE WAVE 
MEASUREMENTS

(Continued from page 107)

(other than amplitude) one or more 
of the following things are happen-
ing:

(1)

' (2)

The amplitude relationship 
of the low frequency compo
nents to the high frequency 
components of the original 
square wave have been 
changed.
The phase relationships of 
the low frequency compo
nents to the high frequency 
components of the original 
square wave have been 
changed. .

In general, both of these effects 
take place to a greater or lesser de
gree.

Amplitude falls
If the high frequency compo

nents of a square wave are trans
mitted through the circuit, but the 
low frequency components are re
duced in amplitude and shifted in 
phase, the pattern as seen on the 
oscillograph will have the same 
general steep rise of voltage as the 
original wave. However, since he 
low frequencies are attenuated, the 
horizontal portion of a square wave 
cannot be maintained and the am
plitude of the reproduced wave f ills 
off rapidly during the first half 
cycle. This is illustrated in the up
per of the two oscillograph patterns 
shown.

A loss of the high frequency com
ponents of the square wave pro
duces a slowly rising wave wh h 
approaches a sine wave in shape. 
In general, loss of low frequen y
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944



experience.

MULIAMPttfS
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practical knowledge we

past. For the utmost

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5200-5218 XX‘. Kinzie St, Chicago 44, Illinois

war, remember that true progress has its roots 
lasting accuracy, and value, look to Simpson.

EIECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

EFORE it becomes just "water over the dam”, every working hour, 
every problem solved, contributes in some measure to the reservoir of

There is a wealth of such experience behind Simpson instruments and 
testing equipment. Into their making has gone all the knowledge acquired 
during the more than 30 years which Ray Simpson has devoted to the 
design and manufacture of electrical instruments—all the experience and 
know-how of a group of men who have long been associated with him.

The important thing today, of course, is that this enables Simpson to 
build instruments of proven accuracy and stamina, at a rapid rate. Each 
one has a full bridge type movement with soft iron pole pieces. For the first 
time this admittedly finer design has been made a matter of mass production 
—with all the resulting economies and speed.

When it comes time to apply the many things learned under the impetus



FREQUENCY METERS

THE

Write for illustrated booklet 
on this meter.

“ZOPHAR 
QUALITY 

GOES 

FAR”

AVAILABLB IN 
SMALL PANEL BOARD 

mounting sms 
☆ 

HIGHER ACCURACY- 
EASY TO BEAN

LOW TEMPEBATUBE 
EMOB

☆ 
LOW POWER

CONSUMPTION .

S-*»59

CV^°UENCy

This compact instrument is available in 4" rectangular 
panel mounting case—other sizes up to 6” case—entirely 
self-contained—no external reactor .... Overall accuracy 
is better than .2 of a cycle in 60 ycles .... Made with 55 to 
65 cycle reading but also available in 59-61 cycle for greater 
reading accuracy and other ranges of frequency .... Indi
cation by pointer and graduateli scale, easy to read .... 
V ibration-proof and shock-proof .... Damping can be ad
justed to suit extreme conditions of frequency vibration .... 
Instrument is accurate within ambient temperature range 
from minus 10 to plus 40 degrees C . . . . Power consump
tion only 0.8 watts at 115 volts.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10S14 DUPONT AVE., CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

ZOPHAR WAXES 
meet riff id tests

The strict specification* of the Navy, Army and Air 
force for communications equipment, call for the best 
and most carefully manufactured products.

ZOPHAR waxes and compounds are satisfying thsse 
rigid tests. We shall be glad to coope
rate with you In solving your problems 
In potting, impregnating er Insulating 
waxes and Invlts your Inquiries.

ZOPHAR MILLS, Inc.
Founded 1846

12**131 2Sth Street .. Brooklyn, N. Y.

components is due to series cap. city I 
reactance, and/or shunt inductive I 
reactance, while the loss of gh I 
frequency components is du< to I 
series inductive reactance an i'or I 
shunt capacity reactance.

As an example of the us of I 
square waves in making measure- I 
ments, the inductance and stray I 
capacitance of a coil may be fo md I 
as shown in the circuit diagi am, I 
With the circuit connected as (1), I 
the high frequencies will be pa ed I 
and the lows attenuated and shift- I 
ed. After the initial rise of volt ,ge I 
(as shown in the upper oscillogram, I 
the decay of voltage is exponential. 
The exponent of this common equa
tion is —tR/L or —t/RC in cast' of 
capacity).

At some fundamental frequency 
of the exciting square wave, 
R=2?rfL (or R—l/27rfc) and the 
voltage at the end of the first half 
cycle will be E“» or 4.32 per cent of 
the initial voltage.

To measure inductance, vary the 
frequency of the square wave until 
the amplitude of the end of the half 
cycle is 4 per cent of the beginning 
of the half cycle. At this frequency, 
L=R/2rf where R is the resistance 
value in ohms, and f is the fre
quency of the square wave.

As an example, with a square 
wave frequency of 25,000 cycles, and 
a resistance value of 8,000 ohms, the 
pattern shown in the upper oscillo
gram resulted which shows the de
cay of voltage to approximately 4 
per cent. The value of L is 8000 4- 
25,000 x 6.28 or 51 millihenries.

To find the stray capacity of a 
coil connect as shown in (2) on cir
cuit diagram. The application of a 
square wave will produce a damped 
oscillation which appears on the 
horizontal part of the square wave 
as shown on the lower oscillogram 
In the pattern shown, the coil 
makes 2.5 cycles during the time for 
a half-cycle of the square wave 
Since the frequency of the square 
wave in this case was 25,000 cycles, 
the time for a half-cycle is 1/50,000 
second. Therefore, in 1/50,000 sec
ond this coil oscillated 2-1/2 cycles 
or at a frequency of 125,000 cycles 
The stray capacity which resonated 
the coil can then be found from 
C=l-e-(2rf)»L.

In the case of this coil, C=32.1 
mmfd

WOUND-CORE 
TRANSFORMER DESIGN

(Continued from page 115) 
and the approximate gage of the 
material used for these ranges. T le 
gage is indicated by the symbol 
number as tabulated below:

C-97
C-94
C-98

29 gage 
.007 in. thick 
.003 in. thick

(or thinner)
The mechanical features inher

ent in these cores include ease of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944220



used for fine adjustments.Knob

221

This is another example of the contribution of 
Ohmite Rheostats to precision accuracy in a wide 
variety of applications. Their time-proved design 
and construction insure permanently smooth, close 
control. There are ten wattage sizes from 25 to 1000 
watts, in straight or tapered winding, m single or 
tandem units. Ohmite Engineers are glad to assist 
you on any problem.
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Ohmite Model “L” (Knob “B”) for coarse adjust 
ments.

Send for Catalog and Engineering Manual No. 40
JFri/e on company letterbead Jot helpful 96-page i
guide in the selection and application of rheostats, I 
resistors, tap switches, chokes and attenuators. I

TKecidccng 

"MtcKCCte YlrtJcitCLKCed OK

^HE GISHOL Type “U* Dynetric Balancing 
Machine quickly and accurately measures and lo
cates the amount of unbalance in rotating parts 
such as fans, generator and motor armatures, pump 
rotors and crankshafts.

Vibrations as small as .000025* caused by an un
balanced part generate a voltage in the electrical 
system directly proportional to the amplitude of 
the vibrations. This voltage is greatly amplified to 
obtain distinct, reliable readings.

Two Ohmite Rheostat Potentiometers are em
ployed in the amplifier to give an accurate adjust
ment of the current generated. They make possible 
quick, easy adjustment of the electrical system to 
show the exact location of the unbalance and the 
amount of correction necessary. An Ohmite Model



Ingenious New

Technical Methods

abou

WANTED TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS (Continued from page 122)

University-WRITE-

PRINT IN BIÎWING

Presented in the hope that they will 
prove interesting and useful to you.

You can get complete 'nform ation 
about these tools from the Beryllium 
Corporation, Reading, Pennsylvania.

size ii 
d sigi

Man hat triad for ages to redis
cover the art of hardening cop
per. Today this can bo done by 
adding to copper a small per

centage of beryllium

Received degree of Ph.D i 
Physics, University of Cincinnati 
1926. Professor of physics aw 
head of Department of Physio 
Mercer University. Physicist an 
consulting engineer, Harris Fa® 
mond interests, New York. Super 
visor, War Research Labor a tor]

Not only does if produce on al
loy harder than tempered steel, 
but one that does not produce 
sparks, an essential when work
ing near highly combustible 

materials

Florida. Felloi
American Physical Society. Felloi 
Am. Inst. Elec. Engineers. Felloi 
Am. Assn, for Advancement < 
Science. Associate IRE.

in the unit is reduced to 
two-thirds.

2. Because of the smaller
is possible to seal the new
hermetically, which was not pos 
sible in the older one.

3. The new design has lowe: 
losses and hence higher operatini 
efficiency than the older one.

4. The new design is capable ) 
operation over a wider frequent] 
range.

The foregoing illustration is typ! 
cal, and not merely an isolated in 
stance, of the design improvement 
possible with Hipersil. Where qual 
ity is paramount, where losse 
must be kept at a minimum, when 
size and weight must be kept low 
and where new and difficult per 
formance is necessary, this ma 
terial aids the designe engined tre 
mendously.

assembly, the variety of mounting 
which can be used, the readinesi 
with which either core or shel typ< 
transformers can be used A ’roui 
of the mountings possible is showi 
in Fig. 6. All these assemblies an 
shown in skeleton form withoul 
terminal boards or containers, in 
this picture the 1st, 3rd, 5th anc 
6th assemblies are shown prior ft 
mounting in containers. The jthei 
assemblies are open type unit 
minus the terminal board. In noni 
of these arrangements is th. an 
of the core perpendicular to thi 
floor. This alternative, to* ether 
with others which will suggea 
themselves, indicate the adapt
ability to different types of n ant
ings.

Some of the advantages cited 
above may be observed by reference 
to Fig. 7. The transformer on thi 
left is for use at frequencies in the 
range of 50 to 150 kilocycles. Thal 
on the right is for operation al 
evactly the same voltages and othei 
operating condition^. The trans 
former at the left was made wit! 
thin gage silicon steel stampings 
while that on the right has a wount 
Hlpersil core. The following advan 
tages accrue from the newer de
velopment:

1. The volume of space occupies

A large manufacturer of electronic and radio tubes, located 
in New England has opening- for engineers.
While a college degree in desirable, practical experience 
will be given primary consideration.
This plant is engaged in 100% war production. It han an 
excellent peacetime future and an increase in staff in re
quired by war production urgency and post-war plans.

MR. E. F
Room 603 Statler Office Bldg

Willis 
• Boston 16, Mass.

It is an old saying that when a dog bites a man it is not 
news, but when a man bites a dog it is news. That being 
the case, it is certainly news when copper bites into steel. 
Copper is, of course, one of the softer metals but when 
2 percent beryllium is added to copper, its character
istics are changed. The alloy is heat treatable which ex
plains the remarkable strength and hardness. Hit a 
chisel made of Beryllium Copper with a hammer and it 
will bite into steel without dulling the edge. Tools made 
of Beryllium Copper are non-sparking and therefore are 
used in ordnance plants, oil refineries and other places 
w here explosions may occur from sparks off steel tools. 
Tensile strength as high as 200,000 lbs. psi can be ob
tained with Beryllium Copper; hence, it is used for many 
applications where resistance to high loading and im
pact fatigue are important, such as ^irplane motor bush
ings. Most of the critical springs and diaphragms used 
in aviation. Navy and Signal Corps instruments are made 
of Beryllium Copper because of its reliability as a spring 
material.

We hope this has proved interesting and useful to you 
just as Wrigley’s Spearmint Gum is proving useful to 
millions of people working everywhere for victory.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January 1* Eu



PARTIAL LIST OF TYPICAL PRODUCTION MODELS
SERIES

SERIES

SERIES

SERIES

Station Receiver for frequency range* up to 8,000 KC.
Crystal Controlled Mobile Receiver, for frequency range* up to 8,000 KC.

FOR QUOTATION ON STANDARD OR SPECIAL EQUIPMENT YOU REQUIRE!WRITE

KAAR ENGINEERING CO
Mannfactnron of High Grado Mobile and Central Station Radiotelephone Equipment

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 223

Instant Heating 10
Instant Heating 22
Inatant Heating 22

TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE 
TYPE

11A 
11X 
PTL-10X 
PTL-22X
PTS-22X 
PR-9X 
PRS-9A

Transmitter, for frequency ranges up to 8,000 KC.
Transmitter for frequency ranges up to 8,000 KC. 
Transmitter, range 30-40 MC.

Mobile
Mobile
Mobile

Watt 
Watt 
Watt

and 110 Volt* DC or 117 Volts AC.
50 Watt Multi-Channel Transmitter 
110 Volts DC or 117 Volts AC.
Includes Tunable and Multi-Channel 
Station application.
Single Frequency Crystal Controlled

Crystal Controlled Mobile Receiver, range 30-40 MC.
Crystal Controlled Station Receiver, range 30-40 MC.

1U Watt Multi-Channel Transmitter, Receiver and Pow*r Supply In 8%* x 15" x 11* Cabinet.
6 and 12 Volt DC and 117 Volt AC Models available.
20 Watt Multi-Channel Transmitter snd Receiver available for operation from 6, 12, 32

PRS-9X, 30-40 MC Mobil* Receiver 
with Dust Cover Removed.

Type 11X Receiver snd PTL-10X Transmit
ter for Mobile Applicstiom.

Type PTS-22X, 30-40 MC Mobile Transmitter 
with Doit Cover Removed.

RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 
FOR Your APPLICATION



Amcoil

TEMPERATURE

HUMIDITY

224

The versatility of the AMCOIL Testing Chamber is illustrated by 
this series of temperature-humidity tests made at the request of a 
manufacturer of radio parts. The tests were conducted under actual 
operating conditions with a live electrical load.

From —95° F. to -f-75° F in 30 minutes, without load.

From —75° F. to —85° F., with 1000 watts being dissipated. Time 37 minutes.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January

AMCOIL engineers, expertly trained and 
thoroughly conversant with temperature
humidity testing technique, are available for 
consultation.

This series of tests was made in the RTC1-AA Model with humidity 
attachment. It was a specific case, which shows that this equipment is 
suitable for many other tests employing combinations of temperatures 
and humidity, held for definite periods of time. Recorder control gives 
complete record of wet and dry bulb temperatures with relation to 
time. This control is optional.

Stabilize at 4-75* F and run at 95% relative humidity to within ♦ 3%. Here 
the load was applied and the temperature maintained with the same humidity 
tolerance. This is made possible by cross ambient control.

Temperature raised to 140s F. at 95% relative humidity in 30 minutes, with 
constant load, and held for 30 minutes.

Humidity dropped to 30% at 140° F. in 20 minutes and held for 10 minutes.
Returned to 75° F. and 50% relative humidity in 25 minutes and held for 
18 hours.

Radio Manufacturer Uses Standard 

Chamber to Make Temperature
Humidity Tests on Transmitter

and projected on a photosensitive I 
screen, as in a regular Iconoscope I 
but from there on the system bl 
radical. Each spot on the screen UI 
assigned a frequency, and the light I 
intensity gradations of each are I 
handled simultaneously by con- Ij 
tinuously modulating a slrgieH 
broadcast carrier.

Analogies are apt to be confixing 
but the plan is similar to th't of 
broadcasting an orchestra where 
hundreds of separate “tones are 
handled at the same time, many 
of which approach 10,000 cycl. s in 
frequency at times, but the sum 
total of which are still within 
10 kc band. If each tone of the I 
audio spectrum is produced by al 
separate instrument and the or-1 
chestra platform is divided up sol 
that the point where each tone I 
originates follows a specific plan, I 
the resulting music, if it could be I 
called that, would indicate at all I 
times the individual activity of the I 
operators producing each tone I

However, in the Craig system, in 
order not to get involved in second 
order effects, all frequencies gener
ated are kept within a single octave 
or less. Except when a motion pic
ture scene is projected, there is no 
need for breaking up the scene in 
lines or frames at the transmitter. 
The projection of a still picture 
would be a continuous complex 
“tone” having thousands of com
ponents. As certain parts of the 
scene moved about, some of the 
components would wax and wane 
and others previously non-existent 
would become evident.

Giving specific values, the Craig 
system might assign 9 million 
cycles to the upper left hand cor
ner and 11 million cycles to the 
lower right corner, with a gradual 
increment, divided as to the two 
directions, from one corner t$ the 
other. Thus every point on the 
screen would have its own definite 
frequency assigned to it, by which 
it can be tagged at all receiving 
positions, so to speak. In this 
series 10 million cycles would thus 
fall at the center of the screen 
The output frequency might there
fore contain most of the frequencies I 
in the range of 9-11 megacycles. I

This frequency could be hetero-1 
dyned down to the band of 0-21 
megacycles by well-known methods, 
so. the transmitter would then have 
to transmit a 2 megacycle modu
lation frequency.

Since, for satisfactory reproduc
tion, there are possibly 250.000 
picture elements in a television 
scene this requires that each re
ceiver have a band-pass filter I 
cycles wide, that works in conjunc
tion with locally developed s- an
ning circuits.

Leaving the transmitter tempoj 
rarily, we will follow the process]

Starting at -j-75'' F. to —70° F., with 2000 watts being dissipated. Time 74 
minutes. •
From —70° F. to —75' F., with 1500 watts being dissipated. Time 45 minutes.

AMERICAN COILS CO
75-27 UXINGION STREET ■ NtWÀiK N.J
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Write today on your businott laHerhood for Bulletin 79 
giving full datcilt on Bl Mofollic Roctifion.

to many a puzzling new in- 
developmenl is frequently the
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right application of Power Conversion. At 
the heart of many of today’s electrical 
marvels is a Metallic Rectifier Stack. Equip
ment designs once believed impossible or 
impractical are now in common daily opera
tion-rendering efficient, dependable service.

Are you working on any ideas involving 
D. C. Power Supplies, Metallic Rectifiers, or 
Conversion Assemblies? Our Engineers* ex
perience in solving many such problems is 
at your service. There is no obligation.



U GAS-TIGHT
sl'uV. TERMINALS

For ALL COAXIAL CABLES
The new Andrew glass insulated terminal is 
an outstanding development that provides you 
with a 100% air-tight, gas-tight system for gas 
filled coaxial cables. Permanent, leak-proof 
operation of Andrew terminals is insured be
cause of a unique design using a glass-to-metal 
seal. A special design that minimizes shunt 
capacity makes them ideally suited to high 
frequency operation. Dielectric losses are re
duced over the standard ceramic type insulated 
terminals because of reduced volume of glass 
in regions where the electric field is greatest.

Th* Andrew Company is n pioneer 
in the manufacture of coaxial cables 
and other antenna equipment. The 
entire facilities of the Engineering 
Department are at the service of 
users of radio transmission equip
ment. Catalog free upon request.

ANDREW CO.
—^¡S^

363 EAST 75TH STREET • CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES

EXCELLENT FINISH

I

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS 

AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send for full information

Centex
UNION, NEW JERSEY 

—PRINT III BIIhDWj

through the receiver. The inc mingl 
signal, which, in the above example! 
Is any selected carrier that wM 
handle a 2 megacycle signal, nrrl 
amplified and applied to a ilxeJ 
Then, for the first time, sea. ningl 
must be introduced since it J 
necessary to move a single ca’ ode-l 
ray spot over a large screen.

The scanning potentials ar not! 
unlike those in any television re-1 
cciver but they must be correlated! 
in both directions with a variable! 
local-heterodyne oscillator. This! 
oscillator swings through the 'hole! 
range, say 15, or 30 times a st ondl 
or at another selected framing rate! 
and heterodynes the incoming! 
modulation frequency into the nar-| 
row band-pass filter, having ar| 
eight cycle pass band. This ^can-l 
ning therefore continuously sam-| 
pies all parts of the modulation 
range, and as each component of 
the range is found, it modulates 
the cathode ray which “happens" 
to be at the particular part of the 
picture assigned to that modulation 
frequency, due to the interlock be
tween the local scanning oscillators 
and the heterodyning oscillator.

One cycle band pa»

There is no theoretical reason I 
why the modulation band has tel 
be 2 me wide, assuming that means! 
are available to convert parts of al 
picture to a series of frequencies! 
It will be evident though that If! 
the band be cut to 250,000 cycles! 
each receiver will have to have al 
pass band only one cycle wide. I

A filter of the quartz crystal type ! 
four cycles wide is already an Item! 
of commercial equipment (seel 
“Electronic Industries”—’43 - 5 - 81)1 
and the possibility of practical! 
improvements in this is a matter o I 
conjecture at this time. A method! 
of interlacing in both directions! 
was mentioned by Dr. Craig, which! 
gives the effect of % cycle selectivity! 
with a one-cycle wide band filter! 
If such proves practicable, a reduc-l 
tion in the band requirements! 
would be about 250,000 elements | 
divided by 4, or around 60,000 cycles I 
It is on this basis that the band-1 
pass requirements of a television! 
system might prove to be as low as I 
25 to 60 kc, the values which! 
reached the headlines.

It will be noted that the heart 
of the receiver is this band-pass 
filter that samples the amount of 
each frequency present in the 
modulated band. A filter that s as 
sharp as this one has to be, is of 
necessity of an extremely high Q
and there is a quite 
problem in getting a 
start and stop quickly 
accomplish its purpose

formic! able I 
crysta to 
enough to 
before the 
to anotherscanning spot moves on 

picture element, a matter of about 
% microsecond later. How the ac-
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January 19*1226
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Tantalum is one of the earth’s rare and 
unique metals. Rare because it is mined 

in only a few spots in the world. Unique 
because it is the only metal that readily 

absorbs gases.
This ability of tantalum to soak up and 

retain gases —even while being sub- 
jected to intense heat—makes tantalum j 

priceless in the manufacture of electron j 
tubes. |

Up until the time Heintz and Kaufman I 
engineers built the first vacuum tubes 

v ith tantalum plates and grids, the elec- 
tronics industry had to rely on chemical •

। “getters” to absorb gases. These chemi- 
| cals are not stable—the heat from an 

F overloaded plate causes them to release 
gas suddenly, and the tube goes dead.

One of the reasons you will find so many 
Gammatrons in use where dependa

bility is essential, is that all Gammatrons 
have tantalum plates and grids. They 

can and do take heavy overloads safely
—punishment which would cause any 

other type of tube to cease functioning.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO • CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

January, 1944



however, non-parallel relation

Gan pickup tube

Pickup loops

228

with respect to the anode and the I 
focusing grids. The potential g. adj-I 
lent between all grids and plates is I 
such that the same velocity 11 be I 
maintained throughout the t ivel I 
The tube is filled with a suitable 
ionizable gas or a small quanti y of 
mercury vapor to produce a gase
ous atmosphere within the tube.

Since all holes in grids and pick
up plates correspond to the number 
and arrangement of the elementary 
picture areas selected for the sys- 

• tem, these perforations would be of । 
relatively small size by comparison 
with the effective image area.

The perforated pickup plates 8, 
9, 10, in Fig. 1, formed of suitable 
insulating material such as glass, 
mica, or the like, are of step-like 
construction, so that the ionic sheet 
reaches the holes in the plates at 
successive Intervals of time.

also perforated, are arranged with 
holes aligned with respective holes 
in the focusing grids. They are

AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY!

complishment of this was effected 
was not disclosed by Dr. Craig 
although a multistage filter was 
mentioned.

The key to the whole system, and 
the item that will determine the 
practicability of the whole plan is 
in the pickup tube, which must 
accept continuously moving scenes 
and deliver the whole gamut of 
frequencies with the unusual char
acteristics described above. In most 
respects the details of the tube 
proposed were not shown by Dr. 
Craig. Without actual diagrams 
and photographs of how such a 
tube would look, it is therefore 
difficult to describe the basic plan, 
without resorting to comparisons 
with known devices.

The pickup screen is a large 
photosensitive screen of this type 
where the optical image is pro
jected on the back of the emitting 
surface, such as has been described 
by Farnsworth and others. The re
sulting electron emission exists as 
a space-charge cloud immediately 
over the sensitive surface. At fre
quent intervals this cloud of elec
trons is caused to move toward the 
modulation grid by the application 
of suitable potentials on this grid 
which momentarily makes it an 
anode. The whole picture moves 
down the tube as an ionic sheet 
again in a manner similar to the 
electron beam used by Farnsworth 
in the Dissector tube, although the 
directing is accomplished by elec
trostatic means in the Craig tube. 
There is one great difference here 
though, the latter tube having this 
gaseous atmosphere, the electrons 
immediately produce ionization and 
it is the cloud of ions that bursts 
forth and moves as a whole along 
the tube. It is stated that they 
likewise are focusable and that 
their combined effect simulates a 
slow moving electron beam. In or
der to accomplish this the following 
electrodes are successively more

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES » January. 944

negative.
The main reason for using ions 

is their slower speed and their 
comparatively leisure movement 
along the tube. Their path takes 
them through several parallel grids, 
perforated with enough holes to 
handle all of the picture elements 
in a scene, all holes being accurate
ly aligned with respective holes in 
other grids. The first few grids are 
for focusing and the last three are 
the collector plates.

The focusing grids are in parallel 
planes so placed as to give a poten
tial gradient that will give the gas 
ions a definite velocity of drift, and 
keep them focused in a straight 
line stream corresponding to each 
elementary area. Any secondary 
ions formed will acquire this same 
drift velocity. The pickup plates,

Around each hole in these latter I 
plates is attached one of a series of I 
pickup loops, obtained by stamping I 
out of thin permalloy a grid struc-1 
ture (Fig. 2) by means of a die, an I 
extremely thin film of permalloy in I 
the order of one-thousandth of an I 
inch. This permalloy grid is ther I 
insulated with an extremely thin I 
film of enamel, or similar insulat-1 
ing material, and then the equiva-1 
lent of turns of wire around por-1 
tions of the permalloy pickup loops I 
is obtained by electro-plating a me-1 
tallic deposit on both sides of th I 
permalloy configuration. This elec-1 
tro-plated arrangement is shown in I 
the inset in the figure.

This electro-plated equivalent oi 
turns of wire can be put on by 
etching both sides of the permalloy 
structure with a conductor such u 
graphite which has been covered in 
all parts not desired to be electro
plated by means of a very thin film 
of insulating material, then electro
plating exposed portions on both 
sides, making sure that the edges 
are electrically continuous to form 
the electrical equivalent of turns of 
wire. Thus, we have what is equiv
alent to a magnetic core, through 
apertures of which the ions pass, 
this core being wound with turns 
of wire for pickup purposes, so that 
if a “burst” of electrons or ions 
passes through one of the aper
tures, it will induce in the perm
alloy a magnetix flux and this dux 
will induce an emf in the coil 
wound around the permalloy core 
The loops of every third aperture 
are connected in series and are in 
turn connected to the amplifier 
in Fig. 1.

Grid 3 is controlled in potential 
with respect to cathode LSC to 
cause the grid potential to become

GLASS BASE

INSTANTANEOUS

RECORDING

BLANKS

Gould-Moody

Old Aluminum Bianki tecooted «■<♦!» 
"Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

Recording Blank Divino
395 Broadway 

New York 13. N. Y.

School»! “Block Seal" 
Recording Blanks may 
be obtained without de
lay on an AA-2X rating 
which It automatically 
available to you.

Send us your priority 
rating, and we'll ihip 
these famous, better
sounding. longer-wear
ing. more satisfying 
blanks immediately. Two 
weights — thin, flexible, 
interchangeable with 
aluminum, or medium 
weight. Four holes. Cen
ter-flow thread action. 
Won't age, harden, dry 
out or deteriorate.
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WRITE TODAY FOR 
BULLETIN 48 ON YOUR 
COMPANY LETTERHEAD.

TUBING
(Maximum OD — 5/8 )

Whether your use of small 

tubing extends back over 

the years, or has been 

stepped up by the war, 

we believe this booklet 

has ready information 

that will save you time.
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FINE SMALL



FUSED QUARTZ Apparatus

ULTRAVIOLET LAMPS
Photo

HANOVIA CHEMICAL AND
DEPT. El-6

TERMINAL

Burke has stepped up

molded Bakelite Termi

RESISTANCE WELDING
(Continued from page 99)
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resistance, non-hygroscopic

nal Blocks. These are available in 10 standardized types

about 30 deg. rise in the solenoid 
winding, a performance which 
makes it entirely practical to applJi 
such a system to roll spot equip-! 
ment or other high speed welding

In the air pressure mechanism 
itself, it was desirable to maintain 
the anti-friction features already

alternately positive and then e®a-| 
tive with respect to the cathode. I 
The potential of grid 3 is changed! 
from negative to positive at peri-1 
odic Intervals, say 10 megacycles, to I 
produce the “bursts” or clouds of I 
electrons passing from cathodf LSCI 
through the apertures in grid 3 at | 
spaced time intervals.

Operation of the arrangement I 
shown in Fig. 1 is as follows: dur-1 
ing the time intervals when g dll 
is negative with respect to cathode I 
LSC, no electrons pass through the! 
grid 3 and the tube is inopera tive. I 
During the very short “peaked in-I 
tervals when grid 3 becomes posi-| 
tive with respect to the cathode, I 
electron streams pass through the I 
apertures in grid 3, and the quan-| 
tity of electrons in each stream is I 
dependent upon the degree of iilu-I 
mination of the image areas on the I 
cathode directly in line with the! 
respective apertures in grid 3 It I 
will be understood that the positive I 
potential on grid 3 accelerates the I 
electrons towards the grid and the I 
momentum acquired by the elec-1 
trons carries them through the I 
apertures of the grid and into the I 
space between grids 3 and 4 where I 
they strike the gas atoms and ion-1 
ize the gas by bombardment.

With a fixed speed of travel oil 
the ions, each ion stream pas ing I 
through the aligned apertures ini 
these plates will generate a voltage! 
wave in the input circuit of the! 
modulator having a frequency de
pending upon the distance between 
corresponding holes in the pickup 
plates. Thus, a burst of ions pass
ing through the aperture at the 
left end of the plates 8, 9, 10, will 
produce a wave having a frequency 
located at one limit of the fre
quency band of the transmitter, 
while a burst of ions passing 
through the aperture at the right 
end of plates 8, 9, 10 will produce 
a wave having a frequency located 
at the other limit of the frequency 
band of the transmitter.

It may be evident that the re
ceiver is complicated with a filter 
of rather extreme requirements, al
though the exact status of the 
problem can be found only by con
tinued research. The need for am
plification circuits with relatively 
modest band width requirements Is 
of interest. The transmitter prob-| 
lem is mainly concerned with the 
pickup tube, and here again com
plications are evident.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944

ELECTRONIC TUBE insulators of fused quartz are not 
affected by thermal shock. High surface

QUARTZ 
HYDROGEN 
ARC

MFG. CO.
NEWARK, N. J

to meet any wire connection need in Panel, Switchboard 
or Apparatus wiring. Write for Price List TB-2. Good

AC AND DC MOTORS AND GENERATORS 

BURKE le/unuud BLOCKS 
BURKE ELECTRIC COMPANY • ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA
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■end-Lease did not inaugurate foreign shipments
f Ken-Rad tubes

KEN-RAD
’I
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TUBES 
TUBES 
LAMPS

FLUORESCENT LAMPS 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
METAL AND VHF TUBES

■RANSMIT1 INO 
¡ATHODE RAY 
N ANDESCENT

Long before the war sixty
:ountries on every continent including all United 
Nations and major islands in every ocean utilized 
:or peacetime activities Ken-Rad tubes in hun- 
ireds of thousands
Foday millions of Ken-Rad tubes serve every battle 
rent and we are proud that in war or peace the 
entire military world and civilians alike recognize 
^en-Rad dependability



WITH UNERRING ACCURACY

Solenoid operationunerring accuracy in success-

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1315 NORTH NINTH STREET, SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS
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fully completing their vital missions.

Underwriters listed and approved. Gothard series 1000 
Pilot Lights are totally enclosed, yet well ventilated for 
cool operation. Requires single 1" dia. hole for mounting. 
Standardly furnished for panels up to H* thick—special 
requirements can be supplied. Jewel slips out of front 
for convenient replacement of bulbs. Faceted, smooth or 
frosted Jewels. Range of lens colors.

Request Gothard Pilot 
Assemblies catalog for 
piote Information.

Upon operation of the overhead# 
air cylinder, the entire unit moves! 
downward with the column until! 
the downward motion Is arrested by! 
the welding tips coming in contact.! 
at which point the plate X ceases! 
its downward motion, since It Is! 
rigidly connected to the column! 
through the rods W. The bellows! 
housing continues down, so that! 
the net force on plate X has now! 
been transferred from the shoulder! 
of the housing to the column, and! 
hence to the welding tips. At this! 
point, contact is established be-l 
tween the pin P and bar L, also! 
bar R, which initiates the welding! 
current.

From a manufacturing point of| 
view, the final adjustment or cali-| 
bration of this equipment must bl 
made by some sort of adjustment! 
at final' inspection on each unit ! 
There is under development a spe-] 
cial type of equipment which will I 
measure this same interval, giving] 
a rapid and direct reading on an I 
instrument without the need for I 
recording oscillograph. Final meas-| 
urements of overall accuracy of th*I 
equipment have been very grati-l 
fying. As an example of the type of! 
accuracy which can be obtained,! 
time Interval deviations are shown! 
in the table taken from four differ-1 
ent oscillographic films, which! 
cover three and four consecutive! 
operations.

These particular films demor I 
strate that there is no difference 
as a function of operating speed. 
We have also taken similar films 
before and after long periods of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Janwarv,

existing in single pressure ma-N 
chines, and to obtain a const r ctionl 
which had a minimum volune to! 
be exhausted in order that we ou dl 
obtain the required rapid ex’ aust! 
This result was achieved by islngl 
the so-called “double bellows air-1 
lock,” which is illustrated, it J 
between the main operating cylin! 
der and the column which carries! 
the welding electrodes. The sec ! 
tional view of the double b \o> j 
system shows the relative po tiorl 
of the upper bellows O, the oweil 
bellows N, and the exhaust ’alvei 
when the column is in up p ,tior| 
corresponding to the weldin: tips] 
being separated. Note that va ve v] 
is closed, both bellows are filled] 
with air in such a way that the! 
force exerted by air in bellows 0 11 
in a downward direction on plate! 
X, while the force exerted by airl 
in bellows N on the plate X is in] 
upward direction. The net force o: 
the plate X is difference between 
the two and this force is applied 
against the bellows housing shoul
der which can be seen at the 
point where the rod W runs into 
threaded hole in plate X.

Today, as a result of American en
gineering skill ingeniously applying 
amplification principles to highly 
specialized instruments, thousands 
nf amplifiers by “Eastern” help to 
guide our army and navy bombers

Light 
com-

Our engineering staff invites your 

inquiry— lurge and small production 

runs, even single units, receive our 

usual prompt attention. IF rite for 
Bulletin 1-95.

SERIES 
1000 

110 VOLT 
PILOT 
LIGHT

BACK THE ATTACK ★ çactedm AMPL|F|ER corp' 
BUY WAR BONDS X LHO I Lill! 794 E 140th St. Naw Vat S4.N.Y.
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- CASIO MODEL

RAYTHEON
Voltage Stabilizers

Accurately Control Fluctuating
Voltage to t

Raytheon Voltage Stabilizers are available for 
*ad incorporation in your product or equipment for

by
i

-s
Is

•:
)WS 
hat 
10W

rid

ilso

almost any type of service. There are three designs
—cased, uncased and endbell models—to meet

r.* 
ice 
ed 
ms
of 

IndbeH ModelStabilize at any load within their 
ratings.

• Entirely automatic ... no moving 

parts... requires no maintenance... 
connect it and forget it.

• Hold constant varying A. C. input 
voltage to +

• Quick action... stabilizes within 2 

cycles ... variations cannot be 

.—observed on an ordinary 
_ \ volt meter.

Raytheo i Voltage Stabilizers Give You 
These Outstanding Advantages ...

• Wide A. C. input voltage limits . . 
95 to 135 volts.

Ol RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING 
R\ /zzth/aoyioo

your installation requirements. All Raytheon Sta
bilizers deliver controlled output voltage to + ME 
over their full rating. Write, outlining your needs 
—Raytheon Engineers will make recommendations.
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THE "Nth’’ DEGREE
Perfect co-ordination of skilled minds and hands 
in a well knit organization with 20 years of radio 
manufacturing experience has been the secret of 
MERIT'S success in building precision equipment 
to the most exacting specifications.

Now manufacturing for every branch 
of the Armed Services.

Suppliers of component 
ports for the famous 
SCR-299 mobile unit.

Transformers — Coil* — Reactor* W
■M——Electrical Winding* of All Type* 

for the Radio Trade and other 
Electronic Application».

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP. 
311 North Desplaines St. CHICAGO 6, U.S.A.

Rq QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS

h FREQUENCY CONTROL 
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

ACCURATE DEPENDABLE

We are equipped to handle any type or 
size order. May we quote you on your 
future requirements? Immediate delivery.

R-9 CRYSTAL COMPANY, INC.
907-909 PENN AVENUE PITTSBURGH, PINNA.
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operation and obtained similar re J 
suits. Deliberate variations of UnJ 
voltage of plus and minus 17 perl 
cent have shown measured cbangj 
of plus and minus 1-1/2 per cen« 
respectively. L*

Everything considered, it is feltB^°9S 
that this type of equipment doesT 
permit the use of multiple pr-ssurd 
operation on a precision weldtai 
machine, and as such we consider 
it a step forward in the develops 
ment of such equipment.

FIRE CONTROL
(Continued from page 106) 

jectile in a curve, and the parallai_ 
error introduced by the necessary! 
separation of the sighting me-| ' 
chanism and the guns.

Information concerning the dl-k . 
rection, distance, speed, and courseHI 
of the moving target is automatic* I 
ally conveyed to the gun director» 1 
electrically, either by an optical* ' 
sighting mechanism or other secreB 
means. The director makes theH 
necessary computations and nosi-Rw 
tions the anti-aircraft guns auto-B 
matically through Selsyn motors,^! 
at the same time transmitting th®^ 
information on shell-timing to th^F 
fuse-setting mechanism.

A feature of such a set-up is the!, 
almost complete elimination of the^ 
possibility for human error, and It* 
corollary, that personnel can beK 
trained to operate the system ef-K 
fectively in a minimum period. The* 
accuracy of fire marks a new ardF 
formidable high in anti-aircraf* 
gunnery.

POSTWAR PROBLEM
(Continued from page 128)

slcians, and those engaged in the 
designing of scenery and costumes, 
and in the designing, manufactur
ing and selling of apparatus.

“This estimate is for television 
broadcasting stations and does not 
include that portion of the indus
try engaged in the manufacturing 
and selling of television receivers 
for the public. In television alone 
there is a potential market for, 
what I believe to be a conservative 
estimate, 25,000,000 television re* 
ceivers in the next decade. Thi! 
latter represents a dollar volume of 
approximately $3,000,000,000, ant 
the employment of many thousand! 
of persons in manufacturing, sell
ing, and servicing; all of which 
becomes an important consider
ation in our postwar economy 
Television is potentially a tremen
dous industry and a great enter 
tainment, cultural, and educations 
medium for which I hesitate to 
predict the limits.

“There has been talk that 
vision should be shifted to much
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 19*
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150
159
160
354

119
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124
125
127
149

104
108
109
112

itroted two now Novy Plugs. Listed below. Army Signal 
rps Plugs and Connectors... now Navy Plugs.

Few Rentier
IVY PLUGS

.. 
cret

tome f the department devoted to inspection 
plugs i 'd connectors. Signal Corps inspectors 

in constant attendance.

A QUIET CORNER ON THE 
"SECOND FRONT*

SKILLED REMLER ENGINEERS and technicians, plus com- 
plete tool and die, plastic molding and screw machine facilities 
permit complete follow through on prime or sub-contracts for the 
manufacture of components and complete communication equip
ment. Each step, from specified or original designs to finished job 
is rigidly supervised. Present contracts and schedules enable 
Remler to consider additional electronic assignments. Extensive 
facilities and improved techniques frequently permit quotations 
at lower prices.

Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance

REMLER COMPANY, LTD. . 2101 Bryant St. . San Francisco, 10, California

ther designs to order 
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changing device

TIMERS

RELAYS

TIME
SWITCHES

R.W. CRAMER COMPANY
CENTERBROOK, CONNECTICUT
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“In considering these postwar 
broadcasting services we must also

Madel 25A for 
totting parti up Io 
25 Ibt. Hat auto-

A treatise on Vibration 
Fatigue Testing and a nomo
graph which facilitates calcu
lation of the various factors 
embodied in tests, is con
tained in our Catalog F, 
which also shows our vari
ous models designed for 
•very laboratory and inspec
tion department requirement.

Write for This 
New Catalog and 
Related Bulletins

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jmush

It is a destructive force that takes a tremendous toll, 
probably resulting in the scrapping of more peace
time and war materials and equipment than all the 
other causes combined.
Rapid strides have been made in overcoming the de
structiveness of vibration, by research — shakedown 
tests to determine how much vibration a part or 
assembly can endure, followed by redesigning.
All American Vibration Fatigue Testing Machines 
reproduce the vibrations encountered in aircraft, mili
tary vehicles and industrial machines, as faithfully as it 
is possible to simulate them.

higher frequencies than now 
signed, so that color can be tddedM 
and wider channels assigned Vhenl 
color television comes, it m st be| 
an all electronic system and md-| 
present war conditions, no one cat I 
say for sure when it may be. 1| 
would estimate that it would not! 
be out of the laboratory until the! 
latter part of the next decade,

“It Is desirable, therefore, that! 
the long-range plan for broar as>| 
ing consider the future opera* on oil 
a large number of high power, clearl 
channel stations operating on the| 
standard band, strategically loca-| 
ted to provide rural coverage ini 
sparsely settled parts of the jur.-l 
try. I would, therefore, visualize atl 
the end of the coming decade our I 
sound broadcasting services per-1 
ating on frequency modulation in I 
the large metropolitan centers, I 
medium and small cities, and the I 
rural coverage provided by clearl 
channel stations on the standard! 
band. I

“With local and regional stations! 
in the standard band being re-1 
placed by FM stations, space in the! 
standard band could be provided! 
to increase the number of clearl 
channel stations, which, I visualize,I 
as using powers of the order of I 
500 to 1.000 kilowatts Instead of the I 
now limited power of 50 kilowatts ! 
An engineer does not regard 501 
kilowatts as a large amount of I 
power for so important a service al 
broadcasting. 50 kilowatts is ap I 
proximately 67 horsepower, or less I 
than the power under the hood > I 
an American automobile. If some I 
such long-range plan is not formu-l 
la ted now to integrate FM sound! 
broadcasting with the present sys I 
tern, the economics of sound broad-1 
casting may degenerate, particular I 
ly as it must face the competition! 
of visual broadcasting during th 
coming decade.”

"In television,” pointed out E. K. 
Jett, FCC’s chief engineer, “the al
location problem is foremost in our 
minds because, in addition to inter
ference problems, we know that 
the present 18 channels and the 
standards governing this servic 
are inadequate for an efficient 
nation-wide competitive system of 
television broadcasting. In my 
opinion, we should have at least 
twice this number of channels. The 
same is true of FM broadcasting in 
the band from 42 to 50 me, which 
is sufficient for only 5 non-commer
cial educational broadcast channels 
and 35 commercial channels. Con
sidering the problem of adjacent 
channel interference and the eo- 
graphical separation required for| 
co-channel operation, it is not un
reasonable to ask for at least t vice 
the number of channels for these 
services.

nu r m e r i ( r n 
Tool & manufacturing (a.
1014 Fullerton Rue., (hitogo
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War's necessity mothers tomorrow’s blessing. War- 

born electronic devices which now strengthen and 

sharpen a war pilot’s radio signal may, some happier 

tomorrow, guard the glory of a symphony.
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Iho knows the future of these discoveries which 

keep our pilots in clear communication, even 

through the deafening crackle of a tropical storm? 

Who knows what undreamed comforts, undreamed 

glories flicker in the electronic tubes? Or in 

any of the modern miracles so familiar to us at 

Sylvania?

New sound for the ears of the world. New knowl

edge for the eyes of the world. More mists of 

ignorance swept away! Those are the potentials 

which inspire us, in everything we do, to work to 

one standard and that the highest known.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

lAD.’O TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES
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IN action ON <Ht NOMI NK>NT .. . Sylvania Fluorescent Lamps and Equipment' 

are helping our wor factories speed production. Sylvania Radio Tubes are help

ing bring information and entertainment to homes throughout the land. Sylvania 

Incandescent Lamps are serving long and economically in these same homes.

alwavs the Sylvania trade-mark means extra performance, extra worth.

var 
also
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LOOK AHEAD WITH ERWOOD

Interference minimizedManufacturers

FRUIT IN BINDING

plan the necessary relay channel! 
for network programs. It is my 
understanding that consid rable 
advancement has been made since 
Pearl Harbor in developing fre. 
quencles above 300,000 kc for the 
distribution of such programs; also, 
the same networks may just as 
easily carry telegraph and tele
phone messages and compete with 
the services now furnished b the 
wire carriers. This will involve 
major questions of policy and may 
require amendments to the Com
munications Act.

“We know, for example, that 
these relay stations will be in
stalled on towers which will be 
spaced from thirty to fifty miles 
apart. The transmitter for eachi 
channel of communication will be 
of very low power, perhaps only a 
fraction of one watt. Interference 
will be minimized and efficiency 
increased through the use of direc
tional beams, with the result that 
the same frequency may be utilized 
in many sections of the country.

“There is no reason why this 
nationwide network should not also 
carry network programs for stand
ard broadcasting, FM facsimile, and 
private telegraph and telephone 
circuits for the press, stockbrokers, 
and agencies that usually lean 
private wire facilities.

“There is much to be gained bn 
allocating the same frequence 
bands to television service on aa 
international basis, and also id 
adopting international standai J 
for both program broadcasting anti 
network relay systems. If hed 
things are not done, it may be im] 
possible to set aside common band! 
of frequencies for maritime and u 
navigational aids. Furthermore, 11 
different bands and technics 
standards are used in differed 
regions of the world, the problem! 
with respect to the sale of apparaj 
tus and the exchange of inter-l 
national programs would be wellj 
nigh unsolvable.”

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIE! ♦ Januan V

ENGINEERING 
CONSULTANTS

ERWOOD
Sound Equip

ment and 
Electronic 
Products

products are on a high plane of development. 

We can help put your product on a par with 

the best in postwar engineering. Perhaps we 

can give you a special advantage.

MULTIPATH PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 126)

The motion pictures of receivel 
scenes illustrated the rapidlj 
changing patterns observed whe: 
the receiving position was in mo 
tion on the cruiser in region 
where tall buildings such as 
in the vicinity of the Harlem Riva 
offer Interference.

It was pointed out that with l 
little experimentation with the w 
tenna directivity and length tq 
worst cases of multiple reflect!) 
could be minimized at a fixed ft 
ceiving location, and that ther 
exists a zone of best receptio 
which extends from about fh 
miles from the transmitter '

In the confusing vision of electronic things to 

come, one thing stands out sharply. An ad* 

vantage will be held by the manufacturer who 

is READY in terms of Design, Quality and 

Performance.

Although war work still requires all of our 

enlarged manufacturing facilities, our tech

nical service will be available to other manu

facturers for consultation. Our own postwar

THE EBUHHII COMPANY
Il EST FUIE SI BEET

CINAUDAGRAPH SPEAKERS

«Bp!

Chicago 

(fad in a
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DELAY RELAYS: Far delays from 1 to 100 seconds. 
Het men.ally sealed. Unaffected by altitude Send for catalogue sheet

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jmiw». I?'

1 Ampentes cut battery voltage fluctua
tion from approximately 50% to 2%.

2 Hermetically sealed — not affected by 
altitude, ambient temperature, humidity.

3 Compact, light, and inexpensive.
Used by U.S. Army, Navy and Air Corps.

thirty miles or more, where such 
reflections are rarely noticed and 
where the signal strength was 
usually great enough to ovt . ride 
local interference.

Motion pictures disclosing the 
quality of reception and typ s of 
programs now current in goc lo
cations around New York city ere 
shown. A film of the program .tie
cast the previous evening rom 
Madison Square Garden was st iwn, 
as photographed from the screen 
of a Du Mont television rece; er.

CIVILIAN RADIO
(Continued from page 128) 

large department stores. Television 
must come gradually, feeling its 
way, if it is to achieve a solid 
foundation on which to expand 
technically and commercially. 
“There is no final technical word 
when you are dealing with the I 
ether,” he said. “There is no last 
frontier in the field of the un
known.” Mr. Hirschmann empha
sized the possibilities of dramatizing 
conventional merchandising claims 
by taking the television customer 
“backstage” in the manufacture, 
design, or history of the product 
being displayed. Television will 
provide a miniature show-window 
in everyone’s home, said Mr. Hirsch
mann, but it will have to be 
“dressed” in dramatic, dynamic 
fashion if it is to be acceptable 
to the public.

WIDE READING
(Continued from page 124) 

analyzer consisting of the two op-1 
positely charged cylindrical plates! 
P and R. Only electrons of a se-l 
lected energy reach collecting cup! 
E, the current to which Is propor-1 
tional to the number of electrons! 
impinging on it.

Experimental curves of the elec-1 
tron current for elastic scattering! 
as a function of the incident elec-1 
tron energy have been taken with! 
the scattering angle as parameter;! 
these curves are characteristic oil 
the gas used, and are made the I 
basis for determining the concen-| 
tration of the component gases ini 
a mixture of hydrocarbon gases I 
Method of analysis and apparatus! 
required are described. Inelastic! 
scattering may be used, or the ur-| 
rent over a scattering angle of f oml 
0 to 180 deg.

Alternatively, the electron cur-1 
rent is measured as a function oil 
the scattering angle, the incident I 
electron energy being the para ne-1 
ter. These measurements can be I 
carried out simultaneously if the I 
collision chamber contains a s> 
cient number,—equal to the nur jer 
of component gases,—of analj ing 
chambers arranged at suitable 
angles to the original beam.

When the angle of scattering nd

FLUCTUATION
REDUCED

.- »20

CRYSTAL HOLDERS

★ Bakelite Case and Cover

★ Improved, slotted groove

★ Easier to assemble

promptWrite for »amples and prices 
delivery on quantity orders.

★ Designed to conserve 
precious metals

WIT!' AMPERITE
VOLTA IF VARIES

ONLY À

★ Better electrical characteris 
tics

6327 GUILFORD AVENUE. INDIANAPOLIS 5. INDIANA

CURRENT^ VOLTAGE

rs • » irrn C. This 4 page folder will help you solve 
Cfw IlwEEKO« Current mid Voltage Piobb ms; contains 
much valunMe data in piamral form Write tor ,•*« eery now.

AMPERITE CO., 561 Broadway, New York (I2J, N Y
In Canada Atlas Radio Carp . Ltd. 560 king St W. Toronto

★ Neoprene Gasket, positive 
seal... waterproof

★ Phosphorus bronze contact 
plates

VOLTAGE OF 7.4V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER

VARIES APPROX
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Soldier, TUNG-SOL Tubes

Vibration-Tested
■ons

ring

TUNGSOLcur-

ELECTRONIC TUBES
TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC

MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ALL-GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTORS
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A — 16-point TUNG-SOL disc 
permits good support under all 
conditions.

NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
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B — Conventional types of disc 
gives good support only when 
glass is a perfect circle.

envelope. This assures 
the necessary rigidity 
even though the glass 
be irregular.

; - 
n, ing 
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TUNG-SOL tubes are " Vibration-Tested." 

Typical tubes are put in a vibrating machine 
which tries to shake them to destruction. 
The proven conditions means a lot to users 
and makers of electronic devices subject to 
wartime and to peacetime punishment. 
TUNG-SOL Vibration-Tested tubes are 
made for most every electronic application, 
and TUNG-SOL engineers will be glad 
to assist you in designing circuits and in 
selecting the right tubes.

Don’t Worry, 
In Your Set
TUNG-SOL tubes are built for tough going. 
They’re made to give dependable sen ice 
under severest conditions.

For example the mount assembly must 
have rigid support in order to withstand 
vibration. TUNG-SOL uses a mica disc 
with sixteen points for contact on the glass



Electron Gun tor X-Ray Tube

your

end faces established: theii

SCCRET 
FINISHING 
MECHAHISM

exact shape should be taken into 
consideration very carefully unles 
the wire is very thin. Method ant 
results are compared with previou 
computations.

ZET, 
LxtalsJ

f aPace the 
'Y are man-

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jamun

the energy of the Incident el trow 
are both fairly large, it is p ssibli 
to calculate the expected ratio o: 
the probabilities of inelastic ant 
elastic scattering for the mr>cuia, 
structure of a particular hydro
carbon gas. When replacir g thi 
cylindrical analyzer plates P, R 
a retarding field, this ratio m b 
determined. It is a function of thi 
ratio of hydrogen atoms to irboi 
atoms indicating the atomic com
position of the molecules nves- 
tigated.

Further information on thi 
molecular structure, the relativi 
frequency of occurrence of thi 
types of valency bonds between thi 
carbon atoms, may be obtained bi 
investigating the energy distribu
tion of the inelastlcally scatter« 
electrons. The methods may bt 
applied to other types of gases.

r i high 
Medium /low

* NO POOLIN', THIA IS'NT OUR METHOD BUT OURS IS 
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC, ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED 

AND TESTED AT EVERY STEP.

J. J. G. McCue (Review of Scien 
tific Instruments, November, 1943

An electron gun designed to re 
duce the contamination of the tar 
get by evaporation from the fila 
ment and to minimize space chargi 
which limits the target currents 1 
described in detail. The arrange 
ment has proved satisfactory.

^yroferric n j

/high Q of Powder^Cored Colls

V. G. Welsby (Electronic Engineer 
tag, London, Oct. and Nov., 1943

Based on expressions derived u 
two previous articles published t 
the preceding issues of “Electron! 
Engineering” and reported in th 
November issues of this magazlni 
it is shown that the Q of i 
powder-cored coil may be repre

On Antenna Theory

L. Brillouin (Quarterly of Applies 
Mathematics, Oct., 1943)

Assuming arbitrary current dis
tribution in a straight, cylindrica 
antenna, expressions for the elec 
tromagnetic field satisfying Max 
well’s equations are computed b] 
the method of retarded potentials 
The boundary condition that thi 
electric field must be orthogona 
to the surface of the metal wire 
and assuming the oscillations to b 
of cylindrical symmetry, yields ! 
rigorous integro - differential equa 
tion the solution of which is the ac 
tual current distribution in the wire

This equation is studied by sue 
cessive approximation and the im
portance of the role played by botl

>0/ PenfedXTALS*

IRON
CORES

175 VARICK STREET NEW YORK, 14, N.Y

DX CRYSTAL CO
GENERAI OHICES 1841 W CARROU AVE CHICAGO. Ill . U I





★
Government Orders on time.

NOTE—You can help
vreRATORs'to'tiS^y®» over during 

Orders consume our
entire production.

★ To maintain 
through progressive engineering H r “things8 after the emergency.

Radiart Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. St. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

19 YEARS OF 
- INTELLIGENT - 
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 

IN NEW ENGLAND -

Whether you need sockets or trans
formers or knobs or any special parts 
in the radio or electronic field, we are 
prepared to help you get them. Our 
specialty is getting the "hard-to-get", 
and giving service and cooperation with 
every order. Our wide engineering ex
perience has been of inestimable value 
to many manufacturers. Maybe it will be 
to you too. At any rate, you won't know 
till you call us.

HENRY P. SEGEL CO.

We are the first Manufac
turers’ Representatives to 
supply a complete ENGI
NEERS’AND BUYERS’ 
GUIDE AND INDEX. 
If you are located in New 
England, your signature 
on your letterhead will 
bring one to you promptly.

MANUFACTURERS REPPRESENTATIVES 
FIELD ENGINEERS

221 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON 16, MASS.
Merlar of

THE REPÍÉ&NTATIVW

Telephones KENmore 3012-6333 

Branch office in Hartford, Connecticut
Radio

Serving Manufacturan, Jobbart, Schcols and Laboratories in New Enqland.
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sented as 2rf x (1 — f/f2, x , 
(K+ Af+BF), f being the operate 
frequency, f, the resonant fn 
quency and K, A and B co; stan 
involving the various loss fa torsi 
wire, core and dielectric.

The influence of the three pan 
meters on the shape of this < cun 
is analyzed, design conside atior 
are based on the analysis, a d sui 
able graphs are shown a d e 
plained. Particularly, the ^qui- 
charts consist of lines of constat 
Q, for a certain type of cc re ar 
wire, plotted on a graph with « 
ductance and frequency ord 
nates and abscissae respective! 
construction and use of the 
charts are discussed in detail. Tl 
factors determining the sel -capi 
citance of a coil are treated

On Transmission Line Theory 

R. King (Journal of Applied Phj 
sics, November, 1943)

The article contains an extenso 
treatment of transmission lii 
theory based on a complete 
hyperbolic solution to simplify ti 
analysis of many complex problem 
Formulas for general case and sei 
eral computed curves for particulj 
values of line constants are ii 
eluded. Some practical applici 
tions and related experimental di 
terminations are discussed.

COSMIC RESEARCH
(Continued from page 96)

panel of the 88-tube amplifier. Tl 
view showing the counters in Fig. 
is looking from the south. Tl 
recording and printing mechanis 
(Fig. 5) is stationed inside the nu 
laboratory. Fig. 6, and it is operat 
by a synchronous clock. Shou 
any momentary interruption of tl 
power supply occur, the apparat 
is automatically cut out and mi 
be manually reset. This is 
avoid any uncertainty as to tl 
correct interpretation of how 
counts.

Field ntl tonfi x

There are other ways in whii 
electronic devices have ba 
adapted to investigations of tl 
electronics of the atmosphere 
the Needham Laboratory. One

I

the most important of these is 
the determination of field str eng n(
measurements whereby variation n 
radio transmission conditions ha » 
been continuously recorded at di , ; 
ferent frequencies. Already oi ’ 
22,000 hours of field intensity mea r
urements have accumulated
broadcast frequencies alone.

In the design of the apparat 
for field strength recording, 
Leeds and Northrup single poi 
recorder (Micromax), cuts incot 
avc circuit of a standard radio i
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1
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ition nponents; (2) You save time and

Th< re are countless other reasons whyme«

* 21 Year» at Mycalex Experience—Your Auaronce at Quality

Thi gives G-E mycalex two definite 
vantages as an insulator: (1) You are 
iured the tightest, strongest possible

ot only is G-E mycalex outstanding 
a high-frequency electronic insulator 
t it is absolutely unique as a ceramic
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FREE —
G-E MYCALEX 
BULLETIN
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irs helping to solve the toughest insu- 
ion problems. For example, it has high
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dielectric and mechanical strength, gives 
prolonged resistance to electric arcs, with
stands oil, water and gas, and does not 
deteriorate with age.

Remember, when you choose G-E 
mycalex, you get the benefit of General 
Electric’s unequaled experience in the 
application of mycalex. Whether or not 
your insulation problem is electronic, 
G-E engineers wall help you solve it.

G-E mycalex sheets are now readily 
available to speed your production.

Just fill out the coupon for your copy 
of the data bulletin, “G-E Compression- 
Molded Mycalex.” A free sample of G-E 
mycalex is available upon request. . . . 
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Please send your descriptive booklet ex
plaining the methods and tools to use 
for machining G-E mycalex. _______________________________
Comparir____________________ ____________

Addrat*_________________________________

• Tune In General Electric's "Th* World Today" 
and hear the news from the men who see It happen, 
•very evening eicept Sunday at tAS E.W.T. over 
CBS On Sunday evening listen to the G-E "All 
Girl Orchostra" at 10 E.W.T. over NBC

GENERAL Ô ELECTRIC
245



DURABLE AS THE SET ITSELF

SCREENMAKERS Seasonal effect

NEW YORK 7, N. YFULTON STREET

BENDER

SHEAR

BRAKE

MINNEAPOLIS 15, MINN.

PRINT IK BINP^B

It is on the basis of records oi 
such field intensity measurements 
not only in the broadcast band bul 
also at higher frequencies, that 
many important facts have bein 
learned concerning diurnal, sea] 
sonal and sunspot effects that an 
so important for predicting usabli 
frequencies at given times ovd 
given distances. In furthering tha 
research, careful records are kept 
of all solar activity since the elecJ 
tronic behavior of the sun itsell 
is an important factor in lonlzini 
the upper atmosphere at communi 
cation levels.

Many striking records showini 
complete blackouts of communlca 
tion conditions have accompanis 
marked auroral displays which i 
turn are found to be most activ 
and violent at times of major sun 

। spot occurrences. The accompanj 
ing diagram (Fig. 9) illustrate 

| very well a series of relationship 
I of considerable interest and sii 
| nificance.

If we take as a point of departs 
I the days on which bright auron 

have been observed for a decai 
and call this the zero day, we mi 
plot occurrences of sunspots, ma 

I netic disturbances, and the avera 
I daily radio field strengths for 

week preceding and following ti 
I day of auroral occurrences. Wb 

this is done we see that su si 
I numbers have been steadily on t 

rise from four days before the ( 
I currence of the aurora, and d 
1 they have reached their maximi 
I one day before the aurora ral

ceiver, Fig. 7, or in certain in J 
stances, into the diode detec tor ol 
the receiving circuit so that J 
nearly logarithmic scale results J 
the graph showing variations 3 
field intensities throughout . J 
hours of operation.

To insure interpretation o: 
results on a standardized basx th J 
receiving and recording units are 
periodically checked against Ger1 
eral Radio standard signal enerl 
ator (Fig. 8). When standardizing] 
the output of the signal generatoil 
is connected to the terminals of tha 
receiver, and known microvolts iml 
posed upon the terminals of tha 
receiving set in sufficient steps id 
cover adequately the entire rand 
of the recorder.

The response of the recording 
pen of tha galvanometer then indl-l 
cates the chart reading correspond
ing to the predetermined number) 
of microvolts to which the entire 
receiving equipment responds. I 
calibration scale in log microvolt] 
is then made which is very nearlj 
linear with the chart reading. Thb 
linear relationship facilitates the 

| interpolation for intermediate val- 
ucs and forms the basis for the 

I interpretation of the field intensitj 
measurements.

■ PRECISION MACHINES)
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Will never come loose; baked on the inside of panel 
or door.
Resistant to abrasions and salt sprays; will pass a 
200 hour salt immersion test.

Saked enamel wiring diagrams are parts of the 
actual sets and last as long as the sets them
selves. Here are a few of their advantages:

Recommended and endorsed by scores of manu
facturers of electronic, sound and communication 
equipment.

PROMPT DELIVERIES, Send us the 
bare steel fabricated and within two 
weeks we will return it finished and 
marked to your complete satisfaction.

O'nEIL-IRlUin mFû.co
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• Tap test proves new BH “extra flex” Fiberglas

Here’s a new sleeving that is both flexible 
and non-fraying. And you can prove it 

ri¿h t at your own desk with this simple tap test: 
Obtain from us a sample of BH Extra Flexible 

Fiberglas Sleeving equal in size to the saturated 
sleeving you use now. Hold both types in your left 
hand, as illustrated, and finger-tap each sleeving 
15 to 20 times. BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleev
ing will spread slightly, may fuzz a little, but it 
will not fray. The usual saturated sleeving will 
break down at the edges and separate. Continued 
manipulation will not noticeably affect the BH 
Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving, whereas the 
saturated sleeving will readily unravel and 
become progressively worse.

NON-FRAYING • FLEXIBLE • HEAT-RESISTANT 
NON-INFLAMMABLE • WATER-RESISTANT 
NON-CRYSTALLIZING at LOW TEMPERATURES
The new BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving is 
woven from the choicest continuous-filament Fi
berglas yams. It possesses high dielectric strength, 
is water-resistant and, like all BH Sleeving and 
Tubing—is non-inflammable.

All sizes from No. 20 to %*, inclusive, are 
available. Write for samples of this radically new 
and different sleeving today—in the sizes you 
desire. Seeing is believing! Bentley, Harris Manu
facturing Co., Dept. I, Conshohocken, Pa.

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO 
Conshohocken, Penna.
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from sheets and rods They also have the

COLONIAL KOLONITE COMPANY
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pruit XN

OVER 10,000 ITEMS 
— IN STOCKI

RADIO and 
ELECTRONIC 
.EQUIPMENT
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Purchasing Agents! Engi
neers! This complete ready 
reference directory is 
yours simply for the ask
ing if you write us on 
company stationery giving 
your title. Address Box U

IDEAS, born of long experience, that help 
save you time, money and worry.

Our men not only have the SKILL in fabri
cating GLASS BONDED MICA that enables 
us to turn out volume production of parts

place. Thereafter solar ac’tivltl 
subsides for one whole week 1 

If now we plot the distuibancj 
in the earth’s magnetism it 1 
observed by wanderings • t thi 
variations of the compass o> smal 
changes in the intensity of thi 
earth’s magnetic field, we fird th J 
four days before the aurora therl 
is least disturbance, and that thi 
maximum magnetic dlstuibanJ 
occurs on the day of the . urorJ 
Thereafter the magnetic disturb! 
ances subside. We interpret his J 
meaning that the electrical cnargd 
in the upper air cause by inducttol 
the magnetic disturbance of thi 
compass needle.

Next, if we plot the disturbance 
of short wave radio transmission 
we find that the least disturbed 
period is from four to three dayi 
before the aurora, and that then 
is a steady rise reaching a man 
mum disturbed condition about tw 
day of the occurrence of si 
aurora; thereafter these disturb
ances subside.

When we come to the radio rt 
ception of medium frequenciei 
such as is used in commercii 
broadcasting, we find again ths 
transmission conditions are leas 
disturbed four days before th 
aurora, and that the day of mat 
mum disturbance Is one or twi 
days after the aurora happen! 
thereafter the disturbances to radi 
broadcasting diminish but are stil 
relatively high for the next five o 
six days.

Sun spot effect*
This demonstrates rather fore! 

fully that when something happen! 
on the sun we may expect a dal 
later that charged particles emit»! 
from these disturbed areas on thi 
sun will reach the topmost regicl 
of the earth’s atmosphere produel 
ing electrical discharges that «real 
the auroral glow. Almost simulta-1 
neously with this display the coml 
pass needle is most disturbed r.l 
the radio reception at high "I 
quencies such as are used in tram! 
oceanic communication is greatll 
disrupted. Another day elapsal 
however before the effect penel 
trates to the lower region of Un 
ionosphere some seventy j 
above the earth that we call the 1 
layer. The disturbances then j 
come so great in this E layer as tl 
cause very poor reception in tba 
broadcast band which persists ' 1 
several days thereafter. Often J 
week or more elapses before M 
again have normal conditions ' j 
radio reception in the broadcast 
band.

Other experiments in atmoH 
pheric electric phenomena a e J 
progress. A Cambridge threat 
recorder connected in a simple cifl 
cult between a well-grounded rd 
and a sharp point at the top of । 
60-ft. pole records continuously anj

TO SPEED 
VICTORY!

WE HAVE

PARTS

I U & ELECTRONICS CO.
212 FULTON ST. • NEW YORK 7
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Ward Leonard Rheostats include the widest range 

of sizes, tapers and current ratings from the tiny 

ring types for radio to huge multiple assemblies 

for the heaviest industrial use. Smooth operation, 

durable contacts and extreme dependability char
acterize all Ward Leonard Rheostats.

Ward Leonard Relays, Resistors and Rheostats are carefully 
designed and conscientiously made. They are conservatively 
rated to insure dependability and long life. They meet all 
the rigid requirements of service. Complete data Bulletins 
on the various products are available. Send for bulletins of 
interest to you.

The Ward Leonard Line of Relays comprises light, 
intermediate and heavy duty types for sensitive, 

transfer, time delay, antenna change-over, break

in, and latch-in operation. They all have crisp 

action, are dependable and durable. Ward 

Leonard Relays use but little power.

Ward Leonard Resistors are built to withstand 

heat, moisture, vibration and other adverse oper

ating conditions. The regular line covers a wide 

range of types, sizes, ratings, terminals, mountings 

and enclosures. You can find exactly the resistors 

you need in the Ward Leonard line.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944



DANIEL KONDAKJIAN
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Here’s a simple and direct 
symbol to know us by! Back 
of it stands over 23 years of 
experience in the inventing, 
designing, manufacturing of 
relays for every conceivable 
purpose. But the biggest 
thing it stands for is con
fidence. "You can buy a 
Kurman Relay with your 
eyes shut," is what many of 
the biggest relay users will 
tell you.That—cohfidence in 
Kurman—is valuable insur
ance to safeguard the repu
tation and performance of 
your products—be they low 
cost volume production 
units or costly experimental 
developments.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

discharges of electricity betwee | 
the ground and the sky, or vice| 
versa. Rain and snow invariably! 
are accompanied by such dt-| 
charges, sometimes with marked! 
reversals in direction or in sign! 
The recording galvanometer 
capable of registering currents to| 
the limit of 5 micro-amperes in! 
either direction.

A record of a discharge occurring! 
during a rainstorm on October 261 
1943 is reproduced in Fig. 10 III 
most instances the exact time oil 
beginning and ending of rain will I 
be marked by a sharp displacement I 
In the record of the recording! 
needle. Under unusual circum-| 
stances accompanying high winds I 
and scudding clouds, discharges I 
have occurred far exceeding the! 
scale of the instrument and sup-1 
plementary meters then used have! 
recorded currents of as much ad 
50 micro-amperes for as long an I 
interval as two hours, later to be 
interrupted at short intervals with 
sharp reversals in direction. Such 
occasions were not accompanied by 
any visible signs of thunderstorms

Hourly values of the potential 
gradient of the atmosphere are 
also taken by the reading of a bl- 
filar electrometer connected to a 
highly insulated rod projecting 
from the building some two meters 
above the ground. A small “col
lector” at the outer end of the rod 
containing a bit of radioactive 
ionium compound insures sufficient 
ionization at the end of the rod 
to contact the atmospheric poten
tial at that point. Diurnal and sea
sonal variations of the potential 
gradient are being studied together 
with any long term trend and com
parisons made with other ionic in
vestigations (Fig. 11).

THE ENGINEERING CO. 
27 WRIGHT STREIT, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

THEE COMPLETELY EHIP- 
PEI PUNTS AVAILABLE 101 
PIST-WAI PIIBUCTION 
Inquiries pertaining to post
war intent—and applicable 
to our plant capabilities 
for caps, bases, television 
tubes and three great lypes 
of leads—are invited. Blue
prints, sketches, or data 
sent to us for consideration 
or collaboration, will be 
treated in strict confidence.

Every day we are approaching nearer to the time when 

advancements in television, radio, aviation and elec

tronics in general, can be parts of everyday life, When 

this occurs, products which have materially aided the 

forces of Victory, will come Into their own once again. 

This time as a human betterment.

Daniel Kondakjian leads, bases and caps—vital com

ponents of electronic tubes—will assume this subse

quent role In a similar efficient and dependable manner.

Negative Um determination I
For the measurement of negative I 

Ions in the lower atmosphere, 81 
modified form of Ebert ion counter I 
has been set up (Fig. 12). A FP-541 
pliotron tube replaces the conven-I 
tional electrometer, the control I 
grid being connected to an axial 
rod on which the atmospheric ions 
are collected. At hourly Intervals 
a constant speed blower draws out
side air along the axis of two co-1 
axial cylinders, the outer of which 
is grounded and the inner of which 
carries a negative potential that | 
deflects the negative ions of the 
Incoming air stream to the central 
rod.

The collection of ions on this rod 
varies the charge on the control 
grid, which in turn alters the plate 
current of the tube, the variation 
of the plate currents being regis
tered on a recording galvanometer. 
A preliminary calibration of the 
apparatus has been made by the 
comparison of readings with the 
data obtained from a manually

KURMAN

EUR THE BEST RELAYS CUSSI LT KL RM AN

MB

TUNGSTEN LEADS

THIS N£IT 
TRADE MARK 
23 YEARS IN 

THE MAKING

DANIEL K0N0AKJIAN bases ano caps
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Th« above and accompanying 
sketch«« or« not mechanical draw
ings. They show how Adlake Relays 
work, not construction detail.

nter 
?-54 
ren- 
¡trol

Adlake Relay No. 1040—(for A.C) 
5M" high, 2Wwide, 2W projection. 
For panel mounting. Contact normally 
tpenorclosed. Quickortime delay action.

Energiz'd --------------
Mercury now fills thimble T, it 
completely leveled off and mer
cury to mercury raniaci estab
lished between electrodes E and 
EE. Degree of porosity of ping 
CP determines length eg time de
lay—and accurately.

sea- 
itial 
ther 
«m

-energiz'd
Plonger P is floating in mercury 
M. Space inaicatedby S is filled 
with inert gas.

Automatic power control can be no more dependable 
than its relays. That is why the plunger type mercury 
relay is replacing other types. It is the most dependable 
relay thus far developed for many types of service, be
cause dirt, dust, moisture, temperature changes, humidity 
etc. can not affect its hermetically sealed contacts.

ADLAKE Plunger-type Mercury Relays are as aitable 
for either quick or time delay action ... for A. C. up to 
440 volts ... for D. C. up to 115 volts (and higher, with 
outside resistors)... and contact capacity from a frac
tion of an ampere to 100 amperes. All operate on the 
same basic principle. All are armored against outside 
impact. All have hermetically sealed mercury to mercury 
contacts which are positive, chatterless, noiseless and arcless. 
For complete data, request bulletin.

DEPENDABmiN

The Adams & Westlake Comfah

ESTABLISHED IN IS57

Or, cleaning equipment
Surgical lighting controls 

lle<tro<rsis prevention

ELKHART, INDIANA

Motor riv.r,ing switches 

Sign flasher. 
Animated display, 
Telephone circuits 

Mill and factory service 
Navigation buay flasher

NEW YORK CHICAGO

STAM^U^ 
SIMPLICITY

Electric time controls 
Photo-electric apparatus 
Heating and ventilating 

controls 
Production bn* lime 

controls 
Remote and automatic 

cenfrol*
Air conditioning controls

T IN THESE

AND OTHER APPLICATIONS
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Your inquiry it invited on the,» and 
other Intel-communication Equipment

HAIR
SPRINGS

Furnished with or without collets—and
with ends bent as desired.

NVvas

S » A

HAIRSPRINGS
FOK

Electrical Equipment 

Aircraft Instruments

»
Speed Indicators

Accurate ( ranges

Made from appropriate materials se-
lected for electrical resistance, minimum
drift requirements, and endurance life.

BRISTÒ CONNECTICUT U

[ommumcnTion EQuipmEnr
I

NOW IN PRODUCTION: CD-318-A 
CD-307-A 
CD-874 
JK-26 

JK-48 
PL-47 
PL-S4 
PL-55

PL-68 
“A" Plug 
BC-366 
BC-347-C

PE-86 
SW-141 
JB-47

erKarenoia
D TELEVISION CORPORATION

1032 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7. ILL.

PRINT IN BINDING ■

read Ebert counter simultaneously 
operated. A circuit diagram sub
ject to change with the devel p- 
ment of the experiment is sh< n 
in Fig. 13.

In a previous issue of “Electronic 
Industries” some account was gi; n 
of the observation of the apparent 
wandering of the beam of an ir 
beacon as observed from measure
ments of the relative field stren< h 
of the A/N ratio. The continuance 
of these observations has not o y 
established an apparent relate i- 
ship to meteorological change hut 
leads to the supposition that, in 
spite of the relatively long wave
length and comparative short dis- 
stance involved, some factor in
volving conductivity in the lover 
reflecting layer of the ionosph re 
is not to be excluded as a possible 
parameter in fields measured.

The primary purpose of the 
Cosmic Terrestrial Research Labo
ratory is for the investigation of 
such relationships as may exist be
tween cosmic phenomena exterior 
to an earth and such terrestrial 
phenomena as may result from or 
vary with changes in the earth’s 
exterior environment. For the 
gathering of physical data to this 
end, electronic devices play and 
must inevitably continue to play an 
increasingly important part.

PLANNING FOR POSTWAR
(Continued from page 87)

The wartime experience of vol
ume manufacturers struggling with 
precision products and precision 
manufacturers with large produc
tion runs will make very interest
ing reading some day. During this 
period we have had one customer, 
Uncle Sam, and profits have been 
limited by renegotiation and excess 
profits taxes—not by competition 
in a free economy. As we come 
back, which we surely will, to a 
system where industrial existence 
depends on proficiency of manu
facture at a minimum of cost, some 
of us will have to re-learn old rules, 
others learn new ones. In either
case, measure the new product by 
those rules and not by today’s con
ditions.

The third ' internal factor is 
called “production considerations 
Can we control this sort of an ite. i 
production-wise? Can it be sched
uled properly, and if not, can we 
make an organization that will be 
capable of handling its pre-plan
ning? Will it absorb overhead or 
create more? Its peaks, do they 
flatten out some of our already 
sharp ones? The electronics ir- 
dustry has been singularly plagued 
by them.

Further, will this Item original!” 
or ultimately freeze our assets or 
be the straw on our business back 
that breaks us? In other words,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944
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FREE
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For many years our flexible organiirecision
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Remember Alliance!
■YOUR ALLY IN WAR AS IN PEACE

HANCE DYNAMOTORS 
lilt with greatest precision and 
now how” for low ripple—high 
iciency—low drain and a mwt«- 
n* of commutation transients.

HANCE
corporate 
lughout. 
ieiency —

'EKI1IRMANCE is the real measure of success in 
tinning the war, just as it will be in the post-war 
rorld New and better ideas—production economies 
-speed—all depend upon inherent skill and high

ation has taken pride in doing a good job for pur- 
Lasers of small motors. And we can help in creating 
Ind designing, when such service is needed. Please 

hake a note of Alliance and get in touch with us.

D.C. MOTORS 
precision tolerances 
Light weight—high 
compactness — con-

A wealth of informa
tion on cold-forged nails, rivets, 
screws and other items in hun
dreds of uncommon types. Spe
cialties that will suggest to you 
how to improve the appearance 
or effectiveness of your product 
at minimum cost. Compiled by 
specialists in cold-forging since

nous duty. An achievement in 
all size for continuous duty 
d in power-to-weight ratio, 
reful attention has been given 
distr ution of losses as well 
their reduction to a minimum.
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;h production retains 
test degree al! the 
iticals” which are 
important in air- 

ne power sources.

JOHN HASSALL, INC.
Established 1850

412 Oakland Street* Brooklyn 22,N.Y.

SKILL

SPECIAL HAUS RIVtTSSCRfW$c

MANUFACTURING CO

Hassall
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MATCHED
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FOR FASTER. SAFER WORK
The name “XceLite” means “a tool that fits." Yes, XceLite 

Tools are designed not only to fit the hand but to fit the Job 
and fit the skill of the worker.

XceLite Screwdrivers
The finest screwdrivers ever built 
— with the original shock-proof 
handle. Blade of accurately ma
chined alloy steel. Ideal tools 
for all electrical and radio work. 
Over 50 sizes and styles, square 
and round blades.

XceLite Nut Drivers
Unexcelled tools for work on 
panel equipment.Sturdy, accurate, 
extra deep sockets. Genuine 
shock-proof XceLite handle. Of
fered in 6" and 9" lengths, 9 
sizes from 3/16” to 16" nut size 
Also Stubby models.

While the availability of all XceLite Tools is limited, orders with satis
factory priority ratings can be filled. See your jobber or write Dept. K.

PARK METALWARE CO.. INC.
ORCHARD PARK NEW YORK

QUALITY TOOLS Preferred BY THE EXPERTS

can we or do we want to invest in 
enough raw, process or finished in
ventory to schedule properly thia 
kind of business? This may tinge 
of being a selling consideration, but 
fundamentally it is an internal 
factor because it is right in our 
plant where the trouble will hap
pen—if we don’t plan ahead.

Fourth, we briefly can discuss 
manufacturing considerations, in 
summarizing we can be brie: but 
woe to the company that depends 
on a walk around the shop and 
a quick look-see to determine 
whether a product fits. Every item 
in the check list is important and 
each will suggest more. No man
ufacturing division ever got good 
by accident. It requires a vast 
amount of attention to detail.

Expensive to pioneer

If the shop is running relatively 
smoothly, why upset it with some
thing that men, familiar with 
its functioning, will immediatelj 
scream “It can’t be done here. 
Not that there isn’t merit in say
ing, “the impossible just takes a 
little longer.” But why not find 
out if it is going to take a little 
longer—or maybe forever—before 
proudly saying “they said it was 
impossible, but we can do it.” 
is expensive to pioneer. Research 
and development are absolutely es
sential to progress, but don’t do it 
in the shop. Do it in the laboratory.

Only by the most careful analy
sis, and if the product is worth
while, it is better to take the time 
to analyze it now than to risk pos
sible losses later, can we know 
whether we should manufacture i 
in our shop. If so, will it prove 
profitable not only In and of itsel 
but when related to our regula 
business? Time details and judg 
ment are required. Better to pa 
over the product completely th 
to skimp here.

Importance of contra

Fifth, and last of the broad in 
temal factors is that of control; 
figure and money-wise. Do w 
have the kind of a system neces 
sary to predict costs adequately

Not so long ago a large manu 
facturing company was blessed, no 
with one, but three complete cos 
organizations—one for the account! 
ing department, another for thd 
sales manager and a third for the 
works manager. Each used differj 
ent methods and went so far as td 
use completely different overhead 
factors.

Score of the results was kept bi 
accounting, prices were not onli 
arrived at, but also quoted accord^ 
ing to the sales manager’s privati 
cost set-up and to cap the climax 
the works manager Judged the op
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES * Januao



LET A SIMPLE RETAINING RING
SAVE METAL AND MONEY FORYOU
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Now you can quickly obtain, from ONE big re
liable source, every conceivable type and size of 
fixed or variable resistors. Whether it’s a particu
lar type or size of resistor, or any other one or 
one hundred different items of Radio and Electronic 
Supplies which you need, call or write your nearest 
emergency service distributor. All three, listed be
low, are specially equipped with large, diversified 
stocks and helpful technical experts, to give you a 
unique coast-to-coast industrial service, making de
liveries faster than you ever thought possible con
sidering the scarcities of war. A valuable big Ref
erence Book & Buyer’s Guide is supplied without 
cost to reputable industrial buyers. Thousands of 
products are explained. Please use your business 
letterhead when you write for it

A SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL SERVICE 
TUNED TO THE TEMPO OF WAR!

Retaining Rings 
save money 
and metal

Kvery shoulder on your machines or on your metal 
products should be examined to see whether or not 
smart engineering could take advantage of these 
modem artificial shoulders on shafts or in housings.

It is needless waste in most instances to turn your 
shoulders by cutting down larger shafts, when you 
can groove a smaller shaft and apply a spring steel 
retaining ring. You'll get excellent results at unbe
lievable savings.

It's expensive io hold a mechanism in place with 
unnecessarily big shoulders or collars,-or to tem
porize with small cotter pins, etc. Let us show you 
how spring steel retaining rings can do a thoroughly 
efficient job for you.

More and more retaining rings are being used in 
these days of necessary economy. Every ounce of 
metal and every cent of cost is more important today 
than ever before.

Write today for our descriptive folder on Retaining 
Rings.

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPAHY
Newark, H. J. Milwaukee, Wis.. U. S. A

TERMINAL RADIO CORP. 
»! Cortland! St, Phone WOrtk 2-4416 NEW YORK 7 
WALKER-JIMIESON, INC. 
311 S Western See., Phone Conal 2525 CHICAGO 12 
RADIO SPECIALTIES CO. 
20th A Figueroa. Phono Prospect 7271 LOS ANGELES 7

WRITE OR PHONE TOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL EMERGENCY SERVICE



Permanent
Jtagnets

THOMAS & SKINNER

RADIO ENGINEERS WANTED

256

Because of the extreme care and precision exer
cised in their manufacture and the high stand
ard of their operating efficiency. Astatic Co-axial 
Cable Connectors are being exclusively used and

ways may be another product tha 
will record a higher score. Thi 
problem of every company in th 
electronics industry is not merell 
to find another product, but rathe] 
to find the optimum product, fo 
its own particular situation.

42 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

BOX M-62—ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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STEEL PRODUCTS CO. • INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

per cent” and so on.
There may be some 

informed guessing on 
based on hypothetical
quantities, but everything el j 
should be known. The product that 
isn’t worth running on a cost sheet! 
isn’t worth looking into.

Product, design, production 
manufacturing and control are rd 
sential “internal factors.” Each 
raises its own group of questions 
In the light of full and adequate 
answers to these questions, judgl 
ment can be exercised. Even if thi 
balance of the internal considers 
tions is unfavorable, the merchan 
dising aspects may be favorabl 
enough to make It attractive any
way. The doing of 
job is what counts, 
pointment comes 
cheaper. And after

eration of his province by his own! 
figures.

Fortunately, the inhabit ar. s -J 
this institution, which was suosia-l 
iary to a still larger enterprise,! 
were ingenious enough to do ; ’ood| 
job of convincing the parent jm-| 
pany of their right to be vii ually| 
autonomous. Much greater per-l 
sonal harmony, however, uidl 
have resulted had agreement been! 
reached to pool their surplus oil 
records and then agree to b^lievel 
the answers produced.

Far more companies, rather than! 
having an excess of cost data have] 
too little. In those cases, and to 
some degree others, great self-con
trol must be exercised not to reach! 
for a pencil and start putting down! 
numbers. The fatal errors that! 
can be committed by the keymaa 
who says “well let’s see, a tuba 
costs 30 cents and the screws and 
brass can’t be more than 5 cents-] 
and all the other things, they can i 
be more than a dime—let’s say fifty 
cents for the whole job. And a 
quarter for labor—I could make iq 
an hour myself, but I’m being said 
—and overhead, well let’s say 60

highly praised by many leading manufacturer* of wartime radio com
munication* equipment. Equal honors are being shared by Astatc’s GDN 
Series Dynamic Microphones with grip-to-talk control, now being manu
factured and used extensively in many branches of the service. Astatic 
continues to build for the present and plan for the future.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jana«"

Panel No. 2—Frequency 
Allocation

GRADUATE ENGINEERS WITH LABORATORY 
EXPERIENCE NEEDED FOR RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT WORK. PERMANENT EM
PLOYMENT WITH PROGRESSIVE CORPORA
TION LOCATED IN SMALL CITY IN CENTRAL 
PENNSYLVANIA. WRITE FOR APPLICATION 
FORM. PERSONS NOW EMPLOYED AT ESSEN
TIAL ACTIVITIES AT THEIR HIGHEST SKILL 
CANNOT BE CONSIDERED WITHOUT A 
STATEMENT OF AVAILABILITY.

Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chairman, RCA victl 
Division, RCA, Camden 2, N. J

F. M. Ryan, Vice-Chairman, America

All Shapes, Sizes and Alloys. Alnico magnets 
cast or sintered under G. E. license. Chrome, 
Tungsten and Cobalt magnets stamped, 

formed or cast.

PRODUCING 
AND PLANNING

RTPB PANELS
(Continued from page 97 I 

I F. Byrnes (A), Radiomarine Corp, d 
America, CS Broad Street, Nev. Tori 

Gt. Col. A. G. Simson (M), War Depard 
ment, Pentagon Building, Arlington, Va 

C. J. Burnside (M), Westinghouse Elec. I 
Mfg. Co., Baltimore

R. N. Harm< n (A), Westinghouse c I 
Mfg. Co., Baltimore

astatic

THE ASTATIC C
YOUNGSTOWN
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Want Complete
BLACKOUT?
NEK efficiency has been designed 

.nd built into the nt* No. 85 
DRAKE Shutter Type Assembly! 
Now, for the first time, a 90 degree 
clockwise turn, made easy by a sure- 
grip knurl, brings COMPLETE black, 
out . a 90 degree counter clockwise 
turn, FULLY illuminates jewel. 
(Same rotation aa aircorps part No. 
42B3593.) This new No. 85 is, we 
believe, the ONLY Shutter Type As* 
sembly without a central pilot hole 
that permits light leakage. A firmly 
locking slip-fit bezel is instantly re
movable without tools, for easy lamp 
replacement. It hae the same general 
ipeciiications and is interchangeable 
with our No. 80 Polaroid Type As- 
Mmbly. Do you have the newest 
Drake Catalog describing the No. 85 
and other nrw Drake patented 
products ?

SHUTTER TYPE No. 85

PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES
DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO
1713 W. HUBBARD ST. • CHICAGO. U.S.A.

DIE-CUT ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES
INSULATORS • CAN -LINERS • CONDENSER BOXES • GASKETS. Etc
MADE TO BLUE-PRINT SPECIFICATIONS
pwm FISH PAPER • VARNISHED PAPER • SPECIAL ACME IREATED STOCKS Etc

ACME FOLDING BOX CO., INC. !l’î
141 E. 15 th St New York 10. N Y

ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY
of every type, — standard, and special design

EnLintERinG compnnv
Specialists in EQUIPMENT and METHODS for the 
Manufacture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes, 
Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps, Neon Tubes, 
Photo Cells, X-Ray Tubes and other glass or electronic 
products, on production or laboratory bam».

1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January, 1944

TODAY AND TOMORROW
SIGMA Type 5F

Weight 3 k or.

The contributions which Sigma Instru
ments have made in the relay field are 
but a promise of significant new devel
opments to come.
Study the typical operating cycle of the 
new Sigma Series 5 Relay shown above 
—notice that it is operating at 5 Milli
watts with 4 mil air gap between con
tacts, and 4 mil air gap at poles. Notice 
further, that contact pressure of over 40 
grams is provided in the energized state 
and 28 in the deenergized state.
The possibilities of this relay can be 
imagined when it is realized that a con
tact pressure of only 20 grams is suffi
cient (on the Series 5) to withstand 11 g’s 
vibration.

COIL RESISTANCE 5 MILLIWATTS 0.5 MILLIWATTS

.001 Ohm* 2.24 Amp- .00224«. 7 707 Amp.-.000707»
1.0 Ohms 10.7 MA — .0707». 22.4 MA - 0224«.

10O Ohms 7.07 MA — .707«. 2.24 MA — .224«.
1000. Ohms 2.24 MA — 2.24*. .707 MA - .707*.

10000. Ohms .707 MA - 7.07«. 224 MA - 2.24«.
20000 Ohms 500 MA —10.00*. .15SMA 3.16».

72 Freeport St.. Boston 22, Moss.
1ST

T



Broadway.195

adio Corp.

V/Z/Mak

Battles will Not be Lost
This War" For theWant Of

Small but Vital Object ELINCO MODEL L-32

MOTOR-GENERATOR

Walter
Madison

Elect. &

A. C. Goodnow (A), Westinghouse Elect.

MUELLER

195

John

CLIPSMon

BUY MORE ANO MORE AND MORE BONDS

William

Claveland, Ohio
(M) Member; (A) Alternate; (0) Observer

258 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Telephone & Tel. 
New York

Special modelt of fractional h.p 
tori and generatori built to your 
quirementi.

Business 
Avenue,

& Mfg. 
Baltimore

2519 Wilkens Avenue,

Special low frequency unit de
veloped primarily for use in vital 
war equipment.

Dr. A. N. Goldsmith (M), 580 
nue. New York

G. E. Gustafson (M), Zenith

Barron (M), Earle Building,

Freeland (M), Freeland &

. A. Cowan (M) 
Broadway, N. Y

FOR MAKING QUICK 
TEMPORARY CONNECTIONS

Mfg. Co., 2519 Wilkenu Avenue, Balti

Lemmon (M), International

Operate! on 6v d.c. input (12-, 24-, 
or 115v. available). A.C. output I- 
or 3-phase Standard aluminum-housed 
model includes speed regulator and re- 
littonce. Speed control 1% for 25% 
variation in input or load. Deliver! 27v. 
2-phase o.c. at 2400 RP.M. Weight 
32 ox.; 6*A" x 2" dia.; 5/16" ihaft with 
I" extension

Corp., 1440 St. Catherine St. 
treat

Valpey Crystals are performing 
their indispensable duty in 
wink-of-an-eye communications, 
from the foxholes of New Guinea 
to the bombers over Berlin .. ., 
exclusively an ally for the Allies.

Business Machines Corp., 590 
Avenue, New York

A. C. Holt (A), International 
Machines Corp., 590 Madison 
New York

D. G. Little (M), Westinghouse

6000 Dickens Avenue, Chicago
Frank Gunther (M), Radio Engineering 

Lab., Inc., 35-54 36th Street, Long 
Island City 1, N. Y.

Dr. D. E. Noble (A), Galvin Corp., 4545 
Augusta Boulevard, Chicago

W. P. Hilliard (M), Bendix Corp., Balti
more

William B. Lodge (M), CBS, 485 Madison 
Avenue, New York.

Walter Merkle (M), Television Engineer
ing Dept., Philco Corp., Philadelphia

Haraden Pratt (M), Mackay Radio & 
Telegraph Co., 67 Broad Street, New 
York

R. E. Shelby (M), NBC, 30 Rockefeller 
Plaza. New York

Charles J. Young (M), RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. J.

Howard S. Frazier (M), NAB, 1760 N 
Street, N.W., Washington

K. B. Warner (M), ARRL, West Hart
ford, Conn.

George Grammer (A). ARRL, West Hart
ford, Conn.

W. C. White (M), General Electric Co., 
Electronics Lab., Schenectady

N. P. Case (O), Hamilton Radio Corp., 
510 6th Avenue. New York

G. F. Leydorf (O), Crosley Corp., Cin
cinnati

L. J. A. van Lieshout (M), North Ameri
can Philips Co., Inc., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y

Rudolf F. Wild (O), Brown Instrument 
Co., Wayne and Roberts Avenues, 
Philadelphia

E. W. Engstrom (M), RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. J.

Washington
George C. Milne (M), Blue Network, 30 

Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
A. E. Barrett (O), British Broadcasting 

Corp., Grafton Hotel, Washington
R. D. Cahoon (O), Canadian Broadcasting

• Made in 10 sizes — from the tiny 
wee-pee-wee to the 300 ampere Big 
Brute.

♦ Offered in both steel end solid 
copper.

• Red and black rubber insulators to 
fit each size.

• A complete line with
A CLIP FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

immediate deliveries on practically all hem» 
Send for free sample« and catalog T01

Do you have a commun
ications problem in which 
the use of crystals is ex
pedient? In War. .. In 
Peace... Toss Your Prob
lem in Valpey's lap.

Olschner Products, Inc., 611 Baronne St., 
New Orleans

D. H. Mitchell (M), Calvin Mfg. Co., 4545 
West Augusta Blvd., Chicago

(.Continued an following page)

FOR THE WANT OF 
A HORSESHOE NAIL

E. K. Cohan (M), CBS, 485 Madison Ave., 
N. T.

William B. Lodge (A), CBS, 485 Madison 
Ave., N. Y.

George C. Davis (M), Munsey Building, 
Washington

George P. Adair (O), FCC, Washington
J. S. McKechnie (M), Federal Telephone 

& Radio Corp., 591-593 Broad St., New
ark, N. J.

Earl G. Ports (A), Federal Telephone A 
Radio Corp., 591-593 Broad St., New
ark, N. J.

PRECISION-CUT 
UTTERLY DEPENDABLE 

THROUGH
VALPEY CRAFTSMANSHIP

Panel No. 4—Standard 
Broadcasting

Howard S Frazier, Chairman, Director of 
Engineering, NAB, 1760 N Street, N. W., 
Washington.

Burgess Dempster, Vice Chairman, Cros
ley Corp., Cincinnati

J. R. Poppele, Secretary, Station WOR, 
1440 Broadway, N. Y.

ELECTRIC INDICATOR CO.
112 PARKER AVE STAMFORD, CONN



I
F ner Wavering (A), Galvin Mfg. Co..

545 West Augusta Blvd., Chicago
C R. Miner (M), General Electric Co., 

Bridgeport, Conn.
£ R H. Williamson (M), Genera] Electric

Co., Schenectady
W. G. Broughton (A), General Electrie 

Co., Schenectady
Ptul F. Godley <M), 10 Marion Road, 

Wi Montclair, N. J.
St art L. Bailey (M), Jansky Hr Bailey, 

I • National Press Building, Washington
G* rge M. Lohnes (A), Jansky & Bailey, 

t, National Press Building, Washington
T. C. Kenney (M), Station KDKA, Pitts

burgh
R. al V. Howard (M), Station KSFO, San 

i'rancisco
I J. E. Tapp (A), Station KSFO, San 
1 Francisco

Giant R. Wrathall (M), McNary & 
. Wrathall, National Press Bldg., Wash

ington
John V. L. Hogan (M), Station WQXR, 

New York
■ 0. B. Hanson (M), NBC, 30 Rockefeller

J’laza, New York
I Phil p Merryman (A), NBC, 30 Rocke
. feller Plaza, New York

R. T. Capodanno (M), Philco Corp., Phila- 
‘ delphia

D. D. Cole (M), RCA, Victor Division, 
Camden, N. J.

’ K. A. Chittick (A), RCA, Victor Division, 
Camden, N. J.

J. B. Coleman (M), RCA, Victor Division, 
Camden, N. J.

V E. Trouant (A), RCA. Victor Division, 
Camden, N. J.

A. D. Ring (M), Ring & Clark, Munsey 
Rldg., Washington

Lynne C. Smeby (M), 4801 Connecticut 
Ave., N. W., Washington

C. W. Finnigan (M), Stromberg-Carlson 
Co., Rochester

(M ) Member; (A) Alternate; (O) Others.

Benjamin Olney (A), Stromberg-Carlson 
Co.. Rochester

G. Porter Houston (M), Station WCBM. 
Baltimore

K. J. Gardner (M), Station WHAM, 
Rochester

H. W. Holt (M), Station WOV, 730 Fifth 
Ave., New York

F. M Doolittle (M), Station WDRC, 
Hartford, Conn.

Frank McIntosh (O), WPB Radio and 
Radar Division, Washington

H. B. Canon (M), Wells-Gardner & Co, 
2701 N. Kildare Ave., Chicago

Gordon T. Bennett (A), Wells-Garner & 
Co., 2701 N. Kildare Ave., Chivago

R. E. Poole (M), Bell Telephone Lab..
463 West St., New York

J. C. Bayles (A), Bell Telephone Lab., 
463 West St., New York

M R. Briggs (M) Westinghouse Elec. 
A Mfg. Co., Baltimore

A. C. Goodnow (A), Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co., Baltimore

Karl B. Hoffman (M), Stations WGR- 
WKBW, Buffalo

I. R. Lounsberry (A), Stations WGR- 
WKBW, Buffalo

Ronald J. Rockwell (M), Station WLW, 
Cincinnati

Clyde M. Hunt (M), Station WTOP. 
Washington

Walter A. Brester (A), Station WTOP, 
Washington

E. B. Paso, Zenith Radio Corp., 6001 
Dickens Ave., Chicago

Panel No. 6—Television 
Broadcasting

David B. Smith, Chairman, Philco Corp., 
Philadelphia

I. J. Kaar, Vice-Chairman, General Elec
tric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Dr. George Town, Secretary, Stromberg 
Carlson Co., Rochester

G. L. Beers (M), RCA-Victor Division. 
Camden, N. J.

F. J. Bingley (M), Philco Corp., Phila
delphia

N. F. Smith (A), Philco Corp.. Phila
delphia

B. Ray Cummings (M), Farnsworth Radio 
& Tel. Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Allen B. DuMont (M), Allen B. DuMont 
Labs., Inc., Passaic, N. J.

Dr. T. T. Gioidsmith, Jr. (A), Allen B 
DuMont Labs., Inc., Passaic, N. J.

O. B. Hanson (M), NBC, RCA Bldg., New 
York

R. E. Shelby (A), NBC, New York
John D. Reid (M), Crosley Corp., Cin

cinnati
R. Serrell (M), CBS, 485 Madison Avenue, 

New Yor* ’
C. A. Priest (M), General Electric Co., 

Syracuse
R. Longfellow (A), General Electric Co., 

Syracuse
Dr. Ray H. Manson (M), Stromberg 

Carlson Co.. Rochester
A. E. Newlon (A), Stromberg-Carlson 

Co., Rochester
J. E. Brown (M). Zenith Radio Corp., 

6001 Dickens Avenue, Chicago
Donald G. Fink (M), Room 4E936, Pen

tagon Bldg., Arlington, Va.
Harry R. Lübcke (M), Don Lee Broad

casting System, 3800 Mount Lee Drive, 
Hollywood

W. A. MacDonald (M), Hazeltine Elec
tronics Corp., 1775 Broadway. New 
York

T. B. Grenier (M), Metropolitan Televi
sion, Inc., 654 Madison Avenue, New 
York

L. L. Thompson (A), Metropolitan Televi
sion, Inc., 654 Madison Avenue, New 
York

W. Blacksher (A), Metropolitan Televi
sion, Inc., 654 Madison Avenue, New

(Turn page)
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SOLDERING IRONS 
an widely wed in industrial plants throughout 
th« country. Thvy an dtsifmd ti withstand the 
strain af continue« Mrvica raquind af factory 
tools.

SPOT SOLDERING MACHINE
'engnad far Inedie uneral imi far ad-
•MMMwt of iron and saldar, wring 
jentar’e hands fm far handling af 

ondosi. SOLDERING IRON 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS 
pnvant evtrhaating ef soldering 
irons between soldering opera
tions. Irons do not deteriorate 
when being used. The idle period 
cam ri oaMaties and shorteni Ufa

SOLDER POTS 
ruggedly camtructrJ pots af 
various sins designed for 
continuous opera tien and so 
constructed that they an 
nsi’y rnd Qoiceiy serviced, 
should elomonti han to be

H'rWe fee Catalog

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
271 WEST ELM STREET, DEEP RIVER, CONN.

Select Your Post-War
PLASTIC SOURCE

Nauti
♦ If ynur post-war products will require plastic parts In their 
construction, we suggest thst you establish a source sf produc
tion today to avoid the expected rush for plastics tomorrow.

Every day more manufac-

plaatic requirements uro to 
bo and. consequently, they 
plan constructively for the 
post-war period and the 
great demand for plaatic 
production that will come 
with it. We urge you 
therefore, to consult with 
our engineering department 
now. Get cost-free advice 
from seasoned plastic ex
perts. Your action now will 
help get your products on 
the market quickly when

Wrife today —
■o obligation!

ROGAN BROTHERS
Compression Molders and Branders of Plastics

2007 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE • CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

1544 electronic industries January, 1944 259



Precision Metal Shielded 
Wire insures protection under 
the most trying , circu m- 
stances. One or more insu
lated conductors can be sup
plied shielded with Seamless 
Copper, Brass, Nickel or 
Aluminum Tubing. Cut to 
exact size, stripped and 
formed, ready for instant 
application, or furnished in 
random lengths.

Standard stock supplied with 
Packard or GE Deltabeston 
Cable to ANJC48 specifica
tions. Also supplied using 
wire to customer’s require
ments.

Ready soon a new cata
log. Send your request 
in at once. Only a limited 
supply available.

PRECISION TUBE COMPANY
3828TERRACE STREET (ZONE 28) 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SAtfS DIPARTMfNT:

215 05 27«h AVINUi 8AYSJDÎ l I, N V

C. E. Nobles (M), Westinghouse Elec. & 
Mfg. Co., Baltimore

C. E. McClellan (A), Westinghouse Elec.
& Mfg. Co., Baltimore

Jean Brand (M), Raytheon Mfg. Co., 
Waltham, Mass.

Howard Gates (O), Warwick Mfg. Corp., 
4-640-50 W. Harrison Street, Chicago

N. P. Case (O), Hamilton Radio Corp., 
510 Sixth Avenue, New York

J. A. Ouimet (O), Canadian Broadcasting 
Corp., 1440 St. Catherine Street, West 
Montreal

Norman Snyder (O), Ansley Radio Corp., 
21-10 49th Avenue, Long Island City, 
N. Y.

Panel No. 8—Radio 
Communication

Haraden Pratt, Chairman, Mackay Radio 
& Telegraph Co., 67 Broad Street, New 
York

H. H. Beverage, Vice-Chairman, RCA 
Communications, Inc., 67 Broad Street, 
New York

C. W. Latimer (M), RCA Communica
tions, Inc., 67 Broad Street, New York

A. J. Costigan (M), Radio Marine Corp, 
of America, 75 Varick Street, New 
York

I. F. Byrne» (A), Radio Marine Corp, of 
America, 75 Varick Street, New York

Charles C. Harris (M), Tropical Radio 
Telegraph Co., 1 Federal Street, Boston.

P. D. Zurian (M), Press Wireless, Inc., 
435 N. Michfgafi Avenue, Chicago

Carl E. Scholz (M), Radio Corporation of 
Porto Rico, 67 Broad Street, New York 

W. I. Harrington (M), Mutual Telephone
Co., Honolulu, T. H.

G P. Bosomworth (M), United States- 
Liberia Radio Corp., Akron, Ohio

T. P. Kinn (M), Westinghouse Elec. & 
Mfg. Co., 2519 Wilkens Avenue, Balti
more

P. R. Sears (A), Westinghouse Elec. & 
Mfg. Co., 2519 Wilkens Avenue, Balti
more

C. M. Kimball (M), Aircraft Accessories 
Corp, Fairfax and Funston Roads, 
Kansas City 15, Kansas

W. T. Bishop (A), Aircraft Accessories 
Corp., Fairfax and Funston Roads, 
Kansas City 15, Kansas

F. A. Rudolph (A), Aircraft Accessories
Corp., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 

A. C. Holt (M), International Business
Machine Corp., 590 Madison Avenue, 
New York

Dr. D. E. Noble (O). Galvin Mf . Corp., 
4545 Augusta Boulevard, Chicago

RTPB Television-Panel 
Committees

David B. Smith, of Philco, chair
man of the Radio Technical Plan
ning Board’s Television Panel, has 
appointed chairmen of the Panel’s 
various committees, as follows:

No. 1, Television Channels, chair
man, D. E. Harnett, Hazeltine Elec
tronics Corp., 5825 Little Neck 
Pkwy., Little Neck, N. Y.

No. 2, Synchronization Standards 
and Video Modulation, chairman, 
Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, Jr., Allen B 
DuMont Labs., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, 
N. J. .

No. 3, Review of Old Standards 
and Proposed New Standards, 
chairman, Dr. George Town, Strom
berg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y.

No. 4, Frequency Allocations and 
Service Limits, chairman, B. Ray 
Cummings, Farnsworth Television 
& Radio Corp., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

No. 5, Standards Good Engineer
ing Practice for Television Trans-

(M) Member. (A) Alternate, (0) Obtener 

mitters, chairman, J. E. Bro^n, 
Zenith Radio Corp., 6001 Dickens 
Ave., Chicago.

No. 6, Relay Links, chairman, F. 
J. Bingley, Philco Corp., Philad 1- 
phia 34, Pa.

I. J. Kaar of General Electric is 
vice-chairman of the Televis n 
Panel.

Historic Firsts—Negative 
Feedback Amplifier

In the early days of vacuuri- 
tube amplifiers, reports Bell Lab 
ratories Record, it was recognized 
that more gain could be obtained 
if some of the output was fed ba k 
as additional input; but the result 
if the process was carried too far 
was “singing.” Stable operation, it 
was commonly supposed, required a 
net loss in the loop formed by am
plifier and feedback circuit. It was 
also believed that feedback in re
versed phase afforded no advantage 
compensating its accompanying re
duction in net gain.

The paradox of amplifier design 
was announced, however, in the 
early 1930’s by Harold S. Black. 
His work in Bell Laboratories had 
led him to an epoch-making inven
tion in electronics. He showed that 
many remarkable properties Inhere 
in amplifier operation with a nega
tive feedback which reduces the 
gain. Following his technic one de
signs an amplifier for more amplifi
cation than is required; and then, 
by properly sacrificing some of this 
potential gain, one obtains amaz
ing constancy of amplification and 
stability of operation.

The resultant amplifier has in
creased linearity of characteristic 
with a hundredfold reduction in 
harmonics. Tube noises are greatly 
reduced. There is improvement in 
phase distortion, in the gain-load 
characteristic and in the amplifier’s 
impedance relationships. These 
important advantages are obtained 
economically without excessive re
finements on the designs of tubes 
and in the constancy of their power 
supplies.

Negative feedback also facilitates 
the equalization (within reasonable 
limits) of frequency distortion due 
to apparatus in the direct path of 
the signal current. Previously it 
had been necessary to introduce a 
network of inverse characteristic. 
In construction such networks 
range from difficult to impractical. 
With negative feedback, however, 
they are unnecessary because usual
ly the desired result can be pro
duced by inserting in the feedback 
circuit apparatus with the charac
teristics which are to be equalized 
and then properly increasing the 
amount of feedback.

The stability of negative feed
back amplifiers is well illustrated by 
long carrier current circuits in 
coaxial or other cable.
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ENGINEER THE CATHODE-RAY 
TUBE AT WORK

With experience and knowl
edge in the designing of Elec
trical Test Equipment for Ra
dio - Radar Electronics, re
quired by large, established 
manufacturer of Electrical In
dicating Instruments, now 
manufacturing for Armed Ser
vices, with complete plans for 
post-war. Permanent position 
with excellent future oppor
tunity. State detail experience, 
education, age, salary desired. 
Our employees know of this 
advertisement.

DeJUR-AMSCO CORP.
99 Hudson St., N. Y. C.

T
HE cathode-ray tube ha* be
come the most valuable and 
universally used device tor re

search, engineering and main
tenance in the radio and elec
trical fields. It is difficult to 
find a laboratory where research 
is carried on in the radio, elec
trical and allied fields where the 
cathode-ray tube as a part of 
the cathode-ray oscillograph does 
not receive daily use.

This book present* a complete 
explanation of the various types 
of cathode-ray tubes and what 
role each element within the de
vice play* in making visible the 
voltagee and currents encoun
tered in various kinds of tests.

More than half the book is 
devoted to the practical appli
cations of the cathode-ray lube 
oscillograph. Oscillograms, made 
•n the Laboratory maintained by 
the author, have boon used to 
illustrate this section of the

book, se thet the reader may 
know fust what image he should 
see under any given circum
stances.

Tht* volume to not an engi
neering text. There to, however, 
contained in the volume a com
plete and elaborate explanation 
of the theory of the tube. It to 
this information plus the prac
tical applications, which make 
this book so valuable.

Saad far catalog of compioto IM of Ridor book»
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For Any Job Anywhere
# ONAN GASOLINE DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATING 

PLANTS provide electricity for many electronic* jobs, 
general applications, and for emergency service.

They’re doing war winning work famishing vital power 
and light for scores of war tasks on all the lighting fronts.

Ratings from 350 to 35,000 watts. 50 to 800 cycles. 110 
to 660 volts, A.C.—6 to 4000 volts, D.C. Also A.C.-D.C. 
types.

Your inquiry regarding 
present or post-war needs 
for ONAN Electric Gener
ating Plants will receive 
prompt attention.

Awarded to 
each of the 

four Onan manu
facturing plants

D. W. ONAN & SONS
1898 Royalston Ave. Minneapolis, Minn

JOHN F. RIDER Publisher, Inc.
404 FOURTH AVE . NEW YORK CITY 
E«port D.vtvon Rotke Intereotional Elec Co»p
>3 E 40th St , New York C ty . Cable ARLAB

WRITE FOR CATALOG No. 43-8

This electronic tube making unit fills the 
needs of schools, colleges, experimental 
and research laboratories for a compact 
machine complete in itself and capable 
of performing all operations required in 
the construction of incandescent lamps, 
radio tubes, electronic tube* and similar 
devices. j

EISLER

LABORATORY 
EQUIPMENT

CHAS. EISLER 
EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
771SO. »1*» ST Avon ave NEWARK.) N J
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IRCO

Rare and Mixtures
Airco Rare Ga 
of active gases. 1 
uniformly and 1 
available in la 
containers. I 

The individs 
many standard 
able both for I 
perimental us^ 
can be supplied

e pure and free 
pres are blended 
rately. They are 
¡glass or pyrex

gases as well as 
xtures are avail
duction and ex- 
Ipecial mixtures 
I meet any need.

AIR REDUCTION
General Office: 60 E. 42nd ST., NEW TORK, N. Y.

URGENT!
MEN 

WANTED 
to till

IMPORTANT 
WAR JOBS

• Technical Specification Writers
• Instruction Manual Writers
• Engineering or Technical Editors

If you are experienced in any of the 
above categories, and your highest 
skill is not being utilized to help save 
livea and materials ... ACT NOW 
... you are urgently needed 1

Hurry, Please! Write, stating 
background and experience, to...

Personnel Depts
P. O. Box 271

NEW LONDON • CONN.

MARINE RADIO
(Continued from page 109) 

of radio frequency amplification, 
a regenerative detector and two 
stages of audio amplification. Since 
this receiver must be capable of 
operation, in an emergency, irre
spective of failure of the ship’s 
power supply, storage batteries are 
used for the filaments, and B bat
teries are available for the plate 
circuits. For routine operation, a 
small rectifier is used to furnish B 
supply.

Emergency equipment

The frame at the right end of 
the console houses a five frequency 
emergency transmitter for the 350
500 kc band, a transmitter selector 
switch, and facilities for charging 
and discharging the transmitter 
emergency storage battery. This 
battery, a heavy duty 12-volt unit, 
operates a small rotary converter 
in the emergency transmitter frame 
and has sufficient capacity for six 
hours of use. The emergency trans
mitter delivers approximately 40 
watts to the antenna system. This 
transmitter uses six 1624 tubes and 
a self rectified master oscillator
power amplifier circuit with two 
tubes in the oscillator and four 
tubes in the power amplifier.

The main motor generator for 
the 200 watt intermediate and high 
frequency transmitters is mounted 
in the lower section of one of the 
frames and delivers 1400 volts de 
for plate potential and 80 volts ac 
for filament potential as well as a 
source of 500 cycles for modulating 
the transmitters. A transfer switch 
enables this machine to be connec
ted to either transmitter.

Since all transmitter tubes are of 
the quick heating type and because 
no rectifier tubes are used for plate 
supply, the transmitters may be 
placed on the air within five sec
onds after the need arises. This is 
an important advantage in war
time when it is necessary to trans
mit the SOS distress call quickly. 
The emergency transmitter, with 
its quick heating tubes and fast 
starting rotary converter may also 
be placed on the air under five 
seconds.

The console unit provides its own 
illumination. One of the lighting 
fixtures at the top operates from 
the shipboard main power supply, 
while the other fixture is powered 
from the 12-volt emergency battery.

Antenna array

A total of four antennas are used 
with the equipment. Any of the 
radio transmitters may be switched 
quickly to either the ship’s main or 
emergency antenna. An auxiliary 
receiving antenna is used for stand
by during periods when the direc

tion finder on the ship is in use, 1» 
at which time the main antenna m 
circuit is automatically opened fhe 
intermediate-high frequency re- I 
ceiver is connected to a doublet for I 
noise reduction on the high fre- I 
quencies. This doublet is a ito- I 
matically connected to function as I 
a “T” antenna when the receiver is I 
used for intermediate frequencies I 
(85-550 kc).

The console unit provides certain I I 
additional refinements necessary in I 
a modern shipboard installation. I 
For example, a “time signal’’ patch I 
cord is used so that the operator I 
may connect a receiver through I 
to the bridge when the chro- I 
nameters are to be checked against I 
radio time signals. Compart- I
ments for stowage of message I 
blanks, telephone receivers, etc. are I■ 
provided behind the operating I: 
table. The typewriter well is rever- I 
sible so that when the typewriter I 
is removed, a continuous flush I 
working surface is available.

Complete access to the trans- I 
mliters, auto alarm, etc. is obtained I 
through the use of hinged front I 
panel construction. The main mo- I 
tor generator, the emergency rotary I' 
converter, fuses and other power I 
supply components are accessible 11 
from the front through the doors I 
beneath the operating table. The I 
various transmitters and receivers 1 
are fully calibrated, and, with the 11 
timing charts provided, it is pos- I 
sible for radio personnel to famil- I. 
iarize themselves quickly with the I 
overall operation of the equipment. 11

Lightning Counter
A new device which counts | 

lightning discharges has been de- I 
veloped by Dr. Leo Finzi of West
inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., as 
a tool to help in the never-ending 
campaign against thunderbolt dam
age to power lines. Not much 
bigger than a playing card and | 
weighing less than a whole deck, 
the thunderbolt counter has two 
strips of metal foil enclosed be
tween two pieces of transparent 
plastic. One foil strip has a num
ber of teeth cut in its edge. The 
point of each of these teeth is a 
few thousandths of an inch from 
the straight edge of the second 
strip. As part of the lightning 
current leaps across this gap. it 
makes a tiny spark which scorches 
a black spot on the clear plastic 
and burns away the tip of the 
tooth, so that the next discharge 
will choose the next tooth. The 
device is fastened near the bottom 
of a power line tower so the black 
dots burned on it can be counted 
to enable power companies to keep 
a record oi the number of times 
each lightning arrester along th lr 
lines has operated.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January. 1944MX
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Wherever there are ships, you will find Janotta convorfors.

Janette Manufacturing Company
556*5581U lYloivroe St. Chicago, ILL.

AND
ELECTRONIC 
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THE DIALCO “TRIO-LIGHT” 
PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLY 

AIDS IN CONTROLLING MULTIPLE CIRCUITS

This unit is obtainable in 
larger size banks, in mul
tiples of 3 pilot lights. 
Features include: Color- 
coded flat lenses with 
etched numbers, letter», or 
words. (Half-round lenses, 
in clear or sand-blasted 
finishes, may also be used.) 
Bulbs are removable from 
front of panel. Silver 
plated terminals are firmly 
secured for perfect con
tact. Many other Dialco 
features.

Keyed to the war effort, 
DIALCO will deliver your 
order ahead of schedule I

Write for 24-page Catalog

Series A P443

DIAL LIGHT CO. OF RmERICR. Inc.
90 WEST STREET »NEW YORK K , N.Y.

The Improved 

High Speed

GRAPHIC 

LEVEL

RECORDER

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.
1012-1014 McGee St. Kansas City, Missouri
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Highly trained, thoroughly experienced
ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

Mechanical and electrical engineers— 
shop or research and development— 
designers — draftsmen — physicists 
—mathematicians — physical chem
ists — metallurgists — also all types 
of technicians.

ACCURATE PERSONNEL
E. F. CURTZ

2 John St.. N. Y. C. COrtland 7-6835

Model PS
— - ¿a»-

Ideal instrument for obtaining a permanent, 
continuous record of electrical and acoustical 
measurements, including—
Mike* or apeokera in lab or production line—Sensitivity of 
photo-electric cell« and apparatus operated by them—Fre
quency characteristic and insertion loss of filters, equalizers, 
pads, etc.—Frequency response and sensitivity of recording 
heads and reproducers—Transmission losses in phone circuits 
—Measurements of PA frequency response and DB levels— 
Radio field intensities—Machinery vibration—Power variation 
in speech or music—Reverberation—Insulation properties of 
acoustic materials—AND an amaxing number of other uses in 
lab, studio, factory and field.

On request, our house organ, "Sound Advances," will 
he »ent to you regularly without charge.

SOUND APPARATUS COMPANY
ISO West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
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dent Chisholm - Ryder
Niagara Falls, celebrated

HYDER

ELECTRONIC
PARTS

lor IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

FREE! SOO PAGE 
BUYER'S GUIDE 
Kindly write on Company 
letterhead, giving title.

Stephen M. Hyder, left, receiving <11 ■- 
mond-atudded service pin from Premax 
manager George Benxon

40 years of still active service with 
his company, at the ripe age of 
85, George Benson, manager of 
the company’s Premax Division, 
presented him with a twin-dia
mond-studded Old Timers’ pin.

and scribbled a note to his wife, a 
Ken-Rad worker: "Did you make 
this babe? Keep it up.” We sup
pose the omission of the comma 
can be blamed on the heat of bat
tle. Ken-Rad has used the story 
to good advantage in full-page 
local newspaper ads. So far a we 
know, this is the first time an e.ec- 
tron tube’s wrapper has been used 
for two-way communication.

As another part of the Indus*, ial 
relations program, employes serv
ing in the armed forces have been 
sent a Christmas card consisting 
of a 20-in. five-pointed star, deco
rated with the autographs of hun
dreds of Ken-Rad wives and sv et- 
hearts.

Complete range of sixes 
and alloys for Transmit
ting, Receiving, Battery 
and Miniature Tubes . .

Our complete 
stock, speedy 
seivice, procure
ment experience, 
and technical 
knowledge make 
us the logical 
source for all 
your Electronic 
Parts and Equip- 
m e n t require
ments.

Give us your 
orders — large 
and small. We 
can “deliver the 
goods”—sooner!

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 0 January, 1944

Carton Communication
Somewhere in the Pacific, Petty 

Officer Samuel Lee reached for a 
replacement for a type 803 tube. 
He tore off the top of the carton

RESISTORS—CONDENSERS— 
TUBES—EQUIPMENT

TRANSFORMERS. ETC

Four Decade» of Service
When Stephen M. Ryder, presi-

WIRES drawn to .D0005"diameter

RIBBON rolled to .0001" thick

RMA Winter Conference
Radio Manufacturers Association 

is to hold its mid-winter conference 
at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago on 
January 12 and 13. Work of the 
eight new committees having to do 
with postwar planning will be gone 
over and a comprehensive industry 
reconversion plan is to be presented 
and will be discussed with various 
government officials.

Malted 
assured 
formity

4% Million Tube» 
for Home Radio»

A definite program of increased 
production of critical types of radio 
tubes for civilian home radio sets 
has been set up by the Radio and 
Radar Division of the War Produc
tion Board, covering the first quar
ter of 1944. At least 4% million 
tubes are scheduled for production. 
These include principally the fol
lowing types: 12SA-7, 12SQ-7, 
1H5, 1A8, 50L-6, 35Z-5, 35L-6, 80 
and some others that are on the 
critical list. These tubes are to be 
marked “MR” indicating that they 
are intended for maintenance and 
repair work, and cannot be sold on 
priority rated orders, thus prevent
ing their diversion to civilian chan
needs under Order L-265.

and worked to 
maximum unl

and strength.

SPECIAL ALLOYS made 
to meet Individual specifi
cations. Inquiries Invited.

MILITARY RADIO 
STANDARDIZING

(Continued from page 101)
(e) On the other hand, are there 

components included that are 
marginal in design, that is: Do 
the transformers, condensers, 
etc., have a sufficient factor of 
safety against excessive current 
or voltage to insure trouble-free 
operation? Are tubes being work
ed beyond their ratings?
While it is fully appreciated that 

the problem posed is not easy, it is 
believed that in the forward rush 
of the war the virtues of simplicity 

(Continued on page 266)

Phone WOrth 2-6276
ESTABLISHED 1925 

Authorized Distributors for all Lading Manufactu s

WAR

PEACE

WIRE & RIBBON
FOR VACUUM TUBES

MANUFACTURING CO
Philadelphia, u S a.

NEW YORK 

1901

Write for list of stock alloys

SIGMUND COHN

ANTENNAE
AND ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS



rtages” recently conductedif

Parts Standardization

ENGINEERS

214 SOUTH STREET STAMFORD, CONN.
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HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
Soles Division —205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 
Factory —2035 Charleston St., Chicago, Illinois

Consumers' Need For 
ubes Not So Great
Ra J »tubes constituted one of the 

tem if civilian goods in the survey

tbeuiond* of vital transmitting Installation* rely on the ac
curacy and dependability of Hipower Precision Crystal units. 
With recently enlarged facilities, Hipower is maintaining 
greatly Increased production for all Important services. ' 
When essential demand begins to return to normal. 
Hipower will be glad to help with your crystal needs.

480 Lexington Avenue New York 17, N. Y
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iy ti WPB Office of Civilian Re- 
luirt ients, but of the nearly 5,000 
terse s questioned they ranked be- 
ow ten or more other commodities 
n ne d. The present flow of radio 
eceiver tubes to civilians under the 
ilan evolved by the WPB Radio and 
ladar Division, amounts to around 
!.00O 000 a month and under current 
evisi ns of the radio production 
imitation order, L-265. an improved 
nethod of distribution between 
nanufacturers and distributers has 
>een effected. Eighty-nine per cent 
if the consumers surveyed had radio 
ets in their homes.

Civilian consumers ranked radio 
ubes a good deal below a number 
if other commodities, such as elastic 
ape, wash tubs, alarm clocks, elec- 
ric irons, etc. By free mention, 
ubes ranked 15th, or 10 times men- 
ioned per thousand questioned; by 
lardship rating, tubes were in the 
3th place with 22 times per thous
and; and by inability to buy, radio 
ubes were in the 9th ranking being 
nentioned by 56 persons per thous- 
ind.

The question of radio batteries 
ras an important item in rural 
ireas. Of 1000 farm households, 69 

"ESCO" AT WAR!
All of our motors, generators, motor-gen

erators, converters and generating plants now 
go to war.

Our greatly increased production has en
abled us to enlarge our facilities and improve 
our products.

We will be in a better position than ever 
to serve you after the war.

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY CO.
Technical college degree, at least 2 
years experience, to work for cor
poration having divisions located 
throughout U.S. Position with im
portant and extensive future. Present 
production and development work on 
products normally used by industrial 
and civilian markets—entirely ab
sorbed by war needs. Engineering 
aspects extend far beyond radio. 
Salary open. All inquiries confiden
tial.

replied they could not buy batteries, 
but 78 reported that they had been 
able to obtain them.

Whether limited manufacture of 
radio sets for civilians and an in
creased output of receiver tubes is 
to be allowed are problems which 
the OCR has to present to the WPB 
Requirements Committee. Little 
chance of permission for resumed 
set manufacturing is seen at present.

Standard specifications for radio 
transformers and capacitors, 
evolved by the War Production 
Board, the American Standards 
Association and the radio industry, 
have proved generally satisfactory, 
the Radio Replacement Parts In
dustry Advisory Committee said at 
its recent meeting in Washington, 
WPB has revealed. Production using 
these standard specifications is cov
ered by Order L-293. Standard 
specifications for radio volume con
trols also are being drafted.

The distribution of radio parts 
under the terms of Limitation Order 
L-265, which provides that civilian 
orders for electronic equipment 
need no ratings but are filled by 
manufacturers on a certificate 
showing that the components are 
needed as maintenance, repair and 
operating supplies.

WfTx 6500 Sub-contractors
Western Electric Co. in a report 

to the War Production Board and 
the Smaller War Plants Corp., dis
closes that 50 per cent of the com
pany’s total sales of war materials 
to the Government since the United 
States’ entry into the war had been 
produced by sub-contractors. In 
meeting its commitments to the 
Government, Western Electric cur
rently does business with more than 
6,500 sub-contractors and suppliers.

Three-Year Delivery 
to Turkey

Wartime shipments take a long 
time — but they sometimes get 
through. Thirty Winchargers ship
ped from New York on August 10, 
1940, have just arrived at their 
destination at Istanbul, Turkey. A 
three-year journey—over devious 
routes by water and rail, through 
war torn countries, apparently left 
them undamaged. Initially shipped 
aboard the Greek steamer, Athinai, 
they were captured by the Italians 
and taken to Catania, Sicily. After 
protests by the Turkish Govern
ment, they were transshipped by 
rail and water to the Italo-Serbia 
border — thence to Bulgaria, and 
finally to Turkey.

1



We Buy Two Nut»

BIRD & CO

INSTRUMENT ment
which is victory.

BEARINGS

Hhaf to do?

We welcome your inquiría»

RICHARD II. BIRD

Equipment the Atlaa Sound Equipment

How Dò You Read l 
Zwg Color CdofiVl;

the ultimate purpose

There seems to be some cunfu-l 
sion in the minds of many of ourl 
employes as to the methods this] 
company uses in the purchase of 
various parts and pieces supposed 
to be attached to tanks. The pur
pose of this memo is to clarify the 
SIMPLE procedure we follow. To il
lustrate our methods we will use a 
simple, hypothetical example.

T
HESE skilled hand« actually held the out
come of the War iu their balance! It 
take« skilled hands such ss these to produce

are in danger of neglect. The 
Bureau has no desire at all to im
pair performance to secure pure 
simplicity, but is not at all con
vinced that all present complexities 
are hecessary.

The earnest cooperation of all 
design agencies will be appreciated. 
It is now' thought that the result 
of such action will be better equip-

To it, however, have been attaches I 
various papers, including 16 blue-1 
prints and an authority card. The 
authority card is of no special im
portance and can be ignored in this 
discussion. Its principal use is to | 
have something to pin the shop 
order (S.O.) and blueprints on 
while in transit. These papers ar-1 
rive at our department in the 8:00 
A.M. mail at nine-thirty in the 
morning. Promptly at eleven-fifteen 
the same morning 17 E O.’s, No. 
426894-326-4-1 arrive. By adding 
the last five numbers together, we 
know at a glance that these 17 
E. O.’s should be attached to the 
16 blueprints on the nut order. 
What happened is that after the 
shop order (S.O.) was issued some
one discovered the only tool avail
able at the tail station for apply* 
ing the nuts was a hexagon wrench, 
a summary situation not provided 
for in the blueprints.

Now we are ready to get bids. 
Bid requests are sent out to three 
nut factories, in accordance with 
government regulations. Only one

that is dispatching it« tasks so reliably on all 
Invasion Fronts. This skill can bo put to 
work on your orders. New designs as well 
as minor conversions executed with accuracy 
and precision. Submit your problems.

Complete Atlas Sound Catalog 
an request

Suppose our company completes] 
the fabrication of a tank. Just as 
we are about to push it out the 
door, a workman discovers that the 
engineering department in design
ing the tank failed to provide two 
nuts needed to hold the tail assem
bly In place. It now becomes nee- 
essary to acquire these nuts. Sol 
what does the workman do? After 
lunch he notifies his lead man, the 
lead man notifies the foreman, who 
calls the department clerk who is
sues a shop order (SO.). This shop 
order is issued in quadruplicate. 
One copy goes to our general man
ager, one to the shop, and one to 
the outside production department.

Manufacturer of Jewel Bearing» 
for thirty year»

Motors alone worth price
General Ingles said to me a few 

days ago that in his estimation all 
of the time we had spent on the 
standardization program would be 
fully justified by our accomplish
ments in the standardization of 
electrical indicating instruments 
alone. But we are not content with 
this single accomplishment. We 
seek criticism, advice, and guidance 
of each and everyone responsible 
for production and the ways and 
means of obtaining more produc
tion. We seek the industry-and- 
servicewide adoption of our pro
gram. Time is no longer a linear 
function with us—it is curvilinear 
and descending at a rapid rate.

Standardization is mass produc
tion’s most valuable tool, and it is 
through mass production that our 
Army and Navy have become the 
best equipped In the world. Let’s 
keep it that way.

Standardization, like most every
thing else in our way of doing 
things, is not a one-man show, or 
even a single institution’s respon
sibility. It must be properly co
ordinated and supported by the 
Services, Industry and WPB as well.

23 MOODY STREET 
WALTHAM. MASS.

The other copy is thrown 
Now we have a shop order.

After traveling about the 
for a day or so, the shop 
(S.O) arrives at the P. O

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Jnnuary. 1Q44

away. 
(S.O.) 
plant 
order 
Dept.

NOTE: All Resemblance to Pl eg । 
Persons Living or Dead Is Pure 
Coincidental.

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MEMO
TO ALL EMPLOYEES — Outside

Production Dept., Model 0 ay 
Night Bldg.

SUBJECT: Purchase Orders
FROM: E. O. APPROVED BY P.
PER: F.V.F.

STANDARDIZING
(Continued from page 101) 

parts required in warehouses and 
theaters of operation, (e) salvaging 
tail-end stocks of components left 
in the hands of equipment manu
facturers, and (f) improving field 
maintenance.

GLASS “r BEARINGS 
made to your spécification»

IHov Ascot
That RaokjtC 
This SquapponI 
is React TdJ 

i Take Off P7
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AS YOU NEVER DROVE BEFORE!

income
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day! Get this new 
working!
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put more into War Bonds than he has 
been doing.

That's why the Treasury Department 
has set new quotas for the current Pay
Roll Allotment Drive—quotas running 
about 50% above former figures. These 
quotas are designed to reach the new 
money that’s coming into the family 
income. Coming from millions of new 
workers . . . from women who never 
worked before . . . from millions who 
never before earned anything like what 
they are getting today!

The current War Bond effort is built 
around the family unit, and the Treas
ury Department now urges you to or

ganize your War Bond thinking—and 
your War Bond selling—on the basis of 
your employees’ family incomes. For 
details, get in touch with your local 
War Finance Committee which will sup
ply you with all necessary material for 
the proper presentation of the new plan 
to your workers through your labor
management committees.

Today about 30,000,000 wage earn
ers, in 175,000 plants, are buying War 
Bonds at the rate of nearly half a bil
lion dollars a month. Great as this 
sum is, it is not enough! So turn-to to-

Many a soldier owes his life to a com
mander who drove him to the utmost 
in battle—never let him slacken for a 
single fatal instant! And after the war, 
many a worker will owe his economic 
safety to a leader who drove him 
continuously for higher Pay-Roll 
allotments for the purchase of War 
Bonds!

Despite higher taxes and prices, the 
average worker still has more money 
than ever before—particularly on the 
basis of the family income. With others 
>n the family earning, too, just let the 
worker ’figure it out for himself’, and 
he usually will realize that now he can

NOW’S THE TIME TO DRIVE FOR WAR BOND SALES

YOU'VE DONE YOUR BIT-NOW DO YOUR BEST



PRINT IN BINDING
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Electrooics, the «deuce bated or the separation of electroe and atom, has «radl 
possible the dovelopmeot of «ew lostromeRts for war aid will lead to rovoletlaaary 
Improvemeatt io post-war tlvlag. It is the fresh and expanding vista that lies before 
♦he electrical engineer of today and tomorrow.—-Or. Joseph S/epiae. WesHagkcw«-
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SEE 
YOUR RADIO 

PARTS JOBBER

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FIXED MOULDED BAKELITE
MICADIELECTRIC

CAPACITORS
Manufactured in 
Accordance with 

American War Standards 
to Meet Army and Navy 

Specifications

All R.M.A. or A.S.A. eolor coded.

A complete stock » ready for im

mediate shipment of quantities, rang

ing from 500 to 5,000 of each ca

pacity in regular or silvered mica 

capacitors in all tolerances.

Writs for pries shoot» and completo 
Information.

ALBERT ROTHENSTEIN
135 Liberty St., Naw York à, N. Y.

THERE’S A DRAKE 
SOLDERING IRON 
FOR EVERY TYPE OF 
ELECTRONIC WORK

From that mighty mite

the Drake No. 400 to the high
speed production “honey” 

the Drake No. 600-10 there is a 
high quality Drake Soldering Iron 

just right” for the job.

Drake Heat Controls and 
Drake “Magic Cup” Stand 
important soldering aids.

the 
are

DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.
3656 LINCOLN AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 

bid comes back, so we decide to or
der the nuts from a local distribu
tor whose service has been good.

The next step is to issue the ac
tual purchase order. This opera
tion is started by a group of per
sons in the write-up department, 
who, working together, produce a 
paper known as a requisition. On 
this paper the writers place vari
ous marks, signs, and blind figures. 
This is done by passing the paper 
back and forth until it is all filled 
out.

The requisition is then turned 
over to the hectowriter who types 
a master copy of the actual pur
chase order. This is done by sim
ply copying the date shown on the 
requisition and then adding vari
ous quotations, phrases, paragraphs, 
priority ratings, terms; in fact, al
most anything. A quotation from 
the Bible goes over big, and once 
we got good results on one where 
we used some stanzas from Barna
cle Bin.

The master copy of the purchase 
order is then turned over to Mary 
who discovers 67 errors; she sends 
it back for correction, 49 of the 
errors are corrected, 18 missed, and 
8 new errors made in making the 
correction.

The purchase order is now ready 
for the ditto machine. On this ma
chine 382 copies of the order are 
produced. The first sheet though 
is usually spoiled, and is known as 
the first copy.

This is sent to the vendor along 
with a rule book, 17 acknowledg
ments, and a greeting card from 
our president. The other copies 
are distributed to the Army, Navy, 
Marines, General Pershing, Hitler. 
F.B.I., Errol Flynn, our supervisor, 
his secretary, her boy friend, and 
to our various departments. Sixteen 
copies are filed in various files 
scattered around in our own office. 
The purpose of this is obvious. Sup
pose you want a copy of an old 
purchase order. Instead of asking 
what file it is In, you just run 
around in a circle. The first file 
you fall over, just pull open a 
drawer, and there it is.

Forty-one copies of the purchase 
order go to a small group of men 
known as expeditors. These are 
furtive looking fellows who occa
sionally sneak in and out of the 
office.

The head expeditor has a very 
interesting job. Using a large map 
and a bunch of pins he plays a 
game called expediting. By stick
ing pins in various places on the 
map he knows just where every 
expeditor is located at the moment.

As long as he does this succt sfull 
he wins, but whenever he 1 ses 
pin or an expeditor, he loses gam 
and rubber.

As soon as the expedite s ge 
wind that a new purchase orde 
has been issued they fly in o ac 
tion: the unfortunate vend wh 
received the order now becon os th 
subject of guile, persuasion, t rea 
intimidations and a general har 
assment in an attempt to Hl 
signature on a paper know as 
delivery schedule. God he th 
vendor who signs the paper Fro 
then on at every hour and at eve 
turn he will be confronted by ex 
peditors, pointing accusing linger 
and demanding, “Where are tho 
NUTS?”

Months go by, but in the mean 
time someone at the tail r atio 
finds two nuts that fit the tan 
gadget. Without authorization o 
the surplus parts department, h 
applies the nuts that fit the gadget 
and finishes the tank. The ta 
is pushed out on the field, disas 
sembled, crated, uncrated, boxed 
and shipped to British South Wes 
Africa where it is now on the doc 
waiting for an American enginee 
to show the natives how to put th 
damn thing together.

So what do we do? Cancel th 
order for two nuts! Now to issue 
cancellation—Oh Hell, what’s th 
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Suggesting that where ordina 
methods of heat transfer can b 
applied, electrical processes will no 
compete because the efficiency o 
power usage is little over 50 pe 
cent and fuel is basically cheape 
than electricity, Arthur D. Little 
Inc., chemists and engineers, sum 
marizes the “heat from within’ 
technic and emphasizes the nee 
for much development work. The 
say:

“Current can be pushed throug 
‘non-conducting’ materials, but eco
nomic operation requires use of 
high-frequency current, one chang
ing direction millions of times pe 
second. Such heating is not com
petitive with steam heat, but it i 
rapid and easily controlled an 
speeds production cycles marr adly 
This high-frequency heating prom
ises to become a major technic ini 
difficult heating problems, bothl 
now and after the war.

“High-frequency heating has 
been used medically for some time



, ..lin diathermy treatment of various 
» «disorders by raising the body tem
a Jperature locally. The industrial 
a ^application of the physician’s “dia- 

liher .y” dates from 1936, when it 
rFlwas aPPhed the drying of tobacco 
/ ■while still in the hogshead. The 
Jul present intensified interest stems 
^¿■largely from the participation of 
Jlthe furniture industry in the ply- 
Jjwood airplane and glider program. 
¿■High-frequency heating enjoys the 1 great advantage of having the heat «jproduced directly in the material 

rjitself, and as rapidly as desired. ye J Normal barriers to heat flow are 
eAnot encountered, and the release 
„ejof heat is uniform throughout the 
nuslmateria1, thus Aminating undesir- 

|aole temperature differences.
:anl .
ti, J Molecular distortion

1 “The heat is produced by distor- 
1 °Jtion of the molecules of the ma- 
■ ^«terials by the rapidly changing 
^«electrical field. To produce an 
^«appreciable effect the field must 
a*|change rapidly, millions of times pl per second, which is far beyond the 

range of mechanical means of gen
erating alternating currents. Such 
currents are obtained, therefore, 

“«from a high-frequency vacuum tube ..I system similar to a radio trans- 
“Jmitter. but usually more powerful 

J®. « “The heatinS units employed are 
“«quite compact and in the smaller 

■sizes are housed in a single cabinet 
■containing all necessary tubes, 
■ transformers and condensers. With 
■the exception of cooling fans and 
■some small control motors there are 
■no moving parts. They are built in 

ianT;eat output capacities from 500 . bl watts to 300 kw, and since the 
no«averaSe overall efficiency of power 

y ojeonversion is approximately 50 per 
peJcent, the equipment consumes about 

aoeil^ce as much power as it releases S3» heat
dm.| “Bonding together of thin wood 
bin« 3t,ets with synthetic resin glue to 
le 11 )rm Plywood is particularly adapt- 
?heylable to high-frequency heating beI cause of the plywood’s poor thermal 
)Ughl conductivity and of the need for 
eco-|raPid and uniform heating. Struc- 
of alturai beams, propellers, wing and 
mg-l fusela£e parts may all be made by 
perl the process and the improvement 

om-|over the older methods is remark
it isl ‘hl" Plywood is formed in large 
andlpresses> which in making some 
Hyl tyPes have been steam heated. 
jin-1 “High-frequency heating is at 

c ini Present applied to existing press 
bothl^PHaent by inserting a metal 

■shee between two stacks of wooden 
hasl?befcus in the press. The metal sheet 
time«*8 connected to the power source 

■ and the other terminal to the press- 1 wh so that an electric field is set 
’“’^1 up between the metal sheet and the 
■aryl Dress, and through the wood, thus 
Bfor«| beating the wood. The press com
asel presses and within a few minutes

I the work is finished.”

REFLEX
SPEAKERS 

now th« accepted 

STANDARD 
for all 

WAR USE

gWWjMIWWI

POWDERED IRON CORES
FERROCART can supply “MICROpERM“ powdered iron magnetic corn for use at all 
radio and ultra high frequencies. These cores are designed for use in R.F. and I.F. coils 
and many other purposes.
FERROCART powdered iron magnetic cores are now being manufactured for audio 
filters and chokes. These molded cores are lighter than laminated types, completely 
eliminate the handling of laminations and have high permeability.
Let our extensive experience assist in the solution of ail your Powder-Metallurgy problems.

FERROCART CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Plant and Laboratory HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK

CHICAGO: 149 W. Ohio St.. Georg« H Timmings. SAN FRANCISCO: 1355 Market St, W. C. Hitt. 
LOS ANGELES: 1341 S Hope St.. W C Hitt. INDIANAPOLIS: 108 E 9th St.. Queisse* Bros. 
JENKINTOWN. PA : P 0 8ox 246. 0. M. Hilliard. MONTREAL: 995 St Jaan St.. West. W. T. Hawes

EVERY 
UNIVERSITY REFLEX 
the result of years of f 
pioneering research and 
development.

EVERY
HIGH EFFICIENCY 

SPEAKER
in University's extensive 
line of power speech re
producers has a vital 
part to play in the WAR 
program.

REMEMBER > f
University is now pro
ducing many special 
speakers for the Army, 
Navy & Signal Corps.
Submit your special 
problem direct to the 
engineering dept. ) f

UNIVERSITY LABS., 225 VARICK ST., NYC

WANTED
Experienced 
Design and 

Development 
Engineers on:

MOTOR STARTERS 
CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

TEMPERATORE COHTROL 
PRESSURE SWITCHES

' Must ha,c ingenuity 
and real ability

EXCELLENT POST-WAR 
POSSIBILITIES

Salary High • Location East
Statement of availability required

BOX EI
Room 1107 67 W. 44th 51, N. Y. C. 18
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WHAT’S NEW
(Continued from page 134)

Capacitar Dielectric can be

truiboratory research, and made of materials
available

Tube Flaw Detector

changesDistributora oí
electronic circuit in the control unit de-

RADIO 4 ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

Adjustable Overload Relay

High Speed Motor

Low-frequency Crystal
SertM Sandwich,

hard-to-reach ir

270 ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIESPRINT IN BINDING

Lectrofilm Is a new synthetic dielectric 
material for capacitors, developed after

ranging from small aizca 
(5-40 screws) to largo 
sixes (10-12 screws). 
Over SOO standard items. 
Also mounted on panels

mirror-like finish

General Electric

300 series,

The James Knights

several years

greater combination of desirable prop
erties than was previously available in 
any one dielectric materiaL It is avail
able in both rolls and sheets and can be 
used in present capacitor production lines 
with very little change in equipment or 
method of manufacture.

thickness in depth, even though they an 
on the inside of the tubing and do not 
appear on either surface. Tubing to be 
tested is fed through a coll box whose 
coils are arranged in such a way that 
they surround the tubing. After the cir
cuit constants for the particular size of 
tubing being tested are set by means of 
selector switches, power la applied to the 
coils which in turn induce eddy currents 
in the tubing. A flaw in the tubing causes

either air-gap mountings
plated and clamped at the nodal point 
Frequencies as low ns 10 kc and a.- high 
as 300 kc have been produced with g .4 
results.

these eddy currents.

An adjustable overload relay (2% by 
1% in.; weight 9 os.) has been made 
available by Guardian Electric, 1621 West 
Walnut Street, Chicago. By means of an 
adjustable core which varies the reluct
ance of the magnetic circuit, the relay 
may be arranged to operate on any cur
rent between the range of .20 and .75

ucts Division of the General Electric Co. 
The new instrument is capable of detect
ing and locating Imperfections in. long 
10 mils wide, and one-third of the wall

111., has perfected a new type low-fre
quency crystal, developed by Maurice A. 
A. Druesne and James Knights. This 
patented crystal type can be ground to 
better than one part per million per deg. 
C. drift, has unusual activity, and has 
been made to vibrate both on the low 
and high modes so that dual frequency 
crystals of this particular cut can readily 
be produced. By contour grinding, the 
crystals can be lowered or raised in fre
quency, and consequently the exact ad
justment of frequency is easily accom
plished. The crystal can be used In

the United States. The

amps. Contacts are rated 5 amps, at 
115 volts, 60-cycles and may be had up 
to 3-pole double-throw. The coil may be 
wound to operate on any wattage between 
.32 and 4.5; resistance is F ohms. Vibra
tion resistance, energized or de-energized, 
is eight times gravity. Insulation to 
ground, tested at 900 volts ac.

A new, high-frequency, electronic flaw 
detector for production-line detection of 
longitudinal cracks and seams in non-

ternal surfaces of plane and tank er mes. I 
Such grinders are now powered by larger 
slower motors connected to the grinding! 
wheel shaft by belts and pulleys. The 
new high-speed motor would drive the 
grinder directly, eliminating production 
delays for belt replacement and increasing 
grinding accuracy. The motor is 2 ,000 
rpm faster than any electric mot r now 
being built for industrial use.

The world’s fastest Industrial electric 
motor—revolving 1000 times a se nd— 
has been built by a Pittsburgh re arch 
engineer to speed production of airplane 
engines and other precision-built war 
equipment. Designed by Robert M. Baker, 
of the Westinghouse Research Labora
tories, the new motor could be us J W 
drive high-speed grinders that put a

product can be best applied to the manu
facture of most radio-frequency-blocking 
and by-pass, fixed capacitors used In 
communications and other electronic 
equipment. The new product has a

tecta these changes and energizes a signal I 
relay, thus disclosing to the operator the I 
existence and location of the flaw. The I 
detector consists of a control unit, which I 
is standard for testing various sizes of 
nonmagnetic tubing, and a coil box which 
accommodates any one specific site of I 
round, straight tubing of uniform outside 
diameter trom %—2 in. inclusive. Addi
tional coil boxes, which are fully inter
changeable as to mounting, dimensions, 
and cable terminals, are available to ac
commodate any size tubing within the I 
dimensions specified. The complete in
strument is small, light, and easily in-| 
stalled. The power supply required for 
the electronic units is 100-125 volts, 10 
cycles.

400 scries ef heavier conatruc- 
’it tion for the Radio, Public Address 

$30«an and kindred Fulda— made in 2, 4, 
6, A 10 and 12 contacts;

500 series, heavy duty pluge and aoclrets 
deeigned for 5000 volte and 25 ampcrea— 
made in 2, 4, 6, A 10 and 12 contacts. All 
sizes are polarized. All plug contacte are of 
brass. All socket contacts are of phosphor 
bronze — Molded, Bakelite Bodice — TOP 
quality throughout.

magnetic metallic tubing in an exiensive [3 b 
range of diameters and wall thick Co 
has been developed by the Special Prod-

HOWARD B. JONES 
2460 WEST GEORGE STREET 

CHICAGO 18. ILLINOIS

•Dalis is supplying radio and electronic materials to many branches of the armed forces, war plants, sub-contractors, laboratories. training schools, etc.
Ample stocks on hand provide prompt shipment on many items. And if required items are not in stock. Dalis go-gets 'em for you in shortest possible time.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

ERMINAL STRIPS



fanti Light Assembly

soes

Insulation-Resistance Meter

lose the General

Photoelectric Colorimeter

Sound Distributor

:side

HIT HARDER,

Consult regarding your

ctric
Electronic Feedwater Control

25 YEARS OF KNOW-HOW

The

electronic industries1944

head which 
casting the 

The lamp 
specification

A new electronic insulation-resistance 
meter for measuring the resistance of 
insulation In apparatus during manufac
turing, has been developed by the Spe-

ction 
islng 
0,009 
no*

and low 
used in 
parallel 
on the

cial Products Division

Combustion Control Corp., 77 Broadway, 
Cambridge, Mass., has developed a series 
of electronic feedwater controls for main
taining constant boiler water levels auto
matically, and for guarding against high

The 
hich 
s of 
hich

on seo 
on land

It operates with a barrier-lever photocell 
which is connected to a taut-wtre suspen
sion galvanometer. The instrument is built 
into a portable wooden case 5 x 6 x IS in. 
and does not require -any external power 
connection.

electronic control which shuts off the fuel 
supply and sounds an alarm when the 
water fails to the level of the lowest of 
the three. The top and middle probes 
determine the high and low levels at 
which the boiler feedwater pump is turned 
on and off to maintain constant water 
level.

bakelite sealed with bakelite varnish, 
while the head is made of brass and 
may be finished with any desired plating. 
Lamp socket accommodates miniature 
bayonet base lamp which is easily re
movable from front of panel. The unit 
is compact and rugged, and requires an 
11/16 in. panel hole for mounting.

water hazards. Three probes are 
a fitting which may be mounted 
to the water column, or directly 
boiler. These are wired to the

machine problems for—De

fense and Post-War Work.

The Langevin Co., Inc., of 37 West 65th 
St., has developed a new type of annular 
sound distributor. Type L-360. This dis
tributor utilizes a different principle of 
sound distribution in that it combines 
molecular reflection and collision Instead 
of collision alone as in other speakers. 
The use of this principle results in a 
uniformity of sound distribution both as 
to frequency and power over a horizontal 
plane of 360 deg. and a vertical plane of 
ipproximately 40 deg. It is 23 in. in 
diameter with an overall height of 25 in. 
It will handle power input of 30 watts 
when equipped with Jensen U-20 drive

Lumetron photoelectric colorimeter 
Model 400-H. made by Photovolt Corp., 95 
Madison Ave. New York, Is operated by 
a dry-cell housed in the instrument casing.

Division Chisholm-Ryder Co., Inc.
4401 Highland Ave., Niagara Fath, N. Y

arch 
dane 
war 

iker, 
lora
d tO 
it *

sign feature Is the knurled 
j rot.itable 360 deg,, thus 
light at any desired angle, 
housing is made of Navy

itér
ions,

mes. 
rger,

Electric Co. The instrument consists of 
a conventional electronic rectifier, a Thy- 
rite bridge circuit, and an electronic-tube 
voltmeter. It is available in two types. 
One type has a scale calibrated from 1 
to 50 megohms and measures resistance 
at 500 volts de; the other type has a 0 to 
20,000 megohm total range and measures 
resistance over four different resistance 
Intervals — from 0-5 megohms at 0-250 
volts de and 5-200, 50-2000 and 500
20,000 megohms at 500 volts de. Any 
range may be quickly selected by a panel
mounted rotary switch. The meter, 
operates on 115-volt, 60-cycle current.

ents 
uses

Ane^' panel light (light-shield) assembly 
s being manufactured by the Dial Light 
Co. of merica, Inc., 90 West St., New York. 
The unit is designed to improve lighting 
of instrument panels, etc. The main de- Antennas In Service 

of Allied Nations

DALY MACHINE 
& TOOL WORKS

Premax I» supplying Tubular Metal 
Antennas in many different designs and 
with many different types of Mount
ings. They are doing excellent service in 
the Armed Forces, insuring communiez- 
lions under most trying conditions.
Send for sketches of Standard Designs 
... or details of special designs if 
rrtfuirrd.

To our many friends in the 

Lamp and Tube Industries, 

engaged in Defense Work.

923 FRELINGHUYSEN AVE. 
NEWARK, N. J.

»lag.ic Precigion Instrument*
Hue to the shortage of metal material 

he E neloid Co., Inc., Arlington, N. J., 
ias t rfected a material known as 
gm, d" which is light In weight, less 
¡ostly accurate and employs no precious 
netab or rare materials. Slide rules up 
o the most complicated artillery and 
iavlgr.tlon charting and calculating in- 
itrum- ts have been made of this prod-

FASTER, AND 
MORE OFTEN.

‘CONGRATULATIONS"
On the fine job—well done. 

For 1944, let’s stay on the 
beam—



Transmitter Houses Can Be Attractive

We are prepared to 
supply etched metal

DIALS • PANELS 

PLATES

made to your precise 
engineering specifi
cations in all metals 
and finishes.

THIRTY YEARS OF SERVICE ) 

TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY (

Premier Metal Etching Co
21-03 44TH AVENUE

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

TEST INSULATION............
the modern, easy way with a

MODEL B-5

MEGOHMER
o

No mote Meiomr cranking of a Land 
driven genrrefor ... Our new Batl,r> 
vibrator type ir»uio'ion testers opt-'ate at 
a e-ndy test potential of

500 VOLTS DC
o*o Irih' ct tn ti-jih of a sa'Ii' p-ta 
b!e, ent . , sotf-contoi-rd d ••«‘-tti.r* «g

A» for bulletin N~ 430

HERMAN H. STICHT CO., INC.
27 PARK PLACI NEW YORK, N V

Thi. i. the ultra-modern structure which houne. the WSPD transmitter, 
fed from home ntiidio. in Toledo, O. Tower* ate In n triangular arrangement

ELECTRONIC 
TOMORROWS
“The Aroma of Fresh Coffee by 
Radio.”—WCAV'x Ad Writer 
Gets Carried Away dry Fra
grant Future

In radio programs of the future, 
when the hero mentions the aroma of 
the coffee he's drinking—or when the 
bride buries her head in her wedding 
bouquet—or when the announcer lauds 
the appetizing fragrance of "Korny 
Krunchies"—listening and visual audi
ences will enjoy the scent right with 
them. Scientists and engineers are 
conducting experiments that promise 
the transmission of radio waves bear
ing the aroma of coffee, the perfume 
of a rose, the salty tang of the sea
shore and many other scents.

Radio faces many new horizons— 
new vistas of realism and power. 
—Advertisement of WCAU, Phila
delphia, in "Advertising Age."

Beryllium Copper Supply
A folder, published by Instrument 

Specialties Co., Little Falls, N. Y., 
sets forth the facts about the sup
ply of beryllium copper in contrast 
to misleading stories which have 
appeared in the newspress. The 
folder, “Spiking A Rumor,” ana
lyzes the present status and the 
future prospects of the beryllium 
copper supply and mentions the 
methods that this company, manu
facturer of beryllum copper springs, 
has used to meet deliveries.

Electronic» for an 
Improved Postwar World

We read and hear much about 
the many gadgets that will make 
their appearance on the market in 
the postwar era as a result of war
time research and development in 
electronics. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, 
vice-president of General Electric, 
has recently appraised the char
acter of this new science in these 
words:

“Electronics services fall into 
three broad classifications: commu
nications, such as radio and tele
vision; the actual transmission and 
rectification of electric power; and 
the control of other devices or op
erations. Electronics Is not going 
to be any vast new postwar in
dustry with a tremendous dollar
volume, because the tube which if 
the heart and nerve Is in itself 
only a small thing. Electronics is 
not going to revolutionize the 
methods of making paper or steel 
or bread, but it is going to help 
existing methods and increase pro
duction efficiency, Finally, elec
tronics is not going to make ob
solete your home, your household 
equipment, and your way of living 
—it is going to make that home 
a finer place to live in and you a 
happier individual.”

Creative Plastics Corp., 963 Kent 
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., manufac
turers of insulating grommets and 
fabricated plastic parts, has opened 
New York offices at 393 Seventh Ave
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • Januarv 194272
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The only electronic directory that is cross* 
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ELECTRONIC USERS 
AVIATION
DISTRIBUTORS

1—Amplify your free listing.
2-—Catalog your product in a year-round ref

erence work.
3—Reach the industry's buying power.
4—Give you immediate, nation-wide promo

tion.
5-—Keep in touch with neglected accounts.
6—Tell story of contribution to war and ex

plain delivery situation.
7—Maintain association of company name 

and product.

COMPLETE—CLASSIFIED 

CROSS-INDEXED 

UPTODATE—VERIFIED

And here is what your 
ADVERTISING WILL DO —

"FOR EVERY 3 IN ’43—
THEY MUST HAVE 4 IN ’44!"

This slogan of the Four Billion Dollar war 
production program of 1944 means that the 
industry will have still greater buying power 
and greater need of supplies. It means more 
companies to whom you can sell and more 
from whom you can buy.

In the Electronic Engineering Directory your 
advertising will reach the responsible engineers 
and executives who initiate, authorize and di
rect electronic activity.

14.000 
Handpicked Circulation

11.000 
Voluntary paid subscribers

1— For advertisers requiring compo
sition «nd proofs.

5—For composition without proofs.
10—For complota plates.

USED BY
Responsible executives In Engineering, Pur
chasing, Production and Maintenance In

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES 

GOVERNMENT SERVICES 

COMMUNICATIONS, MILITARY

Because of the critical paper situation, wo suggest 

IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS

Published by

CALDWELL-CLEMENTS. INC. 
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N Y.

Telephone Ploro 3-1340 
201 N. Wells Street, Chicago 6, III. Telephone RAndolph 9225

LISTING ALL MANUFACTURERS OF 
FINISHED PRODUCTS 

RAW MATERIALS
PARTS AND COMPONENTS 

EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES 

ASSOCIATED APPARATUS 

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
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EUMO-STATS

27«

the lanes of communication are kept free. Vital radio 
messages from boat to boat are protected against 

noisy local intereference.
In climates tropical or polar, Solar noise-suppression systems 

absorb static right where it starts—at generators, motors, 
windshield wipers, contacts and other local sources. Solar Capacitors 

and Elim-O-Stats, as components of such systems, also protect 
others of our fighters. Men talking from plane to plane, 

from jeep to jeep and from tank to tank transmit and receive 
commands without the lost syllables that might mean lost lives. 
Solar engineers, pioneers in capacitor manufacture, draw

* on an unusually rich radio experience and uninterrupted
St electronic research. In days to come, their war-won knowledge 

will be valuable in meeting postwar communication needs, 
just as it is now available for military and naval demands. 
Solar Manufacturing Corp., 285 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y

Anpore amazing than fiction are the 
dashing exploits of PT boats. In a war to we# keep free the sea lanes of the world, 

these combat vessels streak into action and unleash 
a group attack that’s packed with power and 

punch. One reason they maneuver so successfully:

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES • January



/Whormns of CONTROL

electronic applications many currently used and others being developed for

THE D AVEN COMPANY
191 CENTRAL AVENUE

KEEP BUYING MORE 
AND MORE WAR BONDS

DAVEN attenuators have successfully served the leaders in the broadcast, sound 
picture, television and electrical fields for many years. They are preferred compo
nents because precise and absolute control is provided. Now, new industrial

postwar... widen the horizons of control. Here, too, DAVEN attenuators may be 
depended upon for accuracy, efficiency, durability.

Noro than M ««Ms of 
laboratory tost oqaip- 
ii '"t and th* most coo- 
plste lino of precision 
attennators to the world 
are described In the 
DAVEN catalog. A copy 

void be in iwr files.
Ordering standard con
i' Mats from this catalog 
ray expedite deliveries
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The Magic Brain of All 
Electronic Equipment Is a 
Tube and the Fountain- 
Head of Modern Tube 
( evelopment Is RCA

Io a-~i-t K< \ tube 

ikxIik lion iii turnin 
troll tube*.

TUNE IN "WHAT'S NEW?" 
RCA's great new show, 
Saturday nights, 7 to 8, 
E. W. T., Blue Network

h-tiiigui-he- it.
\o| until ¿ift«-r sou \e pul the tube to i 

become aware ol that extra element.
Il •• in e\< rs RC\ Meet roll Tube the 

make- the K< \ monogram worth looking I
It's research. 11 - engineering know led;
It - know how the kiml ol know 

into esers R< \ Eles Iron l ube ami it 
b\ the modern Kt. \ Laboratorie-at Prim < 
almo-t e\chi-i\cl\ to electroiim re-earch.


	INDUSTRIES

	9u tiuA 9¿Aue


	PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS... SELECTOR SWITCHES—CERAMIC

	CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE

	e ground

	UNITED SCREW AND BOLT CORPORATION

	\Ne don’t know. Right now, we build them this big and this little. And the limit has not yet been reached —in either direction.


	RADIO

	fl	SEALING GLASS TO METAL


	2 fl w™ KOVAR ^fl ■

	STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA

	DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONES

	They can SEE the difference between a good weld and a bad one


	NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COMPANY

	22-26 WAVERLY PLACE YNIY# NEW YORK. 3. N. Y.


	HALLICRAFTERS WAS READY!

	hallicrafters BUY MORE BONDS È0»

	Formica MF—Glass Mat Base—Is a High Frequency Insulating Material That Can Replace Ceramics for Many Uses!

	NSULATION COMPANY

	Ultra High Frequency Technic

	There Is No Free Lunch

	Simplifying Civilian Components

	Swinging Around the Electronic Circle



	PLANNING NEW PRODUCTS

	The problem is not merely to find another item, but to find the optimum one for your own particular situation


	I IR E- Al E E Winter Meeting

	Annual technical session, internationally flavored, to include joint engineering evening with AIEE

	FM BROADCASTERS Jan. 26-27


	IRE Technical Meeting Program


	Military

	Radio Should Be

	Radio A Radar Division, WPB, outlines necessity for applied standardization to improve production efficiency

	Characteristic of thyratron

	for amplification of de and


	ì CONSOLE RADIO UNIT

	three receivers as well tn new Victory ship job


	ENGINEER AS EXECUTIVE

	How the engineering-trait can best tackle industrial

	Wolf !Hade Lt. Colonel; Assigned to South Pacific


	WHAT’S NEW

	Devices, products and materials

	PLAINFIELD. NEW JERSEY


	NEW PATENTS ISSUED

	HF APPARATES



	Permoflux

	BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY/

	FM HD PHASE MODULATION

	U NCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION • 2335 WEST VAN BUREN

	Frank .If. Folsom, New RCA Head at Camden

	NEW TWO-PIECE HIPERSIL* CORE

	Sylvania Adds Two More Factory Buildings


	NA Philips Moves

	To Study Laminates

	Radar Help Wanted

	¿aacetol / ^c4i4toT4 !


	. . . and hundreds of other needed

	Chicago Radar Factories Seeking Women Workers

	Deliveries made as fast as wartime conditions permit



	î W TIT TT1T T Ml11

	for the


	PHILCO

	ENGINEERING

	STAFF

	WRITE US TOD AY



	PHILCO

	CORPORATION

	Templetone Adds Tiro

	Major Rider Mores North

	Gibbs Joins Detrola

	Executives Want Out

	Quick Communications Repairs

	Hallicrafters Dine Halligan




	RECTIFIERS

	"From the Woods and Mountains of Yugo-Slavia” to the World Via

	PRESS WIRELESS A

	PRESS WIRELESS, k

	War Slow» Science

	BUY MORE AND MORE WAR RONDS

	HF Beating Terminology

	FIRST MILESTONE OI THF. ELECTRONIC ER I?

	By FRANK E. BUTLER


	Not abracadabra, but brains and sweat is our formula for the successful application of Electronics to your business.



	INDUSTRIES

	CONTRIBUTE TO INFANTILE PARALYSIS FUND —JANUARY UTH TO 31ST

	Praise Performance oi Radio in Combat

	General Aniline and Film Corp.

	Emerson “Projection“ Television Cabinet

	Recent Army-Navy

	“E” Awards

	“The Relic”

	Wide-Angle P-E Scanning

	Vital War Jobs for JEFFERSON Transformers



	TRANSFORMERS

	ENGINEERING

	MAGNETIC WIRE RECORDER

	DUE TO ITS CONSTRUCTION

	DUMONT

	ELECIRICCO.



	ENGINEERS WANTED

	COLONIAL

	RANO ST. BUFFALO 7, N. Y

	ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS—TO MAKE

	SQUARE WAVE MEASUREMENTS

	WOUND-CORE TRANSFORMER DESIGN

	BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

	SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

	CLOSEST TOLERANCES

	EXCELLENT FINISH

	PROMPT DELIVERIES


	THAN GOLD

	HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD


	RAYTHEON

	FIRE CONTROL

	POSTWAR PROBLEM

	SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

	★

	3571 W. 62nd. St.	CLEVELAND 2, OHIO


	HENRY P. SEGEL CO.

	COSMIC RESEARCH


	Want Complete

	BLACKOUT?

	PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

	DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO

	DIE-CUT ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES

	INSULATORS • CAN -LINERS • CONDENSER BOXES • GASKETS. Etc

	ACME FOLDING BOX CO., INC. !l’î

	1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.


	TODAY AND TOMORROW

	72 Freeport St.. Boston 22, Moss.

	Panel No. 6—Television Broadcasting

	ELECTRIC SOLDERING

	IRON CO., INC.



	PLASTIC SOURCE

	ROGAN BROTHERS

	RTPB Television-Panel Committees

	Historic Firsts—Negative Feedback Amplifier




	ENGINEER

	THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE AT WORK

	D. W. ONAN & SONS

	JOHN F. RIDER Publisher, Inc.

	AIR REDUCTION


	MEN WANTED to till

	IMPORTANT WAR JOBS

	Personnel Depts

	MARINE RADIO

	Lightning Counter



	development

	THE DIALCO “TRIO-LIGHT” PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLY AIDS IN CONTROLLING MULTIPLE CIRCUITS


	DIAL LIGHT CO. OF RmERICR. Inc.

	The Improved High Speed


	BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO.

	Highly trained, thoroughly experienced

	ACCURATE PERSONNEL

	E. F. CURTZ

	2 John St.. N. Y. C. COrtland 7-6835


	Model PS

	SOUND APPARATUS COMPANY

	WfTx 6500 Sub-contractors

	Three-Year Delivery to Turkey



	DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS, INC.

	Heat Transfer Fundamentals

	BOX EI

	Transmitter Houses Can Be Attractive

	TEST INSULATION	

	500 VOLTS DC



	HERMAN H. STICHT CO., INC.

	ELECTRONIC TOMORROWS

	Beryllium Copper Supply

	Electronic» for an Improved Postwar World







